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Where we go one, we go all.





 

The greatest trick the devil ever pulled was 

convincing the world he didn't exist...
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___________________
    Prologue________________

Until a decade ago, I was what was known on the internet as
a  “normie.”  I  believed  America  was  a  homogenous  group  of
citizens, united under the foundational ideas of our Republic. Every
man  was  created  equal,  and  was  equal  under  the  law.  The
Constitution limited the powers of government, thereby protecting
every citizen's  privacy and freedom. We had privacy, and a God-
given right to retire to our own sanctuaries of privacy and solitude if
we so desired. The law would protect us. We lived in a government
run  by  its  people,  with  equal  justice  for  everyone.  And  most
importantly, my fellow Americans were like me. The were loyal first
to America and their fellow Americans, and believed a society of
free  Americans,  each  living  their  lives  in  freedom,  under  the
protection of the Constitution was good.

There  was  corruption,  no  doubt.  But  it  was  limited,  and
could never advance. Conspiracies were rare, because nobody could
possibly  keep  it  secret.  The  system was  designed  to  expose  and
destroy any such attempt to seize power covertly within our free
republic. The press worked as a counter-balance to any corruption,
because  reporters  became  reporters  to  safeguard  truth  and  the
republic. They had a personal interest in exposing corruption as that
was how they built the reputations that would make them rich. And
most  of  all,  Americans  all  recognized  the  freedoms  our  nation
afforded  us,  made  it  something  worth  protecting.  Nobody  would
ever destroy those freedoms, because they would be destroying their
own  freedom,  and  the  freedoms  of  their  children.  Most  of  all,
Americans were one team, and no groups within the nation were
freely operating against everyone else covertly.

It  seemed  a  perfect,  stable  system,  designed  to  keep
America free and united.

In  reality,  I  was  wrong  about  it  all.  At  some  point,  an
intelligence operation infiltrated our country, outside of the sight of
everyone. It slowly advanced, hidden in the shadows, taking over
our  government  and  drawing  in  various  citizens  it  needed



throughout  society.  Once  it  drew in  a  citizen,  it  put  them to the
purpose of advancing the conspiracy's control over everyone else, as
it set about destroying our freedom and privacy. 

Many they recruited apparently chose to serve it willingly.
Eventually, the machine became so pervasive, you could not escape
it  within  the  United  States.  The  voices  who spoke  in  our  public
forums appeared overwhelmingly compromised.

But I never knew. That is, until I interjected a scientific idea
into the political world which held the possibility of affecting the
political  debate.  I  dropped  the  idea  online  and  in  a  book,  and
suddenly  this  machine  dropped  on  my  head,  and  I  saw  the
surveillance/intimidation  side  of  it  in  nearly  its  entirety.  As  it
revealed itself to me, in hopes of cowing me with its scale, I felt
nothing short of utter disbelief. It was so massive it seemed to defy
the laws of possibility.

Take any transgressions against freedom that you think your
fellow Americans would never allow, multiply it  by ten, and it is
being done willingly and knowingly by our fellow Americans who
joined this conspiracy. Take what you think could never be done in
this nation to American citizens, given its laws and law enforcement
apparatus, as well as the morals of America, and multiply it by ten,
and it is being done – with no legal consequence. 

As  I  researched  it,  I've  seen  cops  trying  to  catch  killers
thrown in prison. I've seen police officers, reporters, and wounded
veterans  murdered by this  machine.  I've  seen injured CIA agents
trying to recover from their last deployment harassed by teams that
break into their homes while they are out, simply to rearrange their
furniture,  and  then  follow them around ominously  as  they  travel
about town. Most amazingly, I have seen that local law enforcement
and federal law enforcement can't  do anything about it.  Even the
CIA is powerless to protect its own in its own country. 

There are numerous accounts of innocent women who come
home and are drugged by food in their fridge that was spiked by a
surreptitious entry team, and then they are raped while unconscious.
They wake up knowing what happened, go to the ER, take a rape kit
and file a report, and the local Police are helpless to do anything
about it. In this book you will see the local news report on it, and the
interviews with victims. The news report couches it  as a mystery
that cannot be solved. In reality, it was one small facet of a massive



conspiracy that pervaded our entire nation, and you can find similar
reports all over the country.

You will see the actual news stories in here. I will link to
where local news outlets reported them, before the story was killed
by the national  powers that be. You will  see actual  videos of the
machine in action on youtube, and see indications of just how far
back this machine was operational in our nation. You will see how
the media they compromised and filled with their agents hid it from
us. You will  even be able to look online,  and see it  in the flesh,
operating  in  your  own  neighborhood.  Along  the  way,  if  I  am
successful, you will end up becoming as proficient in spotting these
intelligence units on the street as any highly trained spy, because you
will see what they look like in real life with your own eyes, in places
where images of them have been captured for all of posterity on the
internet.

But most of all, you are going to learn you lost your own
nation, without even knowing it.  Indeed, you lost it  without even
being able to believe it could happen.

On my website, and on other select sites and forums online,
many of us saw this conspiracy, and began discussing it years ago.
As we did, terms developed around the discussions, and became a
sort of shorthand everyone used. You will see some of these terms in
here, so we will briefly touch upon them here before we begin. 

The  Cabal is  the  organization  which  has  corrupted  our
entire society. A mixture of a non-state intelligence operation, the
network of spies, informants, and assets it runs, and the elites who
call the shots in it, the Cabal has infiltrated agents everywhere from
our  political  parties,  to  our  elected  offices,  to  our  courts,  to  our
businesses, to our medical establishments, to our news media, and
even in our own neighborhoods.

(((They))), will refer to the leaders in the conspiracy. These
are the people who make the decisions at the very top. The term
developed as a shorthand to represent their mysterious and hidden
nature.  We  don't  know exactly  who  (((They)))  are,  or  when  the
conspiracy  first  formed.  (((They)))  have  hidden  their  wealth  and
their  identities  behind trusts,  corporations,  charitable  foundations,
and the like, so they cannot be tracked. 

It  is  believed the forerunner to this conspiracy may have



been operative in the Roman Empire, and slipped into the Vatican as
the Empire collapsed.  (((They)))  re-emerged behind the European
royalty,  who  they  used  as  proxies,  and  they  have  probably  been
present in the US since before the Revolution. It is assumed their
covert operation here was a back-up plan after the Crown's loss of
control in the Revolutionary War. 

Here, for centuries, hidden and unseen, their operation has
been  gradually  solidifying  its  penetration  of  the  government  and
society in preparation for the full control it exhibits today in secret,
and the full control they planned to display openly in the near future.
There  are  even  some  indications  (((They)))  may  extend  back  to
ancient Egypt. That would explain why 13 year old Pharaohs were
in charge of the cradle of civilization. In reality they were not in
charge,  they  were  just  easily  controlled  and  intimidated  puppets,
being controlled by (((Them))).

Some think that today (((They))) are high ranking Vatican
officials.  Some  think  (((They)))  are  a  secret  society  such  as  the
Freemasons, while others think (((They))) are some sort of bloodline
descended  from  a  single  family  that  got  full  control  of  the
conspiracy  at  some  point.  Others  think  it  is  a  confederation,  of
criminal groups, secret fraternal societies, and/or wealthy families
who acquired unimaginable wealth at some point and then figured
out  they  could  exert  even  greater  control,  and  make  even  more
money,  working together  against  the rest  of  society.  Others think
who  (((They)))  are  may  have  changed  many  times  over  the
centuries, as internal political intrigue led to changes in power at the
top,  and  control  of  the  machine  was  handed  off.  All  other
information  about  (((Them))),  from  religion  to  nationality  is
unknown. Some believe (((They))) hold some sort of occult belief
system, though others think they promote occultism among lower
level  recruits,  as  an  excuse  for  requiring  immoral  induction
ceremonies comprised of horrific acts, whose true purpose is to be
recorded  for  purposes  of  blackmail.  Regardless,  they  have  been
smart enough to hide, and rich enough to do it so effectively we still
are not entirely sure who they are.

“The  Machine,”  or  “The  Network”  is  Cabal's  network,
which performs the actions that give it control. The machine consists
of  assets  placed  in  control  of  critical  parts  of  society  that  Cabal
needs for control. It encompasses the media personalities designed



to mold the public's beliefs, desires, and emotions. It is government
officials who pass laws Cabal wants, judges who rule how Cabal
tells them. It is intelligence agencies and agents Cabal has corrupted,
who now work for Cabal, advancing its interests and objectives. It's
law enforcement agencies who can deploy surveillance and spies to
get  Cabal  information,  such  as  on  Donald  Trump's  campaign  in
2016. And its most powerful asset is a massive civilian network of
spies  and  informants  deployed  against  America  at  the  grassroots
level, all throughout society. 

It  includes  local  religious  leaders  who  try  to  guide  their
local flocks to believe and do what Cabal wants. It is cult leaders
who manage groups of people under control, and who may allow
experimentation  with  new  psychological  manipulative  techniques
upon them, or even groom females for sexual trafficking to high-
ranking people, such as the NXIVM cult. It even extends down to
regular  citizens  who  have  pledged  loyalty  to  the  machine  for
whatever it is they get out of it, and who just operate one on one
with people Cabal targets. These may be local teachers who will spy
on  or  exert  influence  on  students,  nurses  who  can  pull  medical
records,  workers  at  document  destruction  companies  who  pull
documents  Cabal  wants  for  whatever  reason,  local  affiliate  news
reporters who can be relied upon to put out stories Cabal wants in
front of the public, or kill stories it wants covered up. It is professors
at colleges, protesters who turn out to make noise about issues Cabal
wants everyone to notice, bank managers who can grab records on
customers and businesses, local regulators in local government who
can make business problems disappear or come out of nowhere, and
software engineers who can insert backdoors Cabal wants inserted.
It is even children whose families are in the network, and who help
fill out files on other children growing up in their neighborhoods and
schools. Estimates are that the Machine is made up of between four
and ten percent of the population, based on government documents,
as you will see. Sometimes this group is referred to as the “Secret
Society.”

“Management”  is  a  term which came from the TV show
Burn Notice (itself written by a CIA officer who seemingly saw this
conspiracy, and crafted an entire TV show around it. If you want to
see an excellent show which is full of themes that mirror the real
world of Cabal,  get  the DVDs of the TV Show Burn Notice and
watch it, especially the first five seasons.) 



Management  consists  of  the  leaders  of  the  Machine  that
Cabal  assigned  to  run  each  major  part  of  their  conspiracy,  from
corporations,  to  secret  societies  like  the  Freemasons,  to  religious
organizations, to intelligence agencies, to political parties, to all the
major power centers Cabal exploits to manipulate society. Many are
billionaires who seemingly followed meteoric career paths as they
formed various companies that served Cabal's purposes. Others are
money  managers  who  involve  themselves  in  political  activism.
Others run media companies that sell Cabal narratives to the public.
It is increasingly believed many of these ultra-wealthy members of
Management are not actually wealthy themselves, but rather they are
being given Cabal money to hold and manage, as part of a cover
they are given to explain why they are so influential in society. This
does explain why Bill  Gates,  or  Warren Buffet,  or  George  Soros
openly declare they will not bequeath their fortunes to their children.
It is not because they don't want to, but rather because their fortunes
are not actually their own to begin with. Indeed, Jeffrey Epstein is
seen as the most prominent example of this. Nobody knows where
his money came from, and in retrospect it appears little more than a
cover he was given, to aid him in gaining blackmail on prominent
individuals for this intelligence network.

The main  purpose of  Cabal's  Machine was to foster  The
Myth. The Myth asserts that the United States is a free republic, with
a  Constitution  which  limits  governmental  power,  guarantees  us
freedom and privacy, and makes we, the people, the predominant
power in our nation. We have laws, we elect our leaders to make
them, and thus we are the ultimate arbiters of our fates. It is called
The Myth because that is exactly what it is – a story we are told to
keep our people pacified, and prevent us from ever rebelling against
our true masters – (((Them))). The truth is, I am not even sure we
elect our leaders anymore, we have no privacy, and I know we aren't
at present, the arbiters of our own fate.

Understand that while this book will show you the pieces
which do not fit - the concrete stories showing hard evidence which
prove things are not as they seem - there may be some aspects of
this work which will prove over time to be incorrect. Where Cabal
came from, who the people in it  are, what they believe in or are
dedicated to, and exactly how they operate is still very much up in
the air as of this writing. Explanations in the Q-community range
from the practical (it is all about money and power) to the esoteric (a



religious-reverence  and  subservience to  extradimensional,  demon-
like, sentient entities which they believe in, that intrude in our world
and are the real-life subject of our religious texts). There will be no
consensus on Cabal's motivations offered here. This book will offer
the best guesses circulating in the Q community on other aspects of
the conspiracy, but it may prove incorrect in some regards, even on
those. What I can tell you from personal experience, with absolute
certainty,  are two things.  One, the view of America as free,  with
privacy, where anyone could become anything they wanted was an
illusion, designed to keep people controllable and accepting of the
banal  fates  Cabal  guided them into.  And two,  there  is  a massive
network out there, throughout society, composed of everyone from
powerful  cultural  figures,  to  business  leaders,  to  political  office
holders, to lowly citizens, and they are all working together against
the majority of the population, to keep them under control. I know it
beyond a shadow of a doubt, have seen it with my own eyes, and
this book should convince you of it as well.

Thankfully,  despite  all  of  this  you  will  learn  there  were
patriots in our government who saw what was happening too, and
they stepped forward to fight and stop it. Here, you will learn about
their  public  incarnation,  Q,  what  he  represents,  and  just  what
President  Trump has  really  been up to  in  running for  office  and
holding the Presidency.

As Q says, enjoy the show.





                  Chapter One

_____________
                        Who Is Q-Anon?_____________

Who  is  Q-anon,  and  why  has  he  become  such  a

phenomenon? The full answer is complicated, and requires some

background information. It  will also require some psychological

deprogramming of you, believe it or not, to fully understand. The

truth is part of what Q has revealed is that very smart people have

done extensive research into how to control the accepted beliefs of

populations,  and  that  research  has  been  applied  to  you.  As  an

example,  if  you  hear  the  phrase  “conspiracy  theory,” and

immediately think of  people  who espouse unlikely explanations

for events, there might be a reason for that. It might be because

people who were conspiring to control the mass media used it to

portray conspiracy theorists as kooks so many times that you came

to assume stories of shadowy men conspiring must not be true.

Keep an open mind going forward.

Before we get to all of that, the simple answer to who Q is,

would be that although his exact identity is not known for certain

as of this writing, it is believed Q is one or more people in Military

Intelligence. 

Retired U.S. Army Major General Paul E. Vallely is a senior

military analyst for Fox News. In an interview, he stated that, “Q-

Anon is information that comes out of a group called ‘The Army of

Northern  Virginia.’  This  is  a  group  of  military  intelligence
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specialists,  of  over  800 people that  advises  the  president.   The

president does not have a lot of confidence in the CIA or the DIA

(Defense Intelligence Agency) much anymore.  So the President

relies on real operators, who are mostly Special Operations type

of people.  This is where ‘Q’ picks up some of his information.”1

It  is  assumed Q has been tasked by a clique of patriotic

Americans  in  Military  Intelligence,  the  NSA,  and  the  White

House.  His  job  is  to  post  messages  to  be  read  by  independent

thinkers  online.  Through  these  messages,  they  hope  to  slowly

reveal  a  conspiracy  that  was  working  to  take  over  the  United

States of America, as well as the rest of the world. 

I have both read through Q's posts, and run into a small part

of the conspiracy Q discusses in my own life. As I have, I have

come to understand that the truth of how our government has been

run,  the  degree  it  was  taken  over  by  wealthy  elites,  and  the

machinery  they  assembled  to  apply  control  over  America  and

many other countries, is so massive, so pervasive, and so evil it

would not be believed if revealed all at once. Q has asserted that

we cannot imagine how big this is, so he needs to reveal it slowly

to the public, lest it not be believed. Having looked at what I have

seen with my own eyes, I found that assertion gave him even more

credence in my eyes. 

In his posts, Q drops “crumbs” often times in the form of

questions,  or  cryptic  statements  meant  to  be  analyzed  and

researched by the anonymous posters, or “anons,” on his website.

Some crumbs directly reveal an assertion Q makes about how the

conspiracy works. Others ask questions, which require his anons to

1 http://archive.is/lJYKV
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research online, finding and archiving connections and data which,

without  the  questions,  would  never  have  been  assembled  and

revealed their truths Q wanted revealed. 

Q has said he cannot  reveal  this  material  in  full  himself

because  it  is  technically  still  classified,  and  he  cannot  reveal

classified information due to National Security laws. But if he asks

a vague question, and anons do research, and uncover the answer

themselves using open source citations online, the information can

be conveyed and no laws have been broken.

Still  other  crumbs  are  seemingly  indecipherable  until

something happens. Once it does, in retrospect, it becomes clear

only  someone  truly  plugged  into  the  intelligence  infrastructure

could  possibly  have  known about  it.  Through  these  crumbs,  Q

proves his own validity, and that helps him acquire the interest of

more  people,  and  increases  the  creep  of  his  message  into  the

populace.

As an example of crumbs that would prove his validity, Q

asserted early on that John McCain would be executed for treason

for  an  unspecified  crime  he  committed.  When  McCain  was

diagnosed with  a  brain  tumor,  Q asserted  that  his  diagnosis  of

brain cancer was a cover he was allowed, as part of a deal, so as to

not leave his family name in shame after his execution. 

One  anon  eventually  asked  when  McCain  would  be

executed, and Q said “Every dog has his day.” Two weeks later Q

posted that John McCain would be in the news in a month. Exactly

30 days after Q's post, John McCain died. The exact time of Q's

post, to the minute, was the time listed on John McCain's death

certificate. It was National Dog Day. John McCain died exactly 30
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days to the minute after Q's post saying he would be in the news in

a month, and the date of his death was National Dog Day.

There  are  not  a  lot  of  explanations  for  that.  It  could  be

chance,  but  the  mix  of  McCain  dying  soon,  as  Q predicted,  it

happening on National Dog Day, and a prediction made 30 days to

the  minute  prior  seems  unlikely.  The  most  statistically  likely

explanation I can see is that McCain's death was scheduled as an

execution,  as  Q  had  asserted  would  be  the  case.  Due  to  the

knowledge of the execution procedure, the precise timing of his

escort to the death chamber, and the procedure for the application

of  the  drugs  at  a  set  time,  known 30  days  in  advance,  it  was

possible to predict not only the day of his death, but the exact time

on his death certificate, to the minute. 

You can see how if Q can predict that, and he asserts the

nation has been taken over by a criminal conspiracy that has seized

control  of  the  highest  leaders  in  our  land  using  extensive

intelligence  and  blackmail  operations,  it  would  naturally  attract

attention.

The  idea  of  a  conspiracy  having  taken  over  the  United

States, and many other countries in the world, sounds incredible, I

know. I  once thought  like  you,  and would not  have believed it

myself. But then I saw things with my own eyes, in my own life,

which revealed to me beyond any shadow of a doubt, things did

not work like we are told in the United States, or as we would

assume. As I looked into it online I found many others who had

seen the same things and come to the same conclusion.

Once you realize  that,  you begin to  question all  of  your

assumptions. Once you do that, your mind begins to open to all

4



possibilities.  Once you open your mind to all  possibilities,  you

realize many of the assumptions we have originate in things we

were told by many of the societal “influencers” who themselves

would be a part of such a conspiracy. 

Once you begin to look closer at all of those assumptions

we have  been fed,  in  light  of  logic,  you will  realize  many are

patently illogical, and could never be true. That will put you on a

path to understanding how the world truly works.

There are several parts of Q's story. The first thing which

you must understand is how the conspiracy has lied to you, and

imbued ideas within you that  prevent you from realizing that  a

conspiracy is not only possible - it is more likely to exist than not.

We will  begin by looking at  how you have been misled.

Then  we  will  look  at  a  synopsis  of  the  Conspiracy  that  Q  is

alleging exists. From there, we will briefly examine the proof that

Q is who he said he is, and that will reveal how the media openly

misled everyone, leading them to think he was a fraud.

Once you understand Q, the conspiracy, how it lied to you,

and why some people believe Q and can see through the lies, we

will then go post by post through Q's first 400 posts, with a brief

commentary after the most notable, examining what he was saying

and some of the voluminous evidence supporting it. We will finish

by looking at a handful of the remaining thousands of posts that

seem particularly  illuminating,  including one  which may reveal

exactly who Q is.

Having seen the extent of at least one part of the conspiracy

firsthand, I believe it makes for the most amazing story in all of

American history. The only thing more amazing, is that such an

5



extensive  intelligence  operation,  infiltrating  and  corrupting

America to such a degree, and having attained such a position of

almost total control, could have been undone by a small group of

patriots who defied all of the odds.
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                 Chapter Two

___________
                       You Have Been Lied To___________

You have been lied to, for a very long time. For so long,

that what these lies have done to your brain is akin to outright

brainwashing.  I  know,  because  I  was  brainwashed  by  this

conspiracy myself. When I finally saw pieces of the conspiracy in

real life, what I saw was incomprehensible, because of the brain

washing. It  took two years of seeing it  firsthand before I  could

begin to grasp the conspiracy's massive size was even possible. It

took years to accept that so many regular citizens, neighbors, in all

of  our  communities,  would join it  and work against  the rest  of

America for personal benefit. I still have not come to terms with

this shocking new reality. 

It was a lonely path. People I knew for years who were not

part of the conspiracy would never have believed what I said was

happening,  had I  not  caught  explicit  video evidence.  And even

then I know, Not having had the extensive interactions I had with

it  they still  can not  accept  the size of it.  They have  just  been

programmed  to  think  it  is  impossible.  Once  I  broke  my  own

programming however, and saw through the lies I had been trained

to accept as fact, I could not believe I had been so blind. This book

has been written explicitly to help you achieve the same awareness

of reality here.

The brainwashing is designed with one purpose, and that is
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to  weaken  you.  Or  rather,  to  make  you  weaken  yourself.  The

brainwashing  is  very  extensive,  but  there  are  a  few  specific,

foundational lies which are probably more vital than the rest. Here,

we  will  begin  anchoring  you  to  a  few  simple  intellectual

touchstones, fundamental truths which I think you will still realize

have to be true. From there, we will move logically outward and

extrapolate from those, to show you that the lies which you were

told repeatedly, and which you accept unquestioningly, are in fact

impossible in the light of those basic truths.

The first lie, is that our world is no longer Darwinian, and

our  social  structures  all  have  evolved  into  some  rule-governed

utopia,  absent  any  Darwinian  effects  which  would  promote

ruthless, rule-breaking selfishness. We are told that those who are

most ruthless, most devious, and most self-interested, don't break

the law and succeed. More importantly, they never find each other,

group together, and work in concert, out of our sight. Because this

does  not  happen,  massive  conspiracies  can  not  exist.  The

government is elected by us, exactly as it seems. Nobody would

dare  challenge  your  freedom or  our  free  governmental  system.

Most  importantly,  everyone  is  too  afraid  of  our  law and  order

system to ever transgress against it, let alone in massive organized

groups. Even if they tried, they could never take full control.

I  simply accepted this as  truth at  one point  in my life.  I

suppose I thought it was what most people believed, so I assumed

it was most likely to be true. This weakens you, by making you put

your guard down, and be less vigilant in protecting the freedoms

of  our  republic.  It  prepares  you  to  believe  other  lies,  like

conspiracy theories are always fake, because nobody would ever

conspire, since that would be unfair and somehow impolite. And it
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leaves you more vulnerable to the control of, and manipulation by

any hidden forces,  such as the one which has promulgated that

false belief.

The truth is, this entire world is Darwinian, and it always

has been. Darwinism is coded into the very fabric of this world,

first  through  the  mechanism  of  time,  and  then  through  the

mechanism of the  universe's finite nature. Because of time, we are

a universe where all that can be a significant part of our reality in

this ever changing universe, is that which develops an ability to

remain over time. 

Our  primordial  planet  churned  through  many  different

chemical compositions in its early existence. Those which did not

remain, were eventually lost to time, and would be forgotten. But

those first little oil droplets containing primitive molecules which

could  replenish  themselves  through  organized  self-replicating

chemical reactions faster than they disappeared, those became the

first cells, and they would remain. Cellular life, which could take

materials  in  the  environment  and  use  them  to  replicate  itself,

became a significant part of the reality of our world.

As variation emerged among these cells in a finite universe

of finite resources, it became a contest, to see which forms could

consume resources the most effectively, and remain and reproduce

faster than the others. 

Between the need to  persist,  and the finite  nature  of  the

environment, you had Darwinian competition fundamental to the

world.  It  was  as  if  it  was  coded  into  the  very  programming

language  in  which  the  universe  was  written,  through  time  and

scarcity.
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Since life  first  began reproducing on this earth,  we have

been selected to act  in Darwinian fashion.  Trillions  of years  of

evolution have burned that Darwinian drive into the blueprints of

our  species.  It  is  encoded in  our  brains,  and in  our  very  DNA

because it is a part of the very fabric of the universe where we

evolved. This world has left the species in it programmed to do

what we need to, in order to win.

Today, Darwinism acts on us as people, but it also works on

our social structures, from businesses, to governments, and even

Secret  Societies.  Those  most  devious,  most  ruthless,  most-self-

interested, and most capable are what remain and reproduce. It is

practically a law of nature.

We are told however, that we live in a world of gloriously

magnanimous governments, composed of gloriously magnanimous

leaders, who honestly represent us. Every election cycle they cede

their  power  willingly  if  they  lose,  so  that  we,  the  people,  are

always in full control. No one would ever dare transgress against

the system covertly to retain power, or even acquire it outside of

elections by controlling or subverting them. No conspiracy would

ever  take  over  our  governments,  and  moreover,  it  could  never

become so powerful as to become an integral, permanent fixture of

our government.

Much  of  human  history  has  been  made  up  of  intrigue,

performed  by  despotic  tyrants  who  mastered  the  Machiavellian

arts. But we are told, not in our time. In just a few hundred years,

our  entire  species  has  lost  those  fundamental  Darwinian

psychological urges and evolved beyond that. 

We are  told that  even our  intelligence  agencies  are  fully
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under civilian control, and have endless strictures they willingly

abide by to keep themselves constrained. Some of us have begun

to realize those boundaries have been strained of late, but none of

us would assume such organizations might  have taken over our

governments outright, let alone that they might have been taken

over themselves. 

In short, we are told that in the American government, there

is no Darwinian force operative, driving hidden alliances toward

ruthlessness and cunning, in search of ever-increasing, perpetual

power over all of the people.

These misconceptions weaken us, immensely. They reduce

our vigilance. They weaken our drive to act when we see hints that

they might not be true. They make us personally less competitive,

since acting ruthlessly competitively, or even assuming others are

acting ruthlessly competitively,  is  seen as a gauche violation of

accepted norms. 

The  reality  is,  in  a  world  where  everyone  acts  as  if

Darwinian  behavior  is  verboten,  cunning  ruthless  people  will

inevitably  hit  the  scene  and  they  will  go  hog-wild,  taking

advantage of everyone honest, from behind their backs and within

the shadows. Eventually, groups of them will emerge, and perform

even  more  ruthless  and  cunning  manipulations  to  gain  full,

despotic control of any system - especially an honest one filled

with  vulnerable  citizens  who  would  never  think  such  a  thing

possible.

Think of it  like a natural law. After hundreds of years in

America,  what  is  at  the  top  of  our  system should  be  the  most

ruthless, immoral, cunning, lawless, Machiavellian group possible.
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Given sufficient time, such a group should be expected to have

subverted and corrupted every aspect of our government, covertly

turning  it  to  their  ends  and  removing  the  many  and  varied

protections against such within our government. For such not to be

so, would be unnatural, and would go against a very law of nature.

If our system has been compromised, one of the first lies

they  will  perpetuate  on  gaining  power  is  that  the  world  is  not

Darwinian,  there  are  rules  which  would  never  allow  such  a

corruption of the system, and nobody could possibly be like them

and attain power in this system. They would likely even take it

further,  and say anyone who asserts such might be the case has

something off in their thought processes, and is clearly paranoid.

They might even come up with a derisive term to describe that,

like “conspiracy theorist,” and use it to denigrate such people in

the media. Finally, they would tell everyone that all sane people

operate as if conspiracies would never take over our government.

Don't  believe  it.  In  truth,  the  very  fact  someone  would

perpetuate such an observably false lie as saying conspiracies are

unlikely, should be seen as strong evidence that a conspiracy is

behind the scenes, perpetuating that lie expressly to improve their

own control. Know that the natural laws practically dictate that in

any  system  which  has  existed  long  enough,  conspiracies  are

certainly there, recognize their lies, and understand, you must be

vigilant, even paranoid, and proactive if you are to compete with

them and protect your freedom.

Before we move on, replace the first lie, with the first truth.

The world is Darwinian, as are the people and social structures in

it  –  even,  and  perhaps  especially,  if  you  are  not.  Government,

unpoliced  by  an  honest  people,  will  naturally  produce  lawless
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corruption and evil conspiracies. The more honest and trusting the

people, the easier it  will be for conspiracies to form and thrive.

Only  through  acceptance  of  that,  and  ruthless  pursuit  of,  and

regular exposure of the conspiracies which arise, can you have any

hope of being free. 

If you do not see conspiracies being exposed, if your people

believe that  to conspire would be unfair,  and you are told such

conspiracies  rarely  exist  and  belief  in  them is  the  province  of

mentally unbalanced people, then a conspiracy is likely in charge

of  your  society.  You  probably  are  being  lied  to  and  your

government and society are very likely corrupt.

The  second  big  lie  you  are  told  is,  conspiracies  never

happen because nobody can keep a secret. A variant I have always

liked  is  two  people  can  keep  a  secret  if  one  of  them is  dead.

Alternately you will hear the phrase, “People always talk.”

All of it is rubbish, foisted upon you by the conspirators. I

will  tell  you first  hand,  I  have seen the conspiracy in  America

firsthand.  There  are  at  least  hundreds  of  thousands,  and  more

likely millions of your fellow Americans who have been recruited

into it as civilian assets operating against you. As will be shown

later, they are your neighbors, your local luminaries, your business

leaders, your news reporters, and others you trust. The conspiracy

they  are  a  part  of  is  unimaginable,  and  will  be  completely

horrifying to the average American when it is exposed. And they

have  kept  the  secret.  Moreover,  keeping  such  a  secret  is  not

uncommon.

We executed the entire invasion of Normandy on D-Day,

and the  Germans  didn't  know,  nor  did American civilians  back
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home.  And  that  was  not  just  a  secret  held  among  a  few,  but

involved  a  mass  movement  of  troops  and  equipment,  and  the

conspirators  never  let  the  secret  slip.  From the  atom bomb,  to

advanced aerospace projects today, incredible secrets are routinely

kept by large groups of people, even as very skilled spies actively

try to pry them loose.

Jimmy Saville, a BBC broadcaster, was a prolific pedophile

who abused around 500 children in Britain.2 When he died he was

lionized in the British media as a national hero. Lots of people,

many in the BBC itself, knew of his pedophilia and they kept the

secret. Even when individuals not in the conspiracy found out and

tried to expose it, they were shut down by higher-ups at the BBC

(who were themselves likely a part of the conspiracy). Even Police

appeared to be involved in covering up child sexual abuse rings in

the UK, often by persecuting fellow Officers who investigated it.3

There is much more to Jimmy Saville's story we will cover later. It

is far worse than that, but you see the point. 

Jimmy Saville's treachery was known and kept secret, only

to be fully exposed after his death. Those who broached it during

his life were dismissed as conspiracy theorists,  and harassed into

silence. And a public who thought there could be no conspiracies

because people always talked, failed to protect those children. It

wasn't until long after Saville died that it came out what a monster

he  was,  and  how  many  people  had  known  and  covered  it  up.

Indeed, it would appear he was part of a much larger network of

high-ranking  pedophiles  which  may  still  be  operative  today,

harnessed as a means of blackmail and control. But still the public

2 http://archive.is/LRgOO
3 http://archive.is/Ilugv
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sleeps,  assuming it  not  possible,  in  part  because  groups  cannot

keep secrets.

So  understand,  massive  secrets,  known  to  hundreds  of

thousands  have  been  kept  routinely  in  matters  of  military

campaigns, and huge conspiracies have happened in society that

were known to some outside the conspiracy, and still  the secret

was kept. Conspiracies are real, Darwin demands it, and indeed,

from  business  trade  secrets  that  have  allowed  markets  to  be

cornered,  to  military  campaigns  which  maintained  operational

security,  conspiracies  have  a  very  long  history  of  producing

successes  in  our  Darwinian  world.  Conspiracies,  effectively

hidden, have been selected for in our Darwinian world. Not only

could they exist, our world would produce them if they did not.

Again, look at how we are being told such a blatantly false

lie - that there can be no conspiracies, and anyone who believes in

them is mentally less competent. That alone would automatically

make me think some massive conspiracy is extant and spreading

that lie to protect itself, even if I hadn't seen the massiveness of the

conspiracy with my own eyes.

Lie  number  three  is  a  more  technical  one.  This  lie  is

inferred by almost everyone, and it is key to the conspiracy today.

It implies that since we rarely hear about them or see them,  and

nobody ever talks about their funding, intelligence operations and

spying must be a small area, populated by a few select specialists,

which is rarely encountered or used within our nation. Far more

common and prevalent  in  government  must  be  the  parts  of  the

machine we see – the uniformed Law Enforcement, the Military,

Fire-Rescue,  Legislatures,  the  State  Department,  and  so  on.  By

comparison,  any  intelligence  operations  would  be  infinitesimal,
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under-funded, and for our purposes, relatively non-existent.

You have also probably heard, the CIA is not allowed to spy

on  American  soil,  because  Americans  do  not  want  their

government  spying  on  them.  Indeed,  the  right  to  privacy  is

considered so  integral  to  freedom it  is  enshrined in  the  Bill  of

Rights. Implicit within that is the concept that therefore, we are not

being spied upon, and could not be spied upon. If only you knew.

Here is one of the more stunning news articles you will ever

happen across4 The article I suspect is the beginning of a cover

story being released by the CIA, to explain what Q is going to

reveal. I will quote the relevant parts of it in italics:

Around 2010, the FBI also began experimenting with new

ways  of  maintaining  cover,  particularly  when  trying  to  recruit

foreigners  on  U.S.  soil,  through a  new initiative  known as  the

National Security Recruitment Program, according to five former

officials.  The  FBI  program,  which  has  not  been  previously

reported on, involved close cooperation with the CIA’s National

Resources Division, the agency’s clandestine domestic operational

wing.

The program deployed U.S. officials under very light cover,

with  false  backstories  and  business  cards  but  lacking  online

footprints  or  connections  to  long-running  brick-and-mortar

undercover  operations.  That  way,  officials  could  approach

individuals who had potentially useful information with some level

of plausible deniability. The CIA helped provide funding for the

FBI  program,  and  FBI  and  CIA  officials  paired  up  in  major

4 https://news.yahoo.com/shattered-inside-the-secret-battle-to-save-
americas-undercover-spies-in-the-digital-age-100029026.html?guccounter=1
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American cities.  While  the  program was successful,  it  was met

with bureaucratic pushback and was ended by 2014 amid a turf

battle, say former officials.

One  roadblock,  say  former  senior  officials,  was  the

bureau’s long-standing national program for creating legends —

that  is,  fake  backstories  and  identities  — and cover,  known as

Stagehand.  The  program,  based  out  of  Los  Angeles,  Chicago,

Atlanta and other major American cities, sets up and maintains

undercover FBI operations. Stagehand employees purchase cars,

rent  office  space,  buy  homes,  design  cover  identities  for  FBI

officials, create fake companies and buy real ones, say six former

officials. 

The bureau employs former real estate brokers, physicians

and  dentists,  among  others,  who  become  FBI  agents  but  can

assume  their  former  jobs  as  needed,  recalls  a  former  senior

official. “The deepest layer [of cover] might begin years before

you even use it,” the official says.

... By mid-decade, the agency concluded that the best way

to hide was in plain sight. Nowadays, say former officials, NOCs

must  truly  “live  their  cover”  —  that  is,  actually  work  as  the

professional  engineer  or  businessperson  that  they  present

themselves to be. NOCs live and work under their true names, say

former officials, though they are known to their CIA counterparts

by a pseudonym. Fewer than 10 percent of individuals within the

CIA’s Directorate of Operations regularly use alias passports or

credit cards, says a former senior official.

The  intelligence  community  has  developed  sophisticated

“backstopping” procedures, which seed a cover story through web
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traffic, emails and other digital channels. But in an interconnected

world, “good backstopping can be defeated in a Google search,”

says  one  former  senior  intelligence  official.  Because  of  that

reality,  the  use  of  front  companies  for  NOCs  has  become

increasingly  untenable,  necessitating  closer  coordination  and

cooperation with private American businesses for the placement

and recruitment of NOCs, say former senior officials.

It’s not always easy, however. “The CIA is very good at this,

but they are getting the door slammed in their face,” says one

former  senior  official.  In  Silicon Valley,  recalls  another  former

senior  official,  it  was  difficult  to  convince  these  companies  to

participate.  The  situation  got  worse  in  2013,  when  Edward

Snowden,  an  intelligence  contractor,  gave  a  trove  of  classified

documents to journalists, exposing the extent of tech companies’

cooperation with the National  Security  Agency.  “Before,  it  was

hard,” says this person, and “it was harder to do post-Snowden.”

Even a switch of employer, or an unexplained gap in one’s

résumé, can be a giveaway to a foreign intelligence service, say

former  officials.  In  response,  the  agency  has  also  shifted  to

recruiting individuals within the companies they already work at,

and,  with  the  approval  of  corporate  leadership,  secretly

transitioning  those  persons  onto  the  CIA payroll,  and  training

them intermittently  and  clandestinely,  far  from any  known CIA

facility. 

Sometimes, when these individuals are finished working for

the agency, they simply transition back to a full-time job for the

company where they already “work.” In one recent case, a NOC

who  had  worked  at  a  U.S.  company  as  a  “full-time  career

employee” and was transitioning out of his CIA work was “softly
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landed” back into another position at the same firm — with the

agency  paying  for  his  moving  expenses  and  a  government

severance package, says a former senior intelligence official.

The  agency,  which  former  officials  say  recruits  and

emplaces  NOCs  in  the  technology,  finance  and  film industries,

among other sectors,  targets  both major  U.S.  corporations and

smaller U.S. companies, which are sometimes preferred because

they are not beholden to shareholders.

Often,  say  former  officials,  only  a  few  select  executives

within a company are aware of its relationship with the agency

and  the  “real”  identities  of  the  people  in  their  employ.  To

encourage  or  reward  cooperation  from  businesses,  agency

officials will sometimes provide special, tailor-made briefings to

executives on the political and economic climate of countries of

business interest to that company, say two former officials.

“There is a serious legal and policy process” in place at

the  CIA to  manage  these  relationships,  says  a  former  official.

Otherwise, “you could break industries.”

... The agency has formed a new reserve officer program to

allow  spies  to  work  in  the  private  sector,  especially  the  tech

industry,  says  a  former  intelligence  official.  The  program  is

designed to allow those operatives to maintain their clearances so

they can return seamlessly to the agency after a few years, says

this person.

Look  at  what  that  article  is  saying.  FBI  and  CIA have

merged to create CIA operational structures in the United States

civilian populace, using a combined FBI/CIA, working together in

common purpose.  This FBI/CIA has bought homes and cars,  to
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embed citizen spies in civilian society under the cover of regular

civilians. It has purchased and run businesses in civilian society in

America. It  has recruited business leaders in businesses it didn't

purchase,  and  in  return  for  their  fealty  and  compliance,  used

agency  resources  to  provide  intelligence  and  competitive

advantage to their companies which allowed them to out-compete

other, non-FBI/CIA-associated companies. It has had those agents

it recruited in companies offer preferential hiring, and favoritism

in leave policies to other FBI/CIA assets and officers, who move

into American society, living seemingly normal American lives, as

spies in our society.

Not  only  was  this  FBI/CIA hydra  involved  in  American

civilian  society,  it  was  using  Agency  resources  to  decide  what

companies would survive, and make sure its officers had it easy in

the job market within those companies. It recruited agents for its

covert spy network in America, in fields as diverse as real estate,

big  tech,  Hollywood,  and  medicine.  And  it  never  asked  our

American citizens what they thought about all of this. They just

did it, creating a Secret Society of spies, in a secret economy of

Agency-gifted  businesses,  which  didn't  operate  according  to

traditional free market principles.

What if you had started a company, and were not FBI/CIA-

associated,  while  your  competitor  was?  Your  company  would

likely  fail,  because  the  other  company  gained  the  favor  of  the

FBI/CIA and you had not. Why was the other company recruited

and not you? It was at the whim of agents and officers in FBI/CIA,

who probably preferentially recruited family. What if you needed a

job and would show up, but an FBI/CIA officer wanted the job,

and  intended  to  spend  his  time  overseas?  You  would  be
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unemployed. What if the job market contracted? Who would be

immune? Who would be fired?

Now what if the daughter of an FBI/CIA officer wanted to

go to medical school, and the head of admissions was an FBI/CIA

officer,  hired  to  get  the  school  preference  in  Agency  research

contracts, such as into data analytics? What if this network needed

to  be  kept  secret  from  the  rest  of  America  because  America

wouldn't  want  it,  and  this  daughter  was  raised  in  the  network,

running surveillance as  a  child,  and already knew all  about  it?

Suppose you did not know about it, and would not have liked the

idea if you had, and your secret psych evaluation indicated that?

Suddenly the choice is between letting an innocent citizen

who is not in the network, and who might oppose it and not want

to be an agent, take that med school slot and be of no use to the

Agency, or using influence over existing recruited agents/officers

in the Secret Society, to give the slot to an already trusted asset,

who could later become an officer, and who would not reveal the

network. You see where this is going. This is how a Secret Society

forms within a nation, where all the best opportunities suddenly

fall to Secret Society members, while everyone else is relegated to

plebe status.

On  a  small  scale,  it  would  be  inconsequential,  but  read

between the lines of the piece. The CIA is saying it can't have a

small pool of officers, because its officers are so easily identified,

often within a year. So it needs a massive pool of potential CIA-

associated,  part-time  officers,  who  spend  most  of  their  time  in

American society, “building legends” (civilian work histories) for

years, before they ever touch them. Essentially it is saying it needs

to build  a  whole  new CIA operational  staff  from scratch every
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year, as all of the old staff get identified and go on an  “inactive

reserve” in civilian society, waiting to be called up if needed, and

serving the Agency's now growing domestic needs in the interim.

Again, this piece is a cover story for what is going to be

revealed, designed to make it all look innocuous and having arise

innocently. What you are going to find is 4-8% of the population,

at  a  minimum,  was  approached by the  CIA and offered  a  deal

which they accepted, where they would be a civilian informant/spy

for the CIA in America, and they would be classified as part-time

officers, with all the benefits which accrue from that. 

We will show later this is probably what they first tried to

legitimize under the cover story of Operation TIPS,5 a proposed

domestic  spying  program  which  would  have  created  a  pilot-

program civilian spy network consisting of one in 24 American

citizens, for the express purposes of spying on fellow American

citizens.  Under this new cover story, these spies are CIA assets

helping officers who are building legends. The spying they do on

the people in their neighborhoods will probably be claimed to be

training operations.

But there is  a  problem. What  this  rapidly turns  into is  a

Secret Society, run by an intelligence agency, which even worse, is

tied into the most powerful law enforcement agency in the nation.

Those who swear fealty to the intelligence agency get the benefits

of  this  massive  network  of  influential  people  recruited  by  the

agency and rewarded with benefits from agency resources. 

Since the  majority  of  America  would not  like  the  Secret

Society,  even  were  it  not  spying  on  them,  the  Secret  Society

5 https://archive.is/Cb5u
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cannot let it be known that it exists as such. It needs to be kept

secret. This has two effects, both terrible. 

One, since outsiders cannot be trusted, it means recruitment

will tend to come from two sources. First, recruitment will come

from within  the  Secret  Society,  making  it  more  nepotistic  and

insular,  and isolated from regular  America.  I  have already seen

this, with children as young as ten or eleven participating in in-

person  physical  surveillance  operations  on  regular  Americans,

whose privacy and freedom mean nothing to the Society. The kids

are raised in it, because they are the next generation of this Secret

Society. For them, it is normal, and those on the outside have been

viewed as cattle from the earliest days.

The other pool of recruits will be foreign immigrants from

despotic regimes who lack American values. I have seen them too.

For them, the idea of a secret society does not violate any moral

norms they were raised with. Many of them will also have already

been conditioned to desire to be on the inside of such a powerful

organization, rather than the outside, and they will tend to not feel

loyalty  to  any  of  their  fellow  Americans,  or  the  principles  of

freedom, or privacy, or limited government that we believe in. The

Secret  Society  which  rules,  will  rapidly  be  made  up  of  not-

Americans.

The  second  problem  is  you  have  a  very  powerful

intelligence agency,  which is  linked up with the  most  powerful

federal  law  enforcement  organization.  Together,  they  are  both

breaking the law, and they control the media, leadership positions

in  government,  civil  liberties  organizations,  and  even  your

neighbors in some cases. And all together they need to hide this

Secret Society, at all costs. 
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You do not want your most powerful intelligence agency in

the position where it needs, at all costs, to hide something from the

American people, because it will do anything to hide it. You do not

want such situation to arise, and have that agency linked up with

the most powerful law enforcement agency in the nation, and have

both of them need to hide this arrangement at all costs. And if that

does arise,  you do not  want  to  be one of  the American people

outside the Secret Society, who happens to catch a glace of it, or

even worse - threaten one of it's areas of control. 

You are going to find this leviathan which is described here

was a lot bigger than you would think possible, and it did a lot of

very bad things, as it engaged in a slippery slope of committing

ever worse crimes to hide its operations, and then committing even

more crimes to hide the previous crimes.

Once it reached this point, as it inevitably would, it would

easily be taken over by the hostile foreign intelligence operation

which Q is going to describe, because it  is easily blackmailable

with a mere threat of exposure. At that point, you do not want to

be the idealistic rube who thinks he can get involved in politics,

and maybe change the world for the better. 

Out of necessity, the sector of politics and government was

solely the province of the Secret Society, and they were not shy

about letting you know that. For that matter, you would not want

to own a company out-competing one of their companies, come up

with a paradigm-shifting technology that would upset one of their

business sectors,  or  otherwise threaten to succeed in any of the

areas they have carved out for their agents.

Sun  Tzu's  writings  were  all  about  how   'intelligence  is
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paramount  in  all  matters  of  war.' Clausewitz  said,  "War is  the

continuation of  politics  by other  means." Given the admonition

that “all politics is local,” as one Senator once famously said, one

could infer that the intelligence operations they ran began locally.

You likely can't imagine just how locally.

The truth is, intelligence operations are everywhere, from

little  PI  firms  servicing  divorcing  wives,  to  big  economic

intelligence  outfits  helping  major  corporations  get  one-up  on  a

competitor,  to  secret  networks  embedded  in  your  very

neighborhood, and they are spying on everyone periodically. 

Everyone will have a file in the machinery wielded by the

political elites of Cabal's Machine. Note how if you read the article

referenced a couple of pages back, it says that in far less developed

nations, with far less to spend on their intelligence machinery, CIA

agents are no longer even followed as they go to meet sources,

because  there  is  so  much  surveillance  everywhere  in  those

societies that everywhere they go, they are in view of surveillance.

The exact quote is:

Today there are “about 30 countries” where CIA officers

are  no  longer  followed  on  the  way  to  meetings  because  local

governments  no longer see the need,  given that  surveillance in

those countries is so pervasive, said Dawn Meyerriecks, the CIA’s

deputy director for science and technology, in a 2018 speech.

Note  that  when  there  is  enough  surveillance  everywhere

that  your  surveillance no longer  needs to follow someone from

point A to point B, it is because your surveillance is everywhere all

the time. As your target exits one surveillance operative's sight, he

is walking right into the sightline of another. And that is repeating,
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all the way from his point of origin to his destination. For those of

us who have seen it, it is a trip. For the rest of you, you are blind to

it only because you cannot imagine it could be possible for your

homeland to be so saturated with people spying on fellow citizens.

Of course so much surveillance means, it is idle most of the

time,  with  no  priority  threat  to  follow.  So  it  has  busied  itself

building  files  on  regular  citizens,  allowing  the  government  to

personally get to know everyone, and record who they are in their

file.

But how can this be fellow patriot, you ask? It could not be

legal? 

Au contraire. It is legal because everyone has a FISA file.

That will be another of Q's big reveals. We already know for a fact

that as of 2017, there had been 40,668 FISA warrants issued.6 It is

believed a single FISA warrant allows surveillance of more than

one person. So if  a mosque is  known to be organizing a terror

attack, in theory the government can submit an application for a

single FISA warrant to put all of the members of the mosque under

surveillance,  and the  warrant  will  justify  making each mosque-

member a primary target.  So there may technically be far more

primary  targets  than  40,668,  but  for  the  purposes  of  this

elucidation, we will assume each warrant is for a single person.

Once you have a primary target, a FISA warrant allows two

“hops.”7 That  is,  the warrant allows surveillance of the primary

target. It then allows investigators to also unleash surveillance on

every single one of the primary target's contacts, no matter how

6 http://archive.is/gJFbq
7 http://archive.is/w2M7V
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brief, in what is called the first hop. It then allows investigators to

take each of those secondary targets the primary target contacted at

some point, and perform a second hop to all of their contacts, who

become  tertiary  targets.  One  analysis  found  that  a  single  FISA

warrant  on  one  person  would  justify  surveillance  of  25,000

additional people after factoring in all of the hops which would be

justified off of it.8

Now the interesting part. If there are 40,668 FISA warrants

as  of  2017,  and  each  FISA warrant  only  targeted  one  person

conservatively,  and  that  one  primary  target  would  allow

surveillance  of  25,000  additional  people,  then  the  government

presently  has  the  right  to  roll  out  surveillance,  right  out  of  the

movie  Enemy  of  the  State, on  over  1  trillion  Americans.

1,016,700,000 people to be exact. And that was only as of 2017,

and assuming only one person per FISA warrant. Of course, there

are only 300 million Americans. So many of us probably have a

few  different  FISA warrants  from  several  different  directions.

Even President Donald J Trump has multiple FISA warrants,  as

will  everyone who has  ever  been in  contact  with  him in  some

capacity.

Basically,  through some clever legal  wrangling and some

logarithmic  mathematics,  the  government  has  essentially  given

itself the ability to treat every American like a James Bond villain

armed with a nuclear weapon, bent on raising a mushroom cloud

over Washington DC.

It should not be surprising. Everything done by the really

successful,  from  business,  to  government,  to  politics,  uses

8 http://archive.is/r4xVj
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research, and a key component of the game of research today is

spying and surveillance. 

Of course we were told the CIA would never roll out on

American  soil  targeting  Americans.  While  I  have  no  idea  who

exactly has rolled out like the CIA on American citizens,  I  can

assure you somebody has established a surveillance state right out

of  the  East  German Stasi,  complete  with  extensive  numbers  of

civilian  informants  and  elite  spook  technology,  all  hiding  as

regular  fellow  citizens,  as  they  build  detailed  files  on  every

American. 

Even worse, although this machine may have the authority

of the US government behind it, we will show later with Q's help,

indications  are  it  is  run by some foreign,  non-state  intelligence

operation.  That  would  explain  how  such  a  fundamentally  un-

American operation could come to be so ever-present throughout

our  nation,  even  as  every  real  American  would  oppose  it  with

every fiber of their being, were they made aware of it.

Thanks to Q, it is now being revealed.

Now we are going to imbue you with a fundamental truth to

help you contextualize the reality of America's surveillance state,

and the conspiracy which corrupted it to its own purposes. 

The first truth we covered was, this world is Darwinian, and

favors those who go all in and seize every advantage. From there,

recognize that  extensive intelligence and surveillance operations

are an integral part of seizing every advantage. 

If you accept that, you have to accept that after millennia,

those who have succeeded in this world, those who you see at the
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top  of  the  pile,  will  be  backed  by  the  most  complete  and

aggressive  intelligence/surveillance  operations  possible.  If  they

were not backed by such an operation, someone who was would

quickly  take  them out  and  replace  them,  because  the  world  is

Darwinian and  intelligence  is  paramount  to  all  Darwinian

competition.  If  their  operations were in  any way incomplete,  if

there was some little bit more they could be spying on, another

operation would do it and quickly supplant them.

Which brings us to the next lie. Spying is about secrets. Not

entirely  false,  this  is  more  of  a  misconception.  Intelligence

operations are about a lot more than mere secrets, as the poisoned

cigars  and  exploding  seashells  Fidel  Castro  managed  to  dodge

would indicate. 

Intelligence operations are more often about corruption and

subversion of rival organizations, instead of merely stealing their

secrets. That can take the form of blackmail, outright bribery, and

infiltration of agents. It can even include control of an individual

who has no idea he is controlled, because a covert operation has

surrounded him and made sure he got all of the right stimuli to

produce the behaviors that the operation targeting him wanted him

to perform, at the time the operation wanted those behaviors. 

We have also been told spying happens at  the individual

level, with an  “officer” turning some individual into an  “agent”

who  feeds  them secrets.  What  we  are  not  told  is  this  type  of

turning of an asset is often done not just to get secrets, but to gain

control over an organization's actions and decisions. Why steal a

competing  operation's  secret,  when   you  can  steal  the  entire

competing  operation  and  make  it  your  own  by  corrupting  its

leaders?
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From my observations, the intelligence operation targeting

the United States has turned many, if not most of the most critical

organizations  exerting  force  or  psychological  influence  in  the

United  States  to  its  ends.  It  has  done  this  through  a  massive

infiltration  and  recruitment  operation,  run  for  many  decades,

designed to recruit and place its own agents in key positions of

control  of  these  organizations.  This  has  given  the  conspiracy

control over everything from government offices, to businesses, to

the very media operations which would be needed to expose their

operation to the nation, all as part of a coordinated network which

has  grown  more  brazen  as  its  penetration  and  control  has

increased.

You  have  probably  heard  whispers  over  the  years  about

entire Central American governments taken over by the CIA, with

leaders  that  the  CIA  owned  installed  as  the  Presidents  and

politicians of those nations. But they don't discuss that too much,

and not just for reasons of national security. They don't want you

to  realize,  it  happens  more  often  than  you  would  think  in

organizations far smaller than governments, and perhaps closer to

home than you would want to consider, both in your government

and your local community. 

Which brings us to lie number five, and that is, there are

always  competing  interests  that  have  fought  to  a  draw,  so  no

“operation” can ever operate unchecked by competitors. I call this

the  Myth of Operational Parity. This lie states, competitors will

usually fight openly to a draw, and then choose to fight no more

because of the cost of fighting. This is insinuated subtly, such as

through  the  assumption  we  all  have,  that  nations  will  exist

separately and in competition because they do not want to go to
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war. The concept of mutually assured destruction is another such

concept. It imbues us with the idea this state of affairs, where two

competitors will always stand against each other and check each

other's power, is some sort of natural law of international relations

that serves to keep everyone honest. If only.

Here  we  will  make  the  case  that  in  fact,  this  is  exactly

opposite  of  the  reality,  and  that  all  competing  intelligence

operations will naturally tend to merge and coalesce into a single

overarching  power  structure.  This  will  happen  as  individual

bastions  of  power  launch  intelligence  operations  against  each

other,  seeking to comprise each other,  and gain a fuller  control

over  each  other.  Eventually  one  dominant  power  center  will

emerge, which will then rapidly suck up other more minor power

structures  as  its  rapidly  growing  size,  massively  increased

resources, and the increasingly extensive nature of its intelligence

networks  and  information-access  allow  it  to  subsume  other

operations at an ever-increasing rate with ever less risk.

I suspect we are imbued with this myth of operational parity

so we will  assume there are always competitors opposing those

leaders above us, and thus everyone will always have to be honest.

From that  we  extrapolate  there  can  be  no  truly  horrible  truths

about our leadership, or their competitors would reveal them to us.

If there were pedophile networks running the British government,

a  hostile  government  like  Russia  would  reveal  them.  This  lie

assuages any concerns we might have in such a regard.

I should specify here that I view everything governmental

these days in terms of an intelligence operation. I view things this

way because covert  intelligence operations  offer  such power,  at

such  low  cost  and  risk,  that  in  many  cases  the  intelligence
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operation supporting some organization has simply turned around,

taken over the organization it was supposed to serve, and begun

running it itself. 

Note how in Mexico, it was revealed a major drug cartel

had taken control of the President of the nation, paying him a $100

million bribe.9 Undoubtedly it was only one politician of many in

that  nation  the  cartel  had  turned  to  its  purposes.  Is  such  an

operation, that turns an entire government's highest leadership to

its  ends,  best  characterized  as  a  business  selling  drugs  that  is

supported  by  an  intelligence  operation,  or  might  it  be  better

described as  an intelligence operation acquiring power, which is

funding its operations with drug money? (It is worth noting here

that as you examine the evidence, there will be indications that the

drug cartels were actually operating as subsidiaries of the larger

conspiracy  Q  is  describing.  The  compromised  politicians  in

Mexico  will  link  through  family  associations  to  a  sex  cult  in

America  called  NXIVM,  which  will  link  to  high-level  US

politicians and entertainers within Hollywood. The cult served to

recruit  and traffic sexually-abused victims to be used to lure in

potential  assets  in  leadership  positions,  while  the  dalliances  of

high-level public figures and leaders within the cult were used to

acquire  blackmail  which  made  them  controllable.  All  of  this

caused  the  greater  conspiracy  to  elevate  these  compromised

members into ever higher positions of power and control within

the broader operation.)

As  an  example  of  the  power  and  central  importance  of

intelligence operations to all  power structures,  from business to

government, suppose you are an intelligence specialist hired by a

9 http://archive.is/EpQYL
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drug  cartel  to  support  their  operations  and  vet  everyone  they

interact with for infiltrators and informants. You now have all of

the  intelligence  about  that  cartel,  its  competitors,  and  the

environment it operates in. You know who in the cartel is loyal to

its  leader,  and  who  has  more  flexible  and  pragmatic  moral

frameworks. 

Do you want to be second banana to a low-IQ thug cartel-

boss  who  doesn't  even  know  how  to  run  his  own  intelligence

operation in his own cartel? What if you got intelligence he was

going to be hit by a rival cartel? What if you saw how you could

take him out yourself? You already either have all the intelligence

to run the cartel or know how to get it. You have the training to run

the cartel  and repel  intelligence-savvy upstarts  such as  yourself

who might try to take it over. And you may be the only person so

situated within the Cartel, as the leader, an intelligence neophyte,

has all manner of enemies who will take him out with merely the

simple leaking of a small piece of data, like his location, to the

right person.

You see how it would work. The world is Darwinian, and

intelligence  is  paramount  to  all  Darwinian  competition  -  and

intelligence operators  are more Darwinian by nature  than most.

They will take over anything they touch, unless the person at the

top  of  the  targeted  organization  already  is  operating  with  an

intelligence  operator's  perspective,  and  is  already  a  player

themselves.

So how do I get  from that,  to seeing that  the concept of

operational parity is a myth? I understand how intelligence works.

Intelligence is not about attacks or fighting, though it can support

such  activities.  A good  intelligence  operation  will,  as  Sun  Tzu
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wrote  was  the  ideal,  “win  without  fighting.” It  will  infiltrate,

subvert, manipulate, and corrupt. 

And  that  itself  is  a  science.  When  subverting,  do  you

immediately  take  over  a  leadership  position  in  a  rival

organization? Probably not, as such a position will likely be well

guarded. An intelligence operation moving on a rival operation is

first  going  to  go  for  that  human  resources  department,  where

hiring  and  promotion  are  being  done.  That  is  generally  not  as

tightly guarded or scrutinized a position as a leadership position,

and it allows one to bring in a flood of agents to begin manning

the lower levels of the operation with your people. 

Imagine,  if  you will,  if  an intelligence operation targeted

another intelligence operation. If it could get its people inside, and

hired  on  at  will,  in  positions  it  wanted,  it  could  begin  to  gain

influence within the organization in areas critical to the operation's

activities. Imagine if it could get just one of its people hired into a

position  in  human  resources  and  background  investigations.  It

could facilitate the hiring of its own people, and prevent the hiring

of honest, patriotic people which would be loyal to the operation.

Once it  takes those human resources  positions,  now it  is

populating that operation with its people, and it is only a matter of

time. Over time, some of their infiltrated agents would inevitably

begin to gain leadership positions,  or  gain blackmail  or  control

over those who held leadership positions. 

Moreover, your operators all have an advantage within the

organization – they are working together in an organized fashion

as  a  team,  to  elevate  each  other  and  suppress  everyone  else.

Regular  employees  are  all  atomized  and  operating individually,
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often  in  competition  with  each  other.  Bosses  are  trying  to  hire

meritocratically, or maybe favoring a close associate. 

But the network is working together as a team, helping each

other to look good to the leadership and sabotaging others not in

the network to make everyone else look bad. And all the network

needs is one person to get into a position to promote everyone else,

and the infiltrating network will rapidly rise relative to everyone

else,  and  gain  power  and  authority  in  a  coordinated  fashion.

Statistically, given enough time, the odds favor the infiltrators.

Yes, counterintelligence will be on your tail, but that is why

you are trying to infiltrate there as well. Only counterintelligence

is operating against you, trying to detect your people, as they work

to protect each other and operate against everyone else. Some of

your people may periodically get  caught,  but  as with a terrorist

attack, they only need to succeed once. And if they can get into

counterintelligence  at  some  point,  they  not  only  can  thwart

investigations of themselves, they can begin to falsify cases to take

out the honest competition to their people. 

Now suppose they succeed.  One operation takes  over  its

rival  organization,  and  occupies  all  of  the  critical  leadership

positions,  and  counterintelligence  positions,  so  they  have  full

control of the operation and cannot be purged. 

The strength of  an  intelligence operation is  measured by

resources, manpower, assets they control, and technical capability.

That intelligence operation just doubled its power by subsuming

all of its rival's strengths. It now has all of its own resources, as

well as all  of its competitor's resources. It now has all of its own

officers, and all of its competitor's officers. It now has all of the
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assets it had assembled in other operations, and all of the assets its

competitor  had recruited and placed.  Imagine it  now facing off

against  smaller  operations,  with  twice  the  resources,  twice  the

assets,  twice the  manpower,  twice the  technology deployment  -

and  it  is  no  longer  allocating  resources  to  the  enemy  it  just

defeated,  so all  of  that  is  freed as well.  Just  the  surveillance it

could run would be mind-boggling. Eventually, when it gets big

enough, it will effortlessly subsume everything it touches.

The critical point is, these types of takeovers will be events

which only have to happen once,  and which are  always,  at  the

broader  scale,  inexorably  proceeding  in  one  direction  –  the

eventual  merging  of  all  operations  under  a  single  overarching

power structure. There can be a tremendous number of failures in

all  directions,  but  sooner  or  later  one  operation  will  take  over

another, grow more powerful, and then that process will accelerate

rapidly,  as  it  will  more  easily  take  over  even  more  of  its  rival

operations,  gaining  their  strengths  and  eliminating  the  cost  of

resisting them. 

So intelligence operations are going to naturally accrete, in

a  system designed  to  evolve  toward  one  dominant  intelligence

operation that controls everything. And as I have said, you should

view  every  operation,  from  drug  trafficking,  to  criminal

enterprises, to businesses, to news operations, to governments, as

intelligence operations. 

Each of those entities, if corrupted by one operation, could

facilitate the growth of that operation, and the eventual joining of

all of them together in a unified fashion. A government which was

corrupted by a conspiracy, could protect criminal enterprises run

by the conspiracy with its intelligence services (and also eliminate
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their competition selectively with law enforcement operations). It

could operate in conjunction with a media operation which was

corrupted and helped hide the conspiracy, as the government used

regulatory power to only allow businesses run by the conspiracy to

thrive, as it pilfered the treasury on top of it all. 

It would be a formidable operation combining many entities

which previously expended energy in conflict against each other.

And  if  I  am  correct  about  how  things  work,  and  intelligence

operations tend to accrete, then given enough time that is exactly

the state of the system which would naturally tend to emerge. It is

what  we  should  expect  to  see,  given  how much  time  Western

Civilization has existed and our governments have been operating.

What will drive such a process is the fact that the costs of

such  intelligence  operations  are  low,  in  the  form  of  at  most,

individual spies. If they are caught, they can always be traded for,

if they are officers, or they can be just left as expendable if they

are  agents.  At  worst  there  might  be  some  minor  public

embarrassment as well.

Meanwhile, the upsides are considerable in the form of that

ultimate aphrodisiac of power. The personalities involved in such

work are going to be driven to do it. These intelligence operations

are not like wars, which carry a massive inherent cost and risk if

lost. They are essentially free, low-hanging fruit which one would

be foolish not to avail themselves of. They are entirely free of the

deterrent of mutually assured destruction. They are inevitable.

As a result of the nature of this system, there will be no

balancing  point,  where  rival  operations  gradually  tend  toward

landing upon a stable homeostasis of mutually equal power levels,
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and  then  face  off  in  perpetuity.  Even  if  you  get  two  equally

matched organizations facing off, they will merely push and pull

quietly behind each other's backs without open competition, until

one gets the upper hand in secret, and takes over the other. 

There will be failures. The process may be slow at times.

There  may  even  be  intermittent  reversals  where  an  amassed

operation temporarily splits due to some disagreement or conflict

within it.  But statistical probability dictates, sooner or later, one

operation  will  take  over  another.  And  then,  fortified  with  the

strength of two operations, it will move on a third. Sooner or later

an operation will have so many potential assets, so much in the

way of resources, and be able to bring so much manpower and

technology to the battle, that it will be able to effortlessly take over

smaller operations - and it will. It only needs to happen once.

It is very akin to cosmic dust accreting into larger bodies,

and then planets,  and eventually that  mass  accreting with other

solar systems into a black hole. These things have nothing but time

to progress in that fashion, and they only head in one direction. Let

it get big enough, and an intelligence operation will be like a black

hole,  sucking  in  rival  operations  and  consolidating  power  at  a

stunning rate, everything drawn together by a sort of unstoppable

gravity composed of the natural human ambition and avarice of

the most evil among us.

This is why I believe the principle of operational parity is a

myth. Two operations will never settle down into a stable state of

parity with each other. Even if the relationship appears peaceful on

the surface, behind the scenes each side will be sending in spies,

probing for weaknesses, and trying to compromise the other so it

can take it over.
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Now you have been told the US government is operated by

the people. We elect our leaders. We have the power. There is no

corruption or conspiracies, or if there ever was it was minor and

limited. Intelligence has been strictly controlled, and could never

act to seize control. Other countries are in competition with us, and

we with them. Our intelligence agencies work for us. All of these

assertions are fundamental to your perception of our government.

Does what you were told jibe with the model of the world

which these natural laws should tend to produce? I would maintain

the  model  of  the  world  you  were  raised  to  believe  in  is

extraordinarily unlikely. It goes against the very natural laws of the

Darwinian world and the rules of intelligence operations. It cannot

be. 

Is it possible things are actually far different from what you

were told? If so, what does that say about the world around you? A

world, which naturally should be led by lying and deceiving spies,

has told you there could never be any lying and deceiving spies

conspiring  to  control  it,  and  you  have  the  ultimate  power  and

authority over your government because magnanimous men who

eschew power  and  competition  are  our  leaders,  and  they  have

ceded that power to you willingly.

From the murder of JFK, to the murder of RFK, to the story

of “The Octopus,”10 to the “Five Eyes” program (where we openly

share  our  most  sensitive  intelligence  with  other  countries'

intelligence operations, as if we are all merged together as one), to

the  rise  of  the  gang-stalking  phenomenon,  to  the  unexplained

sudden  rises  in  the  wealth  of  our  elected  officials,  there  have

10 http://archive.is/TXBlO
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always been hints that things may not be as we are told.

In truth there is one rival force which could possibly hold

foreign  intelligence  operations  at  bay,  and  that  is  American

patriotism,  combined  with  the  exposure  of  such  a  corrupting

intelligence  operation.  That  is  the  only  motive  force  that  could

drive  any  resistance.  Indeed  this  force  may  save  us  yet  if  this

machine is exposed. But as you will see, this force faced a ruthless

operation  of  global  scale,  that  was  unusually  prominent  in  our

compromised  intelligence  agencies  from  their  very  inception,

which fully controlled our news media, and which has apparently

killed more than one patriot who learned too much. 

And  all  along  the  way,  our  brainwashed  population  has

offered little, if any resistance, because having been kept blind to

how intelligence operations work, and being informed by a media

that was taken over by the conspiracy, they could not see the world

as it was.

The final lie which we will  discuss may be the story we

were  told  of  our  American history,  though it  will  be   more  an

omission of a crucial aspect. That will be saved for when we begin

to lay out the Conspiracy Q is explaining.
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             Chapter Three

___________

           The Origins Of Q_______________

You  cannot  understand  the  origin  of  Q  without

understanding what we call “the Chans,” and more specifically the

parts of the Chans known as /pol. The Chans grew out of a series

of Japanese bulletin boards where people posted messages. In the

beginning, they were colloquially known online as the “Nameless

Worlds.”  There everyone posted without using specific names to

identify themselves. As a result, every post was seemingly written

by one poster named “Anonymous.” Today, everyone on the Chans

refers  to  each  other  as  “anon,”  and  they  called  themselves

collectively  the  “anons.”  It  is  a  strange,  identity-less  form  of

interaction, like one giant stream of consciousness, emphasizing

raw  information  exchange  over  egos  and  personal  identity.

Disorienting at first, with time it grows on you.

Eventually 4Chan emerged among those many sites. It was

designed explicitly for English speakers, and it  took off.  4Chan

hosts numerous boards, but the most significant for purposes of Q

is /pol, which is both the internet file address and the shorthand for

a board officially titled, “Politically Incorrect.”11 

Another user would eventually create another splinter site

called 8Chan,  with its  own /pol.  The sites  known as  /pol  were

11 http://boards.4chan.org/pol/
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noted for politically incorrect humor and online pranks (trolling),

expressly  designed  to  offend  everybody  for  laughs.  Hitler  was

hailed as a hero who did nothing wrong, each race and ethnicity

was  assailed  and  insulted  based  on  its  worst  caricatures,  and

people basically tried to be funny in as irreverent and politically

incorrect a way as they could. 

The  users  endlessly  discussed  how best  to  create  a  pure

white ethnostate, and who would be allowed entrance into it. The

most  politically  protected  classes  were  attacked  ruthlessly.  And

strangely,  in  a  politically  correct  world  of  pretty  little  lies,  the

posters began to realize that on /pol they could at times speak of

forbidden  truths  openly.  As  time  went  on,  the  humor  became

secondary to their rigorous analysis of the cold harsh realities of

the world which most people would refuse to even look at. It was

an oasis of truth in a world made up of endless politically correct

lies.

Amusingly the users would periodically organize meet-ups

in real life, only to find there were few if any whites among them,

and almost everyone present was in fact made up of the very non-

white races and ethnicities which they relentlessly insulted. The

most intellectually non-inclusive place on the internet was actually

more  inclusive  and  welcoming  of  everyone  than  the  most

politically correct leftist organizations. Their response on finding

this out was to proclaim their disgust with their own organization

for not being white enough.

The complete history of the Chans and /pols is far beyond

our  scope,  but  what  is  significant  is  the  types  of  users  who

aggregated on these strange boards, where all users speak what is

on their  mind,  under  the nom de plume “Anonymous,” without
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concern for reputation or presentation. 

In  short,  among  their  ranks  were  genuine  geniuses  with

tremendous  amounts  of  specialist  knowledge,  and  tremendous

abilities to accumulate new specialist knowledge on the fly when

they choose to do so. These anonymous posters, or anons as they

referred to themselves, jokingly refer to the mix of extreme genius

and  obsessive  focus  as  “weaponized  autism.” They  laughingly

envisioned themselves as some sort of chaos-producing version of

Dustin  Hoffman  in  Rain  Man. And  they  used  that  ability

periodically to cause impressive disruptions for certain powerful

entities in the world, without ever leaving their computers. 

As examples, we will quickly rehash the two most famous

such  incidents  where  they  decided  to  use  their  knowledge  to

uncover a seemingly impossibly concealed piece of information.

On  January  20th,  President  Donald  J.  Trump  was

inaugurated.  The  same  day  Hollywood  actor  Shia  Labeouf,  in

protest of President Trump, began  an art installation in New York

City,  consisting  of  a  live-streaming  camera  and  microphone.

There, Shia would show up and scream into the microphone, “He

will not divide us,” and it would be broadcast across the internet. It

was left running 24 hours a day, with Shia urging his fans to show

up and continue the project as continuously as possible when he

was not there.

4Chan's /pol quickly caught wind of it and began showing

up at  the installation to disrupt the festivities.  Like most things

opposing President Trump, it rapidly turned into a disaster as the

camera recorded and documented the chaos while  airing it  live

online. Shia eventually ended up arrested by the Police during one
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incident when he snapped and accidentally assaulted one of his

own fans in the midst of the chaos from a real-life prearranged

/pol-raid  of  his  project  by  some  local  anons  who  escaped

unscathed.

Shia moved the installation to a crime-ridden neighborhood

in New Mexico hoping to keep anons away, but it got disrupted

again, sometimes by unrelated factors. In one after-hours video, an

aspiring  local  rapper  tried  to  deliver  his  rap  about  peace  and

tolerance to the camera,  only to have it  disrupted mid-rap by a

drive-by  shooting  of  someone  feet  away,  on  the  very  sidewalk

right  next  to  him.12 That  then  set  off  a  neighbor  who  began

screaming,  incensed  about  all  the  violence  and  disruption  the

installation had brought, leading even the now-befuddled rapper to

sheepishly opine on camera how the camera needed to  be shut

down because it caused so many problems. 

Shia  eventually  gave  up,  simply  aiming  a  live-streaming

camera located in some unknown location up toward the sky, at a

flag atop a flag-pole. The flag said, “He will not divide us.” That

would have been the end of it, except for the fact /pol had set its

sights on him, and they decided they wanted the flag.

All they had was a live-stream picture of the flag, and the

background behind it, but that didn't deter /pol. They were able to

examine the movement of the stars in the little piece of the sky

behind the flag, and combine it with angle and the movement of

the  sun's  shadow  in  relation  to  the  time,  and  get  a  general

geographic  region and position of  the  camera.  They listened to

ambient sounds of traffic to judge the proximity and size of nearby

12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWYvWcwbgWI
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roads that would be found on maps. They were able to correlate

weather  conditions  and  wind  directions  cited  on  live  radar  on

meteorological websites with what they saw in the sky to narrow it

further.  Then  they  looked  at  the  contrails  of  planes  in  the  sky

overhead and compared it with real time air-traffic control website

data.  This  finally  narrowed  it  down  to  one  neighborhood  in

Tennessee.

Once  they  had  a  neighborhood,  one  local  anon  began

driving around honking his horn, as other anons told him in real

time on the site whether his honking was getting louder or softer

on the sound of the live-cam. He eventually reached Moon Creek

Road in Greenville,  Tennessee,  found the flag,  removed it,  and

hung it in his basement. It took less than 36 hours from the time it

was put up for /pol to find it and steal it.

Shia  moved  the  flag  display  to  the  top  of  a  five  story

building  in  Liverpool,  England,  thinking  the  top  of  that  secure

building  would  be  totally  inaccessible,  even  if  /pol's  anons

managed  to  find  it.  Once  again,  within  two  days  members  of

4Chan's sister site, 8Chan's /pol had found the flag, devised a plan

using satellite imagery and online photos off of Google, and gotten

to the top of the secure building, stealing the flag.

But even that example fades compared to the time 4Chan

located a terrorist training camp in Syria and called in a Russian

airstrike, just to amuse themselves.13 

A Russian reporter had asked his twitter followers if they

could locate the site where a terrorist training video was filmed. A

Russian speaking anon posted the question to /pol.  Anons were

13 http://archive.is/V4e7O
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able to use a similar process to eventually track down the exact

location  where  the  video  was  filmed,  pinpointing  the  camp  in

Syria  on  a  satellite  overhead  at  Google  Earth.  They  gave  the

coordinates and the evidence to the reporter, he forwarded it to the

Russian  Defense  Ministry,  and  shortly  after  airstrikes  were

launched, destroying the terrorist camp.

But unfortunately in this world, you are not allowed to be

that good, and not under the direct control of the conspiracy. The

“powers-that-be”  were  beginning  to  fear  this  anonymous

intellectual  Goliath.  Anons  began  to  notice  and  catalog  various

techniques designed to try and control the dialog on discussions

the government would want to discourage, and other techniques

designed to disrupt, and even drive people off the site. 

There  were  floods  of  posts  to  the  board,  containing

everything from gore-videos of accidents and torture-murders, to

full  frontal  nude  pictures  of  pre-op  transvestites  having

homosexual sex, complete with male genitalia and breast implants.

There were anime cartoons of transvestites having sex, videos of

animals being tortured and killed,  cannibals  cooking and eating

humans,  and even child porn on posts about topics the powers-

that-be  really  didn't  want  discussed.  Anyone  who  wanted  to

partake of the board would have to see all of those posts to get to

posts from genuine anons.

There were floods of meaningless posts, designed to make

finding anything meaningful  difficult  as those fake diversionary

posts  trended  above  government/Cabal-opposed  content.  There

were even full  board shutdowns, apparently done by the people

running it, when too sensitive a topic began to be unraveled. Then

a post popped up from somebody associated with the site alleging
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that the FBI had moved in, seized the servers, and took full control

of the site, supposedly on the basis of a child-porn investigation.14

As they reviewed the allegation, anons noted things about the site's

recruitment  of  moderators  which  was  only  explainable  through

that chain of events.15 So 4Chan was literally being run by the FBI.

The site also disabled the ability to visit it through a virtual

private  network,  and  individual  anons  began  reporting  being

gangstalked  in  their  lives  by  a  pervasive  on-the-ground

intelligence/surveillance operation embedded in their communities

and  made  up  of  everything  from  neighbors  to  postal  workers.

Some even began regular gangstalking general posts to discuss it.16

And yet /pol soldiered on. Even today, the average person

will  have  to  wade  through  an  enormous  amount  of  highly

unpleasant material to find the pure gold which is its research. I

suspect most of the posts on it are actually produced by some form

of opposition project designed to try and derail its effectiveness.

Regardless, what is important, is there were anons on /pol

who had an impressive ability to notice and gather extraordinarily

obscure, small quantities of evidence and the intellectual tenacity

to extrapolate underlying realities from it, wherever it might lead. 

It  was  against  this  backdrop  of  irreverent,  unorthodox,

independently-thinking  genius  that  an  anonymous  poster  who

14 http://archive.is/4qTNy
15 http://archive.is/Fxvkx
16 Some archive links followed by the 4Chan archive of the page:

http://archive.is/kEvDz
https://archive.4plebs.org/x/thread/22880859/
http://archive.is/nAtVP
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/186685702/
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would come to be known as Q began posting to 4Chan.
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                    Chapter Four

___________
             What Does The Cabal's 

           Machine Look Like? ____________

Q  began  with  a  splash  –  that  Hillary  was  going  to  be

detained,  and  some  sort  of  criminal  action  would  be  launched

against her. As time went on he began to reveal the outlines of a

massive  conspiracy  of  which  she  was  a  part,  run  as  a  giant

intelligence penetration and subversion, and designed to subvert

the interests of the entire United States on behalf of a small group

of ultra-wealthy, ultra-powerful, foreign elites. Along the way, he

made predictions, and coordinated posts with President Trump in

such a way as to lend the story he was telling an incredible amount

of credence. We will begin with the story he told, of a secret Cabal

of ultra-wealthy and powerful elites running a massive intelligence

operation to infiltrate and subvert the entire United States. Then

we will progress to the proof which seemed to lend Q credence.

Q's story sounds extraordinary, but only given that we have

been told  this  could  not  happen.  In  reality,  looking honestly  at

history,  understanding  the  nature  of  intelligence  operations  and

their ever-presence, and their uncompromising drive to penetrate

and subvert whatever organization they see which has any power, I

now think it more likely we would have been subverted than not.

Bear in mind, what is proposed here is a radical concept,

however I have seen things firsthand in my own life, and know
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things  you  do  not,  which  have  directly  led  me  to  support  this

hypothesis. I am not just extrapolating a possible reality which Q

might point to. I am posing the only solution which can explain

real-life parameters I have witnessed in a very vexing conundrum

which I have been grappling with for some years now in real life. 

What I have seen with my own eyes, and what extensive

research  has  led  me  to  believe,  is  that  our  government  was

compromised by a foreign intelligence operation, and may have

been from its very founding. If so, our history was a lie, a grand

deception crafted by this operation, to keep us feeling in control

and forestall any desire to seek any change in our governmental

arrangement.

Let's begin with the Revolutionary War. History tells us we

won. But then what? We did not expel those loyal to the Crown.

They were given citizenship. Indeed, the British forces maintained

a  highly  capable  intelligence/spying  network,  made  up  of

ostensibly regular  citizens  throughout  the  Colonies,  both before

and all  during the Revolution. Would the King have abandoned

such a network after the war, once we were competing nations? Or

might  he  have  maintained  it?  Would  loyalists  who  viewed

themselves as more British than American, and risked their lives

for the Crown during the war, perhaps have retained their loyalty

to  the  Crown  after  the  war  ended,  especially  if  there  was  a

generous financial incentive to do so?

We then became a nation welcoming of immigrants. How

would a foreign power infiltrate our ranks better, than to simply

send loyalists  to  migrate  to  the  new land and take  citizenship?

Given that the intelligence war is ever-present, and the world is

Darwinian (even more so in matters  of  international  espionage)
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this  was  merely  inviting  our  enemies  within  the  gates,  hidden

within the camouflage of millions of other, innocent immigrants.

We even freely gave them the right to vote in our elections and

elect our leaders.

The  older  me  would  expect  every  nation  would  have

flooded us with sleepers and  spies, but in light of the falsity of

operational parity, I suspect one much older intelligence operation,

which  had  long  ago  coalesced  from many,  had  penetrated  and

subverted most European countries. It had, in reality, used those

multiple nations to set up one network – even if many of the assets

within that network may not have known it, and may have been

driven by nationalistic and patriotic fervor.

At that point,  we would have infiltrators within America,

given  full  citizenship,  and  moving  through  the  population  as

citizen spies. How easily might a foreign power which sent them,

have  sent  the  most  capable  among  them  money,  to  establish

themselves in high positions in society, perhaps so they might one

day seek elected office? They could purchase businesses and the

best  educations  for  themselves  and  their  children.  They  could

purchase politicians and do favors,  to ingratiate themselves into

the  circles  of  leadership.  They  would  become  fixtures  of  high

society.  They  could  set  up  blackmail,  bribery,  and  intelligence

networks.  And  most  of  all,  they  could  coordinate  among

themselves in a Secret Society devoted to raising the prominence

of Secret Society members above all outsiders. 

Now the infiltrators of the network would have a leg up on

our honest, hardworking citizens, forced to lift themselves up by

their  own  bootstraps  as  they  battled  an  organized,  covert

intelligence  operation,  running  as  a  Secret  Society  and  plotting
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against them.

Such  a  network,  externally  funded  by  governments  and

composed  of  highly  capable  organized  individuals  working  in

concert to help each other rise, would have an innate advantage.

Doubtless their members would immediately set about infiltrating

other  fraternal  organizations  devoted  to  members  helping

members, such as the Freemasons, or religious groups, or business

organizations,  or  political  parties,  and  other  societies,  and  turn

them all  to  the  ends  of  the  network.  That  is  what  intelligence

operations do.

An asset of the network, living in an electoral district where

network members concentrated (as they might on orders, as part of

an  organized  network's  operational  plan),  could  run  for  office.

Where an election might previously have been close, his election

might be guaranteed, if there were a hidden, secret block of voters,

all voting on orders of the network for the network's candidate.

And all  of  this  time throughout  our  history,  as  a  foreign

intelligence  network  was  infiltrating  its  agents,  setting  up

networks,  and  taking  power,  we  were  running  a  minimalist

government  based  on  the  principle  that  government  should

interfere as little as possible in citizen's lives. “That which governs

best is that which governs least.”  Obviously spying on citizens, as

would be necessary for a viable counter-intelligence effort, would

have been out of the question, and thus we would have lacked any

counter-intelligence  capability  to  detect  and  defend  against  this

infiltration. 

We  were  a  nascent  nation,  absent  sufficient  counter-

intelligence  assets,  already  hosting  a  well  established,  hostile
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foreign network, and welcoming any migrant we encountered, all

while facing the predominant superpower of the time, Britain. I

would be shocked had we not  been infiltrated and successfully

subverted.

And that assumes Britain was actually a nation ruled by the

King. For a long time, the Kings were crowned by the Pope. Might

there  have  been  a  larger  intelligence  operation  in  the  shadows

behind the King, perhaps behind many kings, using the King as

merely one figurehead puppet, tasked with running but one nation

they had corrupted? 

Was  there  any  organization,  which  predated  the  Crown,

indeed, which had persisted, unchanged in the background, across

Europe,  throughout  the  rise  and  fall  of  numerous  nations  and

leaders, and which always seemed to manage to gain a position of

great influence and wealth, no matter the leaders in power? One

organization  filled  with  wealth,  power,  intrigue,  a  foothold  in

every  nation,  and the  unquestioned loyalty  of  citizens  of  many

different  nations, and yet seemingly immune to the tumult as its

host nations and their leaders rose and fell? Obviously, the Vatican

could fit the bill, and Q as much as says it openly.

Imagine a simple religious organization, made up of good

men seeking to further the word of God, holding the power of the

unquestioned loyalty of the pious, as well as the wealth produced

by tithing. Imagine it suddenly falling into the sights of a ruthless

intelligence network in the past, looking to take it over. As with a

young America, lacking the training and experience, it would not

be long before it was taken over.

The intelligence operation targeting the United States could
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have been far  larger than that  which one would assume Britain

could have mustered. Q has implied this group of hidden elites,

forming a clan whose strategy was the corrupting of governments,

may have much more ancient origins, perhaps traveling back to the

Roman Empire, or even earlier. 

There are indications that  in the past,  when governments

fell, those who held the real power from within the shadows may

have used their  influence  and power  to  cloister  themselves  and

consolidate  their  power within the  Church,  waiting to reemerge

later, when conditions were more amenable. We could have faced

a far older enemy, with far greater experience in these intelligence-

related matters than our Founders could have mustered a defense

against.

When  you  think  about  it,  the  idea  of  America  being

infiltrated  from  her  earliest  days  almost  seems  wholly

unavoidable,  given  our  minimalist  government,  emphasis  on

privacy and freedom, known entrenchment of British spy networks

made up of our own citizens, and welcoming of immigrants from

all  of  the  other  superpowers.  Those  superpowers  would  almost

have been remiss in their own patriotic duties had they not flooded

us with spies. The only question is, given the falsity of intelligence

parity, were their intelligence services isolated, individual actors,

or was their one hidden hand controlling them all. Q will lead us

down a path indicating the later was the reality.

If it were true, then for much of her history, America could

easily have had within it, a massive Secret Society of spies, living

in  parallel  with  Americans,  but  never  quite  fully  among  them.

They would all know the secret (at least that they were spies for

whoever they thought recruited them, even if they were incorrect
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in  their  understanding  of  who  they  were  ultimately  serving,  or

where the intelligence they gathered was going). 

Likely, they would pass their birthright down from parent to

child, as their children would be raised in the network, and they

would want them to have its benefits. They would see the rules

and mores  regarding freedom and privacy by which Americans

live  as  malleable.  The  Constitution  would  have  been  a  mere

document for others to abide by. And they would know that the

America  everyone  else  saw,  was  merely  a  show  designed  to

mollify the masses and make them willingly submit to what really

ruled the nation.

Q appears to state that by the time we were forming our

intelligence  services  during  and  following  WWII,  such  a

conspiracy  had  a  sufficient  operational  footprint  within  our

government,  academia,  cultural  structures,  and  society  to  make

sure their agents were heavily represented in the nascent formal

national  Intelligence  Community.  Understanding  intelligence

operations,  it  would be unsurprising to  find out  that  from their

very  inception,  our  civilian  intelligence  agencies  had  been

compromised by a foreign intelligence operation.

In  truth,  I  am  a  little  surprised  that  a  United  States

government, composed of highly educated and erudite individuals,

familiar  with  the  use  of  espionage  in  warfare,  had  not  formed

some  sort  of  official,  centralized,  governmental  organization  to

perform foreign espionage and domestic counter-intelligence until

WWII. As I look at it, it feels like that may have been more an

engineered state of affairs created by those who wanted to keep the

American  government  weak  and  ineffectual,  rather  than  an

accidental oversight.
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Granted, I am not an expert in the history of intelligence

operations in the United States, but what I do know is that either

the story behind the sudden formation of the OSS during WWII,

and  the  disorganized  ad-hoc  nature  of  foreign  intelligence

operations prior to it is false, or there was some strange reason the

leaders of the US Government  had not  been allowed to form a

dedicated, centralized intelligence service. Even an isolated code-

breaking operation someone had set up prior to the war had been

dissolved  by  a  Secretary  of  State  who  famously  said  of  it,

“gentlemen don't read each other's mail.”17  

My own assumption, based on observations to date, would

be  that  the  Secretary  of  State  that  made  that  quote  was  a

compromised asset of whatever intelligence operation it was that

had penetrated the United States. He was not stupid, or hopelessly

naive. By keeping the US blind, he was, wittingly or not, helping

to protect  the  intelligence operation he was a  part  of  from any

accidental exposure that could have come from the wrong patriot

in the US overhearing talk of it and exposing it.

Even  our  immigration  system  historically  being  so

welcoming of immigrants makes me suspicious. Think about this

for a moment. You have been told from birth we are a nation of

immigrants, and moreover, that it is a good thing. Why is it such a

good thing? Nobody ever asks. They just absorb the idea they are

imbued with, that being a nation of immigrants is better than not

being a nation of immigrants. Moreover, having been raised utterly

blind to the world of  intelligence operations,  our  citizens never

consider the real world implications of such a policy on increasing

the vulnerability of our nation to being infiltrated and subverted.

17 https://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1665.html
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Imagine if you are a foreign intelligence officer of another

nation  (or  even,  as  may  be  the  case,  a  non-governmental

organization of  ultra-wealthy elites),  tasked  with  subverting  the

United  States.  Your  goals  are  twofold.  First,  weaken  the

capabilities  of  the  United  States  relative  to  your

organization/nation. Second, and actually far preferable to the first

objective,  you  would  want  to  actually  to  co-opt  the  wealth,

political  might,  and  military  might  of  the  United  States  to  the

purposes of your organization/nation. 

The best way to accomplish this is to infiltrate your agents

into the United States. Then you would move them into positions

of power and influence using the resources of your nation and the

network of agents you assemble in the nation. Look at how much

easier that is to accomplish when the United States establishes an

open immigration policy.

Protecting us from such a vulnerability is  the job of  our

government, and its state security apparatus. If such an operation,

seeking to take over our nation, controlled the very government

which  was  instituting  those  liberal  immigration  policies,  and  if

they controlled the institutions which created and presented to us

the  idea  of  America  as  a  nation  of  immigrants,  a  part  of  me

wonders  if  it  was  chance  we  suddenly  became  a  “nation  of

immigrants.”

By the time WWII arrived, I would assume the operation

had  gained  a  tremendous  amount  of  power,  and  penetrated  the

United  States  population  and  government  thoroughly.  I  suspect

that by that point, it felt it could adequately penetrate any newly-

formed US intelligence operation enough to control it. 
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If it could control the risks of allowing the US to have a

coordinated national intelligence operation, then it could begin to

use  US  government  resources  to  fund  even  more  expansive

intelligence  operations,  to  gain  even  greater  control,  under  the

cover of official US governmental operations. Best of all, it would

control the very US apparatus which would have been used to root

it out and destroy it, had it been discovered.

Once the CIA was assembled after the war, it would appear

from Q's posts that the Cabal had its people installed in it from its

very inception, and it was off and running. Some saw a problem

from the very beginning, though I suspect they were not entirely

clear  on the  root  cause.  Asked about  his  formation of  the  CIA

years later, President Truman replied,  “I think it was a mistake.

And if I'd known what was going to happen, I never would have

done it...  the President needed at that time a central organization

that  would  bring  all  the  various  intelligence  reports  we  were

getting in those days, and there must have been a dozen of them,

maybe  more,  bring  them all  into  one  organization  so  that  the

President would get one report on what was going on in various

parts of the world. Now that made sense, and that's why I went

ahead  and  set  up  what  they  called  the  Central  Intelligence

Agency... But it got out of hand. The fella ... the one that was in the

White House after me never paid any attention to it, and it got out

of hand. Why, they've got an organization over there in Virginia

now that is practically the equal of the Pentagon in many ways.

And I think I've told you, one Pentagon is one too many.

Now, as nearly as I can make out, those fellows in the CIA

don't just report on wars and the like, they go out and make their

own, and there's nobody to keep track of what they're up to. They
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spend  billions  of  dollars  on  stirring  up  trouble  so  they'll  have

something  to  report  on.  They've  become  ...  it's  become  a

government  all  of  its  own  and  all  secret.  They  don't  have  to

account to anybody.

That's a very dangerous thing in a democratic society, and

it's got to be put a stop to. The people have got a right to know

what those birds are up to. And if I was back in the White House,

people would know. You see, the way a free government works,

there's got to be a housecleaning every now and again, and I don't

care what branch of the government is involved. Somebody has to

keep an eye on things.

And  when  you  can't  do  any  housecleaning  because

everything that goes on is a damn secret, why, then we're on our

way  to  something  the  Founding  Fathers  didn't  have  in  mind.

Secrecy and a free, democratic government don't mix. And if what

happened at the Bay of Pigs doesn't prove that, I don't know what

does. You have got to keep an eye on the military at all times, and

it doesn't matter whether it's the birds in the Pentagon or the birds

in the CIA.”18

So  our  history  books  tell  us  the  Revolutionary  War  was

won, but if Q is correct, we may have merely won the battle, and

ultimately  lost  the  war  for  true  independence,  courtesy  of  an

intelligence operation that set about taking over behind the scenes.

Thankfully Q's emergence and the election of President Trump is a

possibly decisive second chance to turn the tide of this battle.

Now we will look at an overview of what Q has asserted,

and  look at the evidence supporting it later. Understand that as we

18 http://archive.is/gV4Ip
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go  forward,  I  am  hewing  quite  closely  to  the  barest  bones

interpretation of Q's assertions. You will see deeper examinations

elsewhere  which  look  at  specific  religious  histories,  trace  the

lineage  of  little  known  Secret  Societies  which  have  been

associated  with  societal  and  cultural  leaders,  or  speculate  on

possible historical origins of Cabal. Q however has been sparse in

the information he has  offered,  and it  is  far  from clear  exactly

where the Cabal originally came from, though he notes that it does

make use of quite ancient symbolism.

Some  assert  things  may  be  far  worse  than  what  will  be

presented here. Some believe that there is a possibility the Cabal

which took over the country appealed to a spiritual  darkness of

some sort,  which has  helped them attain power.  It  is  true,  Ivy-

league  trained  psychiatrists  with  full  MDs,  who  counted

themselves  among skeptics  have,  at  the  request  of  the  Catholic

Church, assessed various individuals whom the Church indicated

may have been demonically possessed. Many have followed those

deemed possessed through the exorcism process,  and concluded

that  the  phenomenon  they  witnessed  during  the  process  defied

scientific  explanation,  and  pointed  to  some  sort  of  poorly

characterized super-natural phenomenon in our world.19 

It is not impossible there is another side to this world, or

even  that  if  appealed  to,  the  seemingly  randomly  emerging

phenomenon  of  demonic  possession  which  those  Ivy-league

psychiatrists  claim  to  have  seen  could  be  interacted  with  and

harnessed in some fashion. But Q has not been explicit about any

of  that.  He  has,  at  most,  indicated  that  many  among  the  elite

practice some sort of satanic worship. Whether that is performed

19 http://archive.is/6cKKt
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to  call  upon  dark  forces,  or  simply  to  trick  members  into

performing  awful  acts  during  rituals  for  purposes  of  gaining

blackmail on them is unknown at present. 

So  understand,  as  radical  as  the  more  pedestrian  human

conspiracy we allege is, there are other interpretations which are

even more radical, and I have no evidence either way whether they

might even be correct. Here we will try to hew most closely only

to  the  most  obvious  and  concrete  of  Q  interpretations.  In  my

opinion, they are more than horrifying enough.

For now, as you read these interpretations take my word

that one, I have seen shadows of this conspiracy in my own life

which  led  me  to  Q,  and  two,  having  followed  this  movement

almost  from the  beginning,  the  evidence  which  will  emerge  in

support  of this theory,  courtesy of Q's  anons,  is  mind-boggling.

The things which follow, which you will presently view as near-

impossible in America, are now simply fixtures of the daily reality

for myself and many others.

So, on to Q's assertions. 

Although Q has made reference to the Cabal which controls

things being ancient in its origins, the earliest reference to it in the

US that he has made is to the Cabal setting up the Federal Reserve,

to gain control over the US currency. It would seem it was much

more undercover during this period, although it was still operative,

and advancing toward its ultimate goal of full control. Most of this

secret Cabal's machinery seems to have begun to be assembled in

earnest after WWII. 

If  we were  compromised  by an intelligence operation,  it

would have done what intelligence operations do, which is conceal
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its  activities,  even  before  advancing  toward  its  goals.  It  would

have looked to potential avenues of exposure of its own activities,

and sought to gain control of them, so if information ever did leak

out  about  its  activities,  it  could  stifle  the  dissemination  of  that

information. 

Detailing the mechanisms of this control over what people

are told is what many of Q's posts were devoted to. Once the Cabal

made the jump to allowing the creation of the CIA, it created a

powerful  intelligence  tool  which  could  be  used  against  it,  to

expose  its  activities  to  the  public,  or  even launch  legal  actions

against  it.  I  assume because of this increased risk,  it  realized it

would need to have backup plans in the event anyone in the CIA

who was not part of the conspiracy ever discovered its activities,

and tried to expose its operations to the public.

This would mean Cabal would need full  control of other

parts of prominent American society such as the law enforcement

and  judicial  apparatus,  and  the  information  dissemination

machinery.  That  way,  if  some  spy  at  the  CIA discovered  its

activities, it could prevent the dissemination of that knowledge to

the public, as it tried to leverage its control over the rest of the

governmental  machinery  to  avoid  legal  repercussions  and  deal

with the threat. According to Q, this became the goal.

So after WWII, the CIA was formed and the real expansion

of Cabal operations began, in an effort to get full control over all

of the machinery of American society, from government oversight

agencies,  to  law  enforcement,  to  the  media  and  academia.  Q

pointed out that this began with an organized infiltration of our

organized mainstream media. 
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He supports  this  by pointing to  several  documented CIA

operations.  Operation  Mockingbird20 was  a  documented  CIA

program to infiltrate  CIA officers  and agents  into the US news

media, and recruit agents from the existing US news infrastructure

with  the  express  purpose  of  controlling  what  the  news  media

would – and would not – report to the public.

Q then goes on to state that there was a similar program to

make  sure  famous  cultural  figures  were  on  board  with  Cabal's

conspiracy, from rock stars to actors. He said many of them would

either  have  close  familial  connections  to  the  intelligence

community, they will be recruited agents, or they will be shown to

have been part of child abuse networks run to blackmail prominent

people with predilections toward pedophilia, with their history of

child-abuse being used to control them in adulthood.

He asserts that these “Stars” are in fact created and elevated

through the  CIA-controlled  media,  with  the  express  purpose  of

acting as  psychological  trendsetters.  In  this  way,  they exploit  a

quirk of many humans, to subconsciously emulate what they see

successful  people  doing,  and  follow  what  they  are  told  by

“authority  figures.”  In  ancient  evolutionary  times,  when  we

existed as small groups, doing this was beneficial to survival. 

However  today  that  trait,  which  was  identified  by  the

Cabal,  only  serves  to  allow  them  to  exploit  mass  media  and

celebrity culture to exert control over the population. By simply

having “successful” celebrities tell  us  transphobia is  wrong,  we

now have legal jurisdictions where if you try to stop a grown man

who claims to be a woman from taking off his clothes in front of a

20 http://archive.is/LKcm7
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young girl  in  a  woman's  locker  room,  you will  be  arrested  for

infringing on the trans-person's rights.

This  creation  of  controlled  “stars”  is  done  so  that  all

cultural stimuli presented to society can be controlled, and there

will  be  no  honest  people  in  prominent  positions  to  deliver

uncontrolled  messages  or  stimuli,  or  reveal  to  the  public

information that the conspiracy might find inconvenient. Indeed,

as you delve into the research, it is disturbing how common the

experience  of  sexual  abuse  is  among  child  stars  and  the

Hollywood  machine,  how  often  such  child  stars  allege  people

know and do not intervene, and how many prominent people in

that industry are dogged by rumors of pedophilia and child sexual

abuse. Our culture is more controlled than most would believe.

That research by Q's anons, into the use of pedophilia and

blackmail to compromise and control a societal sector, will extend

far  beyond mere  entertainment  and news media,  and as  Q will

show,  the  conspiracy is  not  limited to  the  United States.  Many

other  countries  have  been  infiltrated  by  this  leviathan.  As  that

research expands globally, Q's anons will point out many instances

all over the world where pedophiles are uncovered in all sorts of

prominent positions, and media and criminal investigators begin to

find  linkages  pointing  to  networks  which  reach  high  into

government,  business,  and  high-society.  However  before  these

linkages can be properly probed and exposed, the investigations

are suddenly stopped and a media blackout on them comes into

effect. The control is amazing when you see it.

Alternately you will find cases of people in the media who

were  part  of  the  abuse  who  were  protected,  like  that  of  BBC
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celebrity  Jimmy  Saville.21 Saville  is  rumored  to  have  molested

almost 600 children, some of them sick children provided to him

by doctors  at  a  hospital  where  he  did  charity  work.22 It  was  a

horrific  scandal  which  was  rumored  to  point  to  a  pedophile

network that ran high into the BBC leadership, the political elite,

and  British  high  society.  In  his  case,  the  molestation  was

uncovered, but only after he had died. No leads pointing to a larger

network  were  pursued,  and  there  was  no  examination  or

punishment  levied  for  any  of  those  who  either  knew  and  did

nothing,23 or  those  conspirators  who  actually  punished  the  few

noble souls who did come forward and try to stop it.24

As you follow the research Q has produced, you stumble

onto  more  disturbing  CIA  programs,  designed  around

understanding how humans think, and how to manipulate them.

MK  Ultra  is  one  program,  and  some  of  the  more  grotesque

elements  of  this  program  which  became  public  are  quite

horrifying. 

In  Canada,  the  CIA took  over  a  small  depression  clinic.

Once in control, they took regular, innocent citizens who entered it

for  minor  problems  and  experimented  on  them  with  different

techniques, from drugging, to electroshock therapy, to hypnosis, to

simple  mental  torture  experiments.  The  experiments  on  these

innocent  people  resulted  in  victims'  becoming  incontinent,

experiencing  amnesia,  forgetting  how  to  talk,  forgetting  their

parents,  and even seeing their memory altered to the point they

21 http://archive.is/muQqn
22 http://archive.is/RQJzv
23 http://archive.is/BdMOj
24 http://archive.is/X6HDF
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would think their interrogators were their parents.25 

We would never have heard of these  experiments, except

one victim ended up marrying a Canadian Prime Minister, who on

hearing of this called for an official investigation. Absent that one

quirk of history, none of that small piece of MK Ultra's history

would ever have come to light - and MK Ultra was not the only

such  program  that  experimented  on  civilians  which  the  CIA

initiated. It was succeeded by MK Naomi,26 MK Delta,27 Project

Artichoke,28 and MK Often.29 Sadly, much of what occurred is not

known,  and  cannot  be  discovered,  as  CIA admitted  during  the

Church Committee hearings that it had destroyed almost all of the

documentation from all of those experiments. This is only what

was able to be confirmed from various scraps of documents which

eluded those agents tasked with eliminating all evidence of these

activities.

So according to Q and the evidence accumulated from his

anons,  there  may  very  well  be  a  foreign-originating  conspiracy

which  has  been  running  a  complex  full-fledged  intelligence

operation against all American citizens to subvert the United States

government  and society.  It  may have been operating within the

nation  from  its  very  independence.  If  so,  it  likely  was  rife

throughout our intelligence infrastructure from its very formation,

and spring-boarded from there to infiltrate, subvert, and take over

other  sectors  of  our  societal  machinery,  from  news  media,  to

entertainment, to academia. 

25 http://archive.is/kIHRP
26 http://archive.is/skj5b
27 http://archive.is/A1t0d
28 http://archive.is/6FYwD
29 http://archive.is/r0a5A
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There  is  also  hard  evidence  that  this  conspiracy  was

invested  in  high-level  research  into  technical  manipulations  of

minds  and  population  control  using  advanced  psychological

techniques, in ways a layman would not believe could be possible.

All  of  it  was  an  effort  to  control  the  population,  so  it  could

maintain its control over the country. 

They  had  a  documented  program  tasking  the  CIA with

infiltrating and taking control of the mainstream media and news

media,  so  they  could  deliver  such  psychological  stimuli  to  an

unsuspecting  public,  through  news  and  entertainment  in  a

controlled  fashion.  Controlling  the  news  broadcasts  particularly

would  allow  them  to  control  and/or  mitigate  any  potential

exposure  of  their  myriad  of  activities.  And  this  is  just  a  brief

summary of what has leaked out in official  documents, about a

secret  operation  run  by  intelligence  professionals  that

professionally  keep  everything  they  do  secret  –  even  from our

legislators and our elected leaders. Imagine how much we do not

know.

Acting in  support  of  this  entire  operation was a  massive

surveillance/intelligence machine deployed throughout our society.

It used a civilian informant network of regular citizens embedded

in  neighborhoods  and  social  circles,  ostensibly  leading  regular

lives while tasked with spying on citizens. 

From what I have seen firsthand, the scale of this network

within the United States would rival  anything the East  German

Stasi had produced, and it was supported by a quantity and level of

technology the Stasi would never have dreamed possible. I have

seen this part of Cabal's operations first hand, and I can tell you it

took years of dealing with it 24 hours per day, 365 days per year,
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to even begin to comprehend the scale of the manpower, and the

extensive  advancement  of  the  technological  machinery  it  had

deployed all throughout our society.

How  did  I  come  to  be  in  close  proximity  to  Cabal's

operations and see them? Very simply, they showed them to me in

an effort to intimidate me into not getting involved in our political

system, and specifically, spreading one conservative political idea

online.  I  do  not  believe  the  surveillance  is  ideological,  per  se,

beyond the fact the Cabal appears to be furthering leftism as a way

of weakening the political influence of the more patriotic segments

of  American  society.  I  probably  would  have  gotten  the  same

treatment had I been a leftist who threatened to amass an audience

and influence the political world in some way, given I was not a

Cabal  agent,  nor  was  I  particularly  controllable  by any foreign

entity.

Since observing the machine, I have come to conclude that

most  people  online  are  data-consumers,  and  not  producers  or

spreaders  of  information.  This  works  to  the  Cabal's  advantage.

Take  4Chan's  /pol,  for  example.  Suppose  you  try  to  start  a

conversation  by  posting  a  topic  there.  Through  observation,  it

would seem there are three ways Cabal controls the stimuli 4Chan

offers the casual observer. 

The first  is  by  assessing if  they want  your  post  deleted.

Some  people  have  posted  things  only  to  see  the  thread  either

deleted immediately, or fail to post. It  happens, and most savvy

anons assume the board is ultimately operated by someone who is

under the control of the machine. 

If your post is not that bad, but they want it to drop off the
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board and out of sight, they can not add any comments to it, while

commenting on other,  more harmless posts.  Again,  most  honest

anons do not  post,  but  rather  lurk.  Five  Cabal  operatives,  each

running  twenty  fake  online  profiles,  with  software  giving  each

profile a unique IP, can post as a hundred different people. Posting

five  comments  per  identity,  they  can  quickly  support  harmless

posts, keeping them active and in sight at the top of the board, as

they let undesirable posts drift lower and off the board due to lack

of commenting activity, until they drop off the board and are not

seen.

The final method is simply by using their various identities

to  flood  a  post  with  pointless  comments,  disinformation,  or

outright  objectionable  material.  You  will  see  this  on  any

gangstalking/surveillance  post  which  gets  enough  comments  to

stay on the board. It will quickly be deluged by naysayers deriding

the poster as schizophrenic, claiming the government would not

run surveillance on anyone on the board,  and trying to dilute the

content with meaningless banter unrelated to the topic. 

In  reality,  a  casual  observer  who  had  not  met  the

surveillance machine would have no opinion, and quietly observe.

Even  some  under  the  aggressive  surveillance  known  online  as

gangstalking will be prone to lurk (I have), rather than comment.

As a result,  a relatively few people,  using simple software,  can

effectively control how the overall conversation looks to outsiders.

If you have never heard of this type of operation, it may sound

extreme,  but  even  small  political  action  groups  have  been

documented using what  are  called paid shills  online,  to  control

conversations on otherwise independent forums.30

30 http://archive.is/gXNmU
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So when you go online, there is a tendency, due to natural

psychological projection, to think you are seeing people just like

you writing honestly to inform you. You are not.  Even the free

discussions on many independent forums with influence that touch

on sensitive topics likely have many fake comments produced by a

few paid posters running multiple accounts, to control the dialog. 

You  can  imagine  how  this  control  would  be  exerted  on

actual content providers who run sites, where the machinery can

be used to elevate some and suppress others. This is where I ended

up running face-first into Cabal's ground-surveillance/intimidation

machinery  in  real  life.  I  began  to  move  toward  becoming  an

outright online content provider, and I was not controlled by the

machine.

It began with a simple idea I wanted to promote. Years back

I had an epiphany. Political  ideologies appeared very similar  to

psychological  “programming”  imbued  in  the  minds  of  animals,

designed to emerge through a mixture of genetics and adaptation.

This programming was a sort of rudimentary operating system for

an  animal  which  guided  the  animals  to  instinctively  make

decisions which benefited their  survival  and reproduction under

two  different  environments.  In  the  literature  these  were  called

called an r-selective environment and a K-selective environment.

I  use the example of rabbits and wolves to illustrate this

programming. You do not see a wolf naturally develop a rabbit's

peaceful, herbivore personality. Nor do you see a rabbit born who

naturally exhibits a wolf's aggressive, hunting psychology. Why?

Rabbits  are  designed  for  an  environment  of  glut.  They

never run out of fields of grass. As a result, they evolved to exhibit
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several psychological urges. They expect free food everywhere, so

competing and risking injury for food would be disadvantageous

compared to simply fleeing to another source of food elsewhere.

As a result, they are non-territorial, and driven to avoid the risk of

conflict and direct competition, even with predators who want to

kill  them.  They  will  mate  with  anyone  who  they  come  across

without committing to one mate, to make as many offspring as

possible (promiscuity) as fast as possible to exploit the glut. They

expend as little effort as possible on rearing offspring for the easy

world they face (with clutches raised by a single mother due to

male  promiscuity)  so  they  can  turn  out  as  many  offspring  as

possible as fast as possible to take advantage of the glut. They will

not oppose offspring engaging in promiscuous sexual activity as

early  as  possible  because  it  will  maximize  total  offspring

production, and enhance the spread of their genes by extension.

They  will  also  show  no  loyalty  to  in-group  because  loyalty

requires  sacrifice  and  cost,  and  since  food  is  free,  is  it  more

beneficial statistically to simply flee from all sacrifice and cost to a

new field of grass and safety. 

Basically animals who face a glut exhibit a psychology that

sees those traits as normal because it allows them to exploit the

glut  by producing as  many offspring as  possible,  as  quickly as

possible,  while  avoiding all  risk.  In  r-selection,  the  competition

among each individual is who can flood the next generation with

offspring the fastest. Scientists say it is a strategy of quantity over

quality.

So  basically  in  r-strategists,  you  have  a  pacifistic,

competition-averse psychology, that doesn't believe in protecting

its  own,  which  mates  promiscuously,  rears  children  with  single
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moms, thinks children can be sexualized, and has no loyalty to any

type of in group. Amusingly, in r-selected animals, the female will

often be big and aggressive to provision and protect the offspring

she rears alone, while males get smaller and more effete, better

suited to mating on the sly and fleeing danger. They call  it  the

reversal of sexually dimorphic traits. I saw the parallels between

this psychology's urges and liberal leftism's worldview, and was

blown away.

The opposite of an r-selective glut is a K-selective shortage.

(The terms r and K came from equations relating to population

dynamics.) In a K-selective shortage, it is like wolves facing a deer

population which only has a herd of six deer to last their entire

pack through the entire winter. There isn't enough food around for

them to be able  to tolerate  other  wolves  just  moving into their

territory and eating their food. This selects the population for a

completely  different  psychology,  which  sees  entirely  different

behaviors as normal.

K-selected animals like wolves have to become territorial

and competitive because given the shortage, only those who fight

over food and the territory it occupies survive. They just assume

resources are limited (and in humans that they must be “won” in

merit-based  competition  as  a  result).  Because  only  those  who

compete successfully in K-selection get food, those mates who do

things to make their offspring more successful in competition are

the ones whose traits become the traits of the K-selected organism.

This  means  K-strategists  carefully  select  the  fittest  mate

(again, producing the genetically fittest offspring who can survive,

is itself a part of the competition), and then they monopolize that

mate's fitness with monogamy, so no other competitor can benefit
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from that mate's genetic fitness by having offspring with them. 

Offspring  are  reared  in  a  two-parent  family  with  high

rearing investment, because it is a dangerous world and they need

their offspring to survive and be adequately provisioned until they

are fully mature and capable of reproducing themselves. They will

even discourage their offspring from mating until fully mature and

maximally competitive, so they can be as attractive as possible to

acquire the fittest life-long monogamous mate, and continue the

competition to produce the genetically fittest offspring themselves.

Even wolves do not believe in sexualizing pups,  and there is  a

concrete, biologically advantageous reason for it.

And finally, K-strategists will tend to form groups with a

high degree of in-group loyalty and competitiveness toward out-

groups, for obvious reasons. They need to win competitions as a

cohesive, loyal group to get the food to survive. I have wondered

if that K-strategy, with its emphasis on monogamy and loyalty, is

the evolutionary origin of the emotion of love. Kill a deer or a

rabbit,  and  its  peers  would  graze  right  alongside  the  body,

unaffected. But kill a wolf, and its pack will mourn.

So  in  K-strategists  you  have  a  group  of  territorial,

competitive,  loyal,  monogamous,  two-parent-rearing,  pack-

oriented  animals,  who  love  each  other,  discourage  sexualizing

young,  and expect  a  world where  there  are  not  always  enough

resources  for  everybody  to  just  cruise  and  acquire  free  stuff

without  needing  to  compete  for  it  and  earn  it.  And  among  K-

strategists, males evolve big and strong, and are willing to fight

for, and give their lives for their offspring since they have so few,

as well as die for their clan since it needs to survive for the good of

their  genes.  Meanwhile  females  evolve  smaller,  less
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confrontational/aggressive,  and  more  feminine,  to  guide  the

offspring from the dangers the male confronts. Clearly, that is the

evolutionary origin of the Conservative-right's ideology.

It  ended  up  becoming  the  book  “The  Evolutionary

Psychology behind Politics,” and it came out brilliantly. It was a

deep, deep dive into all of the published research, comparing and

correlating  the  genetics  behind  political  ideology  and  r/K

psychologies, the brain structures, the neurochemistry of reward

and how that had been shown to affect the brain structures that

were both associated with the r  and K traits,  and with political

ideology.  It  even  examined  how  whether  you  looked  at  grand

timelines like the fall of Rome or the leftward tilt of America that

has occurred since the fifties, or whether you plotted the Economic

Misery Index year by year, and laid a graph of the Conservative

Policy Mood year by year over it, you could see how an influx of

resources would trigger human brains to exhibit a more leftist r-

selected psychology, while a resource restriction would trigger a

more  Conservative,  K-selected  trend  in  population-level

ideological inclination. Human brains were actually self-adapting

their r or K-psychological programming to the level of dopamine

produced by their environment (ie, resource availability), and as

they did, their left or right wing political inclinations moved right

along with it. Everything matched up perfectly.

The book was the next 250 years of all of political science's

advances  in  understanding,  from biology,  to  neurochemistry,  to

genetics,  to  social  science  advances,  condensed  down  into  280

pages, and available this moment with a click of the mouse. Titled

The  Evolutionary  Psychology  Behind  Politics,  it  was  the  final

word on the study of the origins of political ideology.
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I assumed it would be a blockbuster, and would be required

reading in  every  political  science  class  in  the  nation.  This  was

where our political battle first arose – in an evolutionary process

which adapted us to two different environments.  You could not

study politics without understanding it.

Darwin  supposedly  just  mailed  around  manuscripts  for

Origin. When the banter of experts spread into the mainstream, he

changed the world's perception of how we came to be, or so we

were told. 

There  were  magazines  devoted  to  politics,  like  National

Review  and  American  Spectator.  There  were  radio  shows  and

cable TV shows, devoted to bringing interesting ideas in politics to

viewers to hook them as fans, because that was how they made

money. I even saw a major publisher who had just opened a new

conservative  imprint,  and  was  desperate  for  manuscripts  with

interesting  ideas.  The  publisher  never  even  responded  to  my

inquiries. I mailed copies to, and emailed the various outlets, and

nothing  happened.  Something  was  strange.  The  idea  was  too

interesting to just be completely ignored.

Among the small, online conservative community it caused

a major splash. People on the right who read it gave it glowing

reviews. Liberals seethed and hated it, but I even saw that hatred

as  great  for  the  dialog  and  generating  interest.  Outside  of  the

small,  independent  online  right  however,  the  mainstream media

outlets completely blacklisted it.  There was not even a whisper,

even as fans wrote me about promoting it to all of them on my

behalf.

And then I began to get followed around, by a lot of strange
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people. If I had to go back to the point when the machine really

began  to  become  involved  with  me,  it  was  probably  as  I  was

writing the book. However at the time I was blissfully unaware.

The  first  sign  I  should  have  seen,  but  being  naive  to

surveillance  procedures  I  missed,  was  that  one  neighbor

disappeared. Their house just suddenly went empty. It was strange,

but  they lived  alone  and  had  family  who cared  for  them,  so  I

assumed  some  event  had  occurred  that  forced  them  to  move.

However they never said anything, nor did anyone else move into

the house. Of course someone likely did move into the house, they

merely did so quietly and established it  as a covert  observation

post, something my later readings on surveillance indicated was

the standard operating procedure.

A while after that I began finding screws placed cleanly into

the tires of my cars, parked in front of my house. I first thought I

must be driving somewhere where someone had spilled a box of

screws all over the ground. However one time I had been checking

the treads of new tires I just bought, and saw no screw, but when I

came out the next day and glanced absent-mindedly at  the tire,

there was another screw, cleanly inserted, as if with a power drill.

The sudden appearance of screws was a puzzle, as I wasn't

disliked  by  the  people  who knew me,  and  it  would  take  some

effort to get to my house. I looked around and found footprints

leading to in front of the now abandoned house, where I lost them

as they entered grass. Since I assumed the house was abandoned, I

concluded someone had pulled into the driveway in front of the

abandoned house in the middle of the night, and walked over to

my house to insert the screws.
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Still it was puzzling. Whoever would have done it would

have run the risk of encountering a potentially armed homeowner

who  might  not  be  violence-averse  in  a  darkened  environment

where a cordless drill could be mistaken for a gun. It would have

seemed a strangely high-risk activity with little to gain. Of course,

if you had ears in my house, knew when I went to sleep, could tell

if I awoke in bed, and had live radio contact with whoever was

running  over  quickly  to  place  the  screws,  and  you  were  sent

expressly to harass, that would have segued from a very dangerous

operation with little gain, to one with almost no risk and all gain,

in the form of completing an assigned mission objective. 

Then I had a shock-absorber pried off a car.  A mechanic

said it looked like somebody took a crowbar to the water pump on

another car.

I deployed surveillance cameras to try and catch them, and

the screws and other damage suddenly stopped. I assumed it was

bad luck they had just decided to stop. However if the house next

door had been converted into an observation post, as I now know

is standard operating procedure in surveillance operations,31 then

they were watching as I deployed the surveillance cameras, and

were one step ahead of me.

Then one day I traveled to a remote location with no traffic

where nobody have known I was traveling to, and where I would

31  Regarding the investigation of Soviet Spy Jack Barsky: 
From: http://archive.is/FJjOH
“The bureau bought the house next door to get a closer look at the Barskys.
Steve Kroft: Did you get a good deal?
FBI Agent Joe Reilly: I think we paid what he was asking. And we had agents
living there so that we could be sure who was coming and going from his house
without being too obvious in our surveillance.
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not have encountered anyone. I parked, left, returned to my car,

and ended up having to stop at  a  gas station due to a flat  tire.

Again, I had a spike in my tire. This one was nearly impossible to

remove.  Made  of  ABS  plastic,  it  had  been  sculpted  with  dual

hooks preventing it  from being either extracted or pounded into

the tire. It was so fixed in place, it would only break apart as you

tried to extract it. After a half hour, and removing the tire from the

rim, it was fixed, though the mechanic commented he had never

seen anything like it. 

It was reminiscent of the operation to target and intimidate

Kathleen Willey in 1998. Bill Clinton had sexually assaulted her,

and  she  was  subpoenaed  to  testify  in  the  Paula  Jones  case.  A

similar  intelligence/surveillance/harassment  operation  set  upon

her. Her cat disappeared, her tires were all slashed, a skull looking

like a cat's was left on her porch, and she was finally approached

by a jogger while she was walking in a park. He asked about her

missing cat by name, and threatened her children by name, before

asking her if she got the message.32 Obviously in the intervening

years, the organization established to harass her must have grown,

32  From: http://archive.is/JMi9R
HANNITY: Your cat did. But you ran into a stranger who mentioned the 
loss of your cat, and your cat's name, and your children by name.
WILLEY: I didn't run into him. He approached me one morning. He 
alluded to the fact. He alluded to my cat by name in the past tense. He 
said... "That Bullseye was a nice cat."
HANNITY: And that was a direct threat, you believe, on the eve of your 
testimony to let you know the cat's gone?
WILLEY: That was followed by — that was followed by, "How are your 
children?" And he named them by name. That was followed — that was 
followed by this naming of very dear friends to the children. That was fired
by, "Did you ever get those tires fixed?" I had three out of four tires of my 
car flattened by a nail gun. He said — let me finish — he said, "You're just
not getting the message, are you?" That was the threat to go in and lie 
under oath.
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and begun launching many more operations on ever less important

targets.  Even Clinton mistress Sally Miller  was targeted by this

machine over her writing a memoir of her years with Bill.33

I didn't realize it, but since reading Q, it has become clear

that  a  major  way  the  Cabal  maintained  control  over  our

government was by keeping as many people as possible “asleep,”

in Q's terminology.

I  knew they were asleep.  All  of  western civilization was

going to hell, and only a small percentage of the population could

even see it,  and even they couldn't  figure out a  way to stop it.

Clearly people who should have cared ardently did not, because

their brains had stopped paying attention and caring.

I  actually  crafted  Evopsych's  reveal  of  r/K  to  try  and

awaken all of those asleep, thinking it a possibly effective way to

try and reverse the decline by triggering K-urges in the readers.

But what I didn't realize was somewhere a very powerful group

had actually put those people to sleep purposely, and they were not

pleased with any efforts by anyone to wake them up. Even worse,

they had the machinery built and deployed to realize very quickly

whenever someone tried to awaken their sleeping slaves, and the

machinery  to  dish  out  harassment  to  try  and  dissuade  such

behavior.

Online they call it gangstalking, but I never liked the term. I

get  the  impression  that  “gangstalking”  is  a  term introduced  by

them,  to  make  it  sound  less  official  and  less  associated  with

government and authority figures. The reality is, it is for all intents

33 Describing her observations in the US: http://archive.is/u0NJq
Describing harassment in China: http://archive.is/AMMaO
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and purposes merely government surveillance using local civilian

informant networks, deployed by political leaders in such a way as

to harass and intimidate.

After years of extensive observation, I have found it to be

composed  of  a  massive,  Secret  Society  of  civilian  informants,

organized by a central command structure, and designed to act as a

civilian  surveillance/informant/spy/harassment  network.  It  is

embedded in most, if not all communities and neighborhoods, both

rural and urban. 

Its members appear as normal civilians. They usually have

non-intelligence related day jobs. They live in houses like normal

people, with normal families and hobbies. You would never peg

them  as  elite  surveillance  operators  belonging  to  such  an

organization, until you happen on Cabal's radar and suddenly they

come out of the woodwork to execute their orders and follow you

everywhere you go. 

Although it appears to have had the support/protection of

some US government  agency,  it  also  appears  to  operate  across

national boundaries, with similar civilian informant networks built

identically  in  other  nations,  doing  similar  things.  There  are

anecdotal  reports  from  victims  of  gangstalking  of  traveling  to

places  like  China  or  Europe,  where  one  would  think  any  US

intelligence  operation  would  not  be  welcome,  and  they  report

being seamlessly picked up at the airport, and followed there by an

identical local civilian network of informants to that which they

were  followed  by  in  the  United  States,  and  it  continues  their

harassment, as if the local operatives were briefed on their arrival,

and told how to continue the harassment. 
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It seems to have been around a while. There was an FBI

agent  who  headed  the  LA Field  office  of  the  FBI,  named  Ted

Gunderson.34 (This archive of his Wikipedia page in this note is

fascinating, as he was saying the exact same things Q was saying,

decades before Q, from satanism to child abuse networks being

involved  in  the  conspiracy.)  Ted  had  spotted  this  surveillance

machine  following  him,  as  he  began  investigating  Cabal's

pedophile/blackmail  networks.  There  is  an  affidavit  from  him

attesting  that  the  gangstalking/civilian-informant/surveillance-

network is real here.35 He apparently fell under it due to his direct

research into  Cabal's  activities,  and his  attempts  to  awaken the

population to the conspiracy. But even as a famous, high-ranking

FBI  leader,  he  could  do  nothing about  it,  and the  media  never

mentioned his plight or lent him any support.

There are other anecdotal cases reminiscent of this machine

going back  through history.  Pulitzer  Prize  winning  author  John

Kennedy Toole (1937-1969), author of the Pulitzer Prize winning

book  A Confederacy  of  Dunces,  led  an  unremarkable  life,  until

submitting  the  manuscript  of  his  book  to  publishing  houses.

Shortly after his rejection, he reported becoming the target of a

massive  centrally  coordinated  surveillance/harassment  operation

being perpetrated by seemingly normal people in his community.36

Eventually, based upon observations, he became convinced it had

planted  bugs  throughout  his  house,  was  following  him

everywhere,  and was even sending college-aged agents  into the

34 http://archive.is/OvwqY
35 https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/wp-

content/uploads/2019/08/ted-gunderson-affidavit.pdf
36 https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/archival-material-of-the-

cabals-history/
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college classes he taught to disrupt his work-life. He also believed

at one point this machine had intended to steal his manuscript, and

publish  it  under  another  author's  name.  He  finally,  supposedly

committed suicide. However after extensive observation of these

types of cases, it is difficult to say whether the stress of his ordeal

motivated him to kill himself, or if it was merely staged that way

by the unknown actors he claimed he faced.

There  are  other  cases  which  extend  even  farther  back.

However when facing an intelligence operation, it can be difficult

to say what is real, and what is illusion. The earliest case of which

I am aware was the case of James Tilly Matthews (1710-1850). He

was a peace activist  during the French Revolution,  who almost

interceded successfully in heading off war between England and

France  through  diligent  third-party  negotiation.37 Failing,  he

returned to England, making accusations of treason by its leaders,

to the point the government simply declared him “not of sound

mind,” and had him institutionalized. While institutionalized, he

was deemed of such sound mind that the institution paid him for

architectural drawings he produced for a remodeling of the facility.

The proprietor of a subsequent, “more genial” institution he was

transferred to regarded him as entirely sane, and even employed

him during his residence as a book keeper and gardener.

Once queried by doctors  on his  arrival  at  the institution,

Matthews began to matter-of-factly relate that there were teams of

spies  and  criminals  all  throughout  England,  embedded  in  the

populace  and  posing  as  regular  citizens.  These  teams  were

networked  together,  operating  as  a  single  unit,  under  a  central

leadership, and each was responsible for specific neighborhoods.

37 http://archive.is/wip/CBaHM
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Their  purpose  was  a  mix  of  surveillance  of  the  populace,  and

harassment of some who involved themselves in politics, and he

described  them  as  having  a  high  level  of  technological

sophistication, especially for the times. 

He reported that  in  some cases,  including his,  they were

using a weapon he referred to as an “air-loom.” It was some sort of

remote-energy-weapon  used  to  physically  torment  those  who

attempted to involve themselves in  politics.  It  generated energy

which  was  beamed  at  the  targets  through  the  walls  of  their

residences at night. The device was supposedly housed somehow

adjacently to the target residence, and could be tuned to produce

various effects on the target. It is a curious anecdotal description of

what people today refer to as directed energy weapons, which are

reported  as  being  used  on  targets  of  the  modern  surveillance

machine, by some of the people who run into this machine today.

On the one hand, today's technology would not have been

available to the people of the time. This would seem to speak to

his account being the product of an overactive imagination. On the

other  hand,  there  have  been  cases  where  buildings  have  been

described as having produced symptoms of physical  illness and

altered mental states in those who entered them. The sources of the

illnesses were tracked back to some mechanical device which was

unknowingly releasing infrasound waves as it operated, which had

accidentally sickened the entire buildings.

It  is  not  impossible  such  reports  might  have  generated

interest from those in power at the time and been studied more

intensely  by  the  specialists  they  had  access  to.  Given  Europe's

intense interest  in sound and musical  instruments at  the time,  I

could  see  such  a  technology  developing,  using  some  type  of
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bellows-type forced air  to produce such such infrasound waves.

Moreover,  specific  frequencies  of  infrasound  waves  could  be

produced at the time by “weaving” various different frequencies of

sound waves together constructively and destructively, to produce

specific  infra-sound-length  wavelengths,  making  his  use  of  the

word  “loom”  quite  curious.  And  as  this  article  shows,  his

description  of  symptoms,  even  difficulty  breathing,  would  be

consistent  with  infrasound  exposure.  So  all  of  this  would  be

something that could have been technologically feasible in such a

musical culture, and although he seemingly had no reason to have

any knowledge of any of this, he described it quite accurately.38 

Also strange is he would describe these operations as being

housed  in  adjacent  residences.  Most  people  would  think  an

intelligence/surveillance  operation  acquiring  a  neighboring

residence to base operations out of would be unusually difficult

and unlikely. But we will show evidence later that such action is in

fact  standard  operating  procedure  for  surveillance/intelligence

operations, and we will show where it has been described on such

notable  TV  shows  as  60  Minutes  by  such  knowledgeable

individuals  as  high  ranking  FBI  counterintelligence/surveillance

38 Interestingly, he described one facet of this device's effect as being difficulty
breathing. That is a known symptom of infrasound exposure, which would easily
have been able to be produced at the time given the knowledge of musical
instrument production in Europe. And such a musical instrument, would likely be
unusually large so as to produce such long wavelengths, just as Matthews drew it.
Possibly even organ-sized, it could perhaps, be described by some as an “Air
Loom,” weaving together different sound frequencies to produce different
infrasound wavelengths and related effects through constructive and destructive
interference effects. Indeed, Mathews drawings of the device, drawn from unknown
sources, show an organ-like device with vertical pipes, and wooden barrels which
appear to be supplying pressurized air from chemical reactions. For more, see:

http://archive.is/kgZl4
https://waubrafoundation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Broner-The-

effects-of-low-frequency-noise-on-people.pdf
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operatives.

It  is  strange  Matthews  would,  as  a  layman,  describe  a

potentially  viable  technology  of  the  time  which  could  produce

physical  symptoms  such  as  he  would  describe  –  moreover,  a

technology which would seem quite  impossible  to  laymen,  and

which he  himself  did  not  fully  understand.  It  is  also  strange  it

should so closely parallel what numerous people describe today.

And simultaneously, he described a seemingly impossible mission

parameter of basing intelligence/surveillance operations out of a

neighboring residence, and yet this is standard operating procedure

for such operations, though it is not known to the general public.

Of  course  if  one  accepts  that  we  face  an  intelligence

operation today arrayed against the populace, then one possibility

we cannot rule out is that they would want to make allegations of

any directed energy weapon usage today, which is entirely possible

and  maybe  even  likely,  seem  the  product  of  overactive

imaginations.  To that  end,  understanding intelligence  operations

somewhat, I could see this account, and the text which “discovered

it”  being  inserted  into  libraries  recently,  perhaps  even  using

artificially-aged  books  and  alteration  of  archiving  records.  It

would actually be quite simple to have someone insert such books

into  an  archive,  and  then  arrange  for  them  to  be  innocently

“discovered.” 

Introducing  an  allegation  of  such  technology,  at  a  time

when its existence would be seemingly improbable to the public,

into the historical record in such a way, would make it more easy

to  denigrate  such  accounts  today  as  fantasy,  even  despite  the

documented  presence  off  the  technology,  and  the  scientific

plausibility of the accounts. Indeed, James Tilly Matthews account
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today is officially cited as the first documented case of paranoid

schizophrenia  with  delusions  of  persecution,  implying  all  such

allegations  today  would  immediately,  de  facto,  be  cases  of

diagnosable  mental  illness  with  delusions.  So  I  do  not  know

exactly what to make of Matthews' case, though its similarity to

credible  accounts  today would make it  seem related to  modern

events, in one way or another.

Throughout  work,  we  will  show  others  who  have  made

allegations of similar experiences, encountering a massive hidden

network  conducting  surveillance  and  intelligence  operations

against an unwitting public, and focusing on those who involve

themselves  in  politics,  without  the  machine's  permission.  These

personalities  will  range  from  Rolling  Stone  reporter  Michael

Hastings, to Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, to conservative

talk  radio  host  Tom  Bauerle,  to  New  York  Governor  David

Patterson (and numerous  New York legislators  who approached

him about their  own experiences with this machine), to Clinton

accusers Juanita Broadrick, Kathleen Willey, and Sally Miller, to

NXIVM  cult  leader  Keith  Raniere,  to  wounded  warrior  Brian

Mancini, to numerous mass shooters and cop-killers. 

I can attest personally, there is undoubtedly a hidden, secret

society  of  some sort  out  there,  conducting some sort  of  covert

intelligence  operation  against  the  public.  And  its  greatest

advantage is that public is by and large not just unaware of it, but

actually unable to believe such an operation could possibly exist. 

So what does it look like? I first noticed it when I took out

my garbage, though it had probably moved on me much earlier. I

took my garbage out to the end of my driveway late at night, on

the isolated street I lived on. It was remote and sparsely populated
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enough  I  could  reasonably  have  expected  no  car  traffic  to  be

passing on a normal night. However every night, just as I reached

the end of my driveway, I'd hear a car down the street rev up its

engine suddenly, bottom out, and then come racing down the street

toward me,  slow down just  before  coming into  sight,  and then

drive in front of my driveway, just as if it was a normal car leaving

my neighborhood. After it passed, I could hear it accelerate and

take off out of my neighborhood.

I became curious, so I put the garbage out later and later,

until it was a time when the whole neighborhood should have been

asleep. Every time, I would reach the end of the driveway and hear

the car bottoming out down the street and racing to me. And yet, it

was  almost  always  a  different  car,  strangely  enough.  It  was  a

puzzle, because the road they were likely staged on, and waiting

for me on, was a steeply inclined dead-end road that split off my

road, about 300-500 yards away, with numerous winding turns on

the main road between us, and heavy woods all the way around it.

In theory, they couldn't be seeing me, they couldn't be hearing me,

but when I got to the end of my driveway they knew and sent the

car. I could hear them all the way down there suddenly take off

and pick up speed at exactly the right moment.

This eventually led to a realization that I never got to the

end of my driveway, be it  day or night, that traffic didn't  come

driving by, often in multiple directions, even though my road was

isolated, only served a few houses, and the traffic was totally out

of proportion to what one would expect.

I  checked  my  driveway  surveillance  camera,  and  sure

enough there would be no traffic for hours before and after my

excursion. But at the moment I reached the end of my driveway,
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suddenly they would appear. If it occurred during the day I noticed

that  often  multiple  cars  would  suddenly  be  driving  in  both

directions, just at that moment. 

Then I began to notice as I drove out, cars would always

begin to pass in front of my driveway. As I headed out, there were

always  cars  coming  at  me,  and  often  one  behind  me.  I'd  hit

intersections in isolated areas, and there were almost always cars

puling  up  to  them  just  as  I  arrived.  There  were  also  massive

increases  in  the  numbers  of  pedestrians  walking  and  bicycles

riding  where  I  had  never  seen  them  before.  Then  I  noticed  I

couldn't go into an empty store at an early hour without three or

four people suddenly following me in, about thirty seconds to one

minute after I entered, and loitering around with a sightline to me,

but no clear purpose. I could go to Costco, arrive to an empty store

early  in  the  morning  on  a  weekday  off,  and  within  minutes  it

would fill up with thirty or forty people, all shopping in the area of

the store around me. 

The I came to realize, they were listening inside my house,

and saying certain things could dramatically increase the traffic

outside my house, often with revving engines and even honking

horns.  As  it  became  clear  I  knew,  they  became  hostile.  Some

would even whisper  into their  wrists,  as  if  secret  agents,  in  an

effort to intimidate.

I eventually began writing about it on my website, despite

how  insane  I  knew  it  would  look.  As  I  would  compose  blog

articles about it, they would suddenly increase the traffic in front

of  my  house  dramatically,  as  if  to  complain  or  threaten.  I

eventually concluded they were monitoring my keystrokes in real

time.  It  sounds  insane,  I  know.  I  never  would have believed it
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myself ten years ago, but I can only report what I saw.

I didn't realize it at the time, but surveillance rolls out as a

package. If you have cars following you, you have people on foot

following you into stores.  If  you have cars  and foot,  you have

technical  monitoring  of  your  technology,  and  they  are  on  your

phones, your internet, listening in your house, and everything else

their space-age tech can do. It appears they deploy much of the

technology at the telephone poles, from microphones to cameras,

plugging  it  into  the  cable  internet  and  feeding  it  to  their

observation posts or base stations. I assume they feel no warrant is

needed if they harvest the sound waves outside of your house and

amplify  them  artificially,  or  use  other  remote  monitoring

technology that doesn't require a covert entry of your residence..

From my readings online, I found out they use microphones

and geophones (microphones which pick up vibrations from the

ground,  and  pass  them on  as  sound)  which  pick  up  very  fine

vibrations from sounds made in a residence. The sensors document

the waveforms as they arrive at the mics, and the exact times they

arrive. Then, through computer analysis they can filter out only

waveforms  which  arrive  with  a  specific  constellation  of  arrival

times. This allows them to triangulate the sound almost in the way

a  GPS  receiver  uses  the  wave  arrival  times  of  signals  from

satellites to determine your position.

By way of explanation, suppose you held two microphones

in front of you, in each hand. On your right side, somebody said

“Hello,” and on the left  side of you, exactly at the same time,

somebody said, “Goodbye.” Now if you just rigged the mics to a

tape recorder you would only hear  a  jumbled mess.  But  if  you

rigged them to a computer, with exact arrival times of the waves
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recorded at  each mic,  the  computer  could tell  that  the  “Hello”

waveform of vibrations hit the right mic at a set time, and passed it

and hit the left mic just a pico-second later. It could also detect that

the  “Goodbye” waveform hit the left mic first, and hit the right

mic just a pico second later. It could then apply an inverse wave to

remove from the output whichever waveform you wanted to erase,

and the result  would be a  targeted recording of just  one voice,

positionally  targeted to  the  location you specified  based on the

waveform arrival times. The only difference in the output would

be, it would be twice as loud because you were feeding the outputs

from both microphones into the recording. But it would filter out

the extraneous sound as if it never happened.

Now  imagine  increasing  the  distance  between  those

microphones  to  telephone  pole  distance  to  exaggerate  the

waveform  arrival  time  differences.  Imagine  in  addition  to

atmospheric mics you used geophones in the ground detecting the

sound through the vibrations from your home's structure passing

through the ground, (think of hearing horse hoofbeats miles away

by  putting  your  ear  to  the  ground).  Then  imagine  multiple

microphones, all positionally targeting the sound, and amplifying

it  as  each mic's  output  is  laid  over  the others.  It  is  a  powerful

technology,  because  with  just  a  few  points  of  contact  with  a

building  superstructure,  such  as  granted  by  renting  a  few

apartments in an apartment building, you can program and tune the

software to be able to listen inside any apartment in the building,

without having to make entry to the apartment, almost as if each

apartment was a tuned radio station. 

I just assume it is widely deployed throughout cities, with

each building having a dedicated observation post  and assigned
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listeners. And I imagine there are still other technologies we do not

even know about. One would be passive radar which can actually

pluck a single voice out of a stadium of screaming fans, and which

is  now being  used  in  Europe  openly  in  stadiums to  police  the

speech of individual fans for racist comments.39

The FBI has to get  a  warrant  to  plant  a  physical  bug to

eavesdrop  in  residences  (which  by  the  way  is  1940's  era

technology  –  obviously  the  technology  has  been  advancing

alongside all other technology we see). But with Cabal, there were

no rules, and there is technology today nobody would believe.

 It also appears standard operating procedure is to establish

an observation post with a sightline to your house. Since it began,

literally  all  of  my  long  term  immediate-neighbors  ghosted,

disappearing silently to be replaced by what would appear to be

regular American families, some even with children. 

Oddly  enough  I  could  hear  two  of  their  children  (from

different  families)  talking at  one point.  One of  my surveillance

cameras  captured  the  conversation.  One  was  new  to  the

neighborhood, and asked the other about my house, to which the

first one quickly responded, “We followed him today.” Although I

had never met the kid, he definitely knew what was going on, and

that his friend was a fellow cult-member, raised in it and aware of

the game going on, as this wasn't unusual to him.

Which brings us to the strangest aspect of the phenomenon.

They use children in surveillance operations, and have read them

39 https://news.sky.com/story/italian-football-league-considers-using-anti-
terror-listening-devices-to-identify-racist-fans-11842057
http://archive.is/nGeQg
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in on this unbelievable secret. I assume they are running them as

agents against other kids, who are not in the cult, in the schools,

building files on everyone from the earliest of ages. It  is pretty

amazing, and very creepy for a supposedly free republic.

So they already knew everything about me. 

Among those things they knew was I had to take a longish

car trip at one point which would have me out of the house for a

few hours. When I returned I noticed the power had been cut to my

house.  I  reviewed a  surveillance  camera  I  had  installed  on  my

driveway,  and was surprised to  see that  within a  minute  of  me

driving out, three large phone company trucks pulled up in front of

my house, and everyone in them jumped out and began scrambling

to prearranged jobs, as if in an incredible hurry. Then, after a few

moments, the power went out. 

I knew something was up because union procedure is five

guys drink coffee while two guys have a conversation, all while

one guy does the job as slowly as possible.

When I looked at the poles, they were loaded with cables,

splitters, and routers. As I watched as time went on, they got even

more  loaded  in  my  neighborhood  as  pole  trucks  drove  up  and

down it. 

As time went on, it increased. You'd go in an empty store,

and five or ten other people would come in after you and form a

crowd around you, and then coincidentally follow you throughout

the store. Some would purposely look to make eye contact with

you at a distance of maybe fifteen feet. Once you locked eyes, they

would simulate  talking into  a  wrist  microphone,  turn  and walk

away quickly. Others made loud conversations about things I had
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discussed privately with family inside my house. It was weird.

My impression is the show was to let me know my presence

was not welcome in the online political  world. It  got  more and

more aggressive, until I began running video everywhere I went. I

put 1080p action cameras running out all  four  sides of my car,

eventually  upgrading  them  to  4K,  and  wore  1080p  video

sunglasses everywhere I went. Then they backed off so as to not be

so  obvious  on  video.  It  was  costly,  in  both  time  and  money.

Constantly archiving video from all of those cameras for an hour

every time I got back from a trip, and making sure everything was

charged  before  I  left  was  a  pain,  but  it  was  better  than  the

alternative.

I talked to a local cop I had known, to file a report for the

record when I suspected my car had been tampered with, possibly

to plant something in it. He made it clear, he didn't like what was

going  on,  but  there  was  nothing  he  could  do.  Whatever  the

jurisdictional  authority  they  threw  at  the  local  department,

everybody in it was afraid. He took the report, and a cop from a

neighboring department showed up. His job was to gather as much

info out of me as he could about what I had seen and figured out,

presumably for the surveillance team. Then the cop I knew said

he'd get a copy of the report to me later in the week. No copy ever

came, and I assume the entire report was “lost.”

Around this  time I  began to notice  the houses they took

over were releasing some sort of chemical fog into the air, which

would fill the neighborhood. I suspected the fog was responsible

for  the  vegetation  dying  back  and  thinning  out,  as  sight  lines

opened  up  from  my  house  and  driveway  to  windows  of  the

neighbor's  houses,  where  previously  they  were  completely
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obscured. 

At one point, a tree trimming crew came in and cut down

all of the brush between my property line and the road, opening up

things there. Judging by how the ground cover and natural plant

growth died back, I suspect they deployed an herbicide as well.

You could drive through the neighborhood,  and it  was a lovely

bucolic, wooded street, until you got to my driveway where the

front of the property was a massive clear-cut patch of stumps and

bare dirt on the ground, and then the woods picked back up when

you got on the other side of me.

I came home from being chased around one day, flopped on

the couch, and put on the movie The Burbs with Tom Hanks. I had

the volume quite low, so as to not disturb a family member who

was sleeping. 

The movie  is  about  a  guy (played by Tom Hanks),  who

notices  strange  things  being  done  by  weird  people  in  his

neighborhood, and he begins investigating them with his friends.

His wife (Carrie Fischer) doesn't like him doing that and in one

scene, they have an acrimonious argument, where they yell at each

other  about  strange  things going on in  their  neighborhood,  and

whether or not they should take off for a cabin on a lake, or stay

and not surrender their neighborhood to the weirdos in it.

You  see  where  this  is  going.  As  Tom Hanks  and  Carrie

Fischer yelled at each other, I suddenly looked at the road outside

on  my  surveillance  camera  monitor,  and  along  came  a  hybrid

surveillance SUV, super slow and quiet.  A middle  aged woman

with  a  butch  haircut  had  the  passenger  window open  and  was

craning her neck out of it, as the car pulled up to the front of my
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house and stopped in the road, so she could listen. 

They were listening inside my house, in real time, heard the

argument on the TV, thought it was me yelling, and crept up to see

how audible it was from the road, not knowing it was a TV show I

was  watching,  and  not  realizing  I  could  see  them  on  my

surveillance camera. Bear in mind, I would not have been able to

hear the argument from right outside my window, let  alone the

hundred or so feet to the road, through the woods which were still

there at the time. So basically they had ears inside my house, and

they were quite sensitive, though not infallible.

One house across the street was kept seemingly abandoned,

until one day about 15 gunshots appeared to come out of it early in

the morning.  It  sounded like  9mm or  mid-size  handgun,  which

would be  consistent  with  magazine  capacity.  It  wasn't  the  only

time.  Rapid  fire  bursts  of  gunfire  were  ringing  out  pretty

frequently  late  at  night,  seemingly  answering  each  other  from

different houses. 

I had gotten the feeling they had people living around the

neighborhood in other houses who were amusing themselves by

firing  guns  in  the  air  to  screw with  each  other  as  they  all  sat

performing  the  otherwise  boring  monitoring  operations  on  the

residents,  watching  the  technical  surveillance  established

throughout the neighborhood and listening to the microphones at

the poles to get a heads up on any pedestrian activity in the woods,

or interesting arguments or conversations in the houses. 

This morning, it seems they had stashed somebody in the

abandoned house across the street, and they had let some gunshots

fly,  and  accidentally  hit  a  nearby  house  which  seemingly  was
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occupied  by  regular  citizens.  According  to  the  Police

conversations afterward, they took out a picture window. The local

PD responded, as did State PD en masse, and some unmarked cars

too. The Police Chief came along about an hour later to survey the

scene  personally.  However  he  seemingly  made  the  responding

uniformed patrol officer from his department wait at the scene for

him,  as  if  he  didn't  want  to  be  at  the  scene  alone  with  the

unmarked vehicles' occupants.

There were a couple of other major events that happened

around that time, which really screwed up the lives of other very

prominent  people  in  the  area,  who apparently  either  had  fallen

afoul of this machine, or simply been in the wrong place at the

wrong time, but I don't  want to get into them because it  would

reveal too much about my location. Suffice it to say, this operation

used  intelligence  techniques  to  take  out  local  members  of  my

government and law enforcement apparatus, I presume replacing

them with their own controlled agents.

We pushed and pulled over the years. At one point I made

moves toward approaching the Russian Embassy and looking to

bring the intelligence services of the Russian Republic into it.  I

was  hoping  to  leverage  SVR  and  GRU's  desire  to  hobble

America's surveillance state, by getting them to assist in finding a

Russian  private  sector  TSCM  (Technical  Surveillance  and

Counter-Measures) company I could hire to expose surveillance

technology mounted on telephone poles.  In addition they would

offer  media  contacts  with  Russian  media  who would  document

and expose the local monitoring tech pulled off the poles by the

TSCMs as part of a broader treatment on the extent of America's

surveillance state. Finally I was going to bring in Russian Embassy
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approved legal support to observe and document the removals, file

Police reports,  bound subpoenas to everyone involved, from the

local Police Department to the utilities which serviced those lines,

and then launch a lawsuit based on those Police reports filed on

the illegal technology which was uncovered by the TSCMs. 

I assumed the Russians would jump at the opportunity just

to have Russian experts  get  a legal  look at  a  high-end Western

surveillance operation and it's  technological  deployment,  and in

the  process  politically  cripple  American  domestic  surveillance

capabilities.  My  surveillance  probably  agreed,  because  they

backed  off  the  harassment.  However  I,  my  family,  and  family

friends were all  still  being followed around passively while out

and  about,  and  they  remained  on  my phones  and  internet,  and

listening in my house. At the time, I still could not believe this

would be an outright criminal conspiracy. Thinking the probability

would have favored it being some law enforcement operation that

had stepped over a line in the course of normal law enforcement

duties, rather than a foreign conspiracy to take over full control of

the US for some foreign elites, I didn't go to the Russians. I look

on it now as God's will. Perhaps if I had, it would have thwarted

Q's efforts in some regard.

The  intrusions  remained  vexing,  as  did  the  gradual

realization our nation was being taken over by something which

was slowly supplanting our Constitutional Republic with a Stasi-

like surveillance state run by a bonafide Secret Police force akin to

the KGB. Bear in mind I realized our nation was being taken over

by an un-American intelligence operation, and I was writing about

it on my website, literally years before Q arrived on the scene.

I  continued  to  write  about  surveillance  topics  on  my
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website,  and things escalated until  it  eventually reached a point

where  I  think they were  hitting  me with  some sort  of  directed

energy weapon through the walls of my house that would cause

my body to vibrate. 

It  sounds ridiculous, and in truth I cannot to this day tell

you whether it was them or not with certainty. All I know is when I

would lay down to sleep, about a half hour in, just as I drifted into

a deep sleep, I would feel as if an 8-12” sphere of my internal

organs were being pushed and pulled rapidly in a single axis along

the plane of my bed, maybe two to six times per second, back and

forth,  from inside  by  body.  The  axis  would  correlate  with  the

house owned by a woman whose child was recorded talking about

following me in front of my house.

When I was near that neighbor's house it was focused in a

smaller sphere, and when I went to the other side of my house it

was a more diffuse, whole body effect, so I assume it was coming

from that neighbor (the one whose kid was discussing following

me). 

Occasionally they moved the sphere of vibration up to my

head, and after years of martial arts, the sensation was identical to

that of the first punch to the face of a training session, from that

unique sensation in the sinuses/nose you get with that first punch

of the day, to the mental blurriness you could get after awakening

from a knockout. The only difference was it was more drawn out

and diffuse, as if throughout the entire skull where it hit rather than

a part of the face. Instead of being one clear sensation with one

large  hit,  it  felt  like  an  accumulation  of  the  sensation  building

slowly with hundreds of small hits. Moving could get you away

from it, but it would eventually track back to you and return.
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I  would  have  assumed  it  was  a  major  medical  problem

developing, except for three things. When I was hit with it one day

while still awake, I was actually able to look at the second count

on a clock on a surveillance camera display, and count the number

of  hits  in  one  minute.  It  was  exactly  240  on  the  dot,  which

correlates with a pulsing of  exactly 4 Hertz,  or  four  cycles per

second. Such a regular and precise number of cycles per second

over  60  seconds,  designed  around  a  human  time  measurement,

seems  artificial.  Were  this  a  physical  malady  I  would  have

expected a number not correlating with a precise whole-number

Hertz measurement. In addition, the sphere seemingly moved over

my body intelligently, stopping precisely at areas like the lungs,

heart, head, and thyroid.  Finally, this vibration of the body when

sleeping,  delivered  from  some  thru-wall  technology,  has  been

described  by  two  other  people  who  were  under

gangstalking/hostile-surveillance activity in America. 

Aaron  Alexis,40 a  Navy  veteran  and  military  technology

contractor who went on to do a mass shooting at the Washington

Navy  Yard  claimed  to  have  been  woken  up  regularly  by  his

“gangstalkers”  with  such  an  effect.  Also,  the  killer  of  Deputy

Natalie Corona41 left a suicide note saying he was killing a Police

Officer because he believed it was the Police who had organized

his gangstalking. He claimed they were following him around, and

that he could no longer take the sonic vibrations waking him up

every night. I can attest, they do pretty significantly degrade brain

40 http://archive.is/xL94u
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/20/aaron-alexis-washington-
navy-yard-shooter

41 http://archive.is/P9lHC
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/13/us/davis-police-officer-corona-sonic-
waves-letter/index.html
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function and degrade sleep, whatever they do. They are strangely

physically/mentally agitating, and after you are hit, sleep is nearly

impossible for at least an hour or more. Ofttimes I would get up

and  put  the  time  to  use  posting  a  surveillance-exposing,

surveillance-detection blog post in retaliation. 

By the  time  of  this  writing,  we  are  in  an uncomfortable

standoff. Though they dislike me, I think they have given up on

controlling me. The video I roll everywhere, and the fact I was

about  a  hair  away  from rolling  into  the  Russian  Embassy,  and

bringing Russian intelligence and media to document online the

extent of surveillance of the American population all over by this

leviathan  makes  me  more  trouble  than  I  am  worth.  I  am  still

followed  and  they  are  undoubtedly  still  listening  in  my  house,

watching  my  mail,  on  my  phones,  and  following  my  online

activity in real time. I still get vibrated on occasion, usually after

writing  something  they  do  not  like,  and  I  retaliate  with  more

writings they do not like. We exist as the unstoppable force and the

immovable object.

They  know  I  am  not  positively  predisposed  to  such  a

machine existing, so I assume their mission now is to watch me

closely, try to limit what I do, and make sure I never get into any

position  where  I  might  acquire  the  resources  or

prominence/authority where I might have the ability to have any

extensively negative effect on their operations. 

The strangest aspect is, this operation was not sent to me. I

think this operation, and all the other cases of “gangstalking” and

hostile  surveillance  you  hear  about  are  in  fact  launched  by  a

massive  machine  that  is  permanently  embedded  throughout

American  society,  in  every  neighborhood,  business,  and  social
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organization, as well as other communities throughout the globe.

It most likely consists of about 4-6% of the population, it is

everywhere,  and  they  intermittently  check  out  everyone  to  the

same degree I get examined full time. I suspect they use the data

they acquire to fill out files on everyone with incredibly detailed

information about them. 

I  think  this  surveillance/informant  machine  is  what  they

were trying to get an official approval for when they tried to enact

Operation TIPS, a program which was launched under the second

Bush administration.42  It's pilot program was to build a civilian

informant network consisting of 1 in 24 citizens (over 4% of the

populace  up  front),  all  informing  on  the  people  they  came  in

contact  with,  generating files within some domestic  intelligence

outfit tasked with getting to know everyone. It would have grown

from there.

Operation TIPS was discovered by one reporter who found

it listed on the Citizen Corp website. There the government had

issued  an  official  public  notification  it  was  creating  a  covert

informant network and needed recruits. The pilot program was to

recruit one in 24 citizens as domestic informants/spies, spying on

fellow citizens,  and being managed by the  government  through

some sort  of  network of  intelligence handlers.  I  would assume,

grouped up into small citizen-informant teams, they would have

been assigned 24 people per team member that they were to “get to

know personally,” using all of their surveillance tools. Whatever

intelligence outfit ran it could have created a file on every citizen,

crafted with all the most elite tools and technology of modern-day

42 http://archive.is/AMXS0
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spies, and known exactly who was likely to threaten their control.

Bear in mind, that 4+% of the population they were seeking

recruits for was the pilot program, just an initial toe-in-the-water,

to see if they could manage such an operation. It would have been

scaled up, according to the proposal, once it was operational. That

number also did not include all of the official sworn officers, who

would  have  been  required  to  handle  all  of  those  citizen

informants/spies on the ground.

I  think that  machine  was  already built,  but  the  threat  of

exposure of such a massive illegal and unwanted machine, with no

governmental imprimatur, frightened those in charge. So they tried

to get some sort of official seal of approval for it, and codify it as

something  approved  by  the  government.  That  way,  if  it  was

exposed,  it  would  not  have  been  entirely  illegal.  Public  outcry

caused  Operation  TIPS  to  be  closed  down,  but  the  machine

obviously  remained,  likely  being  run  as  a  CIA/FBI  “training

operation.”

Also  of  interest  is  how  the  reporter  was  shocked  at  a

program which even in its  toe-in-the-water testing stage,  would

have created in America, a domestic informant program larger than

what  was  run  by  the  infamous  communist  East  German  Stasi

Secret  Police,  which  to  that  point  was  the  largest  and  most

intrusive surveillance operation in human history. 

Even more amazing, the massiveness of this new machine

was  just  measured  manpower-wise.  This  increased  manpower

would  have  been  supported  by  surveillance  technologies  and

digital recording capabilities the Stasi could never have dreamed

of, massively amplifying the intrusiveness of what was already a
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record-level monitoring of the populace. 

It was a Secret Police force like nothing mankind had ever

seen,  supported  with  technology  the  Stasi  could  never  have

dreamed of, being built in the US, and yet that reporter could not

get  a  single  US  newspaper  to  run  his  story.  He  finally  got  it

published online in  an obscure  local  Spanish newspaper.  It  just

happened to go viral online from there, forcing US papers to give

it coverage. 

Again,  Q's  model  would  have  predicted  that  every  US

media outlet would have been compromised, and would not talk

about a massive, illegal US intelligence operation, even if it would

get  them viewers  and  boost  subscribership.  Q asserted  that  the

media was controlled by the US intelligence machinery, which had

itself been compromised by Cabal,  and Cabal did not want this

program publicized. It worked exactly as Q would have predicted.

It  all  sounds  extraordinary.  We  are  told  the  media  is

independent. We are told they look for interesting stories to inform

the public and gain loyal readers. You would assume if somebody

revealed  that  the  East  German  Stasi  was  being  recreated  in

America, in even larger and more intrusive form, to get citizens to

inform  on  citizens,  everyone  would  race  to  report  the  story.

Especially when it was George Bush overseeing the government

doing this. This was tailor made to feed the narrative of George

Bush  as  tyrannical  despot.  But  the  American  media  refused  to

report it.

If  simultaneously,  people  were  reporting  being  followed

around by an extensive civilian network of government harassers

who appeared to be regular citizens, who intrusively spied on their
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most private moments, you would think that would be drawn into

the story, and questioned. No media outlet made a peep, save for a

lone NY Times article saying the gangstalking phenomenon was

simply mentally ill people finding each other online and feeding

each other's delusions.

Yet if one goes online, even with its suppressive algorithms,

YouTube is filled with videos people have uploaded of their own

surveillance  harassment.  Beyond  that,  there  is  a  rich  online

community  of  people  who  have  been  complaining  of  it  for

decades.  There  are  numerous  cases  of  mass  shooters  who

expressly  said  they  were  doing  the  shooting  because  of  their

harassment. 

There were actually  “Gangstalking General” posts on the

Chans,  where  anons  who  were  under  it  discussed  their  own

coverage blasely,  while what appeared to be government agents

derided them as schizophrenic. And there were more cases where

this machine emerged in the media.

 Reporter  Michael  Hastings  of  Rolling  Stone  magazine

reported  he  was  being  followed  around  and  his  car  had  been

tampered with by an intelligence operation targeting him, before

he was seen in a high speed chase, and his car blew up killing

him.43 CBS Reporter Sharyll Atkisson had her computers hacked,

and classified documents placed on them to frame her for criminal

prosecution,  because  Cabal  did  not  like  her  examination of  the

Benghazi and the Fast  and Furious scandals.44 Top conservative

43 https://www.mintpressnews.com/michael-hastings-targeted-cia-wikileaks-
                reveals-agencys-covert-carjacking-ability/225738/  

http://archive.is/T7xJH
44 http://nypost.com/2014/10/27/ex-cbs-reporter-government-related-entity-

bugged-my-computer/
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talk radio host Tom Baeurle was caught in a long battle with the

Machine, where he reported the use of invisibility devices which

projected the image behind a person onto a flexible LED screen in

front of them to make them appear to meld into their background.45

The  book  Chameleo46 was  written  by  a  college  professor,  and

described the exact same technology being deployed by a massive,

technologically sophisticated surveillance operation targeting his

childhood  friend.  Another  case  involved  a  woman  where

surveillance eventually drugged the food in her fridge while she

was out and raped her after she ate it and fell unconscious, which

appeared to be part of a pattern by the operatives in that region.47 

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia reported he felt the

entire  Supreme  Court  had  been  placed  under  surveillance  by

Barack Obama based on what he saw following him around.48 By

this  time  the  illegal  surveillance  of  President  Trump  has  been

delved into quite extensively, and I will assure you it extended to

all of his friends and associates. Glenn Beck has been fairly open

that he is being stalked by a machine which chased him out of his

home  in  Connecticut,  before  his  son  was  approached  by  a

pedophile online.49 

New York State Governor David Patterson reported that a

http://archive.is/afvAz
45 https://canadafreepress.com/article/vindicated-talk-show-radios-true-

                patriot-tom-bauerle  
http://archive.is/kLWbo

46 https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00ZDWEITO/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?
_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1

47 https://youtu.be/boxCW3L7iAI
48 https://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/andrew-napolitano-antonin-scalia- 

obama-spied/2017/05/16/id/790439/
http://archive.is/JL3Y2

49 https://youtu.be/0OoBhySK3JA
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massive surveillance operation which had been following him for

decades had tried to blackmail him, to gain control of the New

York  Governorship  immediately  following  his  assuming  office

after the Elliot Spitzer scandal. He described being approached by

“over 10” legislators who asked him to do something about what

they  all  thought  was  an  out  of  control  group  of  rogue

surveillance/intelligence personnel.50

From another angle, this network's existence was revealed

when it was revealed Eric Scheiderman, at the time the Attorney

General  of  New  York,  kept  his  abused  girlfriend  in  line  by

threatening to have her put under surveillance and harassed by this

machine.51 So there are even accounts of politicians threatening to

deploy this network in the exact way many said it was deployed on

regular  civilians.  It  is  also worth noting that  Schneiderman had

also used these surveillance resources against President Trump and

his  children as  well,  all  part  of  this  Cabal's  operations  to  keep

Donald Trump from ever being president and posing a threat to

their operations.52

I  was  not  the  only  one  to  see  this.  This  was  a  massive

intelligence network, embedded in our communities and deployed

against  the  citizens  of  the  Untied  States,  for  purposes  of

establishing control over the nation. And yet not a peep from the

media, even as it appeared the conspiracy may have killed one of

their  own  and  set  another  up  for  imprisonment.  Operation

Mockingbird must have been wildly successful. The entire media

50 https://gothamist.com/news/gov-paterson-says-state-police-drove-him-to-
                confess-affairs-drug-use   or http://archive.is/jWIPR

http://archive.is/1jiq0
51 http://archive.is/LSYJv
52 http://archive.is/hnT9y
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was controlled, something that doesn't  surprise me given I have

often been followed by local news vans when driving around.

If you are curious about what it looks like, there is actually

a good video here.53 Bear in mind, this is what it looks like at the

first departure point, if there is a snafu which throws them off their

game and forces them to scramble to adapt to something they were

unprepared for.  Had she  just  pulled  out  and driven off  as  they

expected, she would have seen less, because the guy on the bike

would have looked at his phone and not appeared out of place, the

walkers  would  have  walked  and  ignored  her,  the  car  with  the

missing hubcap would have just driven by once, and it all would

have seemed passably normal. 

However she would have seen a group like that everywhere

she went,  all  of  the time,  and periodically it  would have made

mistakes and revealed itself. Once you know it is there, the people

trying to appear normal while watching you become much more

apparent. 

The only aspect of it that video doesn't capture is the sheer

volume of followers you would see in a day. If you drive to a store,

it will look like that again, but with an entirely different cast of

characters. Likewise, you will see a new group at each arrival at a

destination,  each  period  of  loitering  at  the  destination,  each

departure, and each new arrival. Each will get a separate “phase”

of coverage in the parlance, consisting of new people who only

follow you  for  that  phase.  All  along  your  trip,  you  will  see  it

arrayed at intersections, watching to see if you turn or continue on.

The  big  hallmark  is  you  will  rarely  find  yourself  alone  at  any

53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMeA5i485Eg
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decision point like an intersection or departure point.

There are other, more subtle ways it reveals itself. I once

was caught at three stop lights in a row within sight of the only

entrance/exit of a parking lot for a grocery store I was about to pull

into.  Traffic  was  heavy and  each  light  stopped  me for  about  a

minute,  so I  was about  three  full  minutes  watching,  as  nobody

entered or exited the only entrance to the parking lot. I pulled in

and as I  got  out  of  the car,  five other  cars  opened their  doors,

people got out almost mechanically, and we all walked toward the

store together. I knew they had all sat in their cars for at least three

minutes, waiting until I came in to the lot and parked, and they

were then told to follow me.  As we walked into the store, four or

five other  cars  whipped into the lot  and rushed to park and go

shopping, despite nobody having entered the lot the entire time I

was watching the entrance.

I should be clear, I do not think they were waiting in that lot

just  for  me.  They  were  normally  deployed  and  loitering

informants/surveillance-operatives, monitoring that lot and store as

part of an operation that is deployed everywhere, all of the time -

and watching all of society at some point. They were waiting for

one of  the people who the machine is  following in  my area to

show up, so they could pick them up and cover them while they

were in the store. I just happened to be the lucky contestant.

I often see them on hot summer days as I drive by parking

lots. They are sitting with their driver's side door wide open, half-

in and half out of scorching hot cars in parking lots of shopping

centers I never go into, with one leg jammed up on the open car

door.  They  are  maintaining  a  presence  in  those  lots.  I  would

estimate in my small town there are probably fifty to one hundred
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people at any one time assigned to such positions in front of local

shopping centers.

And I see them in other places indicating that they are not

moving swarms of people to follow me. Rather the swarms I see

are  actually  out  and  about,  loitering  in  various  areas,  covering

various  sectors,  noting  everything  of  interest,  and  focusing  on

specific people as they are told to. 

I have pulled off unexpectedly into neighborhoods which I

would never go to predictably, and which were far off my path,

and just as I enter the neighborhood, out of it comes a car which

just happens to be pulling out as I pull in, with the driver's window

open on a cool day. (That is a surveillance technique to allow the

driver to listen, both for anything of interest in the neighborhood

that is out of sight, and to prevent anyone from sneaking up on a

surveillance vehicle.) That car was stationed in that neighborhood,

probably linked up by radio, serving as the mobile component of

an  observation  post  in  at  least  one  of  the  houses,  which  was

watching everything happening in  that  neighborhood.  I  think if

you have a neighborhood with three or four hundred people living

in it, you probably have two or three people assigned to it at any

moment, embedded in it, documenting everything which happens

there.

This machine is deployed throughout our society like that.54

54 It sounds extraordinary, but  numerous former intelligence personnel,
including the legendary William Binney,  gathered together to call attention to this
program, and its more problematic offshoots such as the directed energy weapons
which had been directed at many of them, at www.biggerthansnowden.com.
Unfortunately, even their efforts were disappeared into the ether, as the only vestige
of the page now resides on the Wayback Machine at https://web.archive.org/web/
20190503070612/https://www.biggerthansnowden.com/
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You pass them every day and have glanced past them yourself,

though you had no idea what they were doing. They are people

standing on strategic street corners, who appear to be begging for

change,  but  occasionally get  caught driving home in fairly nice

cars. They are cars pulling out of neighborhoods just as you pull

in,  seemingly  oddly  coincidentally.  They  are  cars  driving  on

highways all day long, spread out and waiting for instructions on

who to track. They are so thorough that chances are, at some point,

one stood online behind you at the grocery store and took a cell

phone photo of your purchases to add to your file. Another listened

as you had an argument with your wife, and I think chances are

greater  than not,  at  least  once or  twice  in  your  life,  somebody

noted you were going to the bathroom and wrote down exactly

what happened. I have no idea if that was recorded in your file, but

it would not surprise me.

Combined, they have amassed incredibly detailed files on

everyone,  with  shockingly  personal  observations,  from  food

brands  purchased  to  probably  sexual  preferences.  That  TIPS

network was designed that dense because it was to work like a full

time, embedded, covert surveillance operation, watching everyone

and every thing in every area of operations it was deployed in. 

In truth this sounds outlandish only because of the myth we

were  raised  with,  that  somehow  America  was  a  nation  vastly

different from all that had come before, where citizens ruled the

government, freedom reigned supreme, and privacy would always

be respected. In reality, from the KGB, to the Stasi, to London's

Surveillance state developed during the IRA years, to the People's

Republic of China and its Social Credit System, to old Royal spy

networks in Medieval Europe, all the way back to the vastness of
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the Roman Empire at its peak, governments have always gathered

whatever intelligence they could on those under their reign. The

main difference in America is technology has allowed ever more

data  to  be  gathered  and  archived,  and  we  believed the  lie  that

somehow our leaders were different – or even who we were told

they were.

The  traitorous  leaders  in  elected  office  today  are  if

anything, probably even more corrupt than in the past, and mixed

with the force multiplier of technology, we should have expected

an even more intrusive surveillance state. The very fact they sold

us on the lie we would be left  alone under those conditions,  is

itself  almost prima facie evidence the truth would be far  worse

than  we could  ever  imagine,  even  before  things  like  Operation

TIPS leaked out, and we considered what technology might allow.

The intelligence product they have produced has given their

command an incredibly detailed file, with very private, personal

insights and first-person observations on every person who lived in

any area of moderate population density. The informants they run

are your neighbors, your coworkers, your friends, and your fellow

church-goers. As a result, (((They))) know who you are, what your

preferences are, and exactly what you are like in the most private

recesses of your life.  Given what I  have seen, I would even be

shocked if there was not technology installed near every Church

confessional that captured vibrations from every confession made

to  a  priest,  wired  over  the  internet  to  a  central  repository,  and

converted  it  into  a  transcript  that  was  cross  referenced  with  a

voice-print biometric to attach it to the confessor's permanent file.

When Q says this thing is bigger than you could possibly believe,

I've seen it. He knows.
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So if you are looking for this around you, it will look much

like that video, but the people may look less obvious if you don't

do something unpredictable. Each destination and departure which

a citizen arrives at and leaves from will repeat the process. And

each  destination  and  departure  will  repeat  the  process  with

different people, who are assigned to that specific area, and who

will  try  to  appear  normal  and uninterested in  you.  Only if  you

deviate from the expected plan, will this machine stumble, exhibit

curiosity and interest in you, and really become obvious. 

In my experience, seeing two or three hundred people doing

all of that over ten stops, in a single outing to several stores in a

nearby populous area is not at all unusual, and for me, it will be a

different 200-300 the next day if I repeat the process. If you have a

county with 200,000 people, and one in 24 is a watcher, as the

pilot program for Operation TIPS proposed, you could expect to

have about 8,000 dedicated informants/surveillance-personnel on

call or actively monitoring the population around them. And that is

assuming the program hasn't built up a deeper density of followers

where you are due to some aspect of interest. Also, those numbers

would be the TIPS “pilot-program” numbers, not the fully manned

and fleshed out operation which the creators were envisioning.  

Again,  that  sounds  extraordinary,  especially  in  a  nation

which  only  has  one  sworn  Law  Enforcement  officer  per  417

citizens.55 But again,  the pilot  program for  Operation TIPS was

one informant per 24 citizens.56 This means just the initial toe-in-

55 http://archive.is/D9EjM
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/crime-in-the-u.s.-2011/police-
employee-data

56 http://archive.is/pfE5I
https://www.smh.com.au/world/us-planning-to-recruit-one-in-24-
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the-water  test  of  the  TIPS concept  was  going to  mean that  for

every Police Officer and Federal Agent you see (and don't see in

the case of Police undercover officers and surveillance officers),

there  would  be  over  17  watchers  cruising  around,  watching

everyone. Factor in that many of those Law Enforcement Officers

will  not  be  seen,  working  as  investigators  or  on  plain  clothes

operations,  and  for  every  patrol  car  you  see  with  a  uniformed

officer,  there  may be  40,  or  50,  or  more  surveillance  operators

driving and walking around following people in your area, under

just the initial numbers. 

And  once  that  proof  of  concept  had  been  borne  out  in

testing,  the  plan  was  to  expand the  program.  Anyone  who has

experienced  gang-stalking  or  surveillance  will  tell  you,  that

expansion  happened.  The  Secret  Society  it  produced  within

America is real and it is beyond imagination for anyone who was

raised with “The Myth” of America as a bastion of freedom, where

the government  was required by the Constitution to respect  the

privacy of regular citizens.

In  a  city  like  New York City,  where  there  are  8  million

people, the pilot program in their initial request, just to test it out,

would have about 340,000 watchers, each with a cell phone and an

Uber-like  app on their  phone.  That  is  ten times  the size  of  the

entire  NYPD.  The  app  calls  them up  when  they  are  available,

delivers them directions on where and when to follow someone,

who the  target  is,  what  they  look like,  when to  break  off,  and

probably  the  ability  to  give  real-time  updates  to  their  handler,

including imagery of the target, using the phone's microphone and

americans-as-citizen-spies-20020715-gdfgbq.html
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video camera.57 I would assume it also coordinates payments for

their services, based on what they acquire.

When they get home from being out,  they each probably

have a set number of people in their neighborhood who they are

responsible for monitoring in their homes and  “getting to know”

through  surveillance  tech  they  are  supplied.  If  anybody  seems

interesting,  they  probably  have  to  report  them up  the  chain  of

command for some sort of reward. It is even possible, and maybe

likely, this regular monitoring of everyone is how I first came to

get my enhanced coverage when I began trying to promote r/K

Theory as the origin of politics.

You will eventually see some overlap in the manpower if

you are under coverage long enough. However after a few weeks

of a few hundred people a day with minimal repeat operators, you

will be awed at the scale of the operation. I still cannot believe it

could exist in America.

I  assume  that  absent  Q  and  President  Trump,  my  own

watchers would have been here intruding on my life and making

sure I never gathered any ability to resist  the program. At least

57 Although I cannot say if this is a case of it in action, I suspect this video of
a local news reporter filming someone is how it would look from the perspective of
an informant/follower. Notice the video begins with the reporter whispering to his
phone, “You will see him now” while seemingly trying to not move his lips, and
probably appear inconspicuous as he held his phone's camera so it was pointing
where the black gentleman was about to walk into. The black gentleman appears to
have grown quite upset with people filming him everywhere he goes. Also notice if
this reporter was one of the Secret Society, and you appealed to him as a reporter to
try and expose any harassment you were receiving from the Secret Society, your
efforts would have been blocked before they got off the ground, by one of the very
agents of the conspiracy you were looking to expose. Operation Mockingbird was
real. : https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-metro-man-accosts-
wpix-reporter-queens-20190124-story.html
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until I went with the Russian plan, and it  ended with me either

dead, or triggering a Civil War once the Russian media exposed it

and everyone realized this Secret Society was, whenever it wanted,

listening to them, and maybe even watching them, in their most

private  moments  in  the  most  private  recesses  of  their  personal

residences. 

But  now I  suspect  that  with  the  exposure  of  the  illegal

surveillance  of  President  Trump,  there  will  be  a  broader

examination  of  domestic  surveillance  operations  coming  which

will reveal what has been going on with all of this, probably going

back  before  Ted  Gunderson,  albeit  in  a  much  more  attenuated

fashion. If Q is right, I expect the very conspiracy running it will

be fully exposed and extricated from our society. I cannot say I

will feel bad, finally being free from under this.

My situation sounds bad, but even more bothersome is the

fact  it  appears  embedded  not  just  in  most  neighborhoods  in

America,  but  across  the  globe,  as  part  of  a  bigger  global

conspiracy.  I  believe  this  conspiracy,  and  operation  that  is

harassing Americans, is not even an American operation. I actually

have done some research (and written several articles58), using the

Google car's Streetview to examine  the presence of indicators of

this ground surveillance operation overseas. In the vast majority of

nations I  examined,  it  appears  this  network is  embedded in the

neighborhoods it operates in. 

One  exception  has  been  Russia,  where  any  surveillance

teams you see will appear more standardized, and often not from

the neighborhoods where they operate. For example in the South

58  https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/surveillance/
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Caucasus, if you travel through poorer rural neighborhoods, where

cars of residents are more beaten down, you will notice that the

cars which appear to be surveillance tracking the Google car will

appear as newer, more polished models. 

It  indicates  to  me  Russia  moves  a  government  team  to

follow  the  Google  car,  because  they  do  not  have  a  strong

informant network embedded in their society, and linked up and

prepared  to  run  surveillance  operations  against  their  neighbors.

(Note in that context, the one nation which appears relatively free

from this conspiracy on Google Streetview, is the one nation that

the  “Mockingbird”  news  media  and  pundit  class,  and  corrupt

politicians of the Cabal, will endlessly assail as our worst enemy,

and run by outright dictators. Even on the national stage, Russia

has been kept at arm's length from global trade groups and defense

pacts,  as if  Cabal has been isolating them due to their  freedom

from Cabal's control. I found it an interesting observation.)

When Q said “This thing is bigger than you could possibly

believe,” was when I began to buy into Q. I immediately found

myself thinking Q knew what he was talking about. I have seen it

firsthand in my own neighborhood, been tracked by it across the

country,  and  then logged  indicators  of  it  all  over  the  globe  on

google, from foot and bicycle surveillance dispersed through the

neighborhoods in Finland, to pedestrians walking back alleys in

the  streets  of  London,  to  vehicular  coverage  in  Guam,  to

motorbike  surveillance  tracking  the  Google  car  throughout

backwoods neighborhood roads in Sri Lanka.

I write all of that mainly to show you that long before Q

arrived on the scene, I was one of many Americans who had seen a

ground surveillance/intelligence operation permeating and tracking
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the population, and monitoring individuals in the privacy of their

homes illegally - and to a degree nobody would believe. I saw it

replacing  local  political  and  Law Enforcement  leaders,  to  take

control of the local government. I noted that it was running cover

for, and stalling police activity targeting local street gangs, who

were utterly running amok, fully unchecked in these areas. It was

suppressing political  speech by those not  in the network. I  saw

people being killed by this operation, from civilians, to veterans, to

Police officers. And I saw indicators and anecdotal stories which

made it appear this operation was global in scale, and operative in

foreign countries which should not have been friendly with US

intelligence. This was not a US intelligence operation which had

simply grown beyond its bounds.

I know what I would have thought if someone said this to

me, before I saw the machine. So I understand that if it has not

focused  in  on  you,  Q's  allegations  would  sound  fantastical,

bordering on the ridiculous. But understand there were intelligent

Americans who read Q and did not see allegations, but rather they

saw credible explanations for puzzling observations which were

really not easily explainable outside of Q's new paradigm. In fact, I

find Q's allegations the only credible explanation for what I have

seen.

Unfortunately, the allegations Q makes, and the research his

anons come up with supporting them, actually get more and more

disturbing as you follow them. However nothing he alleges is in

any way unusual, if you assume his fundamental premise – that a

hostile  external  intelligence  operation  has  been  tasked  with

compromising American society  and government,  and  has  been

successful for several decades now at least. 
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The  research  by  Q's  anon's  leads  to  the  discovery  of

evidence indicating that this operation used all of the most noxious

elements of the intelligence tool chest. It is a tool chest which we

had  previously  been  assured  would  only  be  used  by  our

intelligence  agencies  overseas,  in  the  most  uncivilized

environments, and then only to protect our nation from imminent

harm.

The  techniques  have  run  the  gamut.  Q's  anons  have

uncovered evidence of intrusive spying on innocent citizens' most

private  moments  in  search  of  blackmail  and  control,  even

performed to try and control, and then reverse the outcome of a US

Presidential  election.  Cabal  appears  to  have  been  dividing  and

conquering the  public  by  fostering  racial  and  societal  divisions

through  violent  hate-organizations  they  either  created,  or

infiltrated  and  took  over,  like  Antifa,  La  Raza,  and

#BlackLivesMatters. Its more aggressive operations appear to have

entailed physical intimidation, bribery, blackmail, and murders of

individuals who either posed a threat to the machine or whom the

machine needed to control. 

Q  will  produce  evidence  that  for  such  operations  they

utilized alliances with criminal elements like street gangs and drug

cartels, using them as a sort of ground-level proxy-soldier against

our citizens, even in murders. Cabal's intelligence operation also

appears to have fostered the practice of occult and satanic belief

systems among members, which would entail the performance of

horrifying acts as part of induction rituals. This would allow the

gathering  of  blackmail  on  those  who  sought  membership  and

participated in such actions. 

Cabal  even  appears  to  have  been  involved  in  fostering
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terrorist attacks and mass casualty events.59 Presumably the goal of

such an act would be to enlarge government's power and scope, as

well as foster  wars with the express purpose of enriching those

behind the conspiracy. 

According  to  Q,  Cabal  has  also  been  behind  numerous

murders of citizens who have gotten in their way. These murders

have ranged from citizens who discovered too much about aspects

of  their  operations,  all  the  way  up  to  Supreme  Court  Justice

Antonin  Scalia  (who  himself  said  he  was  under  an  aggressive

surveillance operation, as was the rest of the Supreme Court60). 

President John F Kennedy (who made a speech about this

conspiracy just before he was assassinated61, and swore he would

shatter  the CIA, a  central  mechanism of  Cabal's  control,  into a

thousand pieces and scatter it to the wind62) was a victim according

to Q. His son, John F. Kennedy Jr., was murdered for refusing to

ignore  his  father's  murder,  and  trying  to  investigate  it.  Even

innocent Police Officers like NYPD Detective Miosotis Familia

were among those murdered to assert  Cabal's control over local

law enforcement agencies like the NYPD, according to Q.63

59 CIA Officer Kevin Shipp says in the speech below that many of the 9/11
hijackers were in fact known CIA assets, implying that since the CIA would track
such assets, at least senior leaders would have known the 9/11 attacks were coming,
if the assets were not actually doing it for some rogue CIA operation  running them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQouKi7xDpM
60 http://archive.is/iej56
61 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhZk8ronces&feature=youtu.be
62  http://web.archive.org/web/20190209014635/https://www.ratical  .  

org/ratville/JFK/Unspeakable/JFK-scatterCIAtoWinds.pdf
63 I personally knew Detective Familia's murder had to have been purposeful

when I saw it online. Her murderer had complained of his 24/7 surveillance
operation harassing him. That meant he was under the same coverage I am. Given
that, I knew that if he acquired a firearm, posted online about assaulting Police
officers, and headed out armed with his firearm there was no way their surveillance
operation didn't see that and know, given the manpower and technology they deploy
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The most obvious purpose of the conspiracy appears to be

fraud. Q has pointed out again and again, there are no audits of

massive expenditures of cash by the government to foreign nations

and non-profit organizations. Once those funds are delivered, it is

up to the corrupt, often third world governments, to allocate the

funds honestly. According to Q, Cabal enters into agreements with

corrupt leaders in these nations, whereby foreign aid is delivered

to their nation in large amounts, the leaders take a cut, and the

remainder  is  funneled  and  laundered  back  into  Cabal's  coffers,

where it is used to further Cabal's operations.

routinely on targets. Surveillance does not deploy piecemeal. If you have street
harassment, you have the full suite of capabilities assigned to you as well, from
24/7 technical monitoring of your residence, phone, mail, and internet activity, to
physical, in-person followers when you go out, to infiltration of informants into
your sphere. They knew. One of their informants may have provided him with the
gun. There was no way he hit the street without them knowing he was an armed
criminal who threatened Officers, and was driven to shoot one. Given surveillance
is able to move Officers out of the path of targets on the fly (so as to not spook them
in legitimate surveillance operations), his crossing paths with Detective Familia that
night was no coincidence. That an Officer was placed in a static position, inside a
command van, where a pedestrian outside could see in clearly to engage her, but
she would not be as aware of what was happening outside, was designed. That she
was the nice girl with the million dollar smile who everybody loved, who was
responsible for four kids who were orphaned when she was killed, was by design.
Given this target, who was known as a hostile, was allowed to walk right outside
the van was no coincidence. Although the motivation wholly eluded me at the time,
I knew long before Q, based on personal experience, that Cabal generated Detective
Familia's murder, and it was not a chance occurrence. Q will state that Cabal ground
surveillance had identified her shooter as one of many unbalanced individuals they
encountered in the course of their normal monitoring of the population. Once
identified as a potential shooter, the ground operation was ordered to rile her
shooter, put him on the path to shoot at Police by posing as Police when they riled
him, and then allow him to encounter an Officer. According to Q, this was a
warning to NYPD to not allow any of  the very damaging information on Anthony
Wiener's laptop to leak out to the media, or they would do this more regularly,
choosing targets which would be most painful to the NYPD. Again, I did not know
the motive, but I knew Detective Familia was killed purposely by the same entity
following me. Q's fantastical assertion about the shooting was more explanative
than fantastical to me when I saw it.
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According to Q, government expenditures associated with

the  Paris-accord  on  climate  change  have  yielded  trillion-dollar

levels  of  gross  income for  the  conspiracy.  It  has  produced that

income through its effective taxation on carbon emissions, which

are basically required for  all  forms of trade and manufacturing.

Red Cross fraud has yielded billions in illicit income.64 Foreign aid

fraud has yielded trillions. War fraud and profiteering has yielded

trillions. And Q says it goes on from there. 

It  sounds incredible, and yet all along the way Q's anons

have found evidence supporting it all. It has only persisted because

of the lax attitudes we as a nation have grown accustomed to with

respect to how our government's money is spent. A single woman,

the wife of New York City Mayor Bill DeBlasio, vanished almost

a  billion  dollars  of  New  York  City  taxpayer  money,   all  by

herself,65 on a “mental health initiative.” She openly admitted she

can't account for how the money was spent and she had nothing to

show for it, saying you can't measure what she accomplished on

“mental  health.”  One woman,  not  even  an  elected  official,  and

over  one  billion  dollars  is  just  gone,  with  absolutely  no

consequence  or  investigation.  That  money  could  be  anywhere.

Imagine what a massive, coordinated network of such individuals,

infiltrated at every level of government, and all beyond any legal

or media scrutiny could do. That is what Q says is operative within

the US. 

64 Q had linked to the video linked below, which raises the interesting
question of why Red Cross would keep that much cash on hand, given it is of no
use in foreign countries where other currencies are used, and in the US it would be
better kept in a bank account where it would earn interest and could be transferred
electronically.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZIizLVlZp8
65 http://archive.is/qy9Mf
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So  to  summarize,  Q  basically  says  a  massive  global

conspiracy by non-state  actors  is  operating an  organized covert

infiltration/intelligence  operation  that  has  created  a  massive

intelligence  network  of  agents,  composed  of  regular  citizens  at

every  level  of  society  and  government,  and  dedicated  to  fraud

operations  launched against  the  treasuries  of  the  nations  within

which it operates. 

This  network  has  infiltrated  its  people  into  leadership

positions throughout all levels of the American government. There

they are using their  power for apportioning resources to Cabal-

created entities, in return for some sort of personal recompense or

favoritism. Still other agents are selling US secrets, or helping to

allow Cabal  to  otherwise  control  various  aspects  of  the  United

States government which could pose a threat to its operations, like

intelligence, law enforcement, or our judicial apparatuses. It was

precisely this machine which launched the illegal targeting of the

Trump campaign, using illegal surveillance and false allegations of

Russian collusion to try and remove President Donald J. Trump

before he could act against the conspiracy himself.

Through occult  activities they encourage, the people they

elevate will commit grievous sins that can be documented covertly

and later be used for blackmail, allowing them to be certain of a

member's loyalty and commitment. They run child-sex-grooming

networks  and  pedophile  networks,  for  the  express  purpose  of

blackmail  and control  of  wealthy people  they either  service,  or

entrap. Such activities will also serve to filter out infiltrators from

any  counter-intelligence  operation  who  sough  to  infiltrate  their

operations, by making the cost of entrance into their network so

odious few with principles could make it inside. They have also
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similarly taken over the media to prevent any media exposure of

their  operations,  and  done  extensive  research  into  mind-control

and the techniques of group-level persuasion so as to be better able

to control the general population, which they view as cattle they

are farming for their labor. 

Their  controlled operatives  lead nations,  run banks,  head

major  businesses,  control  the  intelligence  agencies,  as  well  as

control cultural institutions like Hollywood and television. They

man think tanks to set policy objectives, run academia to identify

recruits and indoctrinate youth with the ideas Cabal wants them to

hold, and even operate in the medical field, controlling access to

medical care. 

Again, Q showed up and dropped these allegations, in the

form  of  “crumbs”  designed  to  lead  the  anons  to  uncover  and

aggregate the evidence supporting this theory themselves. And the

data has been amassed to an incredibly impressive degree. 
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                    Chapter Five

_________
                  Why Did People Believe In Q?_______

Why would people believe in Q? What proof is there that Q

is  real?  The  reasons  people  believe  in  Q  probably  began  long

before Q ever showed up on the scene.

You have to understand that those who believe in Q were

mostly independent thinkers who were doing their own analysis

long before Q showed up on the scene. Some saw the corruption

firsthand  in  dealings  with  the  system  or  forays  into  politics.66

Others  were  voracious  readers  who  saw  patterns  develop  and

inconsistencies  in  what  they  were  being  told.  Still  others,  like

myself saw Cabal's machinery up close, and were left awed by the

sheer  scale  of  the  operation  cruising,  unseen  and  unspoken of,

beneath the surface of our society. That is what attracted all of us

to the Chans. The Chans were a meeting place where our logical,

but not mainstream views and observations were not portrayed as

aberrant,  due to them being based on evidence and observation

66 For an example of this, you can view an episode of former Governor Jesse
Ventura's TV show Conspiracy Theory at the link below. It touches upon just the
aspect of the coordinated surveillance/harassment of private citizens which involves
the use of directed energy weapons, wielded upon them in their homes by
embedded networks of people working for Cabal who live nearby. Note the three
people he interviews who are so targeted, all began to be harassed due to political
activity and interactions with government. I have actually personally felt the
“vibrations” referenced in the show, and can vouch for their existence personally.

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/10/30/banned-vt-from-2012-jesse-ventura-
takes-on-psychotronic-weapons-and-targeted-individuals-video/
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rather than the widely disseminated and held opinions of our Fake

News media. 

As one example, such independent thinkers had long been

commenting that it was unusual that our elected officials would

almost  always  become  so  wealthy  so  quickly,  in  ways  which

would  make  it  seem they  were  receiving  benefits  beyond  their

government  salaries.  As an example,  take Maxine Waters.  As a

congresswoman she earns around $178,000 per year. And yet she

has numerous properties, including a $5.1 million dollar mansion67

that takes up half a city block, two other homes worth in the $1

million range, and a time share in Palm springs. Q said she had

cash assets worth approximately $6 million on top of that.  How

many  school  principles  will  never  amass  similar  net-worths  or

property portfolios? And Maxine is among the least wealthy of the

politicians examined.

Even more suspicious is the fact websites like Open Secrets

claim her  net  worth  is  only  around $250,000 in  its  latest  year,

2016,68 despite her multimillion dollar residences. This has long

made people suspicious that the information we were being given

was  untrue,  and  it  was  untrue  because  something  was  being

hidden.

Then you move on to cases like the Clinton Foundation,

which  was  receiving  multi-million  dollar  payouts  from  foreign

donors  while  Hillary  Clinton  was  Secretary  of  State,  and  the

payouts were from entities with business before her agency. It was

something  which  seemed  confirmed  to  be  improper  when  her

67 http://archive.is/YZPU2
68 http://archive.is/hLcby
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hacked emails leaked.69. There was Joe Biden's son getting a $1.5

billion business deal from China when he accompanied his father,

the  Vice  President  on  an  official  State  visit.70 Nancy  Pelosi's

husband is an investor who has allowed her to take part in eight

IPOs while using insider knowledge71 to amass a $202 million net

worth.72 Dianne Feinstein's husband is a real estate investor who

has made billion dollar deals with the US government73 and at least

hundreds  of  millions  from  China,  as  Dianne  repeatedly  hires

Chinese intelligence agents into her office74 (as she serves on the

US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, where she has access

to the nation's most sensitive intelligence secrets). And there's a

plethora of other examples.

As bad as that was, it was mere financial corruption. More

troubling was the evidence anons gathered of associations between

high government offices, power players in the media and civilian

side of the political/cultural/business world, and pedophilia. There

was the Dutroux Affair, where a case of a single pedophile who

killed four girls, kept producing evidence of others involved that

went uninvestigated,75 and produced a steady stream of suspicious

deaths of those who tried to push the investigation forward.76 Then

there was the Westminster dossier on a massive pedophile network

operating at the highest levels of the British government.77 That

was one of just several such near-exposures in Britain, such as the

69 http://archive.is/ZlKnJ
70 http://archive.is/6cLZO
71 http://archive.is/ARyZd
72 http://archive.is/ZvD6B
73 http://archive.is/ymGlt
74 http://archive.is/bWVSo
75 https://archive.is/LmrLc
76 http://archive.is/InEQO
77 http://archive.is/XuwK8
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Saville Scandal.78 BBC Television personality Jimmy Saville, who

was a combination of Ryan Seacrest and Dick Clark in his day,

was  revealed  to  have  molested  almost  600  young  children  in

Britain,  some  sick  in  hospitals  which  he  visited  as  a  celebrity

guest.  The  scandal  appeared  poised  to  reach  into  the  upper

echelons of the BBC79 and the British government, where Saville

had numerous associates and friends, when the investigation just

died.  There was the VIP pedophile  scandal,  where a newspaper

editor was handed a dossier showing Police knew of a pedophile

ring that reached into the highest levels of British government, and

were covering it up.  

Wikipedia  will  tell  you it  was  shown to  be  false,80 even

though it pretty clearly was not.81 The initial accuser was even sent

to prison for 18 years for “fabricating”  the scandal, even though

significant evidence exists that it  was not fully investigated and

political  pressure  played  a  considerable  role  in  dictating  its

conclusion.

In America we had the Franklin Scandal.82 It alleged there

was a high-level  child prostitution ring facilitating the abuse of

children within the foster child system in Nebraska, which may

have  had  some  ties  to  a  CIA operation.  Official  investigations

claimed  the  allegations  were  baseless,  and  even  charged  and

convicted one of the victims for perjury. The associated cover-up,

which  it  is  believed  killed  one  of  the  official  committee

investigators in a plane crash (right after he told an associate he

78 http://archive.is/LRgOO
79 http://archive.is/4GuBg
80 http://archive.is/FORBl
81 http://archive.is/SjW1z
82 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-x-IZS8uKYo&t=416s
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had acquired a piece of evidence which would get him killed if

anyone  found  out  he  had it),  turned public  opinion  against  the

conclusions of the official investigations by 10 to 1.83 There were

other troubling indicators of the foster system being used for abuse

as well.84

Then  there  was  the  investigation  into  the  Finders  Cult.

Police  Officers,  investigating  a  report  of  some  children  who

appeared  neglected  in  a  park  in  Florida,  discovered  several

children in the accompany of adults who could not be confirmed

as  their  parents.  The  children  could  not  tell  Police  who  their

parents were, and reported they were on their way to Mexico. It

sparked a massive investigation which discovered a cult-like group

of adults based out of Washington DC. A search warrant served on

a property of the cult revealed they had gathered and organized

information  on  how  to  procure  children  without  leaving  a

paperwork  trail.  Searches  of  properties  uncovered  an  extensive

underground tunnel  system under a  school  they ran,  filled with

animal bones and satanic symbols. 

The FBI  file  on the  case85 revealed one  of  the  founding

members of the cult was a 21 year veteran of the CIA, the group

had  traveled  to  areas  of  the  world  where  only  the  CIA could

arrange travel, and the group had performed investigative services

for a while for various entities. According to the case file, FBI and

Police investigators concluded the Finders were some sort of CIA

83 http://archive.is/KzfUZ
84 Oregon : http://archive.is/MhKNs

Arizona:  http://archive.is/xtdKA
Here, President Trump's administration seeks whistle-blowers with 
information about organized sex trafficking within governmental foster 
care systems: http://archive.is/Hgm4T

85 The FBI case files are here: https://vault.fbi.gov/the-finders
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organization. The CIA was intimately involved in the investigation

behind the scenes, telling one agent he was stepping on toes by

investigating it, and the CIA had called the local police department

investigating it  and ordered all  local  PD case files be classified

Secret, restricted, and not be shared with the FBI. 

The  file  even  made  note  that  during  the  execution  of  a

search warrant, an FBI Special Agent had noted the presence of

some  documents,  whose  significance  was  redacted,  and  those

documents somehow were disappeared from the chain of custody

as  if  they never  existed.  All  law enforcement  officers  involved

denied knowledge of what happened, but the event would indicate

the presence of some infiltrated agent within the Law Enforcement

community  conducting  the  investigation,  who  was  working  at

cross purposes to his agency's official objectives, presumably as an

infiltrated  agent  of  some  intelligence  operation.  Cabal  has

embedded agents everywhere.

The initial children found were eventually returned to adults

who claimed to be their parents, though the case file indicated they

may not have provided actual evidence of their parental custody.

Prosecutors declined to prosecute anyone on the neglect charges,

everyone  was  released,  and  the  entire  matter  was  summarily

dropped.

More recently, we have had the Pizzagate scandal, where

some anons noticed,  long before Q showed up,  that  among the

emails  from  John  Podesta  which  leaked  out  were  strange,

seemingly  coded  messages,  using  terms  which  were  commonly

used  as  code words among the  online  pedophile  community  to

describe  their  predilections.  Deeper  digging  revealed  among

Podesta's  contacts  were a  circle  of  politically  influential  people
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associated with a pizza restaurant  in DC. The central  character,

James  Alefantis,  was  inexplicably  named   one  of  Washington's

most influential people,86 ranking him alongside the CIA Director,

the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the Chairman

of  the  Federal  Reserve,  despite  his  only  claim  to  fame  being

owning a small pizza shop, that until that point nobody had heard

of. The anons who investigated found that the social media circle

he belonged to seemed to contain frequent oblique, coded postings

about child abuse, and many of their businesses used symbols in

their  logos  very  similar  to  those  identified  in  an  official  FBI

bulletin  as  symbols  signifying  an  allegiance  to  the  pedophile

community.

 Again  the  media  will  tell  you  Pizzagate  is  a  bizarre

conspiracy  nobody  should  believe,  but  by  now  you  should  be

getting the picture that such an assertion by a media and official

authorities  who have  all  been corrupted by the conspiracy may

actually be a cause to look a bit deeper. Oddly enough, one CBS

reporter did look deeper, and  did an honest report about it which

you can see at the address in this note.87 But within two days, CBS

deleted the report from their site. For a good rundown of evidence

supporting the Pizzagate scandal which the TV report couldn't air,

as well  as highlights from the online cover-up, as well  as other

possibly Pizzagate-related pedophile networks in Hollywood, the

Pentagon, and the government, you can go here.88

Most  recently,  we have seen the Jeffrey Epstein scandal.

“Billionaire investor” Jeffrey Epstein is now accepted to have been

86 http://archive.is/KCxmk
87 http://archive.is/nIFji
88 http://archive.is/FFrSa
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one part of a global network which groomed underaged girls to be

used for blackmail operations and as sex slaves by the rich and

powerful. Epstein himself appears to have been a smaller player of

a much larger intelligence operation, and the origins of his fortune

are so murky that many now just assume his billionaire label was

merely  a cover for his blackmail and grooming operations.

In  2005  Palm Beach  County  Police  began  an  11  month

investigation of Epstein's activities after a complaint regarding one

of the under-aged girls he was grooming.89 After Police assembled

an extensive investigation intending to imprison Epstein and seize

his  assets  under  forfeiture  laws,  prosecutors  turned  around  and

offered Epstein a sweetheart plea deal. He forfeited nothing, was

given his own wing in the Sheriffs Department jail to serve the

small sentence he received, (where he had young girls servicing

him sexually  while  he  was  serving his  sentence),90 and he  was

allowed to leave the jail by day to tend to his “business affairs.”

The Detective who led the investigation into him died suddenly at

age 50 from an undescribed, “brief illness.”91

Alexander Acosta, a US Attorney in Miami at the time who

oversaw  Epstein's  plea  arrangement  has  said  that  when  he

questioned the leniency of the deal, he was told to “leave it alone”

because  Epstein  “belonged  to  intelligence.”92 Notice  how  this

implies  even  the  most  high  level  government  officials  just

accepted there was a class of individuals who were beyond the law

in the nation, due to an association “with intelligence.”

89 http://archive.is/JtV34
90 http://archive.is/csNim
91 http://archive.is/0GEQW
92 http://archive.is/4L8D8
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Since  then,  Epstein's  Mossad  handler  has  come forward,

alleging Epstein was a Mossad asset, and his grooming of young

girls  was  part  of  a  Mossad  blackmail  operation  targeting  US

leaders.93 There  are  only  three  possible  explanations  for  that.

Either Mossad compromised US intelligence, and used it to kill the

investigation.  Another  possibility would be that  US Intelligence

compromised  Mossad,  and  was  using  it  to  run  blackmail

operations against our leaders. As a final possibility, some other

third  entity  could  have  compromised  both  US  Intelligence  and

Mossad,  and  was  using  both  in  conjunction  to  run  blackmail

operations  against  US  leaders.  Notice  Q's  thesis,  of  an

international  intelligence  operation  dedicated  to  compromising

entire  nations,  would  have  predicted  circumstances  where  US

intelligence would allow a hostile foreign intelligence service to

operate blackmail operations targeting our leaders.

You  also  can  see  how  a  foreign,  non-state  intelligence

operation getting into our government, could reach a critical-mass

of control, and then establish itself more openly, at least among

government officials. Once it could terrify senior law enforcement

officials  like Acosta into submission,  it  would have attained an

extra-legal, supra-judicial authority that put it above and beyond

any law. Things would snowball from there, as being above the

law would intimidate others into granting it even more such power,

making even more above the law. 

It  was  a  self-reinforcing  cycle  which fed  off  itself,  until

eventually  nobody  asked  any  questions.  Those  in  the  network

could  do whatever  they wanted,  and those  outside  the  network

would be too terrified to even try to publicize it. Notice how if the

93 http://archive.is/mf3rn
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network even controlled the media,  then even if  you wanted to

stand up to it and blow the whistle, the media would not report it,

the government officials in the network would circle the wagons to

protect the network, and you could be harassed with no end, by a

domestic  informant  network  made  up  of  citizens  who  lived  all

around you. You would serve as an example to others of how you

do not  challenge the network.  I  can say firsthand,  this  was  the

reality in our nation prior to President Trump assuming office.

The culmination of this infiltration operation was a nation

where  young  daughters  could  be  sexually  abused,  brave

investigators could make the case, nobody in government would

intervene, and even if they had, nobody in the media would report

on it because they were part of the network. Even the lead Police

detective  who  made  the  case  against  Epstein  could  die  under

mysterious circumstances of a “sudden illness” at age 50, after a

long period spent under aggressive surveillance operations,94 and

nobody in  the  media  would  ask  any questions  or  publicize  the

death. 

The  most  powerful  and  freest  nation  in  the  world  had

become little better than the most ruthless third-world dictatorship,

if you happened to land in the wrong spot and fall afoul of the

wrong people with juice in the conspiracy. And if you pointed any

of this out,  the combined weight of the machine would dismiss

you  as  a  conspiracy  theorist,  and  ignore  you,  before  a  quiet

campaign of  first  person surveillance/harassment  by the  ground

level informants embedded in your community began.

Epstein  was  eventually  arrested  again  in  2019  under  the

94 http://archive.is/PR2fq
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Presidency of Donald Trump, and this time it appeared he would

not be getting such a lax sentence. Rumors were he intended to

cooperate in search of a reduced sentence,95 and soon enough he

had been found strangled on the floor of his cell, albeit still alive.

He told his lawyers he had been attacked,96 but he was placed on

suicide watch anyway.

The jail dismissed the possibility he had been attacked and

claimed to believe he had attempted suicide. However despite this

they had a psychologist remove him from suicide watch shortly

thereafter,  despite  the  fact  this  did  not  meet  the  prison's  own

standard of care.97

At the time of his death, the jail just happened to be short

staffed,98 vital  cameras which would have documented Epstein's

cell  were  mysteriously  broken,99 two  of  the  guards  who  were

watching over his cell block were moved due to “maintenance” of

his cell block,100 his cell mate was moved and the guards who were

supposed to check on him slept through his checks,101 all of which

violated  established  procedures.  In  addition,  the  autopsy  found

broken  bones  in  his  neck  consistent  with  strangulation,102

something confirmed by a second autopsy done by his family.103

which said he was definitely strangled. Finally, after his death his

attorney noted that Epstein had told him his previous cell mate had

95 http://archive.is/KJC4h
96 http://archive.is/tzEXi
97 http://archive.is/IL7uD
98 http://archive.is/nrUVG
99 http://archive.is/Qje7p
100 http://archive.is/yZlEp
101 http://archive.is/fNHYP
102 http://archive.is/aYG7f
103 http://archive.is/RQBHV
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tried to kill him.104 The blatant nature of this event was surprising

to those who had not noticed the rising dictatorial secret  police

force being established behind the scenes. However those of us on

the Chans knew from the start, Epstein would never get to testify.

Also worth noting is how the Dutroux affair, the Franklin

Scandal,  Jimmy Saville,105 and  even  the  Westminster  pedophile

scandal106 all  had  accusations  of  satanism  associated  with  the

abuse. Even Pizzagate members were documented having attended

satanic  Spirit  Cooking sessions  with  occult  “artist”  Marina

Abramovic. Bear in mind 30 year veteran of the FBI and head of

the LA FBI Field office Ted Gunderson investigated child abuse

networks in the US and concluded there was a significant satanic

element to the established child abuse rings.107 He even believed

many of these satanic cults were performing child sacrifices.

I  point  this  out  because  the  satanic  aspect  is  a  strange

element to include in allegations of a child abuse ring. If  these

were  simply  fabricated  claims,  one  would  think  they would  be

simplified,  and  the  majority  would  not  include  such  a  bizarre

element as satanic cults. However the satanic cult theme is found

fairly consistently throughout these allegations, from Pizzagate, to

Ted Gunderson, to the Finders. 

I  point  this  out  because Q will  assert  quite  strongly that

satanism is a hallmark of this conspiracy which has penetrated our

modern global power structures. Left unsaid thus far is why. It is

possible the members practice satanism at the behest of Cabal, and

104 http://archive.is/tzEXi
105 http://archive.is/vipgK
106 http://archive.is/1N8X1
107 http://archive.is/OvwqY
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the  satanic  aspect  serves  as  a  justification  for  demanding  the

highest level initiates perform rituals including the most horrific

form of criminal acts possible, up to and including child murder.

This would allow the acquisition of blackmail gained against them

which would allow for full and complete control of them. 

However there are cases of Ivy League psychiatrists who

have  found  themselves  recruited  by  the  Catholic  Church  into

performing assessments of candidates for exorcisms, to rule out

organic disease before the exorcism is embarked upon. Although

entering the field as skeptics, they have asserted in no uncertain

terms, they have seen evidence of some seemingly intelligent and

sentient phenomenon, with tangible effect on the material world

around  them,  which  was  beyond  explanation  within  the  rules

governing  our  material  world.  By  way  of  full  and  accurate

explanation, Q has left open that this conspiracy may be benefiting

from actual worship of some as yet uncharacterized phenomenon

which could bestow some form of tangible advantage upon them.

Personally,  I  see  no  conclusive  evidence  of  exactly  what  Q  is

asserting is the truth in this regard.

As this is being written, still to be fully unraveled are the

cases of Jeffrey Epstein and the NXIVM cult. Q alleges Epstein

was also involved in some type of satanic ceremonies performed

by the elites at his private island in the Virgin Islands, in a temple

constructed specifically for that purpose on the island.

NXIVM  appears  to  have  been  running  a  similar  sexual

blackmail program, primarily targeting politicians in both the US

and Mexico with young girls and children who were groomed as

members  of  the  cult.  Q  has  asserted  there  were  many  such

operations being run to gain blackmail. As the youngest victims of
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such operations aged out  of  it,  they would sometimes be given

roles in Hollywood and in the modeling world. In that way, Cabal

would  fill  those  famous  positions  with  agents  who  they  would

control fully. It would allow them to avoid having an honest and

moral person perhaps enter that rarefied world, realize what was

going on, decide to expose it, and then have at their disposal a fan

base to spread their allegations to.

So  in  matters  of  child  trafficking,  Q's  allegations,  as

extraordinary as they sound, are not without precedent, correlate in

unusual ways with previous allegations, and are fully supported by

what  evidence  we  have.  Those  of  us  who  lurked  among  free

thinkers online were long ready to see someone probe these dark

corners and shine a light into them.

There have been many events as you look back, which fit

with  the  model  of  total,  ruthless  control  Q  alleges  has  been

operative, even if each at the time appeared as an isolated incident.

Michael  Hastings  was  a  high-level,  nationally  recognized

journalist writing for Rolling Stone.108 

He gradually became certain he was being followed around

by some sort of massive intelligence operation, which he attributed

to the FBI. Once, while standing outside, he even told a neighbor

he had aviation units assigned to him, pointing up to helicopters

that were loitering overhead.109 This would be not at all unusual.

The  massive  surveillance  machine  Cabal  constructed  maintains

loitering aviation units over all major population centers, complete

with state of the art thru-structure imaging technologies capable of

108 http://archive.is/MiYt7
109 Http://archive.is/h85zi
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peering through rooftops.  When it  is  idling with no high value

target  assigned  to  them,  even  the  most  inconsequential  targets

appear to see unusual air activity, often seemingly for no reason

beyond mere harassment.110

Hastings notified his family and bosses that he thought he

had been placed under investigation by the FBI, and that due to

some major  story he  was  working on he  needed to  get  off  the

radar.111 Reportedly  the  story  he  was  working  on  at  his  death

involved CIA director John Brennan112 who Q now says was a key

part of Cabal's conspiracy to take over our intelligence agencies.

There is no telling what he had uncovered, but it would appear to

have  been  serious.  The  FBI  would  deny  he  was  ever  under

investigation,  although FOIA requests  later  turned up a  heavily

redacted file on him that indicated the FBI was keeping tabs on

him.113

At some point, something Hastings saw panicked him and

he decided to flee his home in the middle of the night. He went

next  door  to  his  neighbor,  telling  her  he  thought  someone  had

possibly placed some sort of tracking or hacking device on his car,

and asked to borrow her's. When told her car was in the shop, he

fled in his own Mercedes. He was last seen driving at high speed114

before a security camera appeared to catch an explosion under his

110 See at 5:55 in this video, where a harmless conspiracy theorist documents
his aviation detail: https://youtu.be/dIvc31sxZtY?t=355

Oddly enough one aviation expert noted in the comments that one of the
LAPD helicopters recorded following him was a model of helicopter the LAPD did
not keep in its inventory, implying it was a non-LAPD helicopter painted in LAPD
colors, and used to lead targets to believe their persecutors were the Police.

111 http://archive.is/S8s1g
112 http://archive.is/T7xJH
113 http://archive.is/GwBDg
114 http://archive.is/5FiEb
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car. He crashed at high speed into a palm tree, and was killed. 

Witnesses heard a couple of explosions prior to the crash,

the engine of his car was blown out of his vehicle and was found

approximately 200 feet away, and witnesses reported a fire more

indicative of a thermite burn than a gasoline fire.115 Interestingly

video of one of the explosions, which had been embedded on most

sites discussing it, has been wiped from Youtube.116 (Q alleges the

big tech companies were usually created by Cabal. Their supposed

founders were often merely hired to play the part of founder. That

way, the public would see a harmless college kid on a lark, and not

the CIA, behind some social media website asking them to upload

all of their photos, resumes, social connections, and daily activities

to an Agency database file on them.)

A former  National  Security  Adviser  and  Cyber  Security

Czar, Richard Clarke, stated that given the lack of any skid marks,

even as Michael Hasting's car made a sharp turn to careen off the

side  of  a  straight  road,  the  crash  of  Michael  Hasting's  car  was

consistent  with  a  current  technique  allowing  a  Mercede's

electronic control systems to be hacked remotely.117 This type of

attack allowed the car to be accelerated to high speed and steered

into an obstacle remotely, while denying the driver any input into

the vehicle's controls.118

Of  course  the  most  interesting  aspect  of   the  Michael

Hastings  case  is  how, as  with the  many unusual  aspects  of  the

death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia,119 the suicide by

115 http://archive.is/PzRQE
116 http://archive.is/6y7QX
117 http://archive.is/WczlT
118 http://archive.is/n752c
119 http://archive.is/X90k9
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two gunshots to the head of reporter Gary Webb,120 or even the

murder of John Lang,121 it was subsequently ignored by all major

Main Stream Media, despite how interesting it looked. Only those

independent minds Q would eventually appeal to knew about  it

from their time spent exchanging information among themselves,

rather than listening to the propaganda outlets of the Cabal. Many

of us had known something was wrong for some time.

Then there was the idea of what came to be known within

the community as “false flag” attacks. Many had noted that large

terrorist attacks or mass shootings seemed to occur immediately

prior to or immediately after large stories the government in power

would not want to lead evening news casts. Still other shootings

seemed conveniently timed to critical  votes on gun control  and

surveillance legislation.

I could try to go case by case, but in the interest of brevity I

will only cover a single case here, to try and make my point that at

least some of these mass casualty events may have been planned,

and used as part of a public propaganda effort.

On May 31st, 2019 a Virginia Beach City employee named

Dewayne Craddock entered the Virginia Beach Municipal Center

and shot twelve people and wounded four others.122 He used two

weapons. One was a 45 caliber handgun with a silencer.123 This

was the only case of any mass shooting in the US using a silencer,

and  it  was  definitely  the  only  case  ever,  of  a  legally  papered

silencer used in a crime. There is a reason for that. 

120 http://archive.is/frhtv
121 http://archive.is/mYH0T
122 http://archive.is/eJfZw
123 http://archive.is/dat17
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Silencers,  or  more  accurately  sound  suppressors,  are

incredibly difficult to acquire. As an avid firearms enthusiast from

my  earliest  childhood,  I  have  never  seen  one  stocked  in  any

firearms store because of that. I have never known any gun owner

who had jumped through all the hoops to acquire one, and I have

never actually seen one in my entire life. That is the norm for the

vast  majority of  gun owners.  Sound suppressors require special

permission  through an extensive licensing and registration process

from the  Bureau  of  Alcohol  Tobacco  and Firearms,  which  will

perform an extensive background check, and produce a very long

waiting period while that check is performed and the paperwork is

processed. Only after the processing is complete, can your dealer

order one for you from a manufacturer.

Additionally,  sound  suppressors  are  a  serious  tactical

disadvantage  in  a  mass  shooting  event.  While  they  reduce  the

sound of the firearm negligibly, (from the sound of an explosion to

the sound of a hammer hitting a board), they add a weight which

projects  outward  from  the  handgun's  muzzle,  which  makes  it

require more wrist-muscle to hold the firearm level. This weight,

the increased length, and the shifting of the gun's balance forward

all significantly reduces the pointability of the gun and the ability

to  acquire  targets  quickly.  It  also  makes  disarmament  of  the

firearm in a struggle much easier, as it offers a larger purchase to

grab  the  firearm and  a  longer  lever  to  use  to  gain  mechanical

advantage to twist it free. 

On a handgun they are much, much more of a disadvantage

in almost any combat environment, outside of silencing a sentry at

a  guard  gate  a  considerably  large  distance  from  any  potential

observers, or where communication with teammates over gunfire
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in coordinating an assault in real time is necessary. Their tactical

utility is very, very limited.

So why did we see the only use ever of an incredibly rare,

and hard to acquire weapons accessory, which actually would have

reduced  the  shooter's  capability  in  a  very  real  way,  on  that

particular day? The shooting occurred on a Friday. The very next

week, was the week which the Supreme Court would, for the first

time  ever,  debate  whether  to  take  a  case  asserting  that  sound

suppressors  were  an  “arm,”  or  weapon  in  the  eyes  of  the

Constitution,  and  whether  they  enjoyed  the  same  protections

firearms  enjoyed  under  the  Second  Amendment.124 After  this

shooting, the Supreme Court decided to not take the case and thus

allowed  greater  governmental  suppression  of  suppressor

ownership.

Literally, the only shooting ever, utilizing one of the rarest

and most  difficult  to acquire  firearms accessories,  which would

make the shooting more inefficient and less lethal, happened at the

exact perfect moment to impact a Supreme Court case which could

have  more  broadly  protected  civilian  access  to  that  firearm

accessory.  The  firearms  community  has  noted  for  decades  that

very  often,  when  a  piece  of  legislation  was  pending,  or  some

critical  moment  in  the  battle  for  the  Second  Amendment  was

imminent, a perfectly tailored mass casualty event would happen

at the perfect moment to aid the forces of gun control.125 

To be clear, I do not pretend to know the mechanism behind

124 http://archive.is/dtksz
125 Often these incidents would be accompanied by strange aspects, such as

seen here, where a Sandy Hook father is seen laughing in a carefree fashion after
supposedly finding out his child had just been murdered :       

https://youtu.be/0JoeXAFBbpQ
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these perfectly timed shootings.  Was the shooter an anti-gunner

who was so committed to the cause he purchased that suppressor

legally years back, knowing that court case was coming up and he

would have to sacrifice  himself  to stop it?  Was he ID'd by the

Cabal's intelligence/surveillance of the population as the only legal

owner of such a device who had recently had a work dispute, and

one day he just  woke up drugged, in the office,  surrounded by

dead bodies, right before a SWAT officer executed him? I have no

idea. But as a long-time observer of the phenomenon, I have seen

that happen more often than I can remember. I  and many other

observers have no doubt the two aspects were related in that case,

and many others. Given how strange my own day to day existence

is, I have come to think anything is possible.

So when Q mentions that  attacks are common when bad

news for Cabal is about to break, it did not take much convincing

for his followers to accept there may be some strange aspect to the

mechanism that is working behind the scenes. And indeed, often

when he predicted the release of damaging information for Cabal,

there would be attacks just before the information would come out.

When Q asserted declassification of key documents would

happen the following week and it would be pivotal to the fall of

Cabal, just before the date he predicted, George H. W. Bush died.

Q indicated that the death was not a coincidence. Rather it  had

occurred as a way of trying to interfere with the publicizing of the

declassified documents by creating a story the news programs let

dominate the newscasts.  Strangely,  just  before  his  death,  it  was

reported that on being moved, Bush had asked his friend James

Baker  where  he  was  going.  Baker's  immediate  reply  was,  “To

Heaven.” Again,  I  do  not  know the  mechanism,  but  I  suspect
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things work differently from how we have been told they worked.

There  were  many  other  reasons  that  once  Q  showed  up

citizens believed in him. Most prominently, Q appeared to exhibit

unusual  prescience,  making  oblique  predictions  or  vague

references that were borne out as events transpired. Several other

times it seemed he and the President were coordinating the timing

of Q's posts and President Trump's tweeting. And then there were

things the President did. 

First, examples of Q and the President coordinating tweets.

On January 7th, Q posted two interesting posts:

It  made  no sense  at  that  time,  and  could  not  have  been

decoded in any meaningful way. However shortly thereafter, the

President  tweeted  two tweets,  which  contained elements  of  Q's

postings,  arranged  in  such  a  way  it  would  be  doubtful  the

President  spent  the  time  arranging  the  tweets  to  mimic  being

associated with Q. The President's tweets were as follows:
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So Q posted a typo, using the word “win” to draw attention

to it, then noted the typo was a marker that something significant

featuring  “win”  was  coming.  He  wrote  “Good[win]”  would  be

significant,  and  there  would  be  a  time  frame  of  15  minutes

figuring in somehow. 

Shortly thereafter, the President tweeted two tweets about
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an  article  by  an  author  named  Goodwin,  he  tweeted  them  15

minutes apart, and he even included a typo which left out a “Q” in

the first tweet, which he corrected before posting the second tweet.

By now it was obvious the President was tweeting in such a way

as to at least draw attention to Q, and Q had some advance info on

what he was going to be tweeting, and how he was going to do it.

This was seen as incredibly significant, and it was assumed

the President was subtly lending support to Q-anon's credibility. 

On December 23,  2017,  Q wrote  about  the  Iran Nuclear

deal that gave Iran cash, which was used to pay off certain people.

Q  included  a  line  in  the  post  which  read  “$$$,$$$,$$$.00

(pockets).” 10 days later, President Trump tweeted:

There are too many of these twitter proofs to cover in detail.

If  you  wish  to  see  more,  you  can  visit  one  of  the  many  sites

devoted to them online, such as https://www.qproofs.com/. 

As time went on and the media refused to reference these

coincidences, even to disparage the President for associating with

a conspiracy theory, it rapidly became clear the media was afraid

to draw attention to Trump's  coordinated tweeting with Q. This

would seem to indicate that the media feared drawing any attention
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to Q, or lending him any credence, such as implying the President

supported him. To anons it was clear both President Trump and Q

were working together, against the media, and presumably against

the conspiracy the media must have been a part of.

Around this time the President began doing things in public

which lent  further credence to this  perceived association. When

Presidents  host  a  winning sports  team at  the  White  House  and

receive a ceremonial jersey, it typically carries the number of their

Presidency. President George W. Bush was the 43rd President, so

his ceremonial  jerseys would feature a number 43 on the back.

President Obama's were number 44. 

President Trump's should have been number 45, but they

weren't.  In March he hosted the Houston Astros,  who presented

him  with  a  white  jersey,  number  17.  In  April,  he  hosted  the

University  of  Alabama  football  team,  and  the  red  jersey  they

presented was also number 17. Q is the 17th letter of the alphabet.
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President Trump would eventually escalate these types of

displays, making “Q” motions in the air with his hand, either as he

repeated Q phrases,126 or after seeing a Q-jersey in a crowd at a

rally and pointing at it.  These became known as  “Air-Q's” and

were  seen  as  further  proof  of  the  validity  of  Q's  assertions,

especially as they became known as a sign of support for Q and

the President continued to do them openly.

Even stranger, in Q's post 1357 on May 12th, 2018, Q wrote

“11.11 provided as a strategic marker. Post-midterms. Red wave

coming.  Strength.  Justice” On  November  11th,  strange  seismic

waves that baffled scientists were detected traversing the globe at

intervals of 17 seconds, in a global news story.127 Nobody before

or since had observed any such waves. Again, it could have been

coincidence, but strange coincidences were accumulating with Q.

In  another  “proof”  as  they  are  known  in  Q-speak,  on

January 13th of 2018, Q had asked anons, “Do you trust the chain

of  command?”  On  January  15th,  the  Department  of  Defense

tweeted out  a  promotion for  an  upcoming National  Geographic

airing of  a special  entitled “Chain of  Command.”128 Within the

special, prominently featured, was this following shot of a coffee

cup in a coffee maker at the Department of Defense:

126 One air-Q visible when he first announced the phrase “The calm before the
storm” is here : https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/trump-did-the-air-q-
when-first-saying-calm-before-the-storm/     

Another at a speech at CPAC : https://www.anonymousconservative.com/
blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/AirQ.mp4

At a rally in Orlando, at 1:03:26 here: https://youtu.be/ndOFsNQmtow
Another in Indiana here: https://youtu.be/tjrlymV2JhM
Another: https://twitter.com/that_deplorable/status/1113578523048808449

127 http://archive.is/PUVxD
128 https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/953008906493546496
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How could Q have known this was about to air? Obviously,

this was seen as another sign that Q was aware of and in control of

things that were going on, far more than a mere impostor could be.

The assumption was Q knew this documentary was about to air,

and whoever he was, he had the authority to take action to place a

Q coffee cup in a coffee machine, get it filmed, and not let it get

cut, and he knew back when the filming was happening that there

would be a “Q-operation” all these months, or even years, later.

It implied both a certain degree of power and seniority, as

well as incredibly detailed, intelligence and long-term planning.

On March 6th, Q asked why wasn't North Korea in the news,

given all the previous aggression and hostility verbalized between

the  North  Korean  regime,  and President  Trump.  On March  8th,

Kim Jong Un asked President Trump for a face to face meeting to

discuss  denuclearizing  the  Korean  peninsula.  Obviously  in
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retrospect, this was the beginning of a massive change in the tenor

of the US-North Korean relationship. Q knew what was coming.

Q posted a picture of the North Korean delegation meeting

with the South Korean delegation in March of 2018. Behind them

was a painted mural on the wall, portraying calm waters with a sun

rising behind them. 

This reminded anons of a previous Q drop, which had been

delivered with no fanfare, Q post number 765:

Anons  compared  the  newly  released  picture  to  another

similar picture, one of Kim Jong Il and the US and North Korean

delegations  taken during a  previous  meeting in  2009 with  then

former  President  Clinton.  Behind  them,  a  mural  on  the  wall
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depicted tumultuous waters roiling in a storm:

Almost one month prior, on Feb 15th, Q had previously said

simply  “Watch the water.” Many took this as a sign tumult was

turning to tranquility, an assumption that was to be borne out over

time.  Inherent  within  the  assumption was  that  somehow Q had

known that  nearly  a  month  later,  this  second picture  would  be

taken in North Korea, in front of a mural of calm waters, after the

tone  of  North  Korea's  relationship  with  the  world  had changed

dramatically,  and  peace  had  begun  to  come  to  the  Korean

peninsula.  Sure  enough,  since  then  there  has  been  a  decided

change in tack in the relations between North Korea, South Korea,

and the United States.  Q had known,  before  anyone not  in  the

uppermost echelons of leadership could have.

Again, each proof, by itself can be seen as perhaps mere
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coincidence,  or  even an amused case of  the President  playfully

pulling people's chains. But over time Q proved himself unusually

prescient,  to  a  degree  which  would  otherwise  have  seemed

impossible,  and he appeared to  have the willing support  of  the

President of the United States.

Behind  this,  in  the  background,  was  the  increasing

realization that Q appeared to be correct when he was saying the

mainstream media had been penetrated and taken over by the CIA

on behalf  of  the  Cabal.  According  to  Q,  long  ago  the  media's

leadership positions had been infiltrated, recruited, and taken over,

and hiring in the media was now based upon one's willingness to

only report what Cabal's intelligence operation, based out of the

CIA, told them to report. It sounds extraordinary.

Yet,  here  Q-anon  followers  see  Q,  making  incredible

predictions,  posting  in  coordination  with  the  President's  tweets,

describing an earth-shattering model of the world, and amassing

an enormous  number  of  followers  whose  research is  producing

extraordinary revelations all their own. 

Despite  all  of  that,  at  this  point  in  time,  nobody  in  the

mainstream media would report on any of it. They would not even

use it to denigrate the President for being possibly associated with

a  “conspiracy  theory.” When  had  the  media  ever  ignored  any

opportunity to attack or marginalize President Trump?

In those early days, it was a complete media blackout. That

only  lent  credence  to  Q's  assertions  about  the  media  being

controlled, Q being part of a threat to the conspiracy's leadership,

and  there  being  some  sort  of  conspiracy  in  control  of  the

information being presented to the public. But Q's biggest proof
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was yet to come, and this one would leave no doubt.

Q had long been implying that John McCain had committed

a  major  treasonous  act,  and  been  caught  dead  to  rights.  Q's

assertion was that it was so bad, he and other patriots who knew

no longer wanted to speak McCain's name. So he began referring

to him in posts as “No-Name.” 

According to Q's drops, McCain had been convicted of this

crime, and his diagnosis of brain cancer was merely a cover story

to explain why he would no longer be in the Senate. McCain was

still allowed out as part of the deal he cut, but he had to wear an

ankle  monitor.  This  ankle  monitor  was  the  reason McCain was

photographed  wearing  an  orthopedic  boot,  ostensibly  for  an

Achilles tendon injury. The boot would hide the ankle monitor.

At  this  point,  Q  was  beginning  to  sound  somewhat

questionable,  because  his  claims  were  so  extraordinary.  Yet  if

McCain  had  ruptured  his  Achilles  tendon,  he  should  not  have

removed the boot until it healed. Yet he did, and was caught by a

photographer at his daughter's wedding with the boot on the wrong

leg. So not only was the injured tendon put at risk. He placed the

boot on his good leg. Why he'd wear an uncomfortable orthopedic

boot which restricts movement on his good foot, when he could

just leave it off, did defy explanation. McCain did not help things

when he tweeted out to the masses that he had moved the boot to

his other good leg to give it a rest.129

 As we were puzzling over all of this, on June 30th, 2018, Q

posted  the  following  response  to  an  anon  who  wanted  to  see

McCain punished:

129 http://archive.is/IDAX5
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Q's  credibility  would  seem  to  hinge  on  something  odd

happening with McCain. Then came post 1706:
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Exactly  30  days  later,  at  4:28  pm Arizona  time,130 John

McCain died.  Notice  Q's  post  was at  6:28 pm Washington DC

time, which was the same as 4:28 in Arizona. Q posted his notice

that  no name would return to the  news exactly  30 days,  to the

minute, from the time of death on McCain's Death Certificate. It

was National Dog Day. As in, “Every dog has his day.”

Again, that can be chance. But Q nailing all of that would

require an extraordinary coincidence. The only logical explanation

for how I could see it not being chance, would be if John McCain

had  been  sentenced  to  death.  Then  they  would  have  timed  the

procedure out, from removing him to the death chamber, to the

exact moments the drugs would be  administered, to exactly when

they would confirm his  pulse  had stopped,  and a  doctor  would

pronounce the time of death. 

If Q was right, the cancer diagnosis was just a cover story,

allowed  as  part  of  some  deal  to  not  sully  his  family  name,

probably in return for his acquiescence to his fate.  Q could have

posted 30 days prior because once the appeals process was done,

or the deal was cut, the date was set 30 days from then. So that

was the time at which the process was set in stone.

To me, this was when I began to really pay attention to Q. Q

had promised something was going to happen with McCain, and it

did  appear  something  very  unusual  happened.  Whatever  had

happened, the only rational explanation was consistent with what

Q had been alleging all along.

Of course it should be noted these were far from the only

130 http://archive.is/athvv
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fascinating events we would witness which would lend credence to

Q's story – that the President was at war with a conspiracy which

had killed Presidents before, and which would try to kill President

Trump if they could. 

Indeed, twice we witnessed video, recorded by witnesses,

of  cars  passing  the  Presidential  motorcade  which  seemingly

swerved  out  of  control  and  attempted  to  ram  the  Presidential

limousine  while  President  Trump  was  inside.  In  one  case  in

Springfield Missouri, a vehicle was described as just taking off on

its own in a parking lot, failing to respond to braking by the driver,

and  following  a  winding  road  down  a  hill  to  where  it  almost

entered the main road and rammed the Presidential limo exactly as

it passed. The car was only stopped from ramming the motorcade

when it  hit  a concrete drainage ditch next to the road (which it

should  be  noted,  would  have  appeared  as  a  sidewalk  on  a

surveillance satellite looking down, had that been being used to

steer a wirelessly hacked vehicle remotely),131 

In  another  case  in  Opelika,  Alabama,132 the  Presidential

limousine was driving on the freeway when a car in the opposing

lane  appeared  to  suddenly  try  and  cross  over  the  divider  into

oncoming  traffic  at  the  exact  perfect  moment  to  impact  the

oncoming Presidential limousine head-on, at highway speeds.

Again, these can be coincidences, but as Q says, how many

must pile up before you begin to see them as more a part of a

pattern than coincidences? Moreover, what were the chances that

all of these coincidences would just happen to align perfectly with

131 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yqa5PUViPo
132 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj-qhuxf-4k
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the story being told by Q, who himself appeared to be acting with

the support of the president?

As  time  went  on,  Q  appeared  to  be  a  combination  of

different operations. Part  of his purpose appeared to be genuine

information dissemination to the public (perhaps only enough to

establish  a  credible  cover  as  an  honest  broker  of  inside

information, informing the public to prepare them). Another part

appeared to be operating as a psychological operation targeting the

enemies he described, periodically using disinformation and feints

to drive the enemy to take actions that would be disadvantageous

in the larger battle. Part of his purpose may have been to shift the

enemy's  focus from the actions  Q was  involved in  which were

truly important to overcoming the entrenchment of Cabal in our

society. And part of his purpose appeared to be getting his anons

researching open source data and amassing relevant information

on the board where he was posting, turning the weaponized autism

of the Chans into his own private intelligence gathering operation.

His disinformation operations would make his  information

somewhat unreliable, since it would mean occasionally his posts

would say a critical moment was coming and it might pass without

a noticeable event. However in order to credibly affect the enemy's

actions with disinformation, he would still have to release enough

good information to gain credibility, making his posts well worth

the effort to follow.

As time went on, things would happen on the world stage

which  were  only  explainable  within  the  context  of  the  Q-

paradigm, where a war on a secret Cabal was being waged by the

President and Military Intelligence. 
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Eventually the media would begin to address the growing

legions of Q fans. However as Q predicted, rather than give an

honest  assessment  of  Q's  assertions and accurately describe the

movement, the “mockingbird media”133 relentlessly assailed Q and

his followers as a conspiracy cult. Every media mention of Q-anon

misrepresented the things Q asserted and described his followers

as mentally unbalanced and detached from reality. For those who

followed Q, the media's refusal to address the very real evidence

they were observing only further confirmed the media's bias and

enhanced their skepticism of the mainstream media's narratives, as

it increased their desire to research things on their own. 

Other events also began to only make sense in light of Q's

assertions  as  well.  The  Rothschild  family,  which  Q  said  was

heavily involved in the leadership of the Cabal began a liquidation

of expensive properties and possessions, as if suddenly they were

short  of  resources.134 Media  outlets,  which  according  to  the  Q

paradigm were  often  primarily  funded  by  Cabal  to  push  Cabal

narratives  on  a  trusting  public  suddenly  experienced  financial

difficulties,  began  layoffs,  declared  bankruptcies,  and  in  some

cases  suddenly  shut  their  doors,  despite  a  booming  Trump

133 “Mockingbird media” is a disparaging reference to Operation
Mockingbird, a well documented CIA program which Q said was still in effect. Run
by the CIA, its objective was for the CIA to infiltrate and take over the media, only
allowing CIA agents to be hired and employed as news media employees, so any
damaging information could be prevented from official dissemination by the media.
Personally, I have seen firsthand evidence that many of the members of local
affiliate news media are so involved in domestic intelligence operationally, they
even partake in live physical surveillance operations and harassment of regular
citizens who fall afoul of the domestic intelligence machinery in between covering
news stories.

134 As examples, 
land - http://archive.is/NKl8V 
art - http://archive.is/AzSyt 
business - http://archive.is/H4wm9
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economy.135 Republicans  and  Democrats  in  Congress  suddenly

announced they would no longer seek office at the end of their

terms.136 Guantanamo began construction projects, as if planning

to house new inmates,  after Q had said the leaders of Cabal in

America would be getting sent to Guantanamo.137 Q predicted the

Special  Counsel  the  Democrats  insisted  on  would  amount  to

nothing, as Special Counsel Mueller had already been turned by Q.

When Mueller released his report it exonerated the President, to

the surprise of everyone who had not been following Q.

Prior to Bob Mueller issuing his report, the media ignored

all  the  evidence,  as  well  as  the  ridiculousness  of  the  idea  that

someone  as  pro-America  and  competitive  as  President  Trump

would  act  subserviently  to  Vladimir  Putin.  Instead  the  media

constantly pushed the narrative that President Trump was almost

certainly a foreign agent, and the Special Prosecutor, Bob Mueller

would prove it. 

It  was  obvious  that  if  we were  in  a  world  where  things

worked as they seemed, the media would not have hung itself out

there by promoting such a ridiculous narrative so divorced from

reality. The only way the media would push such a narrative was if

they  thought  that  Mueller  was  a  Cabal  agent,  sent  in  not  to

investigate,  but  to  expressly  trap  President  Trump  in  some

procedural  charge,  or  make  up  evidence  of  Trump's  campaign

colluding with the Russians that  would allow the Democrats  to

remove him from office. Understand the degree to which Cabal

had taken control of all of the media and government. Reality was

135 http://archive.is/qzt9B
136 http://archive.is/CklWc
137 http://archive.is/0tTgy
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meaningless if they could have the media report it to the public,

and  then  have  the  government  act  on  that  reporting.  Prior  to

Donald  Trump's  election,  that  is  exactly  how  it  would  have

worked.

When Mueller ultimately exonerated President Trump and

it was clear he had not been operating as a Cabal agent to remove

the President,  the media was left  looking ridiculous – and shell

shocked. Q had been right all along.

President Trump also initiated a top to bottom review of the

Navy's JAG Corps.138 Q had asserted this would be necessary if

Military Tribunals were going to be used for trials and meting out

punishments to high-level Cabal operatives who had colluded with

a  foreign  power  to  treasonously  subvert  the  United  States

Government. 

It  was  revealed  the  DOJ  Inspector  General  was  probing

illegal  spying  by  the  FBI  and  other  associated  agencies.

Presumably that review will ultimately lead to the domestic spying

apparatus  embedded  throughout  America.  There  was  a  US

Attorney,  John Huber,  in  Utah,  who was teamed with the DOJ

Inspector General's office and its 470 investigators in an unusual

arrangement, giving him special powers, and he was conducting

other reviews which were not clearly specified. 139

A new  US  Attorney,  John  Durham  was  brought  in,  to

investigate the origins of the Russia probe, augmenting the DOJ

Inspector General who was conducting his own investigations as

well  as  US  Attorney  John  Huber  who  was  performing  still

138 http://archive.is/IiJlo
139 http://archive.is/3YQm2
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additional investigations.140 

They  would  discover  the  Russia  probe  was  fraudulently

predicated by corrupted FBI Agents, who went so far as to alter

FBI interview records to make Trump staff look guilty of lying.

The fake Russia investigation was then used to justify an illegal

spying operation targeting the President, seemingly perpetrated by

our  Central  Intelligence  Agency  and  FBI,  as  well  as  foreign

intelligence agencies.  The entire operation was designed to first

damaging  the  Trump  campaign  so  he  wouldn't  win,  and  then

having  failed  at  that,  conjure  evidence  that  could  be  used  to

remove President Trump from office after his election. 

However the core of the origins of the Russia probe was a

national security apparatus that was out of control, and deploying

illegal surveillance and complex intelligence operations in a bid to

control the American government and who got to hold office in it.

As wrong as it was to try and deny American citizens the President

they had selected, this was more emblematic of a larger problem

which had been growing behind the scenes. 

While President  Trump certainly wanted to find out  who

had placed him under illegal surveillance and attempted to frame

him for  a  crime,  it  should  not  escape  notice  this  investigation

would be going to the heart of a larger problem many of us who

were far lower in the political hierarchy had been experiencing for

years.  Indeed,  I  suspect  it  is  a  problem  which  afflicted  every

citizen at one point or another, as the government built out their

files, regardless of whether those citizens were aware of it or not.

Sealed indictments, normally numbering a few thousand per

140 http://archive.is/LO8SC
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year skyrocketed to well over 144,000 as of this writing.141 This

led to speculation that a conspiracy, corrupting the very machinery

of the government needed to investigate and prosecute it, would

not be able to be removed piecemeal. You would have a judicial

system where the investigatory apparatus (such as the FBI) was

compromised by agents  of  the  conspiracy,  the  evidence storage

apparatus could be compromised, the prosecutors, the judges, the

court clerks who summoned the jury pool (and who could arrange

to  only  summon  members  of  the  Cabal's  civilian  surveillance

apparatus), and thus even the jury could all be compromised. Each

individual part you targeted for prosecution could be protected by

any of the other parts sabotaging the trial, releasing that part to go

and protect other parts when their prosecutions came about. 

However,  by  placing  everyone  involved  under  sealed

indictment, and only unsealing them all simultaneously, you would

force all of the conspirators to recuse themselves simultaneously

from  each  other's  legal  procedures,  or  allow  for  them  to  be

removed based on their conflicts of interest. You would purge the

entire system, all at once, of all the compromised parts, allowing a

pristine judicial system, free of compromised agents to then set

about prosecuting all of those cases.

Another strange incident that led many to think something

unusual was going on behind the scenes occurred when Q implied

some  revelation  was  forthcoming,  and  suddenly  George  H.  W.

Bush died. His death sucked up all of the media coverage for that

period.  On  his  next  post,  Q  congratulated  the  Deep  State  and

promised that his response would be forthcoming. 

141 https://qmap.pub/cases
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Shortly thereafter, at the funeral, the Cabal-attendees were

filmed  discovering  mysterious  envelopes  in  their  funeral

pamphlets,142 with some sort of short message which caused them

displeasure.  When  Hillary  Clinton  opened  her's,  Jimmy  Carter,

sitting next to her showed great interest and immediately looked

for his own in his own funeral pamphlet. Not finding any envelope

in his pamphlet, you could see him trying to see what her's said, as

she coldly stuffed it back in its envelope.

When asked, Q indicated that the envelopes contained his

response to them. From Joe Biden's  shock as he showed his  to

someone next to him, to Laura Bush's outrage as she showed hers

to Jeb, who immediately looked crestfallen, whatever was in them

must have been something interesting.

Q had long faced pushback on his board from paid Cabal

posters who flooded it with everything from porn to gore. As it

appeared  his  operation  was  accelerating  with  new fans  joining

quickly, I remember trying to surf his board for interesting posts

amid a flood of transexual anime porn. They tried everything.

On August 3rd, a new strategy emerged. A racist shooter's

manifesto  was  posted  to  8Chan,  where  Q's  board  was,  and the

young man who authored it proceeded to conduct a mass shooting

targeting latinos at a Walmart in El Paso Texas. 

However  strange  facts  surrounding  the  case  quickly

emerged.  For  starters,  the  shooter  had  posted  his  manifesto  to

Instagram first, and it appeared he was not the person who posted

it to 8Chan. Someone else took it off Instagram, and reposted it to

142 Hillary and Joe Biden: https://youtu.be/pmHwJbS_ku8 
Jeb and Laura: https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/letters/
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8Chan, while the shooting was going on.143 Furthermore, had they

just done this, the manifesto would not have been able to be linked

to the shooter. So before they posted the manifesto, they posted a

private file with his name to 8Chan, as if they were him, and had

accidentally  posted  the  wrong  file,  and  then  they  posted  the

manifesto, allowing it to be easily linked to his real life identity. It

sounds incredible, but I can tell you firsthand, Cabal's  domestic

intelligence/surveillance operation has impressive computer skills.

Whoever did it got the effect they were looking for. 8Chan

was quickly blamed for the shooting.144 Cloudfare, which provided

a critical service that protected the 8Chan website from internet

attacks ceased providing its service, taking 8chan offline.145 Q had

been effectively separated from his followers. 

At  least  it  seemed  that  way.  Shortly  thereafter  Jeffrey

Epstein was found dead in his jail cell. At that moment, Q's fans

would have wanted to hear something from him. And just at that

moment,  Rudy  Giuliani,  who normally  tweets  in  full  sentences

with perfect grammar, tweeted these questions, in a Q-tone:

143 http://archive.is/mcZwL
144 http://archive.is/l7o4d
145 http://archive.is/gdEAN
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It is unclear if Rudy was posting for a friend, or if he might

have revealed a secret identity.

Of course things got stranger still. 8Chan was brought back

up  and  Q  returned  93  days  later.  One  of  his  returning  posts

referenced  an  earlier  post,  from  July  27th,  exactly.  The  post

contained a picture James Comey had posted of himself standing

in a corn field,  at  an undisclosed location,  as  well  as  a  link to

Comey's tweet. The last line of Q's post was the most interesting:

After the El Paso shooting, Q had gone dark for 93 days.

What makes it interesting is Q posted this one week before the El

Paso shooting which ostensibly was what took 8Chan, where Q
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posted his missives, offline and forced him to go dark for 93 days.

Did Q and company just take advantage of the shooting on

the  fly  and use  it  as  an  opportune  excuse  for  their  93  days  of

darkness? Did they know the shooting was coming,  and was it

incorporated into their plans? Was there even a shooting?

Don't  forget,  we have a full  fledged intelligence network

embedded  in  our  society,  composed  of  entire  families  which

appear  entirely  normal,  even though they are  recruited  into  the

network and will  do anything for it.  Our news media is almost

entirely compromised, and willing to tell us anything the network

orders  them  to  tell  us.  Anything  is  possible  under  those

circumstances.

My assumption is this early phase of Q's operation is not so

much  about  informing  people,  as  it  is  about  releasing  solid

information to build credibility, and then using that credibility to

feed bad information to the Cabal observers to either trigger action

or inaction, and aid other Q operations we do not see. While Q is

doing  that,  they  are  building  up  the  sealed  indictments,  and

preparing for their own version of D-Day, when the indictments

will  be  unsealed,  and the  Cabal  will  be  purged  from all  of  its

positions of power within the government.

I suspect that is why thus far the President has only made

oblique references to Q rather than openly talking about him, and

it is why Q has not dropped hard confirmation of his identity. They

would prefer to keep his readership limited until at some point Q's

operations no longer are aided by the release of disinformation. It

may  also  be  why  this  period  of  darkness  was  not  overly

concerning to them. We are reaching a point where it no longer
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matters  what  Cabal  does  or  doesn't  do.  The  sealed  indictments

have built up , and eventually the hammer will drop, and all that

will be left will be the sentencing and the punishments.

At  that  point  Q's  identity  will  probably  be  released,  his

readership will soar, and it will be backed by all of the research

anons have been performing for all of this time. 

For  now,  all  we  have  are  Q's  posts  and  the  proofs  he

highlighted. In the next chapter, Q's first 400 posts are reprinted as

images, exactly as they appeared to anons on sites which complied

them. A rough explanation follows the posts in bold italics, using

the best data available as we went to press. Q's posts begin with

him using  the  name  “Anonymous,”  The  name  “Q”  arose  later

courtesy of the anons, and was then adopted by Q.

Before we jump to Q's posts, in an example of a post above,

an anon who was assigned ID “d37784” based on his computer

address (the only way to tell anons apart), posted, showing there

were 3.43 million tweets about Obamagate, adding himself, “Back

with numerics.” Q quoted his post here in the darker box in his

4204th post, and replied, saying patriotism was on the rise.
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                          Chapter Six

______________
                         Q-Anon's Posts ______________

This is the first Q post, before he was named Q. It was

assumed now it meant Hillary Rodham Clinton (HRC) would be

arrested, shown evidence of her crimes, turned into an agent of

Q's,  and released.  There are indications throughout Q's story

that many of the individuals who did wrong under Cabal will

continue to play the role of villain, but they will be doing so as

part of a script which is under the control of Q. However at this

point we were not aware of that, and many were not even sure if

Q was real or not.
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Operation  Mockingbird  was  a  CIA program  from  the

1950's146 which infiltrated the media with CIA agents to control

the news for propaganda purposes.  The implication is,  it  was

never  discontinued,  and  the  media  today  is  controlled  by  the

CIA. According to Q, Hillary was released, perhaps now as a

146 http://archive.is/TzvDM
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controlled,  turned  asset.  Military  Intelligence  and  President

Trump are working together to execute a plan against corrupted

elements  of  various  government  agencies,  including  the  FBI,

CIA, and other private entities. The President is in control, but

the  Cabal  which has  taken over  the  nation has  so  effectively

polarized  it  that  President  Trump cannot,  at  this  point,  allow

himself to be associated with what is going on for fear citizens

still deceived by the Cabal will align against him. In the post, RC

stands for Registered Charity, and MI is Military Intelligence.

This  refers  to  the  involvement  of  Rod  Rosenstein  and

Robert  Mueller  (Rod/Bob)  in  the  sale  of  Canadian  Uranium

supplier Uranium One147 to Russian interests – a sale which was

147 https://infogalactic.com/info/Uranium_One
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rumored to have been facilitated by Hillary Clinton and the State

Department  as  well  as  elements  of  the  corrupt  Obama

administration in return for bribes. Robert Mueller personally

delivered a Yellowcake Uranium sample to the Russian buyers

for analysis. But The President is not tweeting about Mueller's

conflict  of  interest.  That  is  because  President  Trump  met

Mueller,  claiming  he  was  thinking  of  hiring  him  for  FBI

Director,  However  Mueller  had already served more  than the

statutory 10 year term FBI Directors are allowed by law, and

thus could not  fill  that  position.  In reality  Mueller was being

shown  evidence  of  his  corruption,  and  he  was  turned  as  an

agent.  National  Guard  was  called  up  due  to  pending  Antifa

protests. Finally, President Trump is in no legal jeopardy. The

investigators are actually investigating the corrupt network.
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The President is not a target of the patriots rooting out the

treason, and he will not discuss this event to prevent the left from

attempting to portray it as his own personal political vendetta.

Military Intelligence and the State Secrets act being used

against three letter government agencies implies our intelligence

agencies  were  penetrated  by  a  foreign  conspiracy  and  were

operating against the United States from the inside, using the

very agencies which were supposed to protect the nation from

such an attack.

Hamdan vs Rumsfeld confirmed the President's power to

form Military Tribunals in cases of National Security.

Q  finally  asserts  that  Military  Intelligence  and  the

President are in full control, and have all the power.
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This  begins   the  reveal  that  this  corrupt  network  was

using  Non-Profit  (NP)  charities  to  launder  cash  for  their

operations. Pelosi's net worth is over $200 Million dollars.148  Q

also asserts here that many of the participants are showing signs

in public  of mental  degradation, or in the case of  McCain,  a

brain  tumor,  all  of  which  is  an  effort  to  set  up  a  mental

incompetence defense. The relationship between Soros, Trudeau

and the Clintons is the Uranium One scandal, where a Canadian

Billionaire, who also profited from it, funneled donations to the

Clinton Foundation, which also received taxpayer monies from

Justin Trudeau, who has his own foundation which is said to

operate similarly to the Clinton's.149 It also reveals the Cabal had

recruited low level criminal gangs such as MS-13 as enforcers,

routing  money  to  them  through  their  foreign  leadership

overseas,  making  it  difficult  for  local  law  enforcement

investigating  any  one  murder  to  prove  any  linkage.  Q  also

asserts that the network we are looking at is global. This is an

important example of how rival intelligence operations will not

exist as equals, checking each other's power forever. Once the

Cabal  took over  our  national  intelligence  apparatus,  it  would

have infiltrated and taken over the intelligence apparatuses of as

many other countries as it could, both for purposes of expanding

its power, but more importantly for purposes of covering up the

crimes it  had already committed.  It  also begins to reveal  that

politicians were making far more money than one would think

they  should  make,  merely  off  of  their  government  salaries,

through monetization of their offices and authorities.

148        http://archive.is/kQfCh#selection-703.80-703.120
149 https://youtu.be/3md0r9rOlhE

http://archive.is/tldmA
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Q  states  in  the  future  that  he  must  communicate  by

dropping questions which will lead you to the truth, to comply

with national security laws. Much of this is classified, so if he
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told us openly, he would be committing a crime. But if he asks

questions,  and  people  discover  the  truth  themselves,  he  has

broken no rules. I have suspected many of the “anons” who find

the answers and post them may actually be operationally tasked

by Q's organization with doing so, to better control the message.

So these agents of the Cabal had a secret back-channel

communications system they had set up, and were hiding.
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Huma Abedin's husband, Anthony Wiener, is in jail. Her

choice is  to  show loyalty  to  Hillary,  her  Muslim Brotherhood

associates, or her child. This implies she is cooperating for her

child. Also Admiral Mike Rogers of NSA, who went to Trump

Tower to alert Trump to the illegal surveillance he was under, is

vetting all of Trump's nominations personally through the NSA

databases  to  make  sure  they  are  not  compromised  by  Cabal.

Attorney General Sessions had just announced a crackdown on

White  House  leakers,  which is  part  of  the  purge.  Meanwhile

Republicans are resigning from their offices for seemingly no

reason, but Q implies it is because they were told of the evidence

against them, and forced out of government.
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The Cabal has executed a complex plan to control people,

which is most obviously with the black community. With blacks,

they  addicted  inner  city  communities  to  welfare  handouts,

enacted crime-fostering policies that were soft on criminals, and

then allowed highly aggressive policing strategies directed at the

entire population as a whole, rather than focusing on criminals.

Police targeting of criminal elements, such as illegal aliens, or

the minor crimes which lead to larger crimes were suppressed.

They then fostered a perception of hostilities between police and

the black community, often using black celebrities, fueling angst

to create police shootings which the media would then publicize,

further fueling the split. The Democrats would then sell Cabal

politicians  to  the  black  community,  ostensibly  to  fight  the

“enemies” of the black community which they created. This was

a broader strategy which Cabal enacted against all of America,

and it produced the victim culture we have seen so prominently.

This was the part I was not aware of. It will come out the

intelligence operation targeting the nation was using tendencies
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to pedophilia to exert control over their assets. Later Q will imply

that it may be worse than mere utility motivating the child abuse,

and the Clinton Foundation (CF) is key.

In  1953  the  Supreme  Court  ruled  intel  agencies  could

legally classify and hide secrets from the people and Congress,

thereby removing all oversight from our intel agencies. That is

used to hide their criminality now. We were only saved because

Military Intelligence, who remained loyal to the Constitution.

Q will later reveal the President makes a secret stopover

in North Korea to seal a peace deal with Kim Jong Un.
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Every  law enforcement  and civilian intelligence  agency

was compromised, so Trump could only rely on the military and

Military Intelligence. The idea you could report illegality to the

law enforcement, and the agency would facilitate it would sound

crazy  to  anyone.  Except  there  were  those  of  us  who watched

Cabal  engage  in  highly  illegal  targeting  and  harassment  of

civilians,  tried  to  report  it,  and  saw  just  that  happen.  I  was

standing in the parking lot of my local PD, with a sympathetic

officer, as ten local surveillance vehicles made a point of driving

slowly within twenty feet of us, each car with the driver's side

window down, each driver (in Fed sunglasses) making a point to

glare at us ominously, as the officer sympathetically tried to let

me  know,  there  wasn't  anything  he  could  do.  A  similar

experience  was  actually  reported  in  the  media,  when Clinton

mistress Sally Miller had basically the exact same experience at

her local FBI office.150 So long as you never ran into Cabal, the

illusion held, and Q would sound crazy. But run into Cabal, and

you realize Q knew exactly what he was talking about. In that

light, the Muslim Brotherhood (MB), a terrorist organization, or

even  MS-13  and  other  street  gangs  being  protected  by

government is entirely logical.

150 http://archive.is/AMMaO
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What most people failed to grasp was that this was not

merely  a  corrupt  conspiracy  hatched  by  a  few people  several

years back, solely  in the US. This was a complex intelligence

operation, running certainly for decades, probably for a century,

and perhaps for even longer. Such a covert operation to infiltrate

and subvert, running for that long, making incremental gains all

along the way in terms of taking over key positions of power,

would inevitably gain this level of control. As time passed, more

and more agencies which previously would have posed a threat

of exposure, could be taken over and turned to actually aid and

support  future operations to subvert  even more agencies.  The

rise in the level of power and control of such an operation would

gradually become exponential. 
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Eventually, such an operation would reach a point where

it  would  begin  penetrating  and taking  over  lower,  more  local

offices and positions of power. What you had was an operation

whose sole objective was the acquisition of power and control

wherever power was found. It would advance fellow conspirators

in  attaining  power  and  control  using  the  already  acquired

agencies,  government  assets,  academic  assets,  business  assets,

news media assets, media assets, cultural assets, criminal assets,

control  over  the  voting  process,  and  so  forth.  It  could  both

suppress  non-conspirators  and  elevate  fellow  members  of  the

conspiracy.  After  enough  headway  was  made  and  enough

control  attained,  further  headway  would  become  almost

effortless to acquire. The conspiracy would then begin targeting

the remaining lower-level  positions of control  in local politics

and government. It would become as likely as not an office or

position would be compromised, no matter where you went.

The biggest surprise is that people were able to keep this

secret. In my own travels, I found an old family friend who lived

two houses away, and who I had known since childhood, who

was a knowing participant in the network, and who seemingly

feared it to to such a degree he would unhesitatingly choose the

network over me, with a tone of fear of his voice. I now suspect

at least five percent of the populace, and maybe more, has been

operating with a view that  the Constitution is  immaterial  and

nothing works the way we plebes have been told. We are told two

people is one too many to keep a conspiracy secret, but what this

has  shown me is  that  one,  that  is  wholly  incorrect,  and two,

many  of  those  old,  common-sense  idioms  we  are  told  were

probably  introduced  to  us  as  part  of  a  mental  programming

designed to aid this conspiracy in hiding from us.
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Here Q begins to reference the idea Obama is performing

a sort  of  shadow counter-diplomacy against  President  Trump,

trying to prevent and/or undo what President Trump is doing to

isolate the Cabal as he travels. In the parlance of the website

where  Q  is  posting  these  (known  as  Pol),  “shills”  are  paid

government operatives who post on the site as if normal users,

and  perform  several  functions.  They  flood  the  site  with
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meaningless content to try and dilute content they do not want

people to see (AKA “slide” a post off  the board by posting so

much  new,  meaningless  content  that  the  content  they  want

hidden falls off the bottom of the board and is not visible). They

post  objectionable  or  illegal  material  such  as  child  porn  or

animal torture to try and drive off  people so they will  not see

content  the  shills'  leaders  want  hidden.  And  they  can  try  to

poison narratives the Cabal doesn't want to take hold among the

populace. Again, this sounds extreme if you have never gone to

these websites the government wants to control, but if you did,

this is just an accepted part of the environment. ASF is related to

software they use, which allows one person to make many posts.
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BOD  is  Board  of  Directors.  Now  Q  addresses  that

Hollywood may not produce stars the way we are told. We are

told naive young kids go to Hollywood, and if  they are pretty

enough, and good enough actors, and meet the right people, they

hit it big and make millions as they become a star. In the darkest

versions, they may trade sex for opportunities. Q is saying that as

part  of  the  not-discontinued  Operation  Mockingbird,  the  CIA

may  have  exerted  control  over  who  became  stars,  providing

opportunity to their agents and controlled assets, so they could

be sure nobody would attain stardom, and then one day turn

around and expose the conspiracy. Again, in the old “Myth” of

American opportunity and freedom, this sounds ridiculous. But

if a sophisticated intelligence operation targeted America using

the sophisticated art of espionage, before America had an OSS

or CIA to defend it, then infiltrating agents, creating networks,

and taking over the gatekeeper positions would have been easy.

From that moment, even if a CIA or FBI Counter-Intelligence

organization  was  launched,  because  the  positions  of  control
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were already occupied, it would be easy to compromise those as

well from the outset, take the leadership positions, and actually

use  the  machines  that  were  supposed  to  defend us  to  further

conceal and protect the conspiracy, as it advanced its power and

control  even  more.  Only  the  Military,  receiving  a  constant

torrent of idealistic young Americans who believed in the Myth,

could possibly escape Cabal's grasp over the long term.

Q is saying they have accomplished critical objectives that

severed the Cabal's leadership from its hold on power, so he is

now free to share information here. The Q-phenomenon appears

to be designed to  slowly  seed awareness  of  these concepts,  to

minimize the psychological effects of them. Having been thrown

into the fire suddenly myself, I can say it took me years to get

beyond an overwhelming disbelief  that would not accept it.  If

you believe in the Myth that Constitutional freedom was what

governed America, it will take years to fully accept that a shadow

dictatorship  where  the  citizen  literally  had  no  power  when
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confronted by the Secret Police, filled with corruption, and run

by a Secret Society of fellow citizens who have known this secret

all  along,  was the reality.  You can see it  with your own eyes,

know it is all around you, and your brain will assume you are

seeing things wrong, or even that you are going crazy, before it

will believe what it is seeing. It takes years to adapt your brain. A

normal brain would actually lack the structural ability to adapt

immediately to such a shocking change in beliefs. Q is designed

to blunt the negative effects of such psychological disorientation

on the populace. Remember as you go, the world is Darwinian.
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SAPs  are  Special  Access  Programs,  highly  classified

intelligence programs. They can be  used to gather intelligence

on  targets  the  agencies  involved  wanted  to  control.  Q  will

frequently make reference to the fact that many members of the

legislative branch were being held hostage, presumably by the

compromised aspects of the CIA, at the behest of the Cabal. And

it  will  appear  this  Cabal  was  a  foreign,  non-governmental

operation assembled by very wealthy old-money non-US actors.

So  Q  is  predicting  bad  actors  in  Congress  who  were

compromised  and operating for  Cabal  have  been blackmailed

with  the  evidence  of  their  crimes  into  stepping  away  from

government. As time goes on, there will be a shocking number of

such long-time political  professionals  who will  suddenly  leave

thriving careers to go back into the private sector.
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When you see a boxed comment in a comment, as in the

last two pages (post #28), Q is replying to another anon's post. Q

has a unique board ID of grTMpzrL in the header of post 28

above. He quotes another poster on his board, with a user ID of

dugFL8Fh.  Q only  said,  “Well  done.  Picture  being  painted.”

Note you'll see this “boxed” quoted reply format again.

Xkeyscore151 was  an  NSA  computer  program  which

151       http://archive.is/3iHaQ
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allowed operators to enter a query and receive all data returns in

multiple  databases  relating  to  it.  It  will  later  come  out  that

Obama  and  the  Cabal  were  so  worried  about  Trump  taking

office  and  prosecuting  them  that  they  had  installed  a  device

inside the construction of the White House designed to degrade

Trump's  health  and  eventually  cause  him  to  seemingly  pass

away naturally due to his body wearing out. Trump had it found

and removed under the cover of renovations being done. Don Jr

released his security detail and relied on his known loyal security

detail because there were fears an agent on his detail may have

been compromised. Similarly, that concern would explain why

Trump kept his private security detail operating in parallel with

his Secret Service detail when he first took office. Given what I

have seen firsthand, non of that seems the slightest bit odd to me.

The people of the Secret Society have infiltrated everywhere.
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Around this time, the EMS tests did pick up. However it is

likely this was designed to alter Cabal's actions,  by making it

seem things were about to happen quickly. Q is here to inform

and  prepare  us.  But  given  the  extent  to  which  Cabal  has
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penetrated  and  corrupted  the  county,  it  will  take  years  to

investigate  and  then  prosecute.  And  due  to  the  structure  of

Cabal's  networks  being  designed  to  allow  one  part  in

government to protect and cover for another, it is necessary to

remove the entire network from the system at once, so no one

part can cover for another. Q appears to have  a very clever way

of doing this, but will take considerable time. Until then, keeping

Cabal members thinking the hammer is about to drop will keep

Cabal's planning dedicated to short term solutions, rather than

directed at the longer-term problems they face. Some think this

post may be relevant on this day in a few years, perhaps in 2020.
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Again, you see the theme that all Trump can rely on is the Military.

Soros was transferring his funds to NPOs - Non-Profit-Organizations

presumably to try and protect them from seizure in the event of arrests.

Obama sent $221 million to the Palestinians152. It will later be alleged

that  the  Clinton  tarmac  meeting  between  Bill  Clinton  and  Loretta

Lynch was captured by intelligence using cell phone microphones, and

that Clinton offered Lynch a guaranteed Supreme Court seat in return

for  her  dropping  any  prosecution  of  Hillary's  mishandling  of

classified  intelligence  on  her  private  email  server.  Rogers

miscategorizing the meeting in NSA databases implies bad actors were

accessing  the  database  and  deleting  anything  relating  to  Cabal

members, to protect them from the surveillance state capturing their

crimes.  Miscategorizing  the  feeds  from  the  tarmac  meeting  would

prevent finding (and deleting) the files. The unthinkable Q refers to

would have been a full military takeover, presumably with immediate

executions of politicians who had betrayed the country and a violent

termination of this network.

152 http://archive.is/KLAjh
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This  refines  another  paradigm-changing  concept  Q

introduced in post 29. Q asserts North Korea was not a hermit

kingdom ruled by a single dictator. North Korea was controlled

by Cabal. It was established as it  was, complete with an actor

playing the role of  a crazed dictator,  to establish it  as a safe,
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denied area for Cabal to maintain a base of operations in. If

Cabal  set  up  in  a  Westernized  nation  in  Europe,  white-hat

intelligence  operatives  who  opposed  Cabal  could  have  gotten

surveillance technology close to their sensitive areas, and maybe

even infiltrated them under cover identities such as a contractor

or janitor. North Korea, by virtue of the cover they established

there, of a hostile foreign nation which imprisoned and killed

outsiders, became an entire nation operating as what is referred

to  as  a  “denied  area”  –  an  area  where  surveillance  and

intelligence  operators  can  not  gain  entrance  to  at  all.  North

Korea becoming a nuclear power was about securing this denied

area  even further  against  penetration –  even violent,  military

penetration,  should  Cabal  ever  lose  its  grip  on  the  US

government. The implication is Barack Obama (BO) has known

all of this all along, and everything you were told about North

Korea was a lie.

If the numbers correlate to letters, the fourth, tenth, and

twentieth letters of the alphabet correspond to DJT, the initials of

Donald J Trump. Notice post 35 above was signed, 4, 10, 20. It

implies these messages come, ultimately from the President.
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In  the  news,  that  collapse  was  attributed  to  “Tired

Mountain  Syndrome,”153 however  Q  implies  it  was  something

more interesting and the Mockingbird-media is not reporting it .

So although the messages here ultimately originate with

the President, and some are directly from him and signed, Q is

not the President, but rather serves under him.

Trump's tweets154 were about Hillary and the DNC rigging

the primary against Bernie Sanders, as well as the need for the

FBI and DOJ to prosecute her for money laundering, campaign

violations,  her  email  server  scandal,  and  the  Uranium  One

153  http://archive.is/9w1Yt
154  http://archive.is/nKgEx
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scandal. Twitter also took down Trump's account for 11 minutes.

The story which broke with Huma was that emails were

found which revealed Hillary had ordered classified materials

that were restricted to official, secured government networks to

have their classification markings stripped, and have them sent

over unsecured, open networks to Hillary's unsecured server – a

huge violation.  It  was  later  revealed that  at  least  one foreign

actor, assumed to be Chinese intelligence, installed malware on

Hillary's server which was carbon-copying them on every piece

of material which crossed Hillary's server. And it will be alleged

this may have been allowed by Hillary in return for payment.

Donna Brazile was head of the DNC, and  had a front

row seat to many illegalities going on behind the scenes at the

DNC. She also stated that given what she knew, she suspected

the death of DNC staffer Seth Rich was not as it seemed, and she

feared for her own life, staying away from windows for fear of
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snipers, and installing sophisticated surveillance at her house.155

This  references  the  sale  of  Uranium  One  to  Russian

interests in return for kickbacks to the Clinton Foundation, a

sale which gave Russia one fifth of America's Uranium supply.156

Q will use the phrase, “knowingly” often. The significance lies

in the Alien and Sedition Act,157 where one's criminal status is

based  upon  whether  one  “knowingly”  acts  against  the  US

Government, such as when publishing false materials as news.

155 http://archive.is/q8RJ1 
156 http://archive.is/8rUoY
157 http://archive.is/Qyy82
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This now begins to introduce the idea of ISIS as a tool

created and controlled by Cabal,  serving several purposes.  By

creating civil war in Syria, ISIS offered a cover story for why

mass waves of migrants heading into Europe and America had

to  be  accepted  as  refugees.  No  ISIS,  no  refugees.  ISIS  also

created  a  credible  enemy  who  could  launch  timed  terrorist

attacks to distract the public from uncomfortable stories which

would otherwise lead newscasts. ISIS also turned areas of Syria

into  denied  areas,  where  foreign  intelligence  couldn't  safely

enter,  loiter,  and  gather  intelligence.  It  will  later  be  revealed

Iran, compromised by Cabal in much the same way as North

Korea  was,  established  covert  nuclear  weapons  facilities  in

Syria,  allowing  Iran  to  legally  bypass  restrictions  in  the  Iran

nuclear deal. For these reasons, it is not surprising to see that

many think the CIA created ISIS158, or that Obama was caught

on tape calling for expanding it.159

158 http://archive.is/TZxSR
159 http://archive.is/73Kts
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Q  clearance  is  the  highest  security  clearance  offered

under  the  Department  of  Energy  (DOE).  Some  thought  this

implied the Storm may primarily involve the Uranium One deal,

and perhaps other nuclear-related matters. Uranium One was a

Canadian entity, thereby requiring the leader of Canada to be a

Cabal-friendly  asset.  Q also  highlights  the difference  between

how  Obama  and  the  Democrats  portrayed  Russia  when  they

were about to engage in a criminal conspiracy to damage US

national  security  in  return  for  bribes,  vs  how  Russia  was

portrayed after Trump had  won the Presidency. It shows that the

concern over Russian collusion with the Trump campaign and

Russian interference in the election was fraudulent.
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Around  this  time  Grassley,  as  head  of  the  Judiciary

committee had begun to investigate FBI Director James Comey's

decision  not  to  charge  Hillary  Clinton  over  her  illegal  email

server and mishandling of classified information.160 It will later

be  revealed  in  Clinton  emails161 that  Alice  is  a  reference  to

Hillary, and Wonderland is a reference to Saudi Arabia.

160 http://archive.is/Ri4Ik
161 http://archive.is/wmNah/image
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Now we begin to see the outlines of a global conspiracy, a

complex,  sophisticated  intelligence  operation  designed  to

harness the wealth and power of other nations to its own ends.

In the Iran deal, Obama had pallets of cash ostensibly flown to

Iran.  But  suppose  Iran  was  controlled.  Suppose  the  ultimate

recipient of the cash was to be someone other than Iran. That

would make sense of why the money was not simply wired into

Iranian accounts. Then we find there was a goal to give North

Korea miniaturized nuclear weapons as  a  way of  holding the

world hostage. VJ is Valerie Jarrett, a senior Obama adviser who

was raised as a child in Iran, and whose family has long and

deep ties to communism162 (which it will be revealed appears to

have been a controlled organization infiltrated, taken over, and

used to control our entire political environment by an extensive

conspiracy which stretches back many decades at  least,  if  not

centuries or more). VJ is Valerie Jarrett, am Obama adviser.

162 https://outline.com/84MnkZ0
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Notice  again,  the  box-within-a-box  format  which

indicates Q (as “Anonymous), is responding to another anon's

comment. This also makes reference to the Pizzagate pedophilia

scandal, where anon's noticed strange phrases in John Podesta's

hacked emails. They seemed to use strange codes, like one which

notified John that  after  a party they had discovered a napkin

that had a “pizza related” “map” on it.163 Anons began digging

into  the  emails  and  the  people  involved,  and  discovered

disturbing  evidence,164 from  emails  exhorting  attendance  at

parties  based  on  how  many  young  children  in  bathing  suits

would  be  in  the  pool,  to  associates  of  Podesta  who  had

businesses  that  used  FBI-identified  pedophile  symbols  in

163 http://archive.is/eGJnL
164 http://archive.is/TaRBU
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business  literature.  It  all  left  researchers  with  the  impression

that either there were a lot of adults in prominent positions of

power  who  routinely  interspersed  coded  messages  with  jokes,

double entendres, and even covert symbols related to pedophilia,

or there was an actual pedophile network embedded in the upper

echelons of power. 

Q would later indicate a propensity for child abuse was

how many leaders and celebrities  were selected by the Cabal,

because such a vulnerability made them more subservient and

controllable. The implication being that this practical aspect of

running a blackmailable network was also the reason there had

been so many pedophile networks which were almost uncovered,

from  the  Catholic  Church,  to  media165,  to  upper  levels  of

European  Government166,  and  even  the  CIA167,  and  yet  those

investigations  would  all  ultimately  peter  out  with  few  if  any

major players targeted. 

Q will take the allegations a step further, indicating that

many  of  those  in  high  levels  of  power  may  practice  occult

ceremonies  which  involve  abuse  or  even  murder  of  children,

likely at the encouragement of a Cabal leadership which can use

the  resulting  events  for  blackmail.  John  Podesta's  lobbyist

brother Tony Podesta actually proudly displays artwork in his

home seemingly depicting some form of ritualized child abuse168

which is disturbing to look upon, at the least.

165 http://archive.is/88IqC
166 http://archive.is/9Io6e
              http://archive.is/pVirE
167 http://archive.is/0Ws1Q/image
168 http://archive.is/3HsIh
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BO is Barack Obama, CF is Clinton Foundation, John M

is John McCain. OS comm is The House Oversight Committee.

MW is Congresswoman Maxine Waters. Q's saying you will find

politicians take office, and then routinely acquire net worths far

greater than they could ever have acquired off their government

salaries.  Clearly  they  take  office,  and then acquire  additional

sources of income from somewhere which are not available to

others,  and  which  dwarf  their  government  salaries.  Q  will

maintain that each of their foundations is a money laundering

instrument,  which  allows  them  to  be  paid  money  as  charity,

which they can then route to relatives in return for “services.”
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Basically  many  of  these  politicians  set  up  charitable

foundations such as the Clinton Foundation. People who want

things from government launder the bribes by contributing them

to the charities,  and then they either arrange family business

and travel in such a way the charity will defray their personal

costs, or they structure the charity's expenditures to seemingly

expend the money on charity, but in reality the money is routed

back to them in secret accounts in return for a cut of the largess.
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Here Q introduces a theme you will see again and again.

Seemingly disparate organizations, operating at cross purposes

will  exhibit  a discomfiting familiarity with each other.  Hillary

should  have  worried  Huma  might  be  a  spy  for  the  Muslim

Brotherhood.  John  McCain  should  have  opposed  Hillary

Clinton and Huma Abedin. But they don't. Wherever there was

power and  influence, Cabal infiltrated and took the operation

over.  You  could  not  form  an  honest  interest  group,  and  be
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successful without your operation becoming a target itself. As a

result, all of those you see in power, even where they supposedly

oppose each other, are all employees of subsidiaries of the same

greater organization – Cabal, Inc. 

Hillary  trusts  Huma  because  they  work  for  the  same

ultimate boss. John McCain will rush to both of their defenses

because they are valued fellow employees and he knows it will

get him in good with Management. You will see this again, and it

will get weirder, to the point Google Founder Erik Schmidt will

be in North Korea setting up private internet servers and Edward

Snowden will go from anti-government hero to evil Cabal-lacky

trying  to  help  take  down  the  one  organization  which  was

standing up to Cabal. As you begin to see Cabal, you will see it

changes everything, because it was the hidden hand everywhere.

Again, why is John McCain standing up for the Muslim

Brotherhood,  and  opposing  Michelle  Bachman (who is  not  a

Cabal employee)? The associations you thought you knew were
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all wrong, because you didn't grasp that one organization might

see  it  advantageous  to  co-opt  and control  all  the  sides  at  the

same time. Q's next post is a reiteration of these past two, for

emphasis, linked with one as a reply to the other.
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Now we come to Saudi Arabia (SA). The story which will

emerge from the Main Stream Media (MSM) is that President

Trump traveled to Saudi Arabia and made a deal with Crown

Prince  Salman.  The  US would  offer  intelligence  to  help  him

neutralize bad actors and place him in charge of Saudi Arabia,

as  well  as  economic  help.  In  return,  he  would  neutralize  the

elements  in  Saudi  Arabia  who  were  running  Cabal  money

through their bank accounts, helping to prevent any tracking of

it. President Trump was greeted with a traditional Saudi Sword

Dance, which is normally performed before warriors enter into

battle together. It implied Trump and the Prince were about to

enter  into  a  battle  together.  After  Trump  strikes  this  deal,

evidence  will  emerge  in  the  media  of  known  Cabal  actors

scrambling to acquire operating funds by selling off assets.
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This was thought to mean CIA had embedded something

in POTUS' twitter  app designed to geolocate his  phone so he

could  be  either  monitored  through the  location  of  his  twitter

phone, or perhaps even targeted, such as knowing which decoy

limo he was traveling in.

          NSA/MI is National Security Agency/Military Intelligence.
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BO  is  Barack  Obama,  who  is  shadowing  President

Trump's  travels  at  this  point  in  events.  You  will  see  similar

behavior by John Kerry. This will eventually be referred to as

shadow diplomacy in one article, and attributed to Obama trying

to  counter  the  effects  of  Trump  on  the  world  stage.  But

according to Q what is really happening is Obama is trying to

assess what Trump has done at each diplomatic stop overseas

and then organize and marshal resistance among old allies in

those nations to thwart the operation which Trump is carrying

out  against  the  Cabal.  TSA  is  Transportation  Security

Administration and HS is Homeland Security. JK in this post is

Jared  Kushner,  and  SA is  Saudi  Arabia,  where  he  traveled

before this post. Expect periodic disinformation in Q posts, given

they are read by enemies.
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Huma's  family  is  Muslim  Brotherhood,  an  influence

organization which would almost  certainly be Cabal.  She met

Hillary as an intern in the Clinton White House in 1996. Such

internships will be given preferentially to those in the Cabal's

Secret Society, which is probably why Hillary latched onto her

with so little worry. Democrats were distancing themselves from

Hillary because they are realizing her mishandling of classified

information means Trump's administration has the goods, and

she is a goner. It is only a matter of when.
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Saudi Arabia was investing in such disparate entities as

leftist  academic  endeavors  and  Fox News.  It  was  rumored  to

have funded the 9/11 attacks and other terrorist endeavors, as

well  as  Barack Obama's  early  educational  ascendance.  I  had

dismissed  these  observations  as  merely  a  rich  entity  with  too
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much money to waste blowing it on public relations campaigns

and espionage-skulduggery.  But then I had begun to meet up

with  the  conspiracy  in  my  own  life,  and  realized  something

bigger was at play in the world.

The  relation  between  these  expenditures  and  Saudi

interests defied easy explanation, until Q. Q revealed  that ultra-

wealthy  individuals  were  exerting  financial  pressure  over

multiple  sectors  of  Western society  to  control  events,  but  they

were doing so from behind financial-proxies, so as to conceal

their identities and financial activities. These were people who

did not want their activities known. If the Rothschilds (estimated

as being worth in excess of $2 trillion169), were to try and engage

in these activities  openly,  it  could be publicized. People might

object to such interference. But notice, you cannot tell me what

causes the Rothschild have ever contributed to.

Their solution was laundering the expenditures, and for

this  the  Cabal  which  Q  is  describing  appears  to  have

commingled their  funds with those of  other ultra-rich entities

and nation-states, such as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Iran,

North  Korea,  and  perhaps  Venezuela  and  Cuba  as  well.  In

addition, they appear to have utilized ultra-wealthy individuals,

such as Jeffrey Epstein, seemingly hiring people to play the part

of  wealthy  billionaire,  for  the  express  purpose  of  hiding  the

elite's financial activities in politics and intelligence operations.

What Q describes here was Crown Prince Mohamed Bin

Salman  basically  holding  an  economic  conference  in  a  big

convention  center.  All  of  Saudi  Arabia's  major  financial

169 http://archive.is/UhLdN
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powerhouses attended. Once they were present, private military

contractors  swooped  in,  slammed  the  doors  shut  on  the

convention center, and all of these wealthy Saudis who had acted

as Cabal money-managers were taken to hotel rooms and forced

to reveal access to their finances, some while under duress. 

Since Cabal commingled their funds with those of these

Saudis,  Cabal's  funds were all  effectively  seized by the Saudi

government with no legal recourse. By choosing an environment

with  lax financial  laws  and  an all  powerful  government  they

previously  controlled,  to  facilitate hiding their  illicit  activities,

they opened themselves up to losing all of the very wealth they

needed to operate. So, Trump was greeted with a sword dance

which precedes allies entering battle, and then this happened.
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Huma  Abedin,  Hillary's  assistant,  grew  up  in  Saudi

Arabia. As a foreign national growing up in Saudi Arabia, it was

likely she would have been observed and assessed, and maybe
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even approached by the Saudis to act as an agent. Her familial

ties to the Muslim Brotherhood would have linked her to both

the region, and a likelihood of some intelligence involvement.

Given Hillary had close ties with Saudi Arabia through

donations to the Clinton Foundation, Huma appears to be one

more element of the linkage. I originally thought Huma might

have been sent in to compromise and turn Hillary, but in light of

Q's revelations it now seems more likely they were all employees

of  the  same  employer.  Enter  Imran  Awan,  a  Muslim

congressional computer tech who used his position in Congress

to  spy  on  everything  Congress  was  doing,  sending  sensitive

intelligence to the Muslim Brotherhood.

Again,  in  the  environment  of  Cabal  you  have  to  view

everything in the context of  the Falsity of Intelligence Parity.

Intel operations corrupt, and merge. When you have a long-term

intelligence operation in an environment, the probability of any

organization being uncorrupted decreases exponentially as time

goes on. This is  because as that long-term operation corrupts

each successive organization, its resources and ability to corrupt

future organizations grows exponentially. At this point, whether

you  are  talking  the  Kingdom  of  Saudi  Arabia,  the  Muslim

Brotherhood, the American government, the FBI, the CIA, the

American Civil  Liberties  Union, MSNBC, CNN, or politics,  it

will all be infiltrated, turned, and under control. 

So when Hillary exerts influence over the Democrat Party

to facilitate a Muslim Brotherhood spy to gather intelligence in

Congress, and then Saudi Arabia funnels millions of dollars into

The Clinton Foundation which she controls,  those are not all

separate entities you should expect to work at cross purposes. If
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each individual entity has power and influence, it is not at all

impossible that over the preceding decades Cabal-loyal  agents

were  given  intelligence  support  in  infiltrating  and  corrupting

each  organization,  other  organizations  that  were  uncorrupted

were  suppressed and went  defunct,  and everything you see  is

ultimately a subsidiary of a larger hidden umbrella organization.

Here, the theory Q is promoting seems to be that Hillary

facilitates spying by a Muslim Brotherhood asset. That Muslim

Brotherhood asset funnels his intelligence back to the Muslim

Brotherhood170 (which Cabal is piggybacking, and receiving the

intelligence from). Then Cabal facilitates payment to Hillary's

Foundation via unofficial “bankers” in Saudi Arabia.

Military  Intelligence  in  the  US,  the  last  bastion  of

idealistic Americans who still believed in the Myth, had seen all

of this and decided to destroy it. They recruited Trump into their

plan, and together they began dismantling Cabal with a detailed

plan. It began with disconnecting Cabal from its money supply

in Saudi bank accounts. Operators from US Security Contractor

Blackwater,  whose  founder  Erik  Prince  has  close  ties  to

President Trump,171 took part in the Saudi purge and subsequent

interrogations.172 Now Q is beginning a slow reveal of this,  to

minimize the shock which will ensue when people realize how

close we came to losing our country and our freedoms.

It  sounds  incredible,  but  you  have  to  understand,  you

have  been told  all  your  life  that  the  world  is  not  Darwinian.

Powerful agencies would never try to seize total power through

170 http://archive.is/Ll5mV
171 http://archive.is/B71Zy
172 http://archive.is/LZSGo
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underhanded means like espionage and conspiracies. You have

been told conspiracies never happen. You have been told there

are many actors,  all  at  cross  purposes,  and they  would never

work together, let alone hide each other's secrets. 

All of that is false. The very world is Darwinian. People

conspire  all  the  time.  Among  the  ultra-rich,  principle  is  for

suckers. And intelligence operations aggregate over time, just as

gravity  accretes  space  dust  into  solar  systems,  galaxies,  and

eventually black holes.  Intelligence operations are designed to

corrupt  other organizations,  naturally  tending toward a world

where one intelligence operation will dominate the environment

nearly entirely. In light of those realities, all of the evidence Q

puts forth will look much, much different. The world we were

taught exists violates natural laws. It cannot exist. The world Q

is describing matches natural law completely. It exists.

In the next post, we again have a citizen posting first in

the darker box, and Q responding afterward on how the Saudi

takedown was a bigger story than anyone realizes:
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The  last  tweet  he  sent  spoke  of  sending  a  New  York

terrorist to Guantanamo. Hillary is from New York, and Q will

imply  that  the  Cabal  operatives  at  her  level  will  be  going  to

Guantanamo. Earlier Q said CIA embedded a tracking program

in a social  media device POTUS used, possibly for an attack,

possibly  for  determining  his  activity.  This  was  why  POTUS

augmented his security with military guards.

These following posts, (posts 75-79) were reposts of what

you just read. They had been  deleted on the board. There is an

image at the end which is just a picture of all these posts.
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These clues have not been ironed out with any certainty,

but we can speculate. I have seen the reality, with my own eyes,

thanks to r/K Theory. I have spent months progressing from one

state  of  disbelief,  to  another.  The reality  is  there  is  an entire

parallel  society within American society which is composed of

informants/agents  Cabal  has  recruited  into  their  network.  It

operates by entirely different rules from those you were raised

with. The members of the Secret Society know nothing works the

way  you  were  told.  They  think  differently,  act  in  private

differently, and live in a different reality from you. And yet, they

look like you. In public, they act like you. Their kids go to school

with  your's  and  their  kids  know  too.  But  nobody  ever  says

anything. They all somehow manage to keep the secret.

You can live an entire life,  occupied with tasks of daily

living, and never see them, even if you are looking right at them.

You walk by them, they strike up conversations with you. They

stand behind you on the  grocery  line  noting  your  purchases.

They may even intervene and move your life to different paths.

If  you  look  for  them,  you  can  find  them in  anecdotal

stories  online.  Legendary  FBI  Agent  Ted  Gunderson  puzzled
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over them his entire life. Tom Bauerle briefly got them to admit

to following and harassing him. Wounded Iraq War vet Brian

Mancini, featured on 60 Minutes, ran into them and they drove

him  to  commit  suicide.  The  stories  have  accumulated  to  an

impressive  degree.  Myron  Mays.  Aaron  Alexis.  John  Lang.

Alexander Bonds, the killer of NYPD Detective Miosotis Familia

who will appear prominently in Q's drops later. Gavin Long, who

killed three Baton Rouge Police officers. Kevin Limbaugh, the

killer of Davis,  California Police Officer Natalie Corona.  The

killers  of  the Police  were sure who was  harassing them were

Police Departments, something it seems was encouraged by the

surveillance-harassment coverage on them in at least one case.

They  are  the  ground  level  operatives  of  a  covert

intelligence  network created and run by the Cabal.  You don't

know them, but  they know you.  They've followed you around

when  you  went  out  shopping.  They've  listened  to  private

conversations  you've  had in  the  privacy  of  your  house  using

eavesdropping  and  observational  technologies  developed

alongside the silicon revolution, which to us would appear as if

magic. And that is just what every citizen gets at some point.

Once you get into politics at the highest levels, I am sure

it is an entirely different game. You think there is a meritocracy.

You think if you are good at what you do, you excel. And if you

are not your career never gets off the ground. In reality Cabal's

ground surveillance is out there cataloging people, and deciding

who succeeds and who fails, using metrics of their own design.

My suspicion is Hillary was identified by Cabal's ground-

level intelligence operations as an ideal candidate for high-level

operative, even for installation in the Presidency. She was smart,
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ruthlessly ambitious, totally lacking in morals, and willing to do

anything  to  get  power.  The  references  by  Q  to  Alice  and

Wonderland  appear  to  be  drawn from her  emails,  where  her

friends share an inside joke with her about the fairy tale, where

she is Alice. I assume the rabbit hole is what Cabal looks like. 

Given Saudi Arabia appears a Cabal base of Operations,

some  suspect  when  inducting  Hillary  into  Cabal,  she  was

brought to Saudi Arabia and it  was explained to her how the

highest levels of politics worked, prior to Trump's arrival. There

was a  Cabal  with a  global  reach,  composed of  an old,  ultra-

wealthy elite who ran everything. This Cabal had spent decades,

before the US even had an OSS or CIA, infiltrating the positions

of power in our society, while encountering almost no resistance.

They controlled the FBI,  CIA,  DHS,  White  House,  Congress,

and had operatives all throughout all levels of government, from

judges, to local DA's, to town councilmen. They owned the news

media,  academia,  political  structures,  cultural  institutions,

actors,  singers,  record  labels,  production  companies,  and  the

very  funding  that  ran  the  machine.  They  dictated  election

outcomes, and voting was meaningless. From religion to social

organizations like the Freemasons, to the local community you

lived  in,  everything  was,  to  some  degree,  infiltrated  and

compromised – and watched. Even every American citizen had a

file,  assembled  from  a  local  network  embedded  in  each

community, using advanced tech, in a way nobody would believe

could be possible in America.

As Q's later drops will indicate, if Hillary was inducted,

and she almost certainly was, she was likely told that there were

rituals she would have to perform, probably designed by Cabal to
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yield  blackmail  materials  which would  prevent  her  from ever

turning on them. I suspect due to the privacy requirements, this

was all  done in the most  secure place Cabal  had at  the time,

which was probably Saudi Arabia. To Hillary, having gone as

deep  as  she  did,  having  to  do  what  she  did,  her  revelations

probably exceeded my own, leaving her feeling like Alice, in the

Bloody Wonderland of Saudi Arabia. Having seen just a portion

of it myself, it is a deep rabbit-hole to fall down into. The only

thing more shocking is how many know and keep the secret.

Although nobody ever settled on a final answer, I suspect

Snow White is a reference to America, who throughout Cabal's

reign was rendered the sleeping beauty through advanced mass-

psychological  control  techniques.  Wizards  and  Warlocks  will

appear later on to be terms referring to intelligence operations

and/or personnel. Godfather III may refer to Vatican corruption.
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  The image below is all the posts you just read, joined together.
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CF is Clinton Foundation. MI is Military Intelligence.

Because  these  posts  are  often  coming  out  nearly

simultaneously, some research can end up archived out of order.

Although technically Q post 90, this comment by an anon and

confirmation from Q is best understood in the context of Q post

91, displayed on the next page, which preceded it. 
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Seth  Rich  was  a  DNC Staffer  who  it  appears  was  the

source of the DNC Server hack. In the hacked Podesta emails,

Podesta  says  shortly  before  Seth  was  killed  that  he  is  for

punishing any leaker,  whether or not they were guilty,  just  to

make an example.173 Shortly thereafter Seth Rich was killed.

This introduces a new Q revelation which is shocking on

its  face,  but  which  with  time  appears  more  and  more  likely.

Namely, that the Conspiracy which corrupted our government

also  had  taken  over,  or  formed  alliances  with,  criminal

organizations,  including  street-gangs,  exchanging  protection

from law enforcement for criminal services, including murders.

It's  not  without  precedent.  Note  how  the  mafia  was  long

associated  with  CIA assassination  attempts,  be  it  on  JFK  or

Fidel Castro. Those were just the famous cases we hear about.

173 http://archive.is/6hcE2
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As  I  have  said,  I  was  looking  at  Cabal's  ground-level

operations  for  some  time.  My  region  appears  to  be  a  Cabal

hotspot for reasons I do not yet understand. I can tell you from

first hand observation, street gangs were under the protection of

Cabal's local intelligence networks. The local police where I live

tried to engage with and suppress the local gangs, and without

going into too much detail, it did not go well for them. For the

duration of Obama's terms, uniformed patrol units were banned

from entering  local  gang territory,  under  the  rubric  of  active

covert surveillance operations being active there by some federal

entity that claimed jurisdiction. Communities were holding town

halls to complain about the lack of patrols,  to no avail.  Once

President Trump took office, this rapidly reversed, as the police

quickly began clearing a backlog of cases built up under Obama.

For me, Q alleging something so outrageous, so unlikely,

and it  corresponding to a direct  observation I had made long

before Q ever  showed up,  served as  potent  proof  Q was real.

Even more amazing, it appeared somebody had actually found a

chink in this leviathan's armor, and was about to take it  out.

Given all I have seen, such a thing was unimaginable, however I

was not about to complain.
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There were several interesting aspects to the Las Vegas

shooting  by  Stephen  Paddock.  Most  interesting  was  that  the

upper floors of that hotel were owned by one of the Saudi's who
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had been locked away in a hotel room and encouraged to give up

his  financial  information.174 When asking  about  identifying  a

spook, Q is probably referencing Paddock's mixture of low social

media presence, travel, and easy untracable income acquisition.

There were other elements of the Las Vegas shooting which were

unusual,175 including how many survivors died mysteriously in

various ways in the years after the shooting.

174 http://archive.is/JmBB0
175 http://archive.is/ZSFt5
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Here Q begins to raise several points, based around the

idea that there is a Cabal who runs the world, their operations

cross national boundaries, and they may use or exploit pseudo-

religious, cult-like belief systems to control many of their assets.

Queen Elizabeth's family name was changed from Saxe-

Coburg  Gotha  to  Windsor  during  WWII,  to  make  it  less

Germanic and hide her family origins. As you begin to look into

the  Cabal,  you will  find  a  group  of  people  who  ascribe  to  a

bloodline-oriented  breeding  philosophy.  In  today's  era  of

equality and blank-slate beliefs about people, it seems strange.

But for a long time, elite families practiced a selective breeding

of their bloodlines, carefully vetting mates for various traits so as

to  strengthen their  bloodlines,  rather  than succumbing to  the

vagaries of tempestuous emotional forces like love or lust. “Of

good  breeding”  was  a  phrase  interpreted  literally.  The  most

obvious  manifestation  of  this  became  Royal  families

preferentially inter-marrying with other Royal families. 

As you look deeper, you will begin to find those today who

are famous, from politicians to movie stars,  strangely seem to

always be able to track their lineages back to Royal families and

famous  individuals,  almost  as  if  someone  somewhere  was

preferentially  promoting  them  as  a  way  of  keeping  their

bloodlines prominent in the gene pool,, even all these centuries
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later.

Q then goes on to begin to highlight that there is a lot of

shady activity and questionable deaths which occur in proximity

to the Cabal. Diana's death had numerous witnesses, both before

the crash,176 and after,177 who spoke of strange individuals who

seemed  to  be  prepared  for  prior  to,  or  involved  in,  after  her

crash. Others told of a sound as if one car had rammed Diana's

immediately before the main crash, as well as paint chips and

debris found at the scene from a mysterious second car which

was never located, despite tracking down every matching vehicle

in the country at the time.178 Another saw a motorbike using a

strobe-dazzler  to  disorient  Diana's  driver.179 Others  spoke  of

Emergency Services delaying their response and driving Diana

to a distant hospital.180 The implication being Diana may have

been  killed,  and  if  she  was  it  would  probably  be  because  of

things she witnessed during her time within the Royal family.

Q then brings up Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of London. He

spent time as an adviser to the Queen early in his career, as part

of the Privy Council,181 and he has ties,  again, to the Muslim

Brotherhood.182 So again, you have a high-ranking leader of a

Western Nation who has at their side a member of the Muslim

Brotherhood. And the CIA-Mockingbird news media is silent.

“MI5 agent deaths” leads to only one result on Google,

176 http://archive.is/lyHRB
177 http://archive.is/n3thS
178 http://archive.is/uMpG7
179 http://archive.is/Dw9by
180 http://archive.is/DyUEE

181 http://archive.is/Tqgt7
182 http://archive.is/cZD3C
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namely  Gareth  Williams,  who  was  actually  an  MI6  foreign

intelligence officer who was found murdered and sealed inside a

dufflebag.183 Officials  initially  tried  to  explain  it  away  as  an

autoerotic activity that went awry, though later that explanation

fell apart, so they blamed it on the Russians.

However  Q  may  not  be  pointing  to  that,  particularly

because it is an MI6 officer. What Q may be pointing to is that

on all of google, there is not one result for any MI5 officer who

has  died,  in the line  of  duty  or  otherwise.  MI5 is  the British

equivalent  of  the  US  FBI.  For  many  years  its  officers  were

involved  in  an  outright  insurgency  against  Irish  Republican

Army terrorists who were heavily armed and trained overseas by

other terrorist groups.184 Have they never sustained a single line-

of-duty death? Have they never had a single suicide which made

the news? Has an MI5 officer never died in a car accident, or a

random crime, or in any way which was reported in any news

outlet? Why do we have a report of an MI6 foreign intelligence

officer's death, and yet not a single report of any MI5 officer's

death. By contrast, we have numerous accounts of US CIA and

FBI agents dying in the line of duty and otherwise. 

Q may be pointing out how controlled the news is when it

comes  to  reporting  the  deaths  of  MI5  officers  as  a  way  of

183 http://archive.is/SEy4G
184 Again, if there is power, influence, or danger within any organization,

understand that Cabal intelligence will likely infiltrate and try to co-opt such an
organization. It is not, to me, entirely clear if the IRA was as it seemed – a separatist
group which operated against British domestic intelligence competently enough to
be effective for decades despite overwhelmingly superior British technical and
physical surveillance capabilities. It may be more likely Cabal restricted British
security service activities, and then infiltrated and controlled the IRA so it could use
it to threaten the public and thereby gain societal justification for openly turning
London, a Cabal financial center, into the most heavily surveilled city on the planet.
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showing that in Britain, those who serve in that role know, they

can disappear without a sound in the media or otherwise. Such a

state of affairs could help you keep a lot of secrets – and would

probably arise if you had a lot of embarrassing secrets to keep.

Q then moves on to the concept of a Secret Society, and its

relation  to  the  migrant  surges.  I  believe  I  may  have  inside

information on why this is significant. But to understand it, you

first  have  to  take  a  closer  look  at  the  domestic  surveillance

machine.  Online,  I  have long been describing the  problems I

have seen with what I thought at the time was an over-grown

American surveillance state. Read my writings at my site, and

you will see one of the complaints I made, starting years ago,

was that it was recruiting heavily among new immigrants.

After  I  introduced  r/K  Political  Theory,  and  somebody

took note of it, I began to notice that all around me, emerging

from the wood work, were what appeared to be normal citizens

following me.  As I  continued to promote r/K,  the interactions

became more aggressive, and they appeared to want to intimidate

me, by asserting themselves as some sort of surveillance force,

openly talking into their wrist while looking at me, or boxing me

in, in traffic. It only pissed me off, and drove me to redouble my

efforts to promote r/K Theory.

As it  progressed,  I  noticed many appeared to  have just

arrived in the country as new immigrants. I assumed they were

being recruited on arriving, and noted on my site this ran the

risk of eventually handing a very powerful domestic intelligence

apparatus, which was already being abused, over to foreigners

who might not feel the same loyalty to the Constitution, America,

and other traditional institutions our citizens valued.
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Obviously  the  surveillance  was  of  interest,  so  I  began

researching  it  online.  Others,  with  far  less  involvement  in

politics had been reporting the same things going back to the

early 2000's, and there were even a few cases I found predating

that, though it seems it was much less common before then.

One of the most interesting things I found was that some

people fled their countries, for nations where they thought the

surveillance would not be able to follow them. One tried Japan,

assuming Japanese domestic security would not allow American

intelligence to recruit Japanese civilian informant networks to

run  harassment  operations  in  their  country.  Another  tried

China.  Others  headed  to  Europe,  thinking  domestic  security

there would frown on Americans running any sort of embedded

intelligence  networks  on  their  home  turfs,  made  up  of  their

citizens. All reported leaving their domestic surveillance at the

airports  at  home,  and  then  being  picked  up  by  identical

operations on landing in the foreign countries, made up of locals

who seemingly were trained in the exact same techniques – and

who knew who they were.

It was as if China was allowing US surveillance to recruit

its Chinese citizens, and give them orders to follow and harass

US citizens who visited the country. In the old paradigm, where

nations  were  in  competition,  and  rival  intelligence  agencies

would zealously guard their turf, it made no sense. But what if

there was something else – a covert non-state actor, running a

global intelligence operation that had covertly subverted nations

all over the globe and was running them as puppet governments

so the people would never rebel against a single global “ruler?”

If this was the case, then the surveillance operation in the
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US, and the surveillance  operation in China would be getting

targets from the same boss. If that were the case, then a target

who flew from California to Beijing could expect to be picked up

at the local airport. It was the only explanation that made sense.

I eventually found a way to look at this operation's global

tentacles  myself.  As  I  cruised  various  countries  on  Google

Streetview, I began to see images which looked unusually like

domestic surveillance operators clocking the Streetview Car as it

passed. I took the car into areas where you shouldn't see much

traffic, and lo and behold, there was surveillance everywhere. 

Around the time things heated up with my surveillance.

They slowed me down getting a critically ill dog to the vet, which

pissed  me  off,  and  I  began  doing  more  posts  exposing  their

operations.  At  night  as  I  slept,  I  began  awaking  to  bizarre

vibrations of my body, as if I was being hit with some sort of

pressure waves of energy.185

So I began doing more posts analyzing these observations

of  the  Streetview  car,  and  how  it  revealed  what  in-person,

physical  surveillance  looked  like.  When  I  did  Bulgaria,  one

reader responded, saying he vacationed in that very area with

family  who  lived  there,  and  when  he  went  and  looked  at

Streetview, he was shocked at how much more foot traffic and

vehicles he saw, compared with when he would travel there.

As I continued these analyses, I was struck by how this

covert, civilian informant/surveillance network was everywhere,

185 Two others who experienced the surveillance state, Navy Yard shooter
Aaron Alexis, and the murderer of Sheriff's Deputy Natalie Corona both also
reported similar vibrations from some sort of thru-wall “body-vibrating” device.
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using the same tradecraft.  You could cruise the backstreets of

rural Japan and see it, and then head to a dirt road in a rural

area in Sri Lanka, and find it there.

So  here,  Q  asks,  “Why  are  Migrants  Important?”

followed by, “What are assets?” Long before Q, I had discerned

somebody  was  flooding  this  country  with  migrants  who  were

acting  as  covert  assets  to  surveil  and  harass  Americans.

Although I initially suspected an American intelligence outfit, I

subsequently noted that the operation harassing me seemingly

had operations – and assets - all over the globe.

What Q is saying is that Cabal is using the migrant waves

to marshal all of the assets they have recruited all over the globe,

bringing them into the West, where they will be expected to show

loyalty to this network. At the least they will vote how Cabal will

tell  them  to,  and  in  their  spare  time  they  will  act  as  an

harassment/intimidation  force  to  try  and  control  the  political

battlefield. And occasionally, if Q can be believed (and I think he

can), the more criminal elements of this network , such as MS13,

will be used for even worse. I have no doubt this is an attempt to

flood our nation with agents who will be loyal to this conspiracy

before they are loyal to our country, or our fellow citizens. 

Notice  Q  repeats  these  questions  four  times.  I  agree

entirely with his assessment of this idea's importance. The mass

migration events of late have nothing to do with human rights. It

is, plain  and  simple, an invasion by hostile non-state actors to

subvert our governments through the use of infiltrated assets. It

is  an  invasion.  That  we  have  tolerated  it  this  long,  without

opposing this destruction of our very society by foreigners is a

measure of just how much the Cabal has managed to weaken
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our mental resolve and our commitment to traditionally normal

American principles of patriotism and loyalty to country.

Q then begins to introduce the idea of occult practices and

satanism. There is some sort of occult aspect to the Cabal and its

members.  Hillary  Clinton  recruited  psychic  Jean  Houston  to

help  her  commune  with  Eleanor  Roosevelt,  as  Bill  Clinton

famously spoke of.186 Then there were the Podesta emails which

revealed  high-level  Democrats  from politics,  to  entertainment

and business, were routinely attending “Spirit cooking” sessions

with self-styled occultist Marina Abramovic.187 At the same time

we  are  finding  elsewhere  within  this  network  exist  cults  like

NXIVM, which attempt to control members with less paranormal

belief systems.

At this point all we know is high-level power players in

our  society  attend  these  functions,  and  appear  to  at  least

entertain themselves with occult ceremonies.

Given what I have seen, we do not need to jump to the

supernatural as an explanation, however. Let us take a moment

and indulge in some speculation, as a mental exercise. Much of

Cabal's  control  is  based  upon  psychological  control.  In  the

article on Spirit Cooking and Marina Abramovic, above, notice

how  the  woman  described  believed  she  had  actually  killed

someone with a hex. One possible mechanism for some Cabal

command  and  control  of  their  network,  which  would  greatly

minimize risk of an operational-security compromise, would be

the simulated-supernatural explanation.

186 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGFUzixmuz8
      http://archive.is/TuxZF
187 http://archive.is/R3Rvk
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That is, when Cabal is bringing people in, it leads them to

supernatural belief systems. Simultaneously, it uses its massive

ground surveillance operations to monitor them closely, and it

then combines the use of its intelligence with a molding of events

in their lives to exert control over their behavior through their

belief system. As an example, suppose Cabal brought someone

they wanted to recruit to an occult ceremony, telling them it was

a religion of the successful because it was real. They decided to

try it out, and performed their own ceremony, in the privacy of

their  house,  maybe  requesting  a  certain  amount  of  money.

Unbeknownst to them, Cabal surveillance was listening in their

house, and observed the ceremony. It then arranged for them to

fall into that exact amount of money.

In their mind,  the religion's  power was confirmed, and

you now have an individual who believes a supernatural entity

that  is  all  powerful  is  listening to  them at  all  times,  and has

power of life or death over them. I cannot help but think of Dave

Mustain, lead singer of the band Megadeth. He recounted how

satanism is real, because he cast two spells in high school, one to

hurt a bully, the other to sleep with the hottest girl in the school

who was way out of his league. Very quickly the bully was hurt

the exact  way he requested,  and he had slept  with the girl.188

Suppose  she  was  in  the  secret  society,  surveillance  saw  the

rituals, and her parents told her to do it as a training exercise,

while a vehicular team arranged a car accident  for the bully.

Suddenly Mustain was a believer, they had control of him, and

they proceeded to promote him to the position of Rockstar.

That may not be far from the truth, and the reality would

188 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwDbiajBEbk
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be Cabal  had just  acquired an asset  which will  do what  they

want,  and  which  fears  them.  And  yet,  he  could  never  reveal

anything  of  interest  to  investigators  about  their  chain  of

command, nor could he testify against them in a court of law,

because nobody would believe satan was his boss.

How might this look in real life? Imagine for a moment

Osama  bin  Ladin.  Imagine  bin  Ladin  was  under  close

surveillance from a very early age, both technical and physical,

as well as infiltrators sent to get close to him in his organization.

As he began setting up a network, Cabal intelligence intervened

to make sure things went very well for him. Money, connections,

it all happened and bin Ladin saw Allah showing him the way. 

All along the way, a covert intelligence operation, with the

degree  of  civilian  involvement  as  I  have  seen  embedded

throughout  the  populace,  could  give  him  signs  and  offer

opportunities, and in doing so steer his path. He would be under

the impression only an all seeing god could be behind it, if he did

not grasp the sheer magnitude of the manpower arrayed against

him, and its ability to hear/observe everything from a distance,

and even through walls, inside even the most denied of areas.

Part  of  me suspects  this  happened to  bin Ladin simply

because  of  the  extensive  library  he  amassed  in  that  little

compound in Abbottabad. Among the books were many on Cabal

subjects,189 such  as  the  bloodlines  and  genealogy  of  the

Illuminati, the real leaders behind the scenes of the free world,

and so forth. It carried the feel of a man who, left alone with his

thoughts to reflect on the past, began to wonder if all of those

189 https://www.dni.gov/index.php/features/bin-laden-s-bookshelf
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strange forks in the road that popped up in front of him, and the

decisions he was steered to may not have been  Allah after all.

It struck a familiar chord, and I cannot help but wonder if

he had begun to realize he was a pawn in somebody else's game.

It might even be why the decision was made to let him be found

and taken out. I can't tell you this is how the mechanism works.

But given the control I have seen all around me, and the strange

obsession that otherwise intelligent people in power seem to have

with occult beliefs, it is one plausible mechanism which might fit

the evidence.
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The image posted above will be on the next page:
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The link at the bottom was wiped from Youtube.190  

190 A rchive (sans video) of the page: http://archive.is/FSDBC
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It was a video of a Swiss Government opening ceremony

for a train tunnel,191 which examined the occult symbology that

was incorporated into the ceremony. It showed that the elites of

Cabal would throw occult imagery in their public performances

and displays. Some think this is due to occult beliefs, some think

it is a wink and a nod between fellow travelers at the top who

have all undergone the initiations and partaken of their rituals

on admission to the Secret Society, and thus will recognize the

hidden  signs.  What  was  significant  was  that  Youtube  would

quickly delete a video which really did not seem to violate any

terms of service or contain anything objectionable.

191 Original ceremony video reposted:  https://youtu.be/I4NU0Tok1T4
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Q  had  posted  some  sort  of  coded  orders  implying  a

movement to arrest Barack Obama was in action. It was however

disinformation designed to precipitate action, according to Q.
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 This  anon  took  one  of  Q's  previous  posts  of  random

numbers and showed it was coordinates of a location, but it later

appeared that  this  was disinformation being released by Q to

affect some decisions made by Cabal actors. It is important to

note,  Q  may  never  have  been  here  to  inform  anons,  or  the

public. His purpose may have been to reveal enough accurate
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data to establish a cover as some form of public disclosure, and

then  utilize  that  cover  to  drop  disinformation  to  affect  the

behavior of bad actors elsewhere. Indeed, in retrospect, it would

appear  one   major  objective  he  fulfilled  was  to  create  a

perception, for years,  that action was imminent. In reality the

operation  targeting  the  Cabal  was  a  very  long-term  plan

designed to build a legal “relative-superiority” slowly over years,

before finally taking action against the players involved. 

As all of this is happening, the mass of sealed indictments

of  Cabal  agents  throughout  critical  positions  is  growing,  and

setting the stage for a mass-unsealing which will purge all  of

them from the legal and judicial system instantly. Trump also is

confirming new judges who will  be certified as Cabal-free,  so

when the judiciary is purged, there will remain a body of judges

capable of handling Cabal-related cases to complete the purge.

In the mean time, Q kept the Cabal focused on addressing

short-term problems, rather than letting them address the longer

term legal attacks which were slowly approaching. Regardless,

in order to establish that  cover and credibility  he required,  Q

would need to release enough credible and correct information

to make his releases still quite interesting to observe. And as will

later be shown, he does release interesting information which

was inexplicably dead on.
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Saudi Arabia was the primary banker for Cabal.  There

may have  been multiple reasons. Saudi Arabia moves enormous

cash flows as it supplies the world with energy. This may have

allowed a better camouflaging of currency movements within the

flow.  As  an energy  provider  which controlled  the  flow of  oil,

Saudi  Arabia  could  exert  political/economic  pressure  on  any

nation  which  attempted  to  investigate  its  activities.  Indeed  it

could  funnel  cash  payments  merely  by  offering  oil  at  lower

prices  to  various  entities,  or  launder  cash  for  two  parties  by

charging one entity seeking to give money a higher price for oil,
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and another entity seeking to receive cash a lower price for oil,

obviously working the transaction to be paid a cut themselves. As

a dictatorial nation known to contain radical Islamist elements,

any  treachery  that  did  come to  light,  such  as  9/11,  could  be

attributed to isolated bad actors who are no longer even alive

due  to  mysterious  accidents  which  befell  them.  Saudi  Arabia

would be easily influenced itself via a carrot and stick method,

given  its  leaders  on  the  one  hand  were  offered  a  life  of

unimaginable wealth and comfort, while on the other side they

sit precariously atop a population composed mostly of unskilled

and restless Islamist radicals who are dependent upon the state

for all their financial needs. Deviate from Cabal's wishes, and a

coup  would  be  easy  to  stir  up.  And  finally,  as  essentially  a

dictatorship prone to kill political enemies, there is not a strong

and  unyielding  domestic  legal  infrastructure  to  investigate

questionable  financial  transactions  and  then  pursue  legal

remedies  designed  to  foster  a  greater  good.  If  it  merely

compromised the leaders, Cabal could do what it wanted within

Saudi  Arabia,  both hidden and free  from consequence in  the

unlikely event they were ever exposed in the world.

The implication of Obama reading a book about a post-

American world was that he was expecting to see a world where

America had declined from its superpower status.

Prince Alwaleed’s close friend, Khalid Abdullah Tariq al-

Mansour helped Barack Obama get into Harvard Law School.192

Alwaleed is a major donor to Hillary Clinton's campaign, and

even insulted President Trump on Twitter when he was running

for  office  (Trump  mocked  him  in  reply,  referring  to  him  as

192 http://archive.is/2KIUr
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“Dopey Prince Alwaleed”193). Alwaleed had also contributed to

causes associated with the Bush family,194 was an investor in the

Carlyle  Investment  Group  with  Bush  Senior  (which  profited

from the Iraq War),195 and was a major investor in Fox News196

even as he was funding the families of Muslim suicide bombers.

The  implication  is  Alwaleed  had  links  to  and  supported  both

Hillary  and Obama,  as  well  as  the  Bush  family,  and  Islamic

terrorism, because they were all employees of the same employer

who operated out of Saudi Arabia. That brings us to 9/11. We

have  long  heard  rumors  9/11  was  covertly  funded  by  Saudi

interests, and that our political leaders have covered this up to

protect the Kingdom from embarrassment due to the actions of a

few  radicals  within  it.  Perhaps  it  was  something  behind  the

Saudis  who  perpetrated  that,  using  Saudi  banks,  and  it  was

covered up to protect that entity.

Q  then  points  out  the  recent  release  of  the  JFK

assassination documents, implying Cabal was involved in that.

As this progresses, Q will assert that JFK had begun to confront

Cabal, though he did not grasp the extent of the conspiracy he

faced, and they killed him before he could act against them.

Q then points out the extent to which Cabal bled America

financially,  from  overcharging  on  government  contracts,  to

starting wars to get the nation to payout trillions of dollars to

Cabal defense contractors which would find their way to Cabal

accounts,  to  diverting foreign and humanitarian aid to  Cabal

entities. We were told our state of perpetual war just happened,

193 http://archive.is/FBXnE
194 http://archive.is/bxAh9
195 http://archive.is/Aydpx
196 http://archive.is/0bxOT
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or that it was chance that President Trump sought to get out of

Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. He was drying up Cabal funding. 

This becomes a theme of Cabal  in many nations. If Q is

correct, it is one of the longest running intelligence operations in

history. As such, it has gradually infiltrated agents into areas of

influence, and it has compromised, and gotten control of most, if

not all of the players on all sides of every conflict, and it profits

off all of them as it pits them against each other across the globe.

At  this  point,  with  this  level  of  control,  of  the  political

parties, of the politicians, of the intelligence apparatuses, of the

criminal actors, of academia, of business, of cultural institutions

like  Hollywood and broadcast  networks,  of  civilian informant

networks,  and  even  the  news,  now  Cabal  spends  its  efforts

overseeing  the  societal  battlefield  it  already  almost  totally

controls. You can see how intelligence operations accrete, until

they assume an almost black-hole-like state. By now, Cabal can

make or break any new players entering the arena. Add in files

on everyone, and it's civilian network, and it has total control.

Suppose two civil liberties organizations enter the social

square. One is principled, supports the little guy's rights, and  is

run by an incorruptible leader. The other is run by a pedophile,

and  the  organization  will  gladly  sacrifice  principle  for  cash

donations. Cabal can destroy the honest one by any number of

means.  IRS  inquiry,  intelligence  penetration  and  takeover,

criminal  assault  by  a  street  gang  member,  or  Cabal  can just

order  its  media  allies  to  completely  ignore  the  newcomer.

Conversely,  Cabal  can  contribute  money  to  the  corruptible

group,  order  its  media  to  publicize  it,  protect  it  from all  law

enforcement investigation, and add it to its stable of assets. 
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Two groups,  and Cabal  can produce the exact  opposite

outcome from a meritocracy. You can see how an intelligence

operation reaches a critical mass, at which point total control of

the battlefield it operates on becomes almost like a natural force

behind it, like gravity, driving it toward total control. And if that

intelligence  operation  predated  the  US's  counter-intelligence

apparatus this Cabal would have owned that too, from the start.
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Now Q begins to introduce that there is a substantial child

sexual abuse issue involved in Cabal activities. You will see more

and more evidence for this as time goes on. On Q's board, as

anons have dug through social media accounts of those Q has

drawn attention to, disturbing images and coded messages have

pointed to  an entire  network devoted to  supplying Cabal  with

vulnerable  children,  which is  presumably  supported  by  Cabal

leadership  due  to  the  level  of  control  such  blackmailable

activities provides.

At the end Q begins to introduce the idea that Cabal has

used its political, media, and cultural apparatuses to foster an

increasingly partisan political divide. This benefits Cabal in that

it  diverts  attention from Cabal  to  ideology.  As  a  result,  every

election ends up a corrupt Cabal candidate from the right, and a

corrupt Cabal candidate from the left. We vote for one of them

because our focus is on ideology, rather than the more important

issue of corruption and Cabal affiliation. 

Indeed, 2016 was almost an election between Hillary and

Jeb Bush. Even as we elected Donald Trump, there was almost

half  of  the  country  who  opposed  him  based  on  left-wing
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ideology, even as “Establishment Republicans” sought to defeat

him from the right. That ideological opposition to Donald Trump

would diminish the amount of voter-fraud needed to defeat him,

and could be proffered to “explain” his loss. Sadly, much of that

portion  of  the  country  who  opposed  him  ideologically  would

even countenance such fraud, were it exposed, claiming it was

done for a greater good ideologically.  In reality it  would only

have served Cabal and fostered this corrupt conspiracy.

Q has  yet  to  fully  explain this  post,  but  I  am going to
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speculate  here.  One  interesting  thing  Q  has  exposed  is  that

today's  billionaires  do not  have  familial  roots  extending back

before WWII. This an anomalous, because money makes money.

There was an article about two scientists who had made a

bet with each other over when aging would be cured. I forget the

exact numbers, but if I were to approximate them from memory

it  was  something  like  they  bet  whether  someone  alive  today

would be alive in 300 years. The size of the bet was something

like $3 trillion dollars, to be collected by their heirs, assuming

aging were not cured soon enough for them to collect in person.

They were able to wager such a large sum by each placing

$500 in some sort of bond investment with compounded interest

which would be rolled over until the date the bet was settled. At

that  point  it  was  to  be  $3  trillion,  or  some  such  ridiculous

amount.  The  point  being,  if  a  family  had  millions  of  dollars

before WWII, with even a small amount, invested passively with

compounded interest,  their  family should have maintained,  or

even advanced their ultra-rich status. And yet none had. Every

billionaire's fortune is but a flash in the pan, often earned by

quirk of chance or spark of genius, and it is returned to dust or

given to “charity” on their passing. Contemplate the principle of

compounded interest, as well as how the ultra-rich make money

far faster than they possibly can spend it, and think about that.

What Q will seem to assert is that the billionaires we see

may not actually be the real billionaires. It's possible the reality

is  a  few families,  ages  ago,  reached that  level  of  wealth  and

went  underground.  Then,  from  behind  the  scenes,  they  used

public proxies to invest and make their money and expand their

fortunes. While we focus on the public “billionaires,” they live
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their lives with all the benefits of ultra-high wealth, and none of

the detriments like fame and threats – or blame.

Today we are told someone like Mark Zuckerberg comes

up with a spark of  an idea and makes billions from nothing.

Then he decides he doesn't want to pass it on to his family, so he

“donates” it all to some charity which spends it on God-knows-

what, and before long the fortune is gone – and nobody really

knows where it went. At the same time another flash-in-the-pan

billionaire  comes on the scene and repeats  the process.  None

ever wants to produce an enduring legacy, no family member of

their's ever takes a hundred million of their billions and invests

it  with  compounding  interest  as  the  seed  of  a  lasting  family

fortune.  And under current trends,  a few hundred years from

now,  there  will  still  be  no  lasting  billionaire  family  which

completely dominates our economies over generations.

Meanwhile  the  reality  is  that  finances  are  just  like

intelligence.  Just  as  an  intelligence  operation,  getting  large

enough, reaches a critical mass beyond which the natural forces

will push it towards total dominance, so too with finance. You

should reach a certain point of wealth at which point you cannot

spend it fast enough, and the natural tendency will be toward

ever greater financial dominance of the economic environment.

These  observations  may  be  of  greater  importance  than

they appear, as if they are true, they point  to everyone holding

very  basic  understandings  of  the  world  which  are  completely

wrong. Having gone as far into Q-Anon as I have, I find myself

thinking it more likely than not that if we hold such mistaken

basic  assumptions  about  the  world,  they  were  given  to  us

through culture to help (((Them))) hide more easily.
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The slush fund Sessions dispensed with was a DOJ slush

fund used to pay out settlements to left-wing interest groups,197 a

means of routing government money into Cabal-influence ops.

Fast and Furious was an ATF operation which armed the

Mexican drug cartels with American guns smuggled across the

border  into  Mexico.  Some  thought  US  intelligence  was

supporting drug cartels, and this was one operation supporting

them.198 But  if  Cabal  had  infiltrated  our  government,  and

infiltrated  criminal  groups  worldwide,  this  could  have  been a

case of Cabal, Inc. having one US subsidiary arm up its cartels.

The Fed is controlled by a consortium of private banks,

many  of  which  are  directly  or  indirectly  controlled  by  the

Rothschild family or companies.

197 http://archive.is/fejcV
198 http://archive.is/AoiFE
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I have long noticed the phenomenon that just as bad news

for the Cabal hits, there will be a sudden, seemingly unrelated

mass casualty event which will divert media attention from it. It

has often been discussed openly on conservative websites, with

some  mass  casualty  events  even  seeming  custom  tailored  to

current events, such as the first ever mass-shooting to involve a

silencer199, which makes it harder to aim and shoot fast, as well

as retain a weapon in a close-quarter struggle,  occurring just

before the only time the Supreme Court has ever been about to

decide whether to hear a case assessing their legality.200

Obviously you can see why Cabal would like us disarmed.

What Q will increasingly reveal on this front is that Cabal

199 http://archive.is/dat17
200 http://archive.is/dtksz
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appears to view humans as computers, whose behavior is based

upon the inputs they receive. In the realm of politics, the inputs

they receive are almost exclusively composed of the mainstream

news  media  sources  they  observe.  Thus  if  you  control  the

mainstream news media sources, you control the informational

inputs  people  receive,  and  by  extension,  you  control  their

behavior.  Obviously  we  see  precedents  for  that  in  the  CIA's

previously discussed project Mockingbird, where the CIA made it

a goal to either turn news reporters into assets of the Agency, or

actually install their agents and officers as news reporters.

Q then points out that one of the major terrorist actors

today  who  has  often  supplied  the  attacks  which  changed  the

topics  was  ISIS  –  a  terrorist  organization  formed by  Western

Intelligence  and  supported  as  a  counterbalance  to  Assad  in

Syria.  Indeed,  Donald Trump eradicated ISIS from the world

stage almost immediately on taking office, whereas Obama first

downplayed  their  relevance  in  trying  to  deflect  scrutiny  from

them when he called them the “JV team,” and then refused to

address them as a major threat and eradicate them. Again under

the Q paradigm, Obama was merely a Cabal employee following

the orders from Management to run cover for another employee.

In  Q's  paradigm,  the  NSA,  as  a  Military  Intelligence

outfit,  is  the  last  holdout  against  Cabal's  infiltration  and

subversion.  Q  implies  restrictions  placed  on  NSA's  spying  in

America are to keep NSA from spying on Cabal members as they

engage  in  their  conspiracy.  Admiral  Rogers  appears  to  have

opposed Cabal, as evidenced by the push to remove him by three

Cabal agents in the Intelligence establishment.201

201 http://archive.is/y2WQS
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Altogether  what  Q  is  drawing  attention  to  are  various

facts, which combined together, point to an extensive, possibly

non-state  intelligence  operation  which  spans  national

boundaries,  which extends back before WWII,  and which has

installed a massive network of corruption within just about every

facet  of  our governmental  and civilian societal  infrastructure.

And since the President sets classification standards, he has the

power  to  declassify  what  needs  to  be  revealed  to  expose  this

conspiracy to the nation. That this is not happening immediately,

implies there is  a broader plan afoot,  and the declassification

will happen on a specific timetable within it.
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Obama gave illegal aliens an assurance that if they voted

in our elections, nobody would be investigating, so they would be

able  to  get  away  with  it.202 Basically  Q  is  saying  that  our

elections were thoroughly compromised by the Cabal through a

mixture  of  voter  machine  manipulation  by  the  compromised

manufacturers, illegal aliens voting, and other voter fraud. And

it was all supported up through the President, Barack Obama.

202 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfgEvgVC6Qs&feature=youtu.be
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Here Q points out the power of controlling the narrative.

Republicans  freed slaves.  Democrats  opposed the  Civil  Rights

movement. Hillary's mentor, Robert Byrd was a KKK member.203

And yet the Cabal, by controlling the narrative, has been able to

convince  everyone  that  Democrats  are  the  party  of  black

America, to whom all blacks owe unquestioned loyalty, 

The bad news Q refers to is that Judicial Watch uncovered

papers  showing  FBI  Deputy  Director  Andrew McCabe's  wife

had  received  over  $700,000  in  campaign  contributions  from

Clinton  Associates,  as  McCabe  personally  oversaw  Hillary's

email/Classified-mishandling  investigation  up  until  a  week

before the election.204 The attack which overshadowed that bad

news was a Texas church mass-shooting.205

203http://archive.is/IyDwl
204http://archive.is/yL9DJ
205http://archive.is/RMKgK
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This was an aerial photo from Hong Kong with no copy

available on the internet, so it was an original, which Q implied

came from Air Force One through the filename, though at the

time AF1 was not supposed to be in that area.
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The image is a photo reiterating all the posts to date.
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Another photo of small islands under light cumulus cloud

cover, ostensibly from Air Force One based on the AF1 filename.

What this is supposed to indicate is that Trump is traveling to

places  which  are  not  being  publicized.  The  photo  has  been

altered for brightness and contrast to appear better in print. The

original photo can be seen at :

 http://qanon.pub/data/media/1510288305037.png 
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Again, this is a picture of all Q posts to this point.
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Here Q makes a reference to the “Eye of Providence” - a

symbol  of  a  pyramid  with  an  eye  inside  the  top.  To  find  the

puppet masters, you must track funding through the House of
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Saud,  the  Rothschild  Family,  and  George  Soros.  Funding  is

channeled  into  the  Cabal  from  governments  through  war

expenditures, fraud, climate pacts, foreign aid, charity, etc.

Q then introduces the importance of bloodlines. Those at

the top did not choose the mates whose genes would meld with

their family genes haphazardly using emotions like love. Their

mates were carefully selected to produce a stronger bloodline.

And  in  a  form  of  “kin-selection,”  where  one  individual

facilitates the breeding success of a related individual to advance

their shared genes, it appears the bloodline families keep track

of everywhere their  genes  may wander  to  through things like

affairs and dalliances, and they use the machinery they control

to confer favor upon those relatives, placing them in positions of

importance, and using them as assets to support the machine.

Q  then  draws  attention  to  billionaire  investor  Jeffery

Epstein,  and  his  private  island  in  the  Virgin  Islands.  At  the

southern tip of his island is a strange building resembling an

Islamic mosque, complete with a gold-plated dome on top of it. Q

implies there are underground levels beneath it, and the puppet-

masters perform some sort of occult rituals there.

It is unclear to what degree Cabal leaders actually believe

in occultism and satan in a religious/philosophical sense, and to

what degree it is a convenient explanation for why new inductees

may be  required  to  engage  in  evil  acts  during  induction and

promotion ceremonies which could facilitate blackmail later on.

President Putin's quote about the elites worshiping satan came

from the article below.206

206 http://archive.is/k6db9
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Fairly  straightforward.  Once  the  House  of  Saud  was

taken  over  by  Crown  Prince  Mohammed  bin  Salman,  all  of

Cabal's  assets  were forced to  hand over  all  of  their  financial

records  and  wealth.  This  has  yielded  all  of  the  intelligence

needed to take down the networks throughout the world, as it has

frozen up all of Cabal's funds which were being laundered and

stored in Saudi Arabia.
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These will all be compromised assets of Cabal who Q will

assert are being driven from office, by the Military Intelligence

counter-coup  that  is  purging  Cabal  from  our  government.  I

assume  Q  acquired  their  blackmail  files,  and  has  now made

clear  to  them  that  they  will  leave,  or  they  will  suffer  the

consequences  of  their  files  being  made  public.  Cabal  has

probably  acceded  to  this,  under  threat  of  the  citizenry  being

given their own files, and seeing how Cabal spied on them.
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Here,  Q  is  emphasizing  how massive  wealth  inevitably

grows. You have these ultra-wealthy families, and none is known

to dominate economically? All of the richest people in the world

stumbled on one idea, and accumulated their wealth in a matter

of decades by chance, eclipsing wealthy families who have been

around for centuries? Here Q points out that those old families

have been dominating, regardless of what you were told.

It's thought Keystone is from a speech John F Kennedy

gave the morning he was assassinated. He referred to America

as “the keystone in the arch of freedom.”207  As a result of that

status, America had become the prime target of any conspiracy

looking to  eliminate  freedom. There is  also a software spying

tool called Keystone, that will figure in later.

Q also raises the idea Kim Jong Un may not be in charge

of North Korea. Long before Q, I thought the idea of Kim as the

leader  of  North  Korea  was  strange.  Decades  back  a  North

Korean minisub went aground in a bay in South Korea.208 Once

the tide ran out, it would have attracted a lot of attention, so the

crew, and a Special Forces unit it was carrying, exited and made

their  way  to  land.  They  found  the  crew  lined  up  inside  the

207 http://archive.is/HletA
208 http://archive.is/UqgjA
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treeline. They had been knelt down and immediately executed,

presumably by the Special Forces team which then made its way

north to get home. The ruthlessness struck me every time I saw

Kim, especially when he first took control of the country. Here

was a young twenty-something, with no physical capability for

violence, who probably couldn't handle a weapon, had grown up

living a life of luxury and protection, and he was surrounded by

grizzled North Korean Generals with hard faces who would have

executed their own crews on a moment's notice. None of them

ever just took Kim out and seized control? 

Q will  assert  Cabal  took over North Korea, around the

same time they took over Iran, and both have been led by puppet

governments ever since. One problem Cabal would have is that

as a non-state actor it would lack a secure base of operations. In

intelligence, an area where surveillance can not easily penetrate

under an innocuous cover is called a denied area. Denied areas

allow an intelligence operation to plan, to coordinate, and to get

ahead of competing operations. Since Cabal had no state itself,

and was parasitizing local intelligence operations, it  could not

guarantee a clique would not develop within one of those local

operations which might devote surveillance assets to it.

Most people don't grasp how difficult it is to have a denied

area  on  another  intelligence  operation's  turf.  Today,  if  an

intelligence operation can get within a hundred or two hundred

feet, they can probably hear and even “see” to some regard what

is going on within a normal building structure using technology.

The idea you need to plant a bug inside a building is one more

instance  of  Cabal  misinforming  civilians  about  intelligence

operations to  make them weaker.  The truth is  a bug was last
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used  in  the  fifties  and  sixties.  Since  then,  just  as  modern

medicine went from fluoroscopes to advanced 3D imaging with

different  tissues  portrayed  in  different  colors,  which  can  be

observed literally as you are targeting a tissue with multiple sub-

lethal deadly radiation beams on different axes that converged in

one lethal spot, so too has surveillance technology advanced to

the point you can recreate a structure's curtiledge from a remote

position  using  only  data  gathered  well  away  from  the  said

structure, without anyone ever making a covert entry.

If  you  want  a  denied  area  that  surveillance  cannot

penetrate, you really need a nation, with a law enforcement force

acting  as  the  first  layer  of  a  counter-intelligence  operation

devoted to keeping hostile surveillance out of the entire nation.

But Cabal did not have a nation, and even if it did, it would need

that  nation rendered a  no-go zone to  all  Western intelligence

operations if it wanted to be truly secure from eavesdropping and

surveillance. So it needed a nation, ideally denied to the West,

where it could exert absolute control absent any interference by

a free population, or local legal strictures constraining it.

If you believe in the possibility of Cabal (and I have seen

it  with  my  own  eyes),  then  North  Korea  as  a  puppet  regime

would not only seem plausible – it would almost be a mission-

imperative. And it would make sense of a few other data-points,

from Kim not being subject to a violent coup, to even his strange

inability  to  walk  at  times  (one  torture  method  used  in  Asian

nations is tying a subject down on their back and beating the

soles of the feet with rattan canes).

Q  also  indicates  NSA was  vital  because  it's  a  military

agency and  thus was resistant  to  infiltration and corruption.
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Also, the “Bourne” movies might have some significance later

on.  (It  will  be  revealed  later  both  the  plot-line  of  the  CIA

corrupting a social media company and MK Ultra mind-control

were real facts that somebody drew their movie scripts around.)
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Bloodlines appear to play a large part in determining who

mans the Cabal's operations. Perhaps it is kin-selection driving

Cabal to place related individuals from old bloodline families in

positions  of  power  and influence,  or  maybe it  is  all  a  Secret

Society and they all  know they are different  from the regular

masses, and the regular masses could not be trusted.

Regardless it has long been noted all Presidents save two

(Martin  Van  Buren  and  Donald  J.  Trump)  descend  from
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European  royalty.  Even  Barack  Obama  is  related  to  six  US

Presidents:  James  Madison,  Harry  S.  Truman,  Lyndon  B.

Johnson,  Jimmy Carter,  George  H.  W.  Bush,  and George  W.

Bush.209

You see this in rumors about famous figures in history,

though official narratives tend to ignore them. According to one

account,  Adolf  Hitler's  grandmother  bore  his  father  out  of

wedlock while she worked for a Rothschild family member who

some thought had sired him.210 Angela Merkel bore a striking

resemblance to Hilter's mother, and there was even a rumor one

intelligence agency thought she might have been descended from

him.211

Q's  interest  in  the  Titanic  raises  another  conspiracy

theory  which  alleges  the  sinking  of  the  Titanic  was  not  an

accident.212 This  begins  with  the  Titanic's  sister  ship  the

Olympic, which suffered sufficient damage in an accident as to

render it a total loss. The owners then hatched a scam to insure

the Titanic, swap it with her damaged sister-ship, sink the sister-

ship in an “accident,” and take the insurance money. 

Around this time, the elites wanted to gain control of the

US currency supply through the creation of the Federal Reserve,

but  several  influential  people,  such  as  John  Jacob  Astor  IV,

Benjamin  Guggenheim,  Isidor  and  Ida  Straus,  were  all

adamantly opposed to the Fed. All were on board the Titanic on

her maiden voyage. Astor was actually issued a free invitation,

209 http://archive.is/yK7xy
210 http://archive.is/5qWGE
211 http://archive.is/tTIWM
212 Beveridge, B., Hall, S. (2004). Olympic & Titanic: The Truth Behind the

Conspiracy. Infinity Publishing.
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and in accepting it, sealed his fate. Q seems to imply Cabal knew

of the insurance scam, and they arranged for the opponents of

the Federal Reserve to be on board when it went down.

According  to  the  theory,  J.P.  Morgan,  who  owned  the

company which owned the Titanic, and who was a proponent of

the Federal Reserve, had himself seen to it that it was arranged

for the opponents  of  the Federal  Reserve to be on board.  He

himself  had  publicly  booked  a  ticket  on  the  maiden  voyage

acquiring  a  private  suite  on  board,  complete  with  private

promenade deck, before canceling at the last minute, supposedly

to get a massage.213

Finally, in support of the idea the sinking of the Titanic

could have been an intelligence operation, is the fact everyone

was told it sank after hitting an iceberg, despite a double-hulled

designed specifically to survive such an impact. But in reality,

increasing evidence indicates that it was actually sunk by a coal

fire  on  board  which  weakened  the  hulls  –  something  which

would make sabotage much more likely.214

Again,  in  common society,  this  would  seem ridiculous.

But if you are dealing with intelligence professionals, running

an intelligence  operation,  this  is  exactly  what  they  would  do.

Given J.P. Morgan would have had motivation to both perform

an insurance  scam and  at  the  same time  advance  a  political

agenda,  and  he  owned  the  company,  it  is  not  impossible.  In

criminal parlance, he had motive, means, and opportunity.

Q then covers the Hindenburg, which we are told ignited

213 http://archive.is/SlyZX
214 http://archive.is/j10YR
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when a  spark  of  static  electricity  ignited  the  hydrogen which

filled it. However an FBI report noted that Commander Charles

E Rosendahl, who was in charge of Lakehurst Naval Air Station

had told FBI investigators that due to various events brought to

his attention, he saw purposeful sabotage as a logical cause.215

Q  is  beginning  to  try  to  make  people  realize  that  if  a

hostile foreign intelligence operation has penetrated the media

and government in the US, they control what you hear, and what

theories are lent legitimacy. They write the history you read, and

their professors often teach it. That is an enormous power. Again

Q references Jason Bourne and Deep Dream, the fictional social

media company the CIA had co-opted in the movie. 

Note  today how difficult  it  is  to  find stories  on Google

which  deviate  from the  set  narrative  some  class  of  unknown

elites is foisting on the people. Search any right-wing view or

Trump-favoring story today, and the overwhelming number of

stories which come up first will be slanted toward a left-wing,

anti-Trump perspective. Then look at social media companies,

where  critics  of  the  left  and  conspiracy  theorists  are  labeled

either  fake  news  purveyors  and  banned  outright,  or  labeled

Russian bots and banned. 

Somebody is going to great lengths to control what you

see and hear. But the truth is, the only thing that has changed is

that because of the internet you are finding out about it. It has

not  only  always  been  this  way  –  it  has  been  worse.  Q  is

promising the puppetmasters that they are going to be revealed,

and their control over the narrative is ending.

215 http://archive.is/Uat1Z
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Here Q says  to  be  a  patriot,  you cannot  be  lulled  into

complacency  by  accepting  the  quieting  narratives  the  media

machine  gives you or the pat answers the government provides.

It is very likely to be all deceptions, designed to put you to sleep,

and make you powerless.

His leaks to date about conspiracies were simply to give

you an overview that things are not always as you were told, and

those telling you what happened are often owned and controlled

by those with things to hide. 
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But he says to not focus too much on that overview, as

you risk descending into the world of conspiracies of the past,

rather  than  focusing  on  the  explicit  cases  of  corruption  and

criminality today which are most important to address. In truth

everything is so bad that most could not accept how different the

reality is from the lies they have been conditioned to believe.

In National Security circles, the “Q group” is an internal

policing  group  which  watches  NSA  members  for  signs  of

espionage or other behaviors that endanger national security.216

NSA and   Q-group  will  have  the  full  picture  because  of  the

massive extent of the communications intelligence which crosses

their screens, including technical penetrations of all surveillance

operations out there targeting Americans, including Cabal's.

Q now also begins to reveal that there is a war going on

between CIA, which has been penetrated and compromised by

Cabal,  and  the  NSA,  which  hasn't  been  corrupted  due  to  its

power to avert penetration by using all the signals intelligence it

has access to, and the fact it is primarily military-staffed.

Later, it will to look like Edward Snowden, who appeared

to  be  a  lowly  security  guard  in  the  CIA who flunked  out  of

Special  Forces  training,  may  have  been  plucked  and  sheep-

dipped at the outset of his Army Special Forces training by CIA.

He was then trained-up, and sent on an operation into NSA to

politically weaken it and expose/damage its collection programs.

On “cash injections,” CIA supposedly injected cash into

Amazon for cloud computing, and then Amazon turned around

and  purchased  the  Washington  Post.  That  appears  a  natural

216 http://archive.is/0OrfL
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outgrowth of Project Mockingbird. That is why Trump's primary

objective  was  to  discredit  the  Main  Stream  Media  as  “Fake

News.”  It  striped  the  Puppetmasters  of  their  most  powerful

weapon - the ability to set the narrative and tell the public what

to think, and and thereby gain control over what they do. 

Sara Carter's Twitter was hacked when she  reported on

FISA-abuse.217 Have no illusions,  under Obama the country's

most  powerful  surveillance  and  intelligence  operations  were

being run against even the most minor of political voices online. 

217 http://archive.is/Aj2pr
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What Q is  saying here is  no sooner does he reveal  the

backstory  about  the  war  being  fought  between  the  Cabal-

corrupted CIA and the NSA, than the CIA's Project Mockingbird

media, in the form of the NY Times, does a hit-piece on the NSA.

The timing of  this  was  seen as  a  very  public  shot  across  the

NSA's bow by the CIA, and confirmation that Q's story about

what was going on was looking increasingly legitimate.

You will  see as time goes on, the media will  attack the

President, all  using specific keywords simultaneously, as if  all

the major news media celebrities and organizations were getting

a memo each morning with orders from someone.
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The “LdR” in this was thought to be a reference to Lynn

de Rothschild, who had just tweeted out an insult at President

Trump,  later  deleted.218 The “We can hear you breathe,” is  a

reference  to  the  fact  she  is  under  close  surveillance  by  a

technical surveillance team, which supports full surveillance.

218 http://archive.is/4RP9E
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Admiral  Rogers was the one who revealed to President

Trump he was under illegal surveillance at Trump Tower.219

Here is where Q first began to reveal what he claimed was

Trump and Military Intelligence's plan to take down the Cabal.

How do you capture a very dangerous animal? You use a trap. 

The  gist  of  the  plan  was  this.  Sessions  would  recuse

himself, because he was honorable and Cabal would fear they

could not  control  him. Rosenstein,  who appears to have been

going  along  with  Cabal's  cover-ups  previously  would  take

control, and this would cause Cabal's forces in government to

relax, because they thought he was one of them. However he was

not.  He  would  appoint  Mueller,  who  was  a  long-term  Cabal

operative.  Mueller's  job  was  to  give  Cabal  a  sense  they  were

working  toward  impeaching  Trump  and  in  control.  Because

Cabal agents in government felt Mueller was doing something,

the  rest  of  them would  stand  down and  stay  out  of  his  way.

Unbeknownst  to  them,  Mueller  had  already  been  turned  by

Trump and Military Intelligence during the meeting with Trump

219 http://archive.is/bn6ZF
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where he was supposedly being interviewed for the position of

FBI Director (which he was already statutorily disqualified from

taking).  He  was  shown  evidence  which  would  destroy  him if

prosecuted, and offered a deal, which he took. Now he would

investigate  Trump,  give  the  impression  that  he  was  going  to

deliver  impeachment  charges,  and  then  not  do  any  of  that.

Meanwhile DOJ Inspector General Horowitz was investigating

Cabal malfeasance at the Justice Department. A US Attorney in

Utah,  John Huber  was  running  his  own investigation with a

Grand Jury. A stealth prosecutor somewhere else, later identified

as  John  Durham,  would  emerge  running  yet  another

investigation into Cabal malfeasance later. All  along Q would

reveal all of these before they were publicly known.

According  to  Q,  these  investigations  were  building  up

reams of sealed indictments of the biggest corruption network in

the  history  of  the  United  States.  It  is  believed  the  reason for

sealed indictments is this corruption network had already placed

agents throughout the law enforcement and judicial apparatus.

If you tried to prosecute them as the indictments were issued,

prosecutors would accidentally miss filing dates,  judges would

dismiss cases,  and as each case failed due to protection from

someone in the network who sabotaged it, that Cabal operative

would be released, and be able to reoccupy their position in the

government, where they could cover for someone else. 

By sealing all of the indictments, and unsealing them all

at once, everyone is charged at once, and everyone is forced to

recuse  themselves  from  their  positions  in  the  machinery  of

justice. Even without convictions, this will cleanse the machinery

of justice immediately, and prevent individual Cabal operatives
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from subverting the course of justice in each case. As non-Cabal

government  workers  convict  each Cabal  member,  they will  be

removed  from  government  permanently,  and  our  government

can be purged of this corruption network once and for all. If Q's

assertions are correct, it is quite clever, actually. And given the

extent of the network I have seen myself, it is probably the only

way this could be done. If this is true, everything we have seen,

Session's  recusal,  Trump's  tweets  criticizing  him,  Mueller's

investigation,  it  is  all  a  show.  The  real  action  will  be  the

investigations this show is buying time for.

“You Blind the Clowns In America” (CIA) by releasing all

of their hacking tools, as Wikileaks did with the Vault 7 hack.

Everyone patches their systems and those avenues of spying are

gone from their arsenal. Notice these came from an NSA worker.

The one force necessary to retain control is the military,

and Trump has that crucial support.

Air Force One leaving early, flying quickly,220 and landing

in  Hawaii  might  imply  POTUS  was  avoiding  some  sort  of

operation  to  attack  Air  Force  One,  by  moving  before  it  was

prepared to attack. There is a large NSA facility in Hawaii. He

might have been pausing there in response to a threat.

DC is known as the swamp due to the corruption. The

support for Cabal's operations is so great that it voted 91% for

Hillary  Clinton,  and  4%  for  President  Trump.221 That  is  no

coincidence. The vast majority of them are in the Secret Society

of Cabal's network. They knew what Donald Trump would do.

220 http://archive.is/qIJ3X
221 http://archive.is/ozpuz
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Trump  was  returning  from  Asia  and  tweeted  a  video

which contained this image, shot out the window of Air Force

One during POTUS's Asia trip. This will later become a visual

reference to a secret meeting Q claims POTUS had with North
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Korean leader Kim Jong Un in the Forbidden City, presumably

after  some  event,  perhaps  covert  military  action,  had  severed

Cabal from its command and control within North Korea. That

freed Kim Jong Un to make a deal with President Trump, which

was cemented in that meeting. Everything after was just timed

theater designed to aid the Storm.

It  was  after  this  revelation,  that  the  entire  posture  of

North  Korea  and  the  United  States  changed,  seemingly

effortlessly,  and  suddenly  peace  on  the  Korean  Peninsula

seemed well within reach. It would make it appear Trump may

have been rushing back to Hawaii to brief Military Intelligence

in person, within a SCIF, on the outcome of this trip. Either that,

or the turning point had created a moment of extreme risk.
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Here  we  find  this  Cabal  was  set  on  seeking  a  full

dictatorial  takeover,  by  first  flooding  the  nation  with  weaker

foreigners  who  would  lack  the  American  aggression  and

intolerance  of  a  foreign  dictatorship,  and  then  vote  in  a

dictatorship before taking away the vote and just establishing it

outright. If this were to happen, then exposure would not matter.

Obviously, they were engaging in all manners of horrors to exert

their control, and this favored a leadership driven by pure evil. 

My  own  personal  firsthand  experience  with  the  covert

surveillance  state  indicates  an  increasing  absence  of  any

concern about citizens seeing it. There was also no aversion to
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using  overt  intimidation  on  citizens.  This  would  indicate  that

those  at  the  top  indeed  felt  that  full  exposure  of  a  Stasi-like

secret police operation against Americans, was of less and less

concern as a Hillary Clinton Presidency approached. 

At  the  very  least,  they  were  conducting  extensive

psychological  experiments  on  how individuals  would  react  to

being placed under 24/7 surveillance coverage and intimidation

with seeming complicity of local government forces like police

and federal agents. At worst, and more likely, the surveillance

state was already applying it to everyone and actually using all

levels of government to contain those who saw it and resisted. 

Before I ever knew of Q, I knew we were on this path. I

was only unsure of whether it was well into the pilot-program

phase, or if it was fully operational. I suspect it was the latter,

and we were much closer than anyone could ever have imagined

would have been possible in the United States. Q would seem to

confirm this, and the knowledge of it was why President Trump

turned his  back  on a  life  of  ease  and  comfort,  and chose  to

endure the costs to step forward at this moment in history.
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Here Q points out bin Ladin has a history as a CIA asset,

and the Saudis funded 9/11. Then he points out that although

the  military  was  running  the  war  in  Afghanistan  against  Al

Qaida, and  had a full military intelligence operation that was

routinely  accompanying  patrols,  cultivating  and  meeting  with

sources  in Afghanistan,  the CIA was tasked with finding and

killing bin Ladin in a parallel  operation.  Then,  when he was

found unarmed and confused,  rather  than take  him alive  for

interrogation,  they killed him in place.

Then Q highlights that this conspiracy goes back before

WWI, and the families involved use war, both to cull the loyal,

principled warrior psychologies which pose the most threat  to

their  continued  dominance  of  society,  and  to  maintain  their

safety and control  by  keeping us fighting each other.  Finally,

this is why they manipulate the sheep to seek gun control.
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The  significance  of  these  is  not  understood,  but  it  is

assumed they are a message to somebody watching the board.
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Saudi Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal and George Soros, both

Cabal agents, own massive stakes in Twitter.

What has become obvious is that POTUS has used Twitter

more  effectively  than  anyone  on  Cabal's  side.  Their

miscalculation was that they never thought Hillary would lose,

presumably because they had enough voter fraud set up that they

felt  her  election was  assured.  As  this  goes  on,  it  increasingly

seems  Cabal's  model  was  to  use  the  media  to  push  a  false

narrative on us, like Obama's overwhelming popularity. Once we

believed that, when they rigged his electoral victory, we would

assume we had been outvoted, the left had won fairly, and we

would assent to their installation of a leader who would destroy

our nation.

In response to POTUS effectively using twitter to rally his

followers on social media, and drive the narratives he wanted to

drive, twitter (and all of social media) began to try and censor

and control key voices trying to break through to their fellow

Americans.222 This points to someone at the top trying to control

the narrative, and Q asks us to ponder who exactly it could be?

Then Q points out he is beginning to reveal this crumb by

crumb. He goes on to drop that Hugh Hefner was a CIA asset,

and was set up by the agency in his mansion with young women,

where he would throw sex parties for the rich and powerful, to

gather blackmail materials on them. It will come out later that

the celebrities may have been lured into having sex with under-

aged girls groomed for this explicit purpose by rogue CIA agents

serving Cabal, in an operation eerily similar to Jeffrey Epstein's.

222 http://archive.is/ySSm1
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This type of activity only increased as time went on and we came

to the present. More will come out on this later, showing CIA

may have been set up in a neighbor's house, connected to the

Playboy Mansion by underground tunnels,223 which linked into a

basement  vault  holding  hidden  camera  videos  of  all  sorts  of

famous stars having sex in the mansion.224 The ride with Q gets

a lot more interesting and horrifying than this as we go .

223 http://archive.is/ZtYyS
224 http://archive.is/Dx0Yn
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Today  they  denigrate  Pizzagate,  as  well  as  the  idea  of

Jeffrey Epstein working for a bigger conspiracy. The world is

Darwinian. You have been conditioned to think nobody would do

this,  when  we  evolved  under  a  world  which  was  designed  to

confer favor on, and produce, the type of people who would. 
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This refers to a witness in the Uranium One scandal who

was set to testify in front of the Senate.225

The  Q  board  was  being  flooded  by  bot  programs  that

automatically posted nonsense posts to dilute the research and

communications. Q is saying things are spreading regardless.

225 http://archive.is/l8tvn
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The  surveillance  state  is  immense,  and  it  is  not  all

government.  I  am not  even  sure  most  of  it  is.  Much may be

cloaked in the private sector. Here Q is saying Twitter publicly

announced it was going to begin tracking its users off site, and
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seeing  who  they  associate  with.  A social  map  is  a  graphical

representation of social connections, and Twitter appeared to be

beginning  to  assemble  one  for  everyone  who used  it.  And  Q

asserts they were not only tracking online behavior, but offline

as  well,  using  tracking  software  that  was  presumably  geo-

locating phones and studying computer IP addresses to see who

was connected. This sounds bad – a private company, funded by

shadowy figures like George Soros and Saudi Prince Al Waleed,

tracking where you go, who is with you, who you communicate

with, what you say, and even doing it to the President. And this is

not even near being a hundreth of the horror of the surveillance

machine that was created, tracking every American, and poised

to deal with them, had Hillary been elected.
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Q cannot be clear, because he cannot clearly and openly

reveal classified data. So each post is an exercise in speculation.

Here, he seems to be implying Cabal was using inside access at

Twitter to install secret spyware on phones, allowing individuals

to  be  tracked  off  the  site,  thereby  documenting  user's  social

networks  using  everything  on  their  phones,  possibly  even

including  microphones,  cameras,  and  location  tracking.  This

would have allowed them to spy on the President, wherever he

and his twitter phone went, and who he contacted with the phone

(allowing extrapolation of who he may have been meeting and

what  he  may  have  been  doing).  There  are  recent  anecdotal

accounts saying some apps such as the twitter app may also be

performing microphone captures, which in most cases are used

for ad targeting. However this could have allowed eavesdropping

on the President's private conversations. Secret Service detected
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the vulnerabilities,  and warned the President.  This  placed the

President in a position where he would have to either give up his

use of Twitter to mold the narrative, continue to keep a Twitter-

enabled phone near and endure the intelligence it gave away, or

find a third way to bypass the threat and continue to use Twitter.

All of this occurred right after the handover in power in

Saudi Arabia, implying it was a panicked response to a suddenly

emerging threat Cabal wasn't ready for. 

Here  Q  introduces  the  second  meaning  of  Keystone,

though it is only revealed much later. Keystone is a surveillance

tool which opens a user's phone to full access remotely by NSA.

Q is  saying  POTUS opened the  door  of  all  doors  into  Cabal

operations  by  authorizing  NSA taking  full  control  of  Cabal-

owned phones  and accessing everything that  went  on around

them for intelligence value.
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This  would  imply  Q  is  doing  his  job  by  posting  these

intelligence drops, meaning the Q-Anon phenomenon is actually

a  planned  component  of  a  Military  Intelligence  plan.  That

means the plan requires the public be slowly brought up to speed

on  exactly  what  has  been  going  on  behind  the  scenes,  in

preparation  for  a  larger  chain  of  events  which  are  coming,

although it might also mean Q will drop disinformation as well.
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Q posted this on 4Chan in a thread about Janet Yellen

being  forced  out  of  the  Federal  Reserve.  He  then  posted  the

duplicate below on his board.

This  was  posted  by  Q  in  a  thread  discussing  Angela

Merkel  failing  to  form  a  coalition  in  Germany.  It  confirms

Merkel  is  evil,  and  is  serving  Cabal  in  furthering  (((Their)))

migrant agenda.

Online, LARP stands for Live Action Role Play. It is an

online  shorthand  for  a  person  pretending  to  be  something
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important, when really they are not. Followers were noting that

bot  programs were flooding Q's posts  with meaningless posts,

porn,  racism,  and  other  objectionable  content,  making  them

difficult to read and navigate. Q is noting that if he were a fake

LARP,  you  would  not  see  his  threads  rapidly  becoming

unreadable due to such organized activity.

Captain Mike Green was killed piloting a helicopter over

the Rothschild mansion.226 The code was from post 155 above,

and  an  anon  claimed  a  partial  translation  would  have  been

“Confirmation of Drop, Troop Transfer via route 891 at 0600

hours, Green, action 1 at 0600.” Q is implying, if you read the

article,  Military  Intelligence  took  over  the  airfield  where  Air

Traffic  Control  was  shut  down,  and  a  mission  was  launched

from there  against  the  Rothschild  mansion.  So  Q had posted

some orders here, including the Captain's name, in preparation

for  a  future  confirmation  of  the  operation  on  the  board.  I

assume he is also implying the Rothschild's security countered

by using a Cessna to impact the helicopter at some point in the

226 http://archive.is/kbLpq
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mission. 

I  can  confirm firsthand,  that  Cabal  has  significant  air

assets  deployed  and  either  loitering  in  the  air  waiting  for

commands  to  join  surveillance  operations,  or  partaking  in

surveillance  activities,  in  all  major  population  centers.  They

appear to usually be flying under the cover of private aviation,

and I personally have seen many Cessnas, including one flying

nose-up, at the very border of stall speed while circling a target. 

It  is  not  impossible,  as  I  reflect  on it,  they might  have

arranged the ability to remotely hijack control of those aircraft

and fly them remotely in areas where they might want a pseudo-

cruise-missile  capability  on  short  notice,  especially  since  they

probably supply the aircraft to the pilots. I'd assume they do so

without  alerting the pilots.  The idea of  a Cessna impacting a

hostile target is actually more credible than most would think,

given many observations I've made, both about the assets out

there, and the no-boundaries psychologies involved. 

Note  also  how  it  stretches  probability  that  Q  would

mention the Rothschilds,  imply they are under coverage,  then

tweet a stringer with Green and Sky in it, only to have a pilot

named Green fall from the sky over the Rothschild's estate.
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Post  150  was  a  direct  threat  to  Lynn  de  Rothschild,

complete with an assertion she was under active surveillance.

Post 154, immediately prior to the stringer in Post 155, asserted

select  families  like  the  Rothschilds  were  behind  major  world

tragedies like 9/11, WWI, and WWII, that they were using those

tragedies to benefit themselves, and that they were planning a

major extinction-level event in the near future.
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This  references  a  since-deleted  tweet  by  Lynn  de

Rothschild,227 where she adds the hashtag #FlyEaglesFly.  Bill

Clinton's  code  name  was  Eagle,  and  later  it  will  appear  the

FlyXFly references someone dying. It implies it was an order to

assassinate Bill Clinton's to keep him from cooperating with Q.

227 http://archive.is/f7uID
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In the occult, the owl represents the ability to see through

the darkness. For that reason it is supposed to be a symbol of the

Illuminati and the Freemasons. These are two groups who have

fashioned themselves as above the masses due to their ability to

perceive the truths of the world, which all others are oblivious to.

Inherent within that is some assumption that such groups, who

can see the truth in the darkness, would enjoy benefit were the

broader population to be purposely placed in a state of darkness.
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Q says this repeatedly. The elites in Cabal approach it as

if being in a secret club. They revel in showing off their status to

fellow Cabal-members through using their symbols. There is a

good graphic assembled here on the use of the Owl in the artistic

aspects of Cabal institutions,228 and as Q points out, we will see

the horned/antlered/Y-head displayed as  well  as time goes on.

Ironically this will make it easy to identify Cabal's members.

228 http://archive.is/Lhhik
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Photos from a 1972 Rothschild Illuminati party.229 Baron

Guy  de  Rothschild  is  in  an  owl  hat,  and  Marie-Hélène  de

Rothschild is in the antlered-deer, Y-head mask.

Next up is a summation of our nation's recent history. It

229 https://archive.is/VNjpQ
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may not click with you now, but as evidence accumulates, and it

will, you will be blown away. We have been being lied to for a

long, long, time, to the point we are almost conditioned to believe

the lies reflexively, and view the truth as the province of weirdos.

In the next post, things may go back farther than we are

aware, and those who are part of the conspiracy may have been

hiding within our ranks for a very, very long time ...
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An  overhead  view  of  the  White  House  (center)  and

surrounding  grounds  in  Washington  DC.  Here,  when  a

prominent structure was being planned out, somebody within the

planning organization was in the Secret Society and included a

well-known, (within Cabal-circles), symbol of the conspiracy.

At this point I was intrigued, but far from convinced. As Q

went on however, and more and more evidence accumulated, it

became clear these were not isolated coincidences. There were

people out there who knew about something I did not, and they

were signaling to each other – and they had been for some time.
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Q's researchers would dig up pictures showing that Lady

Gaga, Beyonce, Jay Z, Katy Perry, Madonna and a slew of other
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celebrities all performed and attended Hillary rallies. All either

wore jewelry, had tattoos, or made hand symbols that are noted

as symbolic of occult societies. The research here is too deep to

go into,  but  as  Q's board delved into it,  it  was shocking how

many of these stars routinely made hand symbols, or wore signs

which were noted as signaling their membership in the club. In

addition,  many,  like  Lady  Gaga,  Jay  Z  and  Beyonce  would

attend occult Spirit Cooking ceremonies by Marina Abramovic.

National  Press  Club,  The  Yale  Record,230 Freemasonry,

Bilderberg Group Bohemian Club,231 Freemasonry,232 and other

organizations through history would feature Owl symbology.233

Even  the  clock  in  Herald  Square  features  gratuitous  Owl

imagery on the doors.234

There  is  a  Secret  Society  around  you  which  knows  it

exists, signals among itself, and holds great power. Hillary, as a

member,  represented  to  them the  idea  of  their  Secret  Society

holding control over the most powerful office in the land.

They keep their society secret by denigrating any mention

of it as a conspiracy theory, which immediately makes the public

disregard  its  possibility.  Because  of  the  public's  total  lack  of

awareness,  revealing  everything  would  create  shock  and

disturbance. So 80% of what will happen to clear out the cult

will occur out of the public's sight, with only about 20% made

public. From here Q says we will cease the overview, and return

to examining the individual mechanisms of the cult.

230 http://archive.is/NyLkO
231 http://archive.is/ZrD6S
232 http://archive.is/3VHEC
233 http://archive.is/kly5l
234 http://archive.is/s27br
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The center of that image is the stage, behind which is a

disturbing looking large wooden statue which will be discussed

later.

China and Russia are closed societies to keep the Secret

Society out. As a result, you don't see the owl-Y-head symbology

there. Indeed, as a Secret Society leader, Obama was shamed in

China, by making him leave the “ass” of Air Force One, rather

than allowing him a traditional red-carpet entrance, exiting the

side of Air Force One, as would be normal.235 In Russia, it is said

Putin banned the Rothschilds from the country,236 and banned

charities from George Soros.237

Since WWII, the Secret Society has attempted to promote

its own relative position by advancing degeneracy and disloyalty

among  the  masses,  from  dissolution  of  national  borders,  to

sexual degeneracy, to currency debasement. Russia and China

escaped it by keeping the Cult out of their nations.

235 http://archive.is/jT0Fv
236 http://archive.is/rKyWS
237 http://archive.is/jxKEX
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This is a stock picture of the Hyangsan Hotel, in Huichon

North Korea.  Again we have the Illuminati  all-seeing Eye-of-

Providence  pyramid  symbology  expressed  in  its   architecture.

But something even more interesting  is the lone guy walking on

the small wall in the center of the picture. Nobody noticed, but

this stock picture, taken at the height of North Korea being a

reclusive  Hermit  Kingdom,  features  a  Caucasian  man,  who

almost  resembles  a  young  Donald  Trump,  walking  freely  just

feet  from soldiers,  while limos are behind him, indicating the

presence of VIPs. Who was this guy, and how did North Korea,

ruled with an ironclad fist by the Kims, end up with white guys

walking around? Enlargement of the image on the next page:
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The point being, there is more than meets the eye to the

Hermit Kingdom, and Q's assertions fit the available evidence

better than the stories we've been told.
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There is  a  lot  of  speculation,  but  all  that  is  known for

certain  is  that  the  Iran  deal  moved  pallets  of  untraceable

physical  cash (which may not  have made it  to Iran),  and the

Uranium One deal moved a lot of Uranium, and all of it seems to

have been related, orchestrated by the Cabal for some unified

purpose. Q says it was all part of one operation with one goal.

The Sum of All Fears was a movie featuring a plot where

a black market nuclear weapon was manufactured in a former

Russian military  facility  in  the  Ukraine  and detonated  in  the

United  States,  in  conjunction  with  a  false  flag  attack  by  a

compromised Russian military officer, to trigger a third world

war  between  Russia  and  the  US.  Q  seems  to  imply  this  was

similar to the plan the Cabal was moving us toward, as a way of

thinning our populations and unifying our us under (((Them))).

Q posted this post a second time, in Post 195.
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Although it won't show in the image here, in black and

white, the deer head mask is covered in gold leaf, and the hat

worn by the man also features gold accents.

It seems Q is implying this cult may go back to the times

of ancient Egypt and the pyramids, and have existed as a secret

religion,  much  as  Christianity,  only  within  the  shadows  and

occupying the upper echelons of power.
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The Uranium One deal transferred one fifth of the United

State's Uranium 238 stockpile to a Russian company. Q may be

implying it ended up in North Korea, with the dual goal of both

creating a black-market nuclear weapon to be used in a false

flag attack to start a World War, and to render North Korea a

nuclear power, and thus totally out of the reach of  any Western

power which might want to invade it to access the Cabal's secure

headquarters and deal a sudden deathblow to them.

Although there is some ambiguity to the finances of the

Clinton Foundation, the biggest donor likely was Frank Giustra,

who  was  behind  the  Uranium  One  sale.238 Saudi  Prince  Al-

Waleed  bin  Talal  is  believed  to  have  been  Barack  Obama's

patron  during  his  college  days.  Given  Prince  Al-Waleed's

apparent  ties  to  the  Cabal  currently  being  overthrown,  this

would imply Obama's ascension to the Presidency was planned

by this Cabal, he was groomed for it, installed, and as President

he was acting as their agent. That the media will not examine

these ties, shows they're part of the Cult as well.

238 http://archive.is/03Sq7
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Rizvi  is  an  investment  entity  with  ties  to  many  Cabal-

associated entities and characters, from Playboy (a likely Cabal-

blackmail/honeypot), to Space-X, Twitter, and Snapchat. Some

suspect it may be a CIA front, designed to financially advance

entities where CIA/Cabal wants to control the space, like social

media or tech. If you started a Twitter clone and posed a threat

to Twitter early on, CIA, on behalf of Cabal, could flood money

into Twitter and out-fund your small startup, crowding you out

of the space. Combined with free Cabal-media-mentions for your

competitor, you'll never stand a chance, and Cabal will end up in

control. This mechanism is why companies like Myspace failed,

while Facebook effortlessly took over the social media space.

Q is saying the last page of comments by users was bad.
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This  was  a  poster  who  used  the  name,  Death  To  The

Triumverate  (DTTT).  He  claimed  to  be  a  Rothschild  who

opposed what his family was doing, and seemingly this was Q

recruiting him.

He was moving control over a critical capability from the
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US government, to private sector entities, so they could maintain

increased  secrecy  and  greater  power  relative  to  the  US

government. Q will later assert the goal was also to shut down

US Space defense capability, and possibly transfer missile tech to

North  Korea  –  something  less  illegal  if  you  transfer  private

sector technology, as opposed to US Government technology.

Here it is implied they may have been transferring rocket

technology from Space  X to  North  Korea,  as  well  as  nuclear

material from the Uranium One deal, and know how from Iran,

to make North Korea an intercontinental nuclear power, likely

as a fail-safe, so whatever should come up in the future, Cabal

would be hiding within a bonafide unpredictable nuclear power.
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The President called North Korea's leader, Kim Jong Un

Rocketman, and Forbes had called Elon Musk Rocketman,239 in

yet another “coincidence,” 

Facebook  will  later  be  shown  to  have  begun  life  as  a

239 http://archive.is/zhO5j
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program  called  Lifelog,  under  the  auspices  of  DARPA,  long

before  Mark  Zuckerberg  ever  had  any  thought  of  getting

involved  in  Social  Media.  Its  purpose  was  to  document

everything about someone, especially their social connections. 

As  time  goes  on  it  will  appear  Facebook  is  entirely  a

government spying program designed to create a spying database

on  Americans  with  data  populated  by  the  targets  of  the

surveillance themselves. Mark Zuckerberg and all the mythology

around him and the formation of Facebook may in fact be an

elaborate  cover  story,  with Zuckerberg more akin to  an actor

recruited  by  the  government  to  pretend  to  have  created  the

company as a social media company. He was only added to the

cover story so the users will think they are using Social Media

designed by a goofy geek, rather than uploading their data to a

CIA spying program developed by DARPA to get control of them.

Zuckerberg's wife is the daughter of a Chinese refugee.

One  thing  I  have  noticed  about  Cabal's  civilian  informant

program is it recruits very heavily from among new immigrants,

and once a parent is an agent, they seem to raise their child as

an agent, from a very early age. It is very nepotistic, like a cult.

When  an  intelligence  operation  tries  to  penetrate  any

entity, among the first targets it will try to get its agents into is

Human Resources, so it  can facilitate the hiring of additional

agents and control their placement within the organization. My
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suspicion, long before Q, was that the entity I saw was recruiting

foreign  immigrants  as  agents  to  run  against  our  civilian

population.  I  assumed  they  were  smoothing  over  citizenship

issues,  in  return  for  the  new  citizen's  loyalty  to  them,  and

willingness to spy on the populace for them. In retrospect, it is

likely  that  Cabal's  domestic  intelligence  operation  here

infiltrated  Immigration  and  Naturalization  (the  Human

Resources of the United States), and organized a flood of new

immigrants  who  would  be  hustled  through  the  citizenship

process in return for loyalty to Cabal, and  a promise to serve

Cabal. And once they were in, they brought their kids in. 

If I am correct, Zuckerberg marrying the daughter of an

immigrant, would fit with Cabal agents keeping it in the family.

It might also mean his wife is helping to keep tabs on him for

Cabal.
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So Google is a part of our intelligence agencies, and is

buying assets from them and developing those assets for them.

Which probably points to a co-mingling of finances. Would an

intelligence agency have any interest in a searchable database

containing almost all known open source data on the planet, like

Google? Would the CIA, which created Operation Mockingbird

to take over the news media so it could control the information

provided to people, have any interest in controlling what search

results  are  displayed,  to  control  public  opinion?  Would  an

intelligence agency want you thinking it had created the websites

you are using online? Might it create a cover story to make you

think the website developed innocently? These companies might

not have developed the way you thought, and the people really

behind them may not be the young goofs you were told.
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The significance of this is unknown.

US mercenaries  were in  Saudi  Arabia  hanging corrupt

Saudi Princes from their feet and torturing them for intelligence

on some conspiracy they were a part of.240

This lends credence to Q's assertion of a global counter-

intelligence operation against an enemy in Saudi Arabia.

240 http://archive.is/r5sJ7
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Betsy DeVos is the Secretary of Education, and the sister

of Blackwater Founder Erik Prince. It implies Cabal may have

been doing something in the Department of Education to affect
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the development of our next generation, perhaps to make them

more compliant and malleable under the forces of Cabal.
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This  post  and  the  similar  types  to  follow  later  were

presumed to be some kind of coded messages out in the open, but

the significance of them was never determined.

People do not really grasp the extent of the intelligence

operation  that  has  been  launched  against  society,  to  try  and

cement  the  control  of  the  elites.  Online  message  boards  like

4Chan are just one example. On 4Chan, there are millions of

people who will view the boards. Only a few hundred per day,

maybe a few thousand, will feel the drive to post on the political

board  /pol.  Since  most  posts  are  meaningless  banter,  only  a

handful of the posts will have any meaning, and any ability to

affect  opinions  and  perceptions  of  reality.  Of  those  only  a

handful  will  have  the  psychological  savvy  to  be  genuine

influencers.  The  rest  of  all  those  people  are  just  readers,

consuming the data they see. This offers a tremendous return on
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human investment in terms of affecting public perceptions and

opinions, especially when you consider that a single person with

appropriate software can assume a hundred different identities,

posting under a hundred different avatars, making it appear as if

public opinion is skewed one way or another. Even fewer people

actually seek out positions as board moderators with the ability

to delete posts and ban users, as that requires a time investment

and is a burden. If you have entities whose sole purpose is to

control the online dialog, their people will aggressively seek out

those positions,  so they can further  control  the dialog online.

Those organizations are there, both private sector with political

agendas, and governmental, and they often work together.

It  was  long  known  4Chan  was  compromised  by  these

forces, and here Q confirms they are interfering with his ability

to post, so he is moving to a similar board, 8Chan.
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A reference to the founder of the Asia Foundation, CIA

counter-intelligence chief Robert Blum.241 His story shows that a

lot  of  official  looking  organizations  you  would  think  were

formed for one purpose, were actually Agency creations serving

an Agency  purpose,  and  everything  you  were  told  was  just  a

cover story to make people think nobody was seizing power.

241 http://archive.is/VhKtU
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This  references  two  anons  on  4Chan  who  were  live-

posting pictures from a White House event to 4Chan.242

242 http://archive.is/0jOIS
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DOITQ was part  of  the file  name of a photo President

Trump tweeted,243 although this will not be discovered for some

time.  On the desk in front  of  the President  in  the photo is  a

newspaper  article  detailing  the  Saudi  crackdown.  Twitter

filenames are supposed to be assigned randomly by twitter when

you upload an image. Clearly the probability of POTUS getting a

filename containing DOITQ is extraordinarily small, unless Q

has real elite-level government-type authority, and can call up

twitter and make it happen. This was seen as a strong Q proof

when it was revealed.

243 http://archive.is/Sl1mt
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Peter  Strzok's  wife,  Melissa  Hodges,  an  SEC  Director,

blocked an investigation of the Clinton Foundation by the FBI.
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The Senate began to investigate shady aspects of the Red
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Cross'  finances.244 The  Clinton  Foundation  donations

plummeted once neither of them had influence to sell,245 and the

Clinton  Global  Initiative  closed.  As  donors  who  previously

bought favors from Clinton ceased donating, they shifted their

donations to the McCain Institute,246 which Q seems to indicate

is because McCain offered influence in return for contributions

to his  foundation,  and those donations were then presumably

being laundered to Cabal with a cut to his family.

244 http://archive.is/ziIQh
245 http://archive.is/TecKe
246 http://archive.is/bgoGB
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Q was indicating here that John McCain is now fated to

die.
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Al Franken announced he was stepping down from the

Senate due to a sexual harassment complaint the next day, on

Dec 7th. Sidney might mean Sidney Blumenthal, or it might be a

reference to John McCain's middle name, Sidney. Q indicated at

one point whatever McCain was guilty of was so evil they do not

like to mention him by name.

The unquoted post  Q was being asked to confirm (and

which he apparently did) is reprinted on the next page.
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Sarah Carter and John Solomon are uncompromised by

Cabal, and thus probably targeted, and angry about it. So they

are being used by Q to deliver honest scoops to the public.
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Again, Q is highlighting the news you do not hear on the

evening news  programs.  Q is  saying  that  on  Trump's  orders,

NSA warned Teresa May of an impending assassination attack

on her,247 which had been ultimately ordered by one of the three

major powers that control Cabal. The purpose of the attack was

to replace her with someone who would derail Brexit. 

Q's  board would suddenly become unreadable when he

would post, as bots and trolls filled the threads up with gibberish.

247 http://archive.is/H9FiB
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Never  resolved,  but  it  is  assumed  Hillary  wearing  that

ring with a black stone, and displaying it in a public photo, may

be a symbolic display of her membership in the Secret Society,

letting  others  know she  knows,  and is  approved  of  by  Cabal.

Other celebrities were found displaying similar rings.
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It is unclear if Q is saying Hillary offered to turn on these

people to save herself, or if he is just posting pictures of the club.

These pictures feature Obama's Muslim wedding ring, Obama
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with  a  copy  of  Fareed  Zakaria's  book,  “The  Post-American

World,” Angela Merkel sporting the triangle hand position she

frequently uses, and Hillary with Laurance Rockefeller.
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The  previous  pictures  featured  Hillary  with  Lynn  de

Rothschild, Hillary with Sir Evelyn de Rothschild, Hillary and

John McCain, and Hillary with George Soros.
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The  first  picture  features  Hillary  with  Saudi  Foreign

Minister  Prince  Saud  Al-Faisal  (R),   and  Kuwaiti  Foreign

Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled al-Hamad Al-Sabah. The second

is a picture of Prince Alwaleed bin Talal. The third is of Prince

Charles Windsor with Prince Alwaleed bin Talal. The last picture

is of John McCain during a meeting where he was alleged to

have  met  with  ISIS  terrorists  in  Syria  –  a  claim  the  media

roundly debunks, but which facts indicate at most isn't proven

100%,248 and which Q says was actually a coordination meeting

between  McCain,  a  high-ranking  Cabal  operative,  and  ISIS

leadership.  You  will  see  the  media  bend  over  backward  and

sacrifice  its  credibility  to  try  and  deny  something  potentially

damaging to Cabal operatives, rather than honestly report the

facts. You'll find as time goes on, if you see that, it is a good

indication something untoward happened, and Cabal has issued

orders to its agents in the Fake News media to cover it up.

248 http://archive.is/tHuLX
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These pictures basically show both, that the Saudis have

been everywhere behind the scenes, and often supposed political
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enemies seem closer than they should be. Hillary Clinton is pure

sociopath  and  completely  evil.  If  John  McCain  had  one

millionth  the  honor  and  patriotism  attributed  to  him  in  the

media,  he would never have been able to associate so closely

with Hillary, not because of ideology, but because of who she is

as a person. The salient point is, things were not as we were told.

This lays out the old order, where the Rothschilds control

the  Church,  cults,  banks,  media,  governments,  and  through

governments,  the  people.  Saudi  Arabia  handled  oil/energy,

banking, and facilitated child abuse for purposes of the Cabal,
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including  child-sexual  abuse  and  possibly  murder/sacrifice,

performed for blackmail. George Soros operated private sector

influence  organizations  to  guide  the  populace's  fervors  into

Cabal objectives. According to Q, one side of the triangle has

been disabled at this point, namely the Saudi banking aspect.

Alwaleed  has  not  been  photographed  with  US  leaders,

despite being close to them. What you see is controlled.

She is a tech executive and former CEO of Intel.
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This was a since-deleted youtube video of Nancy Pelosi

sounding confused and disoriented.249 Q has implied this was her

laying the groundwork for a dementia defense to make use of in

a future trial for her crimes. John McCain did something similar

at a Senate hearing, prior to declaring he had a brain tumor,250

and Joe Biden is a gaffe a day, and at this point, just assumed to

be going senile.

249 http://archive.is/DeetO
250 http://archive.li/a2c1w
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Hussein's  (Obama's)  Secret  Service  codename  was

Renegade, or one who acts against his own people's mores.
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Here, Q will quote numerous comments from Anons on

his board, before intimating he represents Military Intelligence:
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What  Q  is  saying  is  the  President's  speech  laid  out

everything  Q had been saying  about  The  Plan to  destroy  the

Cabal, even using phrases Q has highlighted.
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Chester  Bennington  and  Chris  Cornell  were  two  rock

stars  who began talking  about  a  pedophilia  problem in show

business and making noise about exposing it. Both died within a

very short period of time after going public. Q has said that the

Cabal did not let just anyone work hard and become a star. Stars

were  controlled,  often  by  having  spent  childhoods  being

videotaped in pedophile networks, making them blackmailable.
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What Q seems to be saying is Secret Service knew Obama

was betraying the nation,  and were not happy with that.  Now

they protect him, which means they are surrounding him 24/7

and  keeping  track  of  him.  But  unlike  before  when  he  was

President, now there is an opposing force working against his

betrayal of the principles of our nation. In other words, patriots

are in control.

Q's post 310, posted on Dec 9th at 1:34 PM referenced the

military, and 3 minutes later President Trump tweeted about the

Army-Navy game and said we love our military.
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Obama was Muslim, and things were not as they seemed.
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BDT  is  the  acronym  for  the  Bangladeshi  Taka,  the

currency of Bangladesh.251 So Q makes references to a false flag
251 http://archive.is/6Raj8
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terrorist  attack, and some fireworks (a bomb),  makes a coded

reference  to  Bangladesh,  and  suddenly  within  a  day,  a

Bangladeshi launches a false flag terrorist bombing in New York

City,  which  seems  to  detonate  prematurely  with  an  under

powered  charge  that  only  injures  him,  possibly  as  if  it  was

thwarted (ie JUSTICE).252 These can be coincidences or lucky

guesses, but they are accumulating.

252 http://archive.is/IYjQR
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Soros senior appears to be a mere employee of Cabal. He

seems  to  be  managing  Cabal  funds  and  handling  resource

allocation to  lower level  Cabal-influence organizations,  under

the cover of being a billionaire. These organizations they create

are  used  to  draw  oxygen  from  any  legitimate  organizations

which  Cabal  doesn't  control.  So  if  you  created  a  legitimate

foundation  for  promoting  democracy,,  your  foundation would

get no funding, and no media-mentions, and thus no followers.

Meanwhile Soros would be running, funding (with millions of

Cabal-Euros and dollars), and getting free Cabal media for the

organizations he's running.

Q's repeated references to the wives being significant is

curious. I have noted a matriarchal nature to Cabal's ground-

level  surveillance/intelligence  operations.  It  is  possible  Cabal

allocates  certain  jobs  to  men,  and  reserves

intelligence/infiltration  operations  to  females,  as  they  are

naturally perceived as less threatening, and given natural male
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propensities, can manipulate men on the outside of Cabal more

easily than men can manipulate other men. Soros junior's wife

may  be  a  familial  Cabal  legacy-member,  making  sure  he  is

under full control.

There is a cult-like aspect to Cabal's ground forces, with

whole families taking part in spying, and children growing up

knowing they are in a secret society and others are not.  They

seemingly  limit  child-socialization to  other  cult-members,  and

somehow keep what is an unbelievably enormous secret from the

rest  of  the  country.  To what  degree  it  actually  holds  cult-like

religious  beliefs,  I  could  not  say.  But  there  will  be  signs  of

strange occult-religious beliefs practiced at the upper levels.
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There are many times where Q posts immediately before

Trump tweets, as if they are coordinating. Q is pointing this out.
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Q is referencing the Presidential Executive Order on the

Establishment  of  a  Presidential  Advisory  Commission  on

Election Integrity.253 Liberals were trying to claim Trump stole

the 2016 election through “collusion,” so this will be kept hidden

until  it  releases  its  findings,  lest  the  Democrats  attempt  to

portray it as an attempt to rig the 2020 elections.

253 http://archive.is/7EEWu
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The economy must  be  addressed first  because  one way

Cabal could try to derail the Storm would be to trigger a global

economic  collapse,  or  even  just  a  major  US  recession.  By

shoring up the economy first, President Trump is securing his

ability to operate with the support of the public going forward.

Improving the  economy and employment  will  also  benefit  the

black community particularly, and help to prevent the Democrats

from using the politics of division to turn the black vote against

Republicans going forward.

Q may be saying he has a very special place in hell picked

out for Soros, as in they will give him a death penalty.
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Q does not want his posts to be seen as ironclad, 100%

true predictions of a prophet yet. It appears he is trying to slowly

build credibility, lest the entire population suddenly realize the

truth –  that  pedophiles  of  organized networks  are  elevated to

high office because they are controllable and blackmailable, our

nation's  government  was  subverted  by  a  foreign  intelligence

operation, and the corrupt politicians we elected, of both parties,

tried to import foreigners and hand our country to them, so we

wouldn't have any power to resist through the electoral system.

If everyone suddenly realized that overnight, it is not impossible

we would have an overnight civil war. By doing it this way, and
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slowly spreading, some of us find out but wait, and desensitize,

while others then find out and desensitize, and as the country

learns  gradually,  Q  and  Trump  are  approaching  a  position

where they can actually  act  and punish the bad actors,  while

supported by the people, thereby averting the civil war option.

Obama's Presidential  Library will  not house his  papers

for scholarly review.254 Instead, they will be stored in a building

in DC, presumably out of the reach of prying eyes of scholars.

Also note, if  they have not been sent to Obama's Presidential

Library, FOIA requests for specific searches targeting specific

issues within those documents will come back non-responsive.

Q  claims  that  regardless,  these  records  were  raided  by

intelligence, under the provisions of Executive Order 13489 of

254 http://archive.is/9ubYp
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January 21, 2009, which states;

(a)  Upon  receipt  of  a  notice  of  intent  to  disclose

Presidential records, the Attorney General (directly or through the

Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel) and

the Counsel to the President shall review as they deem appropriate

the records covered by the notice and consult with each other, the

Archivist,  and  such  other  executive  agencies  as  they  deem

appropriate concerning whether invocation of executive privilege

is justified. 

(b) The Attorney General and the Counsel to the President,

in the exercise of their discretion and after appropriate review and

consultation  under  subsection  (a)  of  this  section,  may  jointly

determine that  invocation of  executive privilege is  not  justified.

The Archivist shall be notified promptly of any such determination.
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The papers on the table appear to have  an image of Tanit,

an occult goddess requiring child sacrifice, on the upper right-
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hand corner. So does the dress on the girl cutout behind him.

Tanit also featured prominently overseeing a human sacrifice in

a  shrine  over  his  mother,  Gloria  Vanderbilt's,  bed.255 One

analysis of the papers indicates it contains pedophile code, and

may be some sort of coded newsletter for pedophiles.256

Q will  present  evidence  that  the  “elites”  in  our  society

may go through some sort  of  induction ritual  which involves

harming children to enter a secret society, probably performed

so as to provide the upper levels with blackmail materials over

them. In truth, Q is not the first to level such accusations.257

255 http://archive.is/jNmYb
256 http://archive.is/F4V8x
257 http://archive.is/t8fH3
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This was a reply to someone trying to hack Q's ID.
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Q's authentication system was finally hacked, so for the

next posts he is back to posting as “Anonymous.”
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Q says the Secret Society is easily tracked through use of

symbolism, familial  attachments,  and an understanding of the

machine, because they assumed they were too powerful to fail.
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Q was  telling  the  site  owner  he  had lost  the  ability  to

access the board he was using, and needed it restored quickly.
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What Q is describing is a full fledged network of spies,

informants, and traitors in the US, set up by an outside entity

which  infiltrated  not  just  the  US  government,  but  the  news

media, academia, economic entities, the security/intel agencies,

cultural/entertainment/music businesses, local governments, and

any  other  potential  avenue  of  power,  exposure,  or  legal

consequence. He is also showing with this example how Cabal

uses nepotism to concentrate its members within families, as a

way of reducing its risk of public exposure. As an example, he

lists Ian Cameron, McKinsey & Company, Clowns In America

(CIA),  Dr.  Emmett  J.  Rice,  and  The  Federal  Reserve  as

compromised entities subverted by this.

Ian Cameron258 is a new producer for ABC World News

Tonight  with  David  Muir,  This  Week,  and  60  Minutes.  He  is

married to Susan Rice,259 who has held a variety of positions in

258 http://archive.is/K5POx
259 http://archive.is/XXqln
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the  Clinton  and  Obama  administrations.  They  met  while

working at a management advisory company named  McKinsey

& Company, which is listed as a CIA-connected partner/front

company.260 Meaning  you  have  high-level  positions  in

government  and  news  manned  by  two  people  who  previously

worked in a CIA front-company, could be assumed to be at least

agents of the CIA if not officers, and they are married. 

The Cabal is  very nepotistic. It  is  not uncommon when

being followed around by the domestic  surveillance/informant

elements  to  see  parents  indoctrinating  their  children  in  the

culture, even sending the children in close with hidden jacket

cameras to take video in stores and public places. It is probably

easier  to  accept  operating against  the Constitution,  and other

American citizens, when you are raised with it from childhood.

Plus by keeping it in families, it is easier to keep the secret from

the rest of America. For this reason, if you find a Cabal member,

you can often look up and down the family tree and find more. 

Here,  Q  names  Susan  Rice's  father,   Dr.  Emmett  J.

Rice.,261 I would have assumed he was in the conspiracy, and

placed in a position of power. Sure enough, he was on the board

of the Federal Reserve, and worked for USAID, (which has been

implicated as a CIA front-operation),262 as well as a host of other

high-level positions. So here you have just three members of a

260 https://books.google.com/books?
id=rdw9DwAAQBAJ&pg=PA246&lpg=PA246&dq=%22McKinsey+
%26+Company%22+and+%22CIA%22&source=bl&ots=UoC7lw8bFm&sig=-
zvk2_TJ04nywqVkcUKWIpNr37k&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwituoXQ8YzYAh
UITCYKHb6iBpcQ6AEIRjAG#v=onepage&q=%22McKinsey
%20%26%20Company%22%20and%20%22CIA%22&f=false

261 http://archive.is/0SjOx
262 http://archive.is/058YD
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family, and all have ties to CIA front-operations, where it could

be assumed they were recruited as agents, if not officers. And

this  one  small  portion  of  a  family  spread  its  power  across

economics,  business  management,  national  security,  and  the

media  –  at  the  highest  levels.  Would  Susan Rice's  husband's

news  coverage  of  her  actions  be  unbiased?  If  he  was  a  CIA

agent, would he be able to block any news story dangerous to the

Agency? If  the Agency were infiltrated,  and being run by an

even broader conspiracy, would he offer cover to that? Suppose

the  Agency  was  running  illegal  surveillance  on  American

citizens, and you discovered it when you became a target? Who

might  you  go  to,  if  trying  to  expose  these  operations  to  the

public? If the media might be a threat to such operations, would

the conspiracy  look to control  that  threat  by  infiltrating their

people into those positions? What would it look like if you had

an intelligence operation penetrate your government and society,

and man all critical control points with their people? It would

look exactly like this.

As time goes on, you'll begin to notice this pattern will

repeat everywhere, from Hollywood, to finance, to music, to the

talking heads on the Sunday shows. And the Secret Society went

even further than that, right down to the neighborhood level. 
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Not relevant. Somebody was asking Q if something they

saw was a threat, and Q said it was fake.

The trip-code Q uses to authenticate his posts, so nobody

can impersonate him on the board, was restored.

One of the things which would lend credence to Q is all

the effort expended to disrupt the activity on the small boards he

operated on. 
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This  references  a  prediction  of  a  blackout  that  Q  had

made which subsequently occurred at the Atlanta Airport.263 Q is

implying  it  was  a  planned  operation done  purposely  to  move

someone  or  something  through  the  airport,  probably  without

surveillance cameras documenting it, since Cabal has access to

many network-connected surveillance camera feeds through a

very sophisticated backdoor/network capability. Some speculated

it was related to a private jet that made the 2 hour trip to Dulles

in Washington, DC in about one hour and 15 minutes.264 The

rest of the post is unclear, though POTUS has referenced Camp

David as a “special place,” which some took as a sign perhaps

whoever  was  taken  was  transferred  to  Camp  David  for

processing/interrogation.265

It is probably likely the big players in this conspiracy are

unknown to us. We see the politicians, who are one level. Above

them  are  probably  members  of  the  Intelligence  Community,

whose names we could find with extensive digging, but who are

263 http://archive.is/3z2yh
264 http://archive.is/ekPd7
265 https://archive.fo/9tsna
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broadly  unknown.  I  suspect  above  them  are  leaders  who  we

would probably not be able to identify because they are smart

enough  to  eschew  publicity  and  cloak  their  finances  and

business  relationships  behind  trusts,  corporations,  fake

billionaires,  and  charitable  foundations.  It  is  not  impossible

whoever  was  grabbed  in  Atlanta  was  a  genuine  high  value

target, and none of us would recognize them by sight or name, or

be able to find out anything about them. 

Much of these side-speculations, though interesting, are

meaningless however. The significant element of this,  and the

only part about which we could be certain, was that Q apparently

predicted a major event, which if it occurred purposely (and was

predictable),  would  have  been a  part  of  something important.

And by Q being able to predict it, it would mean Q was part of

something important as well.

A reference to the use of splash in the last post, which

implies Q was saying something about a weapon's deployment.

Fox three will appear to mean something different later, so this

definition appears not significant.
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Q is saying his side will never crash a train, and that the

DC train crash which was referenced266 was done in retaliation

for  the  Atlanta  operation.  You  will  see  several  cases  going

forward where it appears that the Cabal arranged events which

killed innocent people, as a way of threatening those which got

in its way, or as a way of retaliating for perceived transgressions.

One  would  be  the  murder  of  Detective  Miosotis  Familia,

arranged  through  their  domestic  intelligence  operation's

266 http://archive.is/ej9kS
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harassment of her shooter while making it appear is if it were

NYPD doing the harassing. When the individual finally snapped

and  attempted  to  strike  back  at  his  harassers,  he  ended  up

striking back at exactly who Cabal wanted to see struck. That

murder  of  a  single  mother  of  four  and  Police  Officer  was

believed to  be a message to  the NYPD regarding the need to

maintain  secrecy  regarding  certain  files  NYPD discovered  on

Anthony Weiner's laptop.

Whoever was grabbed in Atlanta was high-ranking,
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This  refers  to  the  link  Q  posted  in  post  336  to  a

Presidential Executive Order creating an advisory committee on

election  integrity.267 A  few  days  after  Q  discussed  it,  the

document was removed from the White House server, and trying

to access it would only yield a 404 Document not Found error.

Normally such a document would be posted, and then left on the

server in that location in perpetuity. 

Q is implying the document was posted just for us, and

after we saw it, it was removed from the server. That would imply

Q's  operation  has  authority  over  all  aspects  of  White  House

operations.

Cabal  assets  are  trying  to  save  themselves  by  cutting

deals, but Q and team are not making any deals.

267 http://archive.is/wBpt0
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When you realize the degree to which we had been lied to

and deceived, it gets hard to tell where the boundaries really are.

Some wondered if Cabal was being run by alien “visitors” who

had always been here, but Q is saying that is just a distraction.
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The term “Conspiracy Theory” is actually a term which is

designed to  delegitimize any concept  it  is  applied to,  instantly

making  it  appear  as  the  paranoid  delusion  of  a  mentally-

unbalanced mind. It will be used against Q prodigiously now.
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So one objective of Q's posts is to motivate enemy action.

However  in  order  to  have  the  credibility  to  motivate  enemy

action, Q must drop some good intelligence and honestly inform.
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Bill  Binney268 was  an  NSA  technology  specialist  who

stepped forward as a whistleblower to say that the intelligence

services were essentially rendering the Bill of Rights completely

obsolete.  The  government  set  surveillance  up  on  his  house,

listened for when he went into the shower, and then executed a

SWAT raid at that exact moment so they could drag him out of

the shower soaking wet and naked. As Q will show, Bill was in

actuality  a patriot  of  the highest  order,  striving to protect  the

nation and the Constitution from the intrusiveness  of  Cabal's

abuses  of  our  intelligence  infrastructure.  It  is  unclear  if  he

actually understood he was looking at a foreign penetration of

our government by a hostile intelligence operation, however.

268 http://archive.is/lAjlr
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Q is saying that these posts show the fight to secure our

elections is going on behind the scenes, and out of our sight.

This is in regard to Bill Binney, the NSA whistleblower.

Although Bill was only blowing the whistle on the technical side

of the surveillance machine, because it  was what he saw, it  is

important  to  understand  that  the  machine  deployed  against

American citizens had grown similarly in all other aspects, from

physical surveillance, to informant networks, to tech deployment.
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Q  is  basically  showing  how  these  people  were  getting

sloppy under the assumption nobody could challenge them, and

they were failing to camouflage their links to each other. Chuck

Schumer's  daughter  worked  for  the  Robin  Hood  Foundation

which was funded by Soros, and had Harvey Weinstein on the

Board of Directors. She worked on Hillary Clinton's campaign,

and the article on her wedding offered immense insight into the

members of the network by listing all the people in attendance.

When the mafia has a marriage, the FBI walks around writing

down license plates to find out all the people in attendance, but

when Cabal has a marriage you only have to pick up a copy of

the New York Times.  They all  want to see their names in the

paper, because they think they are untouchable.

It  is  believed Q is  saying Chuck Schumer is  owned by

Soros,  took  part  in  a  network  which  trafficked  girls  such  as

playboy models (as will be mentioned in the next Q-post), and

was a patron of Hollywood madam Heidi Fleiss, who Q says was

a  CIA  (Clown)  operation  gathering  blackmail  on  powerful

people. I have said the domestic intelligence network of Cabal
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was  extensive.  There  is  no  way  a  Madam  like  Heidi  could

operate outside of Cabal's knowledge and awareness, especially

given  she  was  compromising  important  people  through  her

activities,  many  of  whom would  probably  be  owned by  Cabal

already. So her operation, if not controlled, was a direct threat to

Cabal's  assets,  and  by  extension,  Cabal's  network.  Cabal

surveillance  would  have  set  up  on  her  in  moments,  gathered

intelligence on her operation, and handed it off to Cabal assets

in law enforcement who would have taken her down before she

ever got off the ground. 

If she was allowed to continue to operate until she was

servicing high-ranking members of society, it was because she

was  a  part  of  Cabal's  operation  herself,  and  under  the  full

control of Cabal. And if that was the case, she was also actively

recruiting new members into Cabal's network by compromising

them with blackmail using prostitution. In truth, I would suspect

that like Jeffrey Epstein,  her operation was more a blackmail

operation  operating  under  the  cover  of  prostitution,  than  a

prostitution operation forced into blackmail. Anywhere you saw

services  for  the  rich  and  famous  which  would  have  been

embarrassing if their involvement with it was publicized, you will

find Cabal surveillance picked up on it and Cabal intelligence

had penetrated that service, taken it over, and their assets were

actively using it to gather blackmail on those who partook of it.
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This demonstrates that those in power were degenerates

on a level we could not imagine. That was no accident. It was

why  they  were  recruited  -  because  it  meant  they  could  be

controlled.  Also,  notice  this  guy  had  a  non-stop  stream  of

Playboy models who he could acquire, and who were willing to

endure his abuse. Those girls were being trafficked to him, as

part of a network like Jeffrey Epstein's. Access to those various

sex-trafficking networks served as both a perk of being in Cabal,

and a means of actively cementing control over its members.
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The first letters of the words in bold spell out HRC, an

acronym  for  Hillary  Rodham  Clinton.  It  implies  Hillary  is

involved in child trafficking for Cabal's  blackmail  operations,

something supported by the arrest of one of her close associates

while trying to smuggle children out of an earthquake-ravaged

Haiti.269 Note  how  the  Clinton  Foundation  would  have  the

logistics and cover to move items across national borders, as well

as  the  cover  to  operate  in  areas  of  high  disorder  and chaos,

where missing children might not be investigated. Some say the

children are used in occult/blackmail rituals by Cabal members,

while others believe they are used primarily for sexual abuse.

269 https://archive.md/tFJ9h
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The meaning of these is all unknown, it is assumed Q was

sending some sort of message to someone.
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To encourage anons, and show something was happening,

President Trump officially declared a, "national emergency with

respect  to serious human rights  abuse and corruption around

the world and providing for the imposition of sanctions on actors

engaged in these malign activities." According to Q this was a

message of encouragement to anons.

Q had a  failure  of  his  trip  code  for  authenticating his

posts,  and  thus  his  post  was  shown  as  coming  from

“Anonymous”  again.  It  was  not  significant,  and  the  board

operator fixed it quickly.

These were Q's first 400 posts. In the next chapter, we will

feature four later posts, which feature quotes from Q which I
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believe will prove prophetic. They may explain hidden forces Q

is leveraging against the Cabal in this fight, further develop your

knowledge of  the conspiracy,  and give  you an idea of  what  I

believe is to come.
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                 Chapter Seven

________
   Additional Illuminating Q Posts________

There are a few additional Q-quotes which resonate with

me, after my experiences with the Cabal. They are as follows. “4-

6% lost forever,” "The flood is coming, Emails, videos, audio,

pics, etc..., No Such Agency accidentally releases IT ALL. Shall

we play a game?," "Those you trust are the most guilty of sin,”

“60%  must  remain  private  [at  least]  -  for  humanity,"  "The

streets will not be safe for them," and “We have it ALL.” 

Here  we  will  look  at  the  posts  where  he  made  these

quotes, and what these quotes might tell us about how the fight

Q and President Trump are waging will play out.
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4-6% is about what is estimated to comprise the civilian

domestic surveillance informant network. The bottom estimate,

4%, is what Operation TIPS proposed for the pilot program of

that informant network, and it doubtless was to grow from there.

People  thought  4-6%  was  perhaps  political  ideologues

who  would  prove  hopelessly  brainwashed,  but  he  may  be

referring to the domestic intelligence network. They will not see

what was wrong with neighbors using the latest high-tech spying

gear to spy on everyone in the neighborhood, listening, and even

watching their  most  private  moments inside their  houses,  and

building out files on them. Nor will they want to let go of being

in the Secret Society and the advantages they get from it. For

them, privacy is a foolish illusion, and the plebes were made to

be trampled upon by an all powerful intelligence apparatus.
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I think in post 576 Q is threatening Cabal. In post 596, Q

says,  “We  have  it  all,”  a  phrase  he  will  emphasize  often,

occasionally writing “all” in all capitals to emphasize they have

it  “ALL.” In intelligence,  I  think there is  one thing which is

known as “IT ALL.” I think it is the database of all the domestic

intelligence files  on every American.  Don't  forget,  we already

discussed how given the “Hops” rule in the Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance  Act,  there  are  over  one  trillion  ancillary  target

authorizations. Each authorization will allow each target, even

innocent soccer moms, and even their minor children, to receive

full-tilt  FISA surveillance identical to what would be deployed

on Osama bin Ladin, were he to enter the US with a nuclear

weapon and the mission of leveling a major US city. That is one

trillion  authorizations,  in  a  nation  of  only  300  million

Americans.  In essence,  every American,  and even their  child,

has a FISA warrant, and can be spied on at will, entirely legally.

I think when Q says, “how about we release IT ALL, he is

saying to Cabal, “How about we give every American their full

file now, and let them find out that when they were having sex

with  their  wives,  their  neighbors  were  listening,  recording,

maybe even videoing,  either through the wall  with microwave

imaging  or  thermal  imaging,  or  even  with  cameras  covertly

installed  in  their  bedrooms,  and  archiving  the  audio  in  their

government file?”

If  Q  did  that,  it  would  simultaneously  enrage  all

Americans,  to the point  they would do violence,  and it  would

reveal  exactly  who is  in and not  in the domestic  surveillance

network. American men would find their wives were violated by

neighbors intruding in on their most private moments. Fathers
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would  find  their  15  year  old  daughters  were  lured  to  private

rooms  by  older  boys  in  the  network,  when  they  were  young,

naive and vulnerable, and coerced into sex which was videoed

and added to their files, so the network could control them later

if  it  needed  to.  This  was  a  full-fledged  intelligence  operation

targeting  the  American  people,  using  all  the  tools  of  the

intelligence trade. American men would kill people to avenge the

wrongs visited on their loved ones, and in truth I am not sure

anybody would blame them. With one simple file release, in an

uncontrolled fashion, Q would visit on Cabal a violent, chaotic

end. So I think Q is saying, if you do not want to dismantle this

slowly and in an organized, peaceful fashion, we can just turn it

all over to the American people and let them deal with it. I am

sure to the Q team, one way is almost as good as another. Given

the  choice,  however,  I  am  sure  Cabal  would  prefer  the

organized, soft landing.

In post 111, Q says, “The complete picture would put 99%

of  Americans  (the  World)  in  a  hospital.”  You have  to  be  put

under  this  surveillance  knowingly  to  understand  that.  If  you

revealed to every American that they literally have no privacy,

and at any moment a neighbor may be invading the privacy of

their most private parts of their house, and there is nothing they

can do, it is a huge cognitive stress. You literally will have no

sanctuary, and no ability to relax. You really don't realize the

simple pleasure of coming home, closing the door, flopping on

the  couch,  and  not  having  a  bunch  of  people  watching  and

listening to you, until you can no longer enjoy such a private

moment. Suddenly given all of this knowledge, dropped on them

completely in a few moments, I suspect most Americans would

have enormous difficulty adapting peacefully. 
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I've had the advantage of having this revealed slowly over

a few years, as I kept realizing the situation was worse than I

had  thought,  increment  by  increment.  Revealing  it  all

immediately would provoke mass unrest, and many would not be

able to cope.
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Q goes on to say, “Nobody can imagine the pure evil and

corruption  out  there.  Those  you  trust  are  the  most  guilty  of

sin...” I think here he is referencing that those you trust most, IN

YOUR OWN LIFE, are the most guilty with respect to your life.

This thing has built files on everyone. That means you have a

file. Maybe you weren't under 24/7 surveillance 365 days a year

like me, but for three or five, or ten days a year, you got full

coverage, just to make sure their file on you was complete. That

includes  infiltration  and  the  rest  of  the  package,  because

surveillance does not roll out piecemeal. When it is triggered, it

is  deployed  as  a  package.  You  had  vehicular,  you  had  foot

following you into grocery stores, you had technical monitoring

of  all  your  electronic  activity,  you  had  at  least  ears  in  your

house, and most disturbingly,  you had someone, maybe a few

people, in your social circles as informants. Some were sent in,

and it is even possible others were friends or family who were

drawn into the informant network and turned on you. 

When someone is assigned to inform, they are briefed on

the target – what they like and what they don't like. Who they are

as a person. How to get close, and be liked. So when they send

somebody in, that person will click with you better than a regular

normal contact,  because their  express mission is  to click with

you. They will agree with your opinions, laugh at your jokes, and

not take offense at your eccentricities. They will become, “Those

you  trust  most.”  It  will  shake  your  faith  in  all  personal

relationships.  If  you  weren't  anti-social  before  encountering

this, you will become anti-social after it.

Then Q says, “60% must remain private [at least] - for

humanity.” I think here, Q is saying they are going to release
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our files, but they will keep the most embarrassing and private

60% private for humanity. Q will frequently say, “FISA brings

down the house.” Occasionally he will say “FISA [FULL] brings

down the house.” I think this means he intends to release every

American's  full  FISA  file  publicly,  just  with  the  most

embarrassing  material  not  being  released  publicly,  and  being

held  back.  Our  files  are  probably  separated  into  the  general

material, and the more embarrassing, compromising material, or

as  the  Russians  so  famously  called  it,  “Kompromat.”  The

Kompromat section is probably composed of sexual video and

audio, embarrassing conversations or arguments with spouses,

or medical details, etc. If it is separated out, it may be easy to just

release the general file, and hold back the rest in the Kompromat

section, which is 60% of the files on average.

Finally Q says, “The streets will not be safe for them.” I

do not think he is talking about the big names we know. Hillary

doesn't walk on the streets among us, outside of staged photo-

ops. I think these will be the people who run these operations,

probably the regional managers and others who we do not know

now,  but  whose  names  will  come  out  in  the  lawsuits  and

document  dumps  I  expect  this  will  produce.  They  knew what
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they were doing, and people will not be pleased with what they

did.

I have no idea if this will extend down to the individual

informants. I have had interactions with a couple of cops who I

believe the network sent in to intimidate and demonstrate their

control,  and  after  a  few  moments,  they  seemed  baffled  to  be

dealing with me. I assume they were told to follow me overtly,

and assumed I was a criminal, only to find I was not. At that

point, they looked like they didn't really know what they were

doing,  and  wanted  to  get  out  of  there.  It  is  possible  many

informants have been false flagged (lied to), and really had no

idea of the evil  of the machine they were supporting. But for

those who know, I have no doubt the streets will not be safe for

them.

The final post we will look at was post 3821:

Q frequently uses the number 17, as Q is the 17th letter in

the alphabet. The 17th Director of the National Security Agency

was Admiral Mike Rogers, who has long been resisting Cabal's

efforts  to  hijack NSA's surveillance capabilities  for  their  own

purposes. It was he who immediately traveled to Trump Tower to

apprise  Donald  Trump  of  the  illegal  surveillance  of  his
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operations after he won the White House.

And now it appears he may have been doing much more

for freedom than just that.
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                 Chapter Eight

________________
                                Conclusions_______________

By now you should have a good idea of the conspiracy we

face, the Q-phenomenon, and the ability to read Q's posts and

begin  to  deduce  what  Q is  talking  about  yourself.  As  of  this

writing  there  are  over  3600 posts  in  total,  with  more  coming

constantly. You can see all of the posts at special websites which

scrape them off of the overpopulated, chaotic, and disorganized

message  boards  where  Q  posts.  Here  is  a  list  of  Q-scrapers,

current as of publication:

https://qanon.pub/

https://qmap.pub/

https://qntmpkts.keybase.pub/

https://qposts.online/

http://we-go-all.net/q.html

https://www.qanonposts.io/

https://qanon.news/Q

http://qanon.news/posts.html

You  can  now read  these  posts  yourself  online  at  these

sites, or you can look to subsequent volumes of this series which

will reprint them with commentary.

By now you will have a better appreciation why many of
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us ignored the puppetmasters and narrative-crafters of the Fake

News media when they told us Q was a fake conspiracy theory,

and  instead  blazed  our  own intellectual  path,  doing  our  own

observations and analysis.

Hopefully, going forward you will make the same choice,

and together we can all better secure the freedom and honest

governance the Founders worked so hard to bestow upon us.

Then together, we may pass it on, protected and strengthened, to

the next generation.

 Stop by our website and like it on facebook and twitter, to

help spread r/K Selection Theory at:

 http://www.anonymousconservative.com

Also,  stop  by  our  blog  for  daily  summaries  of  news

headlines and events focused on politics and the fight against

Cabal, as well as occasional articles on other subjects of interest

at:

http://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog
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If you liked this book, check out these titles:

The Evolutionary Psychology Behind Politics

This book examines from a scientific perspective why we

have  two  diametrically  opposed  political  psychologies  in  this

world. Drawing from a range of scientific disciplines, it begins

by examining the two predominant psychologies in nature, and

shows how animals develop them because they have two basic

environments – gluts  and shortages.  In a glut,  like  rabbits  in

fields of grass they will never fully consume, animals develop the

rabbit's  r-selected  psychology,  designed  to  simply  produce  as

many offspring, of any quality as quickly as possible, to exploit

the glut.  They avoid danger and conflict,  mate promiscuously,

single mother offspring, encourage early sexualization of young

to spread genes faster, and never sacrifice for others. 
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Conversely,  in  a  shortage,  it  is  shown  that  animals

develop  the  wolf's  K-selected  psychology,  where  conflict  and

threat are accepted and met,  because fleeing will  result  in no

food.  They  compete  for  mates,  and  monopolize  them  with

monogamy,  to  produce  the  fittest  offspring  possible.  They

encourage  offspring  to  select  monogamous  mates  later,  when

they themselves are fitter, so their single, life-long mate will be

as fit as possible, and so will their offspring. Finally, they form

competitive  groups,  and  form intense  bonds  of  loyalty  within

them.  These  are  the  foundations  of  our  two  political

psychologies, and this book examines this from the historical, to

the genetic, from neurobiology to social psychology. We are a

political battle of rabbits and wolves, one expecting resources to

be free and not feeling loyalty to the group, and one assuming

shortage,  and  realizing  we  need  to  band  together  and  stick

together to make it in the world, because there are others who

will take our ration of resources if we do not. I believe it was this

book which caused the passive surveillance which lurks in the

shadows around all of us to be ordered to intrude more openly

and aggressively in my life. 
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How to Deal With Narcissists.

This book arose from a malignant narcissist I knew when

I was younger, who revealed enough about his past that I could

see  where  his  psychology  came from.  It  takes  the  narcissistic

psychology, and examines how predisposition mixes with specific

environmental  conditions,  to  mold  their  brain  to  exhibit  the

strange  constellation  of  traits  the  narcissist  exhibits.  From

rewriting history to construct an imaginary reality that makes

their brain feel better, to the need to make others feel worse, this

book examines where their  traits  came from, before segueing

into  the  range  of  techniques  they  will  use  to  manipulate  the

normal  people  around them and try  to  seize  the  control  they

cannot be without.
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     Affiliated Sites Online

In the  course  of  this  journey,  it  has  become clear  that

there are two sources of information when you go online. 

I do not understand the specifics, as nobody briefs me on

how it all works. But in casual observation, you will notice that

the  “large”  sources  of  information,  which  are  promoted

everywhere as “respectable,” and which we are told get the most

traffic and largest readerships, will tend to be controlled outlets.

Inherent  to  their  reporting  and  media  production  will  be  an

implicit assumption that there is respectable information which

intelligent people believe, and which they are providing you, and

“bad”  information,  which  only  those  who  are  not  worthy  of

respect will tend to promote. 

Purely  by  coincidence,  these  sites  will  rarely  speak  of

government  surveillance,  and when they  do,  it  will  be  strictly

about data-processing schemes which involve such impersonal

mechanisms as the warehousing of incidental data points about

you which nobody will ever really examine. Ideas such a massive

civilian spying network turned on the citizenry, or governmental

entities allowing 9/11 to happen, or the presence of massive sex-

trafficking networks used to blackmail politicians, or pedophile

rings in high places, or the media being controlled by some sort

of intelligence network hostile to the American people, will be

dismissed out of hand as too ridiculous to even examine.

I view it  all  with the benefit  of  knowing the truth. The

surveillance machine is massive, everywhere, and composed of

personal,  civilian  informant  networks  reviewing  and  curating
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almost all of the very personal material they harvest in real time.

Having seen that,  I  know there  is  no  way 19  Arab hijackers

entered the US, traveled to flight schools, asked to be taught how

to fly but not how to land or take off, all while being funded by

terrorist networks overseas, and the machine missed them. And

most importantly, I know all of these big outlets know the big

secret - the machine that controls all of this, from the media, to

the  government,  to  probably  even  someone  you  know  and

interact  with in real  life.  And they are all  keeping the secret,

because they don't want you to know. Follow those controlled

media outlets, and you are letting the puppeteers control what

you think, what you believe, and what you do.

But there is another form of outlet online. These outlets

talk  about  everything,  investigate  everything,  and  provide  all

information freely. Masses of free thinkers are attracted to them,

as bastions of free thought, truth, and clear pictures of reality,

and  those  individuals  add  to  the  content  with  their  own

discussions  and  exchanges  of  information,  in  the  comment

sections of these free-thinking outlets. 

Clearly Q is one such outlet, but online there are many.

Following  will  be  some  I  have  stumbled  upon  as  I  tried  to

promote  r/K  Theory.  Even  as  I  appreciate  their  help,  I  also

recognize they are the nucleus of an online community which

can gie you the picture of reality that those in control do not

want you to have. Follow those outlets, and you can be free.

On the following page, we will list but a few. 
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Bill Whittle - News and commentary from a Conservative perspective

http://www.billwhittle.com/

Stefan Molyneux – Philosophy politics, and news, genius-tier.

https://freedomainradio.com/

Castalia House – The publishing house of the independent right

http://www.castaliahouse.com/

Vox Day – Top 40 billboard artist, syndicated columnist, author,

publisher, thought criminal according to the Social Justice Left

http://voxday.blogspot.com/

Infogalactic – Hate Wikipedia's bias? This is the alternative

http://www.infogalactic.com

Matt Forney – An author and journalist, Matt was one of the first to

promote r/K online to his readers.

https://mattforney.com/

Heartiste – Heartiste is a part of the online right devoted to using

psychology to make women find you attractive. A more hedonistic

specialty, it seems out of place, but if conservative men believe in

marrying and staying married, then this material is seen as vital, and

is now common knowledge among the independent online right.

Homepage: https://heartiste.org/

Gab: https://gab.com/heartiste
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Krauser – Like Heartiste, Krauser covers using psychology to attract

women, and he has very high-quality books detailing his methods.

https://krauserpua.com/

Liberty Authors Forum – This requires a free online registration to

get in, where writers from the independent online right congregate

and converse.

http:www.libertyauthors.com

Davis Aurini – Author, writer, and commentary on politics and the

world, banned on multiple platforms for crime-think, and an early

promoter of r/K.

http://www.staresattheworld.com/

Tommy Robinson News – A political activist in Britain who offers

the patriotic perspective in his journalism, and who may be the first

member of the independent right to lead a major superpower.

https://www.tr.news/

Red Ice – Great news from a couple trying to save Europe from the

leftist migrant invasion.

https://redice.tv/

Free Republic - One of the top online conservative political forums.

http://www.freerepublic.com

The Burning Platform – A sane view of the insane world, with a

constant stream of articles on current events.

https://www.theburningplatform.com/

4Chan  - Really needs no introduction. It has a very high noise to
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signal ratio, but if you can weed through the shills and the Cabal

disruptors, there are real gems constantly being mined here.

https://boards.4chan.org/pol/
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